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As

We

See

John

A

spart of this issue's coverage of the
recent Consumer Electronics
Show (pp.58-79), Ireport on my
dissatisfaction with almost all the surroundsound demonstrations Iexperienced in Las
Vegas. As amusic-lover, the last thing I
want is to have trumpets and drums attacking me from behind, yet almost without
exception, that is what record producers
seem to feel is an essential part of the
DVD-Audio and SACD experiences.
As an increasingly gray-haired baby
boomer, I'm old enough to remember the
fiasco of quadraphony. Yes, there were
competing systems and standards — never
arecipe for successful marketing. But I
believe amajor part of the failure of quad
was the crassly unmusical surround mixes
the record industry felt were an essential
part of the experience. And yes, even if the
Columbia recording of Bartók's Concerto
for Orchestra, with the microphones in the
middle of the orchestra, was very much the
worst case, far too often there were, yes,
trumpets and drums attacking the listener
from behind!
Of course, this software problem applies equally to DVD-A and SACD. A
hardware problem that also applies to
both of these hi-rez media is the lack of
bass management for surround music. In a
home-theater system, the ".1" subwoofer
channel is designated as being for low-frequency "effects." Bass information in the
other five channels, in theory at least,
should be fed to five frill-range speakers.
But when you need to buy five rather
than two speakers, cutting back on the
bass is the most common way of making
the purchase affordable. When, in proper
pragmatic fashion, ahome-theater owner
chooses to use speakers with limited bass
extension, the system feeds all the low frequencies to the necessary subwoofer, not
just the LF "effects." But with the current
DVD-Audio players and the sole surround SACD player — the Philips
SACD1000, reviewed by Chip Stern in
April — there is no bass management. Use
one of these players in asystem with small
speakers and you may get surround music
recorded at 24/96 or with DSD, but you
get no bass!
But at least SACD conforms to the existing paradigm of recorded music: put in the
disc, press Play, and listen to the music. The
Stereophile, May 2001

DVD-A players I've tried at home have left
me snarling in rage: This is amusic medium,
yet you can't access the music unless you
hook up the player to aTV in order to navigate the onscreen menus! Didn't anyone in
the DVD Forum think about this before
going ahead with the DVD-A launch? Do
they really think consumers will persevere
with amedium that imposes such practical
limitations on them?
Back in the 1970s, Idid persevere with
the surround-sound experience. Even after
I'd consigned my Sansui Variomatrix quadraphonic decoder to the loft, Iused a
homemade version of the Hailer Dynaquad circuit to feed rear channels with the
difference between the front channels.
This was surprisingly successful some of
the time. On good recordings with agood
deal of ambience and reverberation, the
sense of recorded space did indeed wrap
around to the rear. But ultimately Itired of
the sounds of instruments unpredictably
shooting from the front to the back, and
went back to the pure two-channel experience without even aslightly wistful glance
over my shoulder.
So if you think my lack of enthusiasm
for the "new" experience of surround
sound proves that I'm an old fuddy-duddy,
I'm not. It's just that almost every surround demo Iheard at CES reminded me
of the words of George Santayana: "Those
who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it."
First we take Manhattan ...
It was 20 years ago when, as deputy editor
of the English audio magazine Hi-Fi News
&Record Review (transformed last fall into
plain Hi-Fi News), Ipersuaded my thenpublisher that it was anatural extension of
amagazine's activities to become involved
in promoting hi-fi shows. Not only would
ashow give readers the chance to hear
what the best systems were capable of
without having to cope with the pressure
to buy that is inherent in an in-store demo,
it would give editors and writers the
chance to spend several days talking to and,
more important, listening to those same
readers. The result of our plans was The
Hi-Fi Show, which is still going strong
(though it has since relocated from its original location at London's Heathrow airport
to ahotel closer to the center of town).

It

Atkinson

When Icrossed the Atlantic in 1986 to
become Stereophiles editor, Ibrought the
show virus with me. Not surprisingly,
therefore, this magazine soon got into the
show business. We started in asmall way,
with three floors at Santa Monica's Bay
View Plaza hotel in spring 1987; by 1998,
when Stereophile' was sold to Petersen
Publishing (now emapUSA), HI-FI
Ninety-Something had become an annual
event on the audio calendar, attracting
some 10,000 avid audiophiles to each
event. HI-FI '99, occupying seven floors
and virtually all the ballrooms and meeting
rooms of Chicago's historic Palmer House
Hilton in the Loop District, was the last in
that series.
After afalse start in 2000, we're back in
show business in abig way in 2001: As you
can read in this issue's "Industry Update"
(p.19), Home Entertainment 2001 hits midtown Manhattan this month, May 11-13.
Sponsored not only by Stereophile but also by
our stiblemates Home Theater and Stereophile
Guide to Home Theater magazines, HE 2001
will fill the Hilton New York & Towers
Hotel with the best in high-end audio and
home theater —no fewer than 122 brands,
from Accuphase to Wisdom Audio!
As at our previous shows, there will be
afrill program of seminars and live music,
almost all free to attendees. Chesky Records is presenting David Johansen, of New
York Dolls and Buster Poindexter fame,
performing cuts from his superb new
Harry Smiths album; pianists Hyperion
Knight and Robert Silverman — both featured on Stereophile CDs—will play
Gershwin and Beethoven, respectively;
Jimmie Lee Robinson will supply
Chicago-style blues courtesy of Analogue
Productions and Acoustic Sounds; virtuoso Arturo Delmoni will remind us of the
glory of the solo violin, thanks to John
Marks Records; and my own Atkinson/
Perkins/Reina Trio, augmented by acouple of guests, will perform abit of everything, from Bach to Jimmy Smith-style
Hammond organ jazz. The live music will
culininate in aSony-sponsored Saturdaynight concert featuring Sony Music artist
Keb' Mo'.
You can find more details about Home
Entertainment 2001 in the ad on p.66 and
at www.homeentertainment-expo.com.
We'll see you there!
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love affair between the listener and arecorded piece of
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Paradigm - Reference designers understand this bond and
are relentless in developing speakers that make this
stirring emotional connection possible. Sound reproduction
is stunningly natural, detailed and clear. Imaging is open
and spacious with pinpoint localization. And, since
high-end speakers should also move you visually, these
advanced technologies are housed in beautifully sleek,
elegant enclosures.
Whether for music or home theater, there is no more sonically coherent choice than Paradigm Reference speaker
systems -Art embracing science, science embracing art...
A Love Supreme.

"... most certainly aserious high-end contender, and a
formidable one ... if tonal neutrality is at the top of your list
of priorities for speaker performance, and you want a
speaker that can play loud without sounding stressed,
then you really must listen to the Reference Studio/100."
-Robed Deutsch, Stereophile, Vol. 23 No.6, on the Studio/100

vvww.paradigm.corn
in the US, contact AuchoStream MPG Bon 2410, Niagara Fats, NY 14302 T•19051 632-0180
in Canada, contact Paradigm 205 Annagem Blvd, Mississauga, ON 151 2V1 T•19051 564-1994
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Letters

Get 'em when they're young
Editor:
Enclosed is a picture of our daughter,
Grace. Even at her young age, she fights
her daddy, Mark, each month for the new
Stereophile. She won the battle this month
and was able to chew —I mean, read her
way through the issue before letting her
father have his turn. I'll keep you posted
on who wins the war.
Dane Newhall
Arlington, VA
danemark@attglobatnet
An effective tweak
Editor:
Does anyone notice how much more "liquid" astereo system sounds after afew
drinks?
Bud Weiser
St. Louis, MO
To boldly go...
Editor:
Dear God ... J-10 is now doing listening-chair reviews! Ihave awonderfully
comfortable 20-year-old leather IKEA
couch as my listening chair .... could do
a quick 500-word review on that if
you're interested!
And he's got to be kidding... no one
can listen to music when sat upon that
Frank Lloyd Wright excuse for achair!
The Reverend Doctor David S. Dodd
St. Augustine, FL
ddodd@aug.cons
Stereophile, May 2001

Perchance to dream ...
Editor:
If Iwere Stereophile Editor for aDay...
•I'd make "Records To Die For" asemiannual feature. If space is really short,
"Recommended Components" could be
reduced to once ayear. Remember, it's
about the music. The hardware gets us
closer to it.
•Give (or assign, if he kicks up afuss)
more pages to Michael Frerner. One can
never have too much analog news.
• Iwould compliment webmaster Jon
Iverson for the new look of www.
stereophile.com and the much-improved
organization of the archive section, but
chastise him for the continuing slowness
of the site.
•Make available all previous Stereophile articles, editorials, features, and reviews to subscribers, who would be e
-mailed or mailed
apassword to give them access.
•If that can't be done, I'd throw atemper
tantrum and then insist that, at the very
least, every music review ever printed in
the magazine be posted on the website for
all to read.
•I'd spend the remaining seven hours in a
listening session, occasionally thinking
about all the positive Letters to the Editor
these new policies will generate.
Clive Camm
'Stereophile Editor of the Day"
ccamtn@verus.com

Letters to the Editor should be sent
to The Editor, Stereophile, 110 5th
Avenue (5th floor), New York, NY
10011. Fax: (212) 886-2809. E-mail:
Letters@Stereophile.com. Unless
marked otherwise, all letters are assumed to be for possible publication.
In the spirit of vigorous debate
implied by the First Amendment,
and unless we are requested not to,
we publish correspondents' e-mail
addresses. Please note: We are unable to answer requests for information on specific products or systems.
If you have problems with your subscription, call toll-free (800) 6663746, or write to Stereophile, P.O. Box
53117, Boulder, CO 80322-3117.

Cool new digs
Editor:
Cool new digs! Made me say "Whoa" and
wonder if Ihad ended up somewhere else.
Nope! www.stereophile.com, right where
Iwanted to be.
Brian Lindquist
blindquist@earthlink.net
Super
Editor:
The new look of the Stereophile website is
super!
George Strausser
Lynnwood, WA
tooboy@gte.net
You screwed up
Editor:
Congratulations on screwing up the look
of your website. The older one was pleasantly warm and colorful. The new one is
steely cold, with no soul. It's the same
feeling Iget when Isubstitute asolidstate amp in place of tubes, or CDs in
place of vinyl. Did Fremer have any input
on the redesign?
Name withheld
joeespo@mindspring.com
A bit speedier?
Editor:
The Stereophile site has abetter feel to it,
and also seems abit speedier.
Itchy
It's so slow!
Editor:
Your new site is slow. I'm using acable
modem so Iknow the problem is not
mine.
Tony Esporma
totry@espomta.com
While the total download is smaller, the new
site has more complicated tables for the pages,
and these tables are slower to render on older
computers. Both Mr. Esporma and Mr.
Camm apparently use 133MHz PCs, for
example.
Thanks, JI, and my thanks to James Wigger
for his excellent design work on the new site
—JA
A definite plus
Editor:
Good new column, John Marks' "The
Fifth Element." A definite plus.
Lou Fisher
LouFisher8@aotcom
7
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Excellent news
Editor:
Excellent news about John Marks' new
column in Stereophi/e. Well done, JA!
Paul Graber
Guildford, UK
paulg@pgraber.demon.co.uk

log at my door. While none of the
Arhoolie material would likely become
references for selecting cables, it's wonderful to know it's out there.
Keep up the excellent work, Robert.
I'm sure you are not needing su :estions,
but Iwould love to see asummary of
lOcc/Godley/Creme.
David Clemens
Menasha, WI
dclemens@execpc.com

The right thing to do
Editor:
Ijust wanted to offer my input on what
seems to be the latest topic for Stereophile
readers to complain about. The last few
issues have included anumber of letters
criticizing your magazine for reviewing an
A/V receiver and aDVD player in addiA good step
tion to putting them on the cover.
Editor:
Ithink it is great to see awell-respected
Thanks for Dan Ouellette's Sun Ra article
magazine like Stereophile review these
in March. Recognition and understanding
Cut it out!
types of products in order to determine
of Ra's contributions beyond his eccentricEditor:
how well they perform with respect to
ities will probably take decades, as
Cut this shit out now! The March issue
both two-channel and multichannel
Ouellette notes. This overview is agood
arrived at my door. To my dismay, Ifind a music. Ialso want to add that these covers
step on the path.
pair of $600 speakers gracing its cover,
are mostly responsible for the fact that I
While watching the fine documentary
after so much flak about the Denon recurrently read and subscribe to Stereophile
film Sun Ra: A Joyful Noise afew years
ceiver/PC soundcard ruckus.
Iwas and still am abig home-theater enback, Irealized why Ra claimed to be
Ienjoy reading about fantastically priced
thusiast with asmall but growing interest
from Saturn. The expression on his face as
components. Can Iafford them? Not. Can
in hi-fi sound. These two hotly debated
he talks of his background suggests that
Idream? Yes. Do Isubscribe to Stereo
covers are what caught my attention in the
Saturn was abetter place to come from
Review or whatever they reinvented thembookstore and are responsible for my purthan segregated, black-hating America.
selves as? Hell no!
Richard Crimi
chasing your magazine.
Ra's Saturnality was away to finesse and
Beaverton, OR
Idid, of course, read most of the rest of
mock the whole race question. Like Duke
rctimil4@nrcitecom
each issue, not just these two reviews, and
Ellington, he was "beyond category."
as aresult am learning more about topics
Glenn Brooks
Get thee behind me, er, BMW
about which Ihad no prior knowledge
Editor,Jelly Music Magazine
Editor:
(tube amps, DACs, etc.). Ipersonally
wwwjellyroll.com Just wanted to be the first to whine about
think that, as long as Stereophile stays true
an ad for cars, not stereos, taking up space
to its goal of providing insight into how to
Paging Mr. Jones
in the March issue. What is the deal?
best reproduce music, whether it be with
Editor:
Does emapUSA just want you to whore
one, two, six, or 100 channels of sound,
One reason ...I am not going to continout your beautiful glossy pages to the
your loyal readers will respect what you
ue with my subscription to Stereophile is
highest bidder?
have to say. Those who criticize you for
that Idon't know what the hell you are
We all know the readers of Stereophile
reviewing a multichannel receiver or a
talking about.
shouldn't be tempted away from hi-fi by
DVD-Audio player are probably more
Your October issue, for example, menexpensive Euro sedans. Iactually thought
angry at the fact that you acknowledge
tioned aperformer named "Rickie Lee
of selling my automobile to buy more hithat multichannel sound exists in the first
Jones." Who the hell is this guy? Never
fi, but alas, one has to get to work, and the
place, let alone lend any credibility to it as
heard of him. The only "Ricky" Iknow is
bus just doesn't run past my house!
aquality sound format. Keep up the good
Rick(y) Nelson, one of the finest perKeep up the good work, guys, but next
work.
Braden Reinke
formers, along with Elvis, of all time. I time request BMW to advertise its 525i
bgreinke18@yahoo.com
must like Ricky Nelson. Ihave seven of wagon — much better for hauling expenhis albums, including the boxed set. Still
sive speakers home!
Travis Whitmore The right things to review
have no idea who this guy Rickie Lee
rhcwhirmores@homecom
Editor:
Jones is, and would not know him if he
On behalf of the Michigan Audio Society,
were on the porch.
Something's definitely wrong
I'm writing to express afew of our conThis generation has no talent. They do
Edio
cerns and opinions.
not know how to play or sing. Frankly, I Iwas not surprised to sec in the February
Iwill start by saying that two thirds of
do not like them or their idiotic and childand March issues' "Letters" that many of our members subscribe to Stereophile, and
ish attempts at music, TV, and movies.
your readers didn't agree with your dedall are regular readers. As agroup, we
They act about as bad as they sing. Yes,
sion to review the Denon AVR-4800 A/V
agree with recent writers in "Letters" who
Brad Pitt is ahandsome man, but not even
receiver or the Technics DVD-Audio
have complained about your increasing
close to my generation's James Dean. He player. Iagree with these readers and I coverage of inexpensive multichannel
could act and smoke, especially in Rebel
hope this will not happen again.
receivers, computer speakers, and soundWithout aCause. Brad Pitt is alousy actor.
And now, Mr. Atkinson, this is the first
cards. We feel that the magazine's content
Name and address withheld
time Ihave seen aBMW advertised in a is being watered down; that you are trying
high-end audio magazine. Ithink someto be all things to all people.
Paging Mr. Baird
thing's definitely wrong here ... c'mon, it's
But more important, we're concerned
Editor:
disturbing my pleasure reading Stereophile.
about the specific brands of equipment
God bless Robert Baird. Ihave enjoyed so
Erik Herdian
you've been reviewing in recent issues. You
many of his articles in "Building aLibrary"
erikherdian@hotmaitcom
seem to be ignoring equipment with great
as well as his "Aural Robert" column.
common appeal. Instead, you are reviewing
After his February column on Arhoolie
If you were disturbed, Mr. Herdian, imagine
European imports and small niche speakers
Records, aquick e-mail resulted in acatahow I, alongtime Mercedes driver, felt!
—.IA
and amps, etc. "Mis is not to say that this
8
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bmwusa.com
1-800-334-4BMW
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Is It the sounds that make a BMW a BMW? A BMW is designed to be heard, felt, experienced. So our engines
sing. Our steering talks back. And we insist on offering manual transmissions in nearly all of our models for drivers who crave
th.rn Tho roei 'It ie an alrnnet tialtanathir. nnenesg with the ner .111st as

surely as you can hear a BMW.

a

BMW hears you.
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The all new

I
IIIG II PERFORMANCE
AMPLIFIER
from the Cary Sound Factory!

The V12 is adifferent breed of Cary that delivers high power
performance in acombination of class A single-ended triode
and true-balanced push-pull technology. The new V12 is created
by astunning combination -the world famous CAD-805 sound
stage, the glorious midrange of the CAD-300-SE, and the supercharged power of the CAD-211M's.
The V12 is designed with afresh and uncompromising pushpull circuit in every criteria. In reality, think of the V12 as four,

•100-watt-per-channel stereo amplifier.
•Zero feed back, balanced design.
•Class A, 50 watts per channel in the triode mode
•Jaguar's Carnival Red, clear-coat finish.
•Designed for all loudspeakers, 2- 16 ohms.

single-ended class A amplifiers, operating in acombined balanced configuration. Fully regulated dual driver power supplies.
Dual vacuum tube current sources, along with dual output
power supplies, one for each channel.
Drive the V12 with string quartets, female vocalists, and jazz,
or really step on it with rock and roll and full symphonic performances. The V12 sounds as good as it looks.

Ike Atibio t4ottplilies. 13eyossb Comm:ma«
111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511
Phone: 919-481-4494 • Fax: 919-460-3828
www.caryaudio.com

equipment shouldn't be reviewed, just not
at the expense of other, more accessible and
higher-interest products.
For example, MartinLogan has had its
Statement and Prodigy speakers out for
over ayear, yet not aword from Stereophile.
They now have two new additions, in the
Odyssey and Ascent speakers. How about
Vandersteen's Model 5, Energy's Ventas,
and the Avalon Opus? We feel there is far
more interest in stereo amps, so why not
review 1Crell's FPBc 200 and 300 stereo
amps before their mono amps? One more
point: Why are companies such as Legacy,
with their extensive line of speakers and
electronics, totally ignored?
We who live in the Detroit arca are
lucky to have many high-end audio shops
in which to audition and purchase equipment, yet many of the products Stereophile
has recently reviewed are not to be found
anywhere. At arecent meeting we polled
our members by asking, if they were
shopping at anewsstand, would they buy
any of the Stereophile issues published since
January 2001. The answer, almost to aperson, was no. Ithink you get the point.
Ihope you will not take this letter as a
personal attack but rather afree-of-charge,
unrequested marketing survey. No business can stay in business and grow without
listening to its customers, in this case your
readers. Give us info on high-interest,
easy-to-find and -purchase products, and
we'll all be happy!
Gordon G. Putnam
Taylor, MI
The same old shame old?
Editor:
I've been reading Swreophile for the past 12
years. In the last year, the magazine has
gone to shit. The December issue, for
example, with the Denon receiver on the
cover, was ajoke! After the sellout [to
emapUSA], we were hoping for some
original writing and reviews, not the same
old Levinson and Krell.
Iam not the only one complaining about
the decline in your last 12 issues. These topics come up frequently at the Audiogon
forum. Go to www.audiogon.com and
scroll over to the audiophile forum. You
should listen, because The Absohrte Sound is
back, and they are putting you to shame.
You are no longer respected by avid
audiophiles. Check out Cigar Aficionado — that's class and professionalism. That's what Stereophile should be.
Shame, shame.
Steven Helbley
Guam
sieves, kh@netpci.com
Congratulations and courage
Lill tO

Permit me to express my admiration and
Stereophile. May 2001

congratulations for your series of recordings, most notably the set of Beethoven
piano sonatas. It requires considerable
courage and no mean technical knowledge to put oneself on the line and demonstrate how one thinks a good
recording should be made and with
what equipment.
Ialso admire your attempts to correlate
measured and perceived performance in a
public, verifiable fashion that aids comparative evaluation of products. Again, it requires courage to create apublic record
against which one is measured.
Finally, Iadmire your candor and that
of your reviewers in disclosing the qualifications you bring to the evaluation of
music and equipment, your backgrounds
and biases, and your listening environments. Such honesty is the bedrock of
trustworthy and credible professional evaluation. Thank you.
In noting these features, Icannot help
but be struck by their absence in other
writers and other publications, preeminently apompous blowhard like Harry Pearson
in The Abso!ute Sound, who publishes lists of
"Super Discs" that have not developed
materially in 15+ years, and who still manages to ignore 95% of the last 2000 years of
music, with not so much as ashred of qualification in music, engineering, recording,
or journalism.
It is refreshing that you and Stereophile
hold yourselves to high and meaningful
standards.
Paul Danello
pdariello@worldnnattmet
Thank you very much .for your comments, Mr.
Danello. Ihave ahvays believed that amagazine
should share as much as it can with its readers.
That way, while we may be wronq on some
thine, at least the readers will still have sufficient
iennation with which to make up their own
minds. With respect to your lois' opinion (Pinny
Pearson, Imust say in Isis delinse that among
other things, it was his unitise on audio in the
late 1970s asid early 1980s that turned me aivay
from my objectivist path. However, Iwas saddened to discover that the best piece of writing in
the current issue
The Abso!ute Sound
(No.128) was ais unauthorized ninint (fa nineyear-old article fr*orli Stereophile.
—JA

(y-

No bodily functions, please
1dit 'I;
Iam and have been for quite some time
now asubscriber to Stereophile. Ihave a
question for you. Would you please provide me with the justification that you
have for permitting your publishing of
foul language in your magazine?
Given the subject matter of Stereophile,
Iam at aloss to understand such poor
choices when it comes to the selection of

AERIAL
ACOUSTICS

Model SW-12

Exceptional
Performance
P.O. Box 81248
Wellesley MA 02481 USA
Tel /Fax 781 235 7715

wwutaerialacoustics.com
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For alimited time
experience Active
Shielding for less
than $50!
Introducing the new
Mini Power Coupler" for
Active Shielding. An REI
busting, EMI destroying
machine that actively supercharges the performance of Synergistic
Research cables!
Improvements over
non-powered cables include asignificantly wider
and deeper sound stage,
improved inner detail retrieval, more powerful and
deeper bass, and smother
highs.
Chip Stern declares.
"...the upgrade to Active
Shielding is profound.
Imagine your sound stage
illuminated from within..."
Stereophile 2000 Vol. 23
No. 4on Active Shielding"

3

*For alimited time
you'll get up to a70% tradein allowance for your old
Non-Synergistic Research
cables when you upgrade
to Synergistic Research- call
for details and to find out
if your old cables qualify.

*Call or visit our
web site for more
information on
the new "Mini
Power Coupler"
and for our
exciting new cable
trade in program!
Synergistic Research Inc.
ph,

multi I401112 28h0
rh.rwsh, Ih•Nturt h
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certain words and phrases on the part of
your writers to describe reactions, facts,
or fiction in their articles. In the past, the
use of foul language was not an issue in
your publication. What has changed to
now permit such words to be printed in
your magazine?
Ifind myself feeling sorry for your writing staff when they choose such words to
appear in writing under their names. Just
so you will know what Iam referring to, I
consider the use of the common word to
describe human excrement to be foul and
inappropriate language.
Ilook forward to reading your explanation as to why you permit such noise
to be published in Stereophile. Have you
considered hiring writers who are not
infatuated with bodily functions?
John Wirtertsman
Rochester, MN
wingerts@usibm.com
Thank you for writing Mr. Wingertsman. Asfar
as Iam aware, my policy has not changed. Yes,
while there has always been the occasional scatological nference, Idiscourage my own writers
from using both obscenities and preanities.
However, Ido regard it as my duty to firithfully
preserve the choice of language used by readers in
their lettes— witness some of this month's correspondents—and by interview subjects. Thus,
as Warren Zevon sawfit to litter his interview in
the July 2000 Stereophile with the word
"fuck," my responsibility was to present his word
choice to the magazine's readers. Ido not see it
part of my role as an editor either to alter his
word choice, or to bowdlerize the offensive words
by substitutiw "(""L'," for example.
—JA

You shoot that messenger!
Editor:
Iplan to purchase only one more issue of
Stereophile. That's so Ican identify the
major advertisers that Iplan to personally
boycott due to the outrageous article on
the CEA on your website. [www.stereophile
com/shownews.cgi?980; see also this issue's
"Industry Update"— Ed.]
No one "attacks" Internet technology,
as the CENs Gary Shapiro suggests. Instead, as copyright owners, we embrace a
new delivery system. However, that does
not mean that because Napster has become acatalyst for the theft of our personal property we will not endeavor to
right that horrible wrong.
Audiophiles who pretend to hear the
differences between esoteric speaker
cables and overpriced 60W monoblock
tube amps would do well to consider what
will happen to the quality of audio product
that the record labels will produce when
the profit incentive is removed or reduced.
Sadly, experience tells me that many of
them will never hear the difference, since
their fetish is more wrapped up in the
grown-up version of Lionel Trains than listening to music!
Kevin Kelly
(a fonner reader)
KellykevM@aoLcom

A seasoned eye
Editor:
Though it has been some 20 years since t
glanced at aStereophile, the cover of the
September 2000 issue caught my eye, as I
am involved in the SMT and PCB business. The inductor marked "LID" near
the bottom of the cover is clearly not solCancel my subscription, sir
dered and looks as if it has started tombEditor:
stoning. Isuggest that some of the anomThank you, Mr. Atkinson, for responding
alies you noted in your review of the
to my inquiry regarding your printing of CardDeluxe may have been caused by an
foul language in Stereophile. Iwas quite disopen circuit in this inductor. Take alook at
mayed to read your reply and your choice
the cover shot to see what Imean.
of words to include in your response. I
Idid enjoy my trip down memory lane,
support freedom of speech and people's
when Istill cared agreat deal about fideliright to say and write what they feel is
ty (audio, that is).
Manfred P Wallmeier
required of them. In this case, Ifind that
MWallmeier@ramusa.com
you, sir, have stepped over the line by including such foul language in your correHe's pulling our leg, right?
spondence with me.
Editor:
You, sir, have offended my personal
Was Sam Tellig pulling our leg in March
sensibilities with your conscious decision
("KLH stands for KLoss, Henry")?
to use profanity in your correspondence
Everybody who was anybody knows
well beyond what Ifind to be acceptable.
"KLH" stands for the company's three
Your correspondence with me has had
founders: Henry ICloss, Malcolm Low,
the following effect on me, one of your
and Tony Hoffman.
Bill Lee
loyal subscribers. Please cancel my subSeattle WA
scription to Stereophile effective immedibill1518@juno.com
ately and return to me the balance of my
subscription fee.
John Wingertsman
Sam's making this stuff up!
Rochester, MN
wingets@usibm.com
How can Sam Tellig make this stuff up?
Stereophile, May 2001

So Much For So Little
Time to put normal expectations to one side. The new
Bowers &Wilkins 300 Series has rewritten the performance
rulebook on modestly priced loudspeakers.

Technology? We've got it and more with our famous Nautilus'
tweeter technology, on all new woven fiberglass cone bass /
midrange driver, and true audiophile grade crossovers for maximum
signal purity. Superior acoustic performance combines with stunning
visual appeal like no other speaker near its price.

So much for so little. Hear them at your authorized B&W dealer.

Letters
KLH does not stand for KLoss, Henry.
The last time Ichecked, it stood for ICloss,
Low, and Hoffman, who started their
company around 1957. Istill have apaper,
titled "Hoffinan's Iron Law," about sealed
(air-suspended) speaker enclosures.
Jantes Smith
Vancouver, WA
james@pizazcom
Oops
Editor:
Iwas impressed with Bob Reina's review
of the PSB Image 4T loudspeakers in
February. However, I'm unclear as to how
the speakers were placed: Were they on
the floor or were they on stands? Since the
specifications mentioned that they are
only 22" tall, I assumed they would
require stands, but nowhere does he mention that.
Al Rose
alrose@II.rr.com
My apologies, Mr. Rose, and you're not the first
reader who contacted me in confusion. Yes, the
Image 4T is afloorstanding speaker, but Iaccidentally included the physical dimensions of the
smaller Image 3LR satellite speaker in my
review text. The correct dimensions of the Image
4T are: 36" H by 6.5" W by 14.25" D.
—BR
The very model of
an audio contrarian
Editor:
Irecently spent avery pleasant evening
reading the February Stereophile while listening to aGilbert and Sullivan recording.
The enclosed parody of Major-General
Stanley's patter song from The Pirates of
Penzance was the happy result of that
evening's entertainment (sung to the tune
of "I am the very model of amodern
Major-General," from The Pirates of
Penzance, with apologies to W.S. Gilbert):
Iam the very model of an audio contrarian,
My budget goes for media and
equipment antiquarian,
I've thermionic valves' in each component electronical
Approved by Harry Pearson in his
magazine canonical?
My musical collection is atantalizing
sight to see,
With packs of Shaded Dogs3and the
occas'n'al mono Mercury.
My phonograph is Scottish, from the
enterprising House of Linn;
To listen to another record player
would be mortal sin.
Chorus
To listen to another record player
14

would be
To listen
would be
To listen
would be

mortal sin,
to another record player
mortal sin,
to another record player
mortal mortal sin.

My amp is single-ended, its devices
all arc New Old Stock,
The chassis's stereophonic, though I
crave apair of monoblocks,
My amplifier's valves were made by
Sig and Russell Varian, 4
In short, Iam the model of an audio
contrarian!
Chorus
His amplifier's valves were made by
Sig and Russell Varian;
In short, he is the model of an audio
contrarian!
My tape equipment's open-reel,
from Studer and from Stellavox,
To those who'd sell me D-A-T, Icall
upon their heads apox;
My tuner's a Maranta 10B, with
thermionic valves galore.
(I only wish the broadcasts were as
good as in the days of yore!)
My system's channels are but two, I
sec no need for any more.
Home Theater, to me, is but acinematic crashing bore.
My sentiments match those of Stereophile's J. Gordon Holt, 5to wit:
He said, "I say it's television, and I
say to Hell with it!"
Chorus
He said, "I say it's television, and I
say to Hell with it!"
He said, "I say it's television, and I
say to Hell with it!"
He said, "I say it's television, and I
say to Hell to Hell with it!"
Ithink that "Perfect Sound Forever"
is an advertiser's crock,
To any novel format I'm the last
adopter on the block,
Isee all formats digital as evil and
barbarian,
In short, Iam the model of an audio
contrarian!
Chorus
He sees all formats digital as evil and
barbarian,
In short, he is the model of an audio
contrarian!
Ilove to hear the classics, though my
knowledge of them's minimal,
My background music's jazz, for its

enlightenment subliminal;
Ican't remember when Ilast set foot
inside aconcert hall —
Why bother, when my system can so
perfectly produce them all?
The soundstage that my system
throws is highly three-dimensional,
With everything revealed, including
sounds that aren't intentional.
Its balance treads the line 'twixt analytical and musical,
So Miles and Trane and Adderley6
sound very Kind of Blue-si cal.
Chorus
So Miles and Trane and Adderley
sound very Kind ofBlue-sical,
So Miles and Trane and Adderley
sound very Kind ofBlue-sical,
So Miles and Trane and Adderley
sound very Kind ofBlue-si- Blue-sical.
For my engineering knowledge,
though I'm quite an avid hobbyist,
Is barely on apar with arecording
comp'ny lobbyist
Still, whether Iam listening to Bach
or Bagdasarian, 7
Iam the very model of an audio contrarian!
Chorus
Still, whether he is listening to Bach
or Bagdasarian,
He is the very model of an audio
contrarian!
Donald PBiker
Livonia, MI
An AC solution
Editor:
I've really enjoyed and appreciated the
fantastic info in the "Fine Tunes" archives
on www.stereophile.com. Excellent!
In "Fine Tunes" #11J-10 prescribes the
best way to get one's room wired up for
monoblocks. When two separate dedicated lines are run back to the box on either
side for balancing, what AC line should

1"Themtionic valve" is British English for "vacuum tube."
2 The Ainohne Sound, which HP's disciples regard as
Holy Writ.
3The collective term "pack," for agroup of dogs, applies
as well to dte Shaded as to the four-legged variety.
4 A bit of artistic license: The brothers Varian were
known for their microwave valves, particularly Magnetrons and Klystrons. An audio amplifier equipped with
Varian valves would be arare bird indeed, as the Varians
did not manufacture consumer valve types.
5in whose ears we trust.
6Miles Davisjohn Coltrane, and Julian "Cannonball"
Adderley were all featured on Davis' Kind Blue.
7 Ross Bagdasarian, aka David Seville, mated The
Chip
nks.
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the rest of my gear be on? Their own dedicated line?
Mark
glovecentr@aotcom

fiers simply revealed the weaknesses in
the rest of his system." Isn't this kind of
reply essentially an industry joke? Audio
Research should take their knocks and
move on, not make excuses that insult the
intelligence of Stereophiles readers.
On the other hand, Iappreciate Michael Fremer's straightforwardness and
honesty about his experience with the
amps.
David
Address ivithheld by request

Mark, thanks for your comments; they're much
appreciated. As to your question, there are no
hard-and-fast !UMW'S. Iuse two quads of 30A
lines back to the breaker box for amps. Sometimes Iuse both monoblodes into them, sometimes Iuse another line that's on adifferent phase
fpositive. Some amps don't like that very much,
though, and hum like the dickens. All amps into
Thanks so much Jr your letter, David; it meant
one line sounds slightly sweeter, while two phasagreat deal to nie. That was not an easy review
es ofpositive can sound more powelid Asfir the
to unite! It's so much easier to throw fireballs,
front-end, Ihave all my components on asepaespecially when it areview of aproductfrom an
rate dual-quad 20A line going to adealt
important company like Audio Research.
(high-quality) breaker in the box, but ofthe exact
(Visiting their room at the January CES was
same length to avoid ground potentials, and thus
neither easy nor pleasant) But you're not willhum. So usually Inot the' amps and the _frontend on those separate lines. However, if there's a ing to deal with alittle discomfort, you shouldn't
be a reviewer—unless you don't really care
ground loop you just cannot get rid of sometimes
about the readers or the industry.
running everything into one line spares the
Ididn't have aproblem with their response,
pain. Ifpossible get separate lines for yourfronthowever. If Iwere they, Isuppose I'd write the
end, then experiment.
—J-10
sanie thing... but Istand by the review. In fact, I
,eot some interesting e-mails from readers disWild, just wild
cuss* the `Audio Research amp sound," which
Editor:
is apparently what Ideter/bed (though Iwas not
Iteach out in western Kansas (mostly pigs
aware there was such athing). Ihave heard some
and cows). I'm just an hour from Chad
wondelul-sounding Audio Research tube amps
Kassem's Acoustic Sounds warehouse in
at afriend's and at fellow writer Bob Reina's
Salina. They let me loose in the candy
house
—MF
store today: thousands of new LPs swimming before my eyes. The Mobile Fidelity
section, in particular, was astounding:
dozens of brand-new copies each of
Getz/Gilberto, Dark Side of the Moon, etc.
Wild, just wild.
What caught my eye was Chad's pile of
10" Japanese Toshiba EMI pressings of
jazz classics from the early 1950s (originally released by Blue Note). I've got a
slew of vinyl around, new and old, but this
is some of the best I've heard — ever?
Maybe. Preternaturally quiet, though not
in the eerie way that CDs are.
What grabs me is the sound on these
pressings — the realism, the sheer, unforced naturalness of these reissues, is just
heartbreaking. If you haven't got any, or
Sidewinder
many, in your collection, grab afew from
him. At 40 bucks apop for an average of
20 minutes an album, value's pretty low —
unless you love vinyl. Then these babies
are as cheap as cracked 45s.
And yes, Iwork for astate university, not
amajor record label!
Paul A. Basinski
paulain@neralteLnet
Disappointed
Editor:
Iwas very disappointed at Audio Research's reply to Michael Fremees January
review of the VTM200 monoblocks
("Manufacturers' Comments," January
2001, p231). They stated that "their amplistereophiie, may
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In 1959,
Miles Davis
entered
the studio
to record
"Kind of Blue."
Now,
hear what
really
happened.

SW. MUM.

e.,2001 Philips Electronics North America Corporation. Direct Stream Dike DSC,and the SAC D logo are remtered trademarjeo

Introducing the SACD 1000 from Philips
It was a legendary session that produced one of the greatest
recordings of all time. And yet atrue version of what was recorded
that day has never been heard. Until now.
The world's first multi-channel SACD player.
When Philips introduced CD technology in 1983, it revolutionized audio. With the SACD 1000,

i

they've done it again. Now even the
most demanding listener will be
rewarded with reproduction that's
truer to the master. With up to six
channels of output available, the

Multi -channel capability lets you
hear the nuances of
the recording environment.

SACD 1000 can capture every subtlety of the original music.
Direct Stream Digital (DSD): The future of audio.
Thanks to this innovation, SACD playback is far richer than
standard CD recordings. Digital "bits" are virtually gone.
With an

unparalleled sampling

rate of 2.8Mhz, what's

left is a fabric with all the subtextures of the original music.
Recordings actually sound like they were cut from the
master. Instead of a cut below it.
A DVD Video player built in.
The SACD 1000 will play DVD Video as

Ill

well as standard audio CDs. Additionally,

Si%

Are

the new hybrid SACD titles will also play
on the over one billion existing CD players

The dual-layer hybrid CD.

worldwide. In short, for only $1999, purists like you can
finally hear what you've been longing for — musical masterpieces, without the missing pieces.
For your nearest retailer, visit
www.sacd.philips.com

PHILIPS
Lei. mdt iiiiejs bee

PARASOUND

Speaking of conviction. In

porr,i form.

Inning corn iction means %nu don't budge easik or often.

13ecatise conviction isn't negotiable. It's not receptive to compromise. Nor is it available in multiple shades
Of gray. From our layspertive. convirtion is having apoint of view to stand behind and embrace as if your
depended on it. Simply because. in abusiness like this tole. iiprobably does.
www.parasound.e0
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Industry
US: MANHATTAN
Stereophile staff
For the first time in five years, New
York City will play host to the largest
hi-fi and home-theater show in the US.
Home Entertainment 2001 promises to
be the most comprehensive such event
to date when it takes place this spring at
the Hilton New York & Towers Hotel,
1335 Avenue of the Americas, May
11-13,2001.
Co-sponsored by Stereophile, Home
Theater, and Stereophile Guide to Home
'Theater magazines, Home Entertainment 2001 is expected to draw an audience of more than 10,000 audio and
home-theater enthusiasts. It's the ultimate showcase for the latest in consumer-electronics products, and the
ideal venue for listening to and learning
about the latest in technology.
HE 2001 will offer something for
everyone —educational seminars, live
musical performances by jazz, contemporary, and classical artists, and one-onone discussions with industry professionals —all culminating in agrand concert on Saturday evening by Sony Music
recording artist Keb' Mo', sponsored by
Sony Electronics.
Home Entertainment 2001 will be
open to the public May 11, noon-8pm;
May 12, 10am-8pm; and May 13,
10am-6pm. Tickets will cost $35 for a
weekend pass or $25 for aone-day pass.
A $4 discount will be given to each
order made in advance by ordering

Update

US: INDIANAPOLIS
Barry Willis
One of the oldest naines in American
audio is venturing into new territory.
Indianapolis, Indiana-based Klipsch
Audio Technologies has acquired
"selected assets" of privately held
Mondial Designs Ltd. of Dobbs Ferry,
New York, maker of the Acunis and
Aragon brands of amplifiers, preamps,
Home Entertainment
and signal processors. Paul Rosenberg,
Mondial's co-founder and former vice
2001 will offer
president, will become adirector at his
new parent company, with primary
something for everyone.
responsibilities in marketing and product development for Acurus and
worth of the latest in home-entertainAragon. Mondial chief engineer Adam
ment equipment from such companies
Gershon and senior engineer Michael
as Accuphase, VTL, MartinLogan,
Kusiak will also remain with the comMcIntosh, and more. It's ahome-enterpany. Anthony Federici, Mondial's prestainment paradise, and an opportunity
ident, has moved on to form a new
for consumers to bring their favorite
company, D&A Labs, which plans to
CDs to hear how they sound on the
debut a"high-end home-theater receivfinest equipment in the world. Industry
er" this spring, with other quality elecgurus will be available to answer questions and give advice on how to build a tronics to follow.
The sale of Mondial to Klipsch, and
hi-fi and home-theater system, what
Federici's departure, were accomplished
technologies to look for, and what comamicably and are in the best interests of
ponents to buy.
both companies, according to both
The latest in HDTV, DVD-Audio,
Federici and Paul Jacobs, Klipsch's execDTS, SACD, and THX will be on disutive vice president and chief operating
play in several booths at the show.
officer for the Klipsch Worldwide
Consumers can learn firsthand how to
Products Group. "We have enjoyed a
decipher these terms and what they
terrific relationship with both Anthony
mean. Seminar topics, musical guests,
and Paul," said Jacobs, noting that Monand concerts arc just afew surprises yet
dial products were displayed at CES
to be announced —stay tuned for more
2001 under the Klipsch banner.
information over the next few weeks.

online at: www.homeentertainment
expo.com, or by calling toll-free (800)
830-EXPO, ext. 105.
As of late February, exhibit space has
been sold to companies representing
more than 90 brands, and the list continues to grow. Visitors can expect to see
and audition more than $10 million

Calendar
Those promoting audio-related seminars,
shows, and meetings shouldfax (do not call)
the when, whert, and who to (212) 886-2809
at least eight weeks before the month of the
event. The deadline for the July 2001 issue is
May 1. Mark the fax 'Attention Stephen
Mias, Dealer Bulletin Board." We will fax
back aconfirmation. Ifyou do not receive confirmation within 24 hours, pleasefax us again.
ARIZONA

• The Arizona Audiophile Society
sponsors monthly audio and homeStereophile, May 2001

theater meetings and events. For information, call (623) 516-4960 or e-mail
AzAudioS@aol.com.
CALIFORNIA

• The Bay Area Audiophile Society
(BAAS) welcomes new members.
BAAS schedules periodic designer and
dealer demonstrations, fosters communication and camaraderie among members, and distributes High Nog an informative newsletter. For further information, please contact Dennis Davis at

(415) 381-4228, or e-mail bluedeer@
value.net
• The California Audiophile Society is
now forming. It will sponsor monthly
audio and home-theater meetings and
events. For more information, call (909)
461-0775 or e-mail dkparksl@msn.com.
•Audio Video Excellence has changed
its name to Audio Video Excellence,
Inc., and is now located at 9212 Mira
Este Ct., Ste. 200, San Diego. For more
information, call (858) 689-1311.
• The Greater South Bay Audiophile
19
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Update

"We found atremendous commonality with Acurus and Aragon and the
direction we want to take at Klipsch,"
Jacobs explained. "We were looking for
aplatform to launch the Klipsch brand
into the upscale home-theater and
home-automation markets, and some
of the talent at Mondial was aperfect
fit." Among Gershon and Kusiak's new
projects will be aredesign of the Acurus
Act III surround processor, which may
make its official bow this fall, at the
next CEDIA show. Klipsch hopes to
bring out "six or seven" new amplifier
models — including a flagship design,
the Palladium monoblocks.
Klipsch also wants to make astrong
move into the digital loudspeaker market. The company's V-2 400 THX multimedia sound system "has not only
won universal praise from computer
journals, but has introduced a whole
new generation to quality sound,"
Jacobs stated. "Viral marketing is the
key to making this industry grow."
Founded in 1946, Klipsch manufactures loudspeakers for the home-audio
and home-theater markets, which account for 25% and 45% of the company's
annual business, respectively. Multimedia
products make up another 20% of
Klipsch's business, with pro audio comprising the remaining 10%. The acquisition of Mondial Designs may shift those
numbers even more into the homeaudio and home-theater categories.
Federici and Jacobs agreed that
Acurus and Aragon enjoyed excellent
sales, enthusiastic owners, and loyal
dealers, but Mondial had difficulty
keeping up production. Klipsch's deeper resources will be applied to bring
production levels up to aquantity sufficient to supply all existing dealers, as
well as to equip new ones. Toward that
end, Jacobs will push production inven-

tories up to three times their previous
level, and has asked all parts suppliers to
do likewise. Service for all Mondial
products is also apriority. "It's our intention that all Acurus and Aragon owners
and dealers benefit from continuous
availability of parts and service," he said.
Federici concurred, expressing "a genuine belief that Klipsch will take care of
all Acurus/Aragon dealers."
The acquisition of his former company was done "on avery friendly basis,"
Federici said. He was not even asked to
sign anon-compete agreement, acommon practice in such circumstances. Federici believes that with Klipsch's support,
Mondial products will reach previously
unattainable numbers of new customers.
As he and Paul Jacobs see it, this buyout
looks like awinner for all involved.
THE NETHERLANDS
Peter van Willenswaard
On March 1, Royal Philips Electronics
(Philips) and Marantz Japan, Inc. (MJI)
announced that MJI intends to buy from
Philips the Marantz trademark and the
European and American Marantz sales
organizations. The transaction is to take
effect in afew months. In addition, Philips will sell 1.5% of its shares in MJI,
effectively reducing its share in Marantz
from 50.5% to 49%, and thus giving up
shareholding domination.
Philips and MJI believe it is important
to have single ownership of the global
Marantz business in order to improve
what they term its "value chain." In
Philips' view, taking aminority shareholding is aclear message to the market
that MJI, from this moment on, is solely
in charge of Marantz's strategic direction. The intent is to open up new
opportunities for the Marantz brand.
Marantz, considered to be the third
largest premium audio-video brand in

the world, has grown consistently in the
last few years; it has astrong global reputation and along history in the audio
industry. MJI has been the technology
and development center for Marantz
products for more than 30 years, already
owns the distribution rights of Marantz
products in Asia (including Japan), and
now will acquire the European Marantz
sales organizations in the Netherlands,
UK, Germany, France, and Italy, as well
as Marantz America, Inc. —all currently owned by Philips.
Philips spokesman Verbeek declared
that Philips "will maintain relationships
in many areas, but in this way we believe
Marantz can create more value ... both
parties expect to continue their fruitful
cooperation in many fields." Marantz
spokesman Kazuya Suetake underlined
that "cooperation with Philips in areas
such as Super Audio CD remains as important as it is today. We have had many
successes together and we both want to
continue to do so."
MJI will finance the transaction
entirely with debt, taking full advantage
of low Japanese interest rates.
This transfer of assets looks distinctly
as if Philips has taken afirst step toward
the total sale of its interests in Marantz.
Philips sold Danish brand B&O anumber of years ago, and Grundig before
that. Both B&O and Marantz produce
for niche markets, in the eyes of Philips,
which is increasingly focused on larger
production volumes. In recent years
Philips has also heavily invested in its
own brand name as asymbol of quality,
and obviously is hoping to avoid possible conflicts with Marantz. One sign of
this is Philips' new SACD1000 SACD
player, which was featured on the cover
of the April Stereophile.
It will be interesting to see what
Marantz does with its new freedom.
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Society (GSBAS) has regular meetings
every other month in Southern
California. The May meeting will feature Albert Von Schweikert loudspeakers and dedicated electronics. For
further information, contact Steve
Huber at (562) 422-1615, or e-mail
GSBAS2001@yahoo.com. Bring CDs
and afriend!
CONNECTICUT

• For information
about the
Connecticut Audio Society, visit www.
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the-atom.comicas or call Carl Richard
at (860) 745-5937.
ILLINOIS

•Pascal Ravich of Mutine, Inc. will
visit the Chicago Audio Society on
Sunday, April 22, 2001 to demonstrate Audiomat, Vecteur, and
Passion electronics, and Equation
speakers. Non-members welcome,
and tell afriend! Visit www.chicago
audio.org, or call (847) 382-8433 for
more information.

LOUISIANA

•New Orleans' first and only high-end
audio club holds monthly meetings to
discuss topics of interest and listen to
music. Join the fun by e-mailing
stokjoc@honnalcom.
MASSACHUSETTS

• For details of upcoming monthly
meetings of the Boston Audio Society,
samples from their publication, The
Speaker, and membership information,
visit http://bostonaudio.home.att.net,
Stereophile, May 2001

Also featuring:
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Allowing the Wadia 27ix

Vadia 271,
Decodog Conruter

to be connected directly
to a power amplifier,
bypassing the losses
inherent in any
• 1

Wadia 27ix Decoding Computer

preamplifier.
Cloclaink rm
Providing the most stable
possible clock, resulting in
lower jitter when the

Now shipping with:
A powerful new software package of user-selectable digital algorithms including
DigiMaster Tm 1.2. This new feature will allow you to optimize sonic performance based
on system matching and personal musical priorities, extracting the subtle details that
enhance the emotional impact of recorded music. The new digital algorithms
executed in DSP are part of an integrated system allowing
the Wadia 27ix Decoding Computer to upsample*
musical data to 2.8224 MHz
(DAC sample rate)
*see our *ebsite
for information

27ix is paired with a CD
transport, (such as Wadia
270 CD Transport)
by positioning the
master oscillator
adjacent to the DAC chips
rather than in the transport.
Modular Design
Allowing the 27ix to accept
future upgrades and preparing
Wadia owners to benefit from
further advances in technology.
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Introducing Energy's extraordinary new
Ventas family of speaker systems. Created
with painstaking attention to detail and
countless technological breakthroughs, the
Ventas series invites you to experience the
most

incredible

musical

performance

imaginable.
Listening to speakers doesn't tell the whole
story. To accurately capture the essence of
superior sound, it must properly captivate
the senses. It must be experienced. After all,
there's only one true measure of any speaker
system: Performance.
A quarter century of Energy's passionate
engineering

and

creative

logic

has

culminated in the development of speakers
that elevate the standard of performance.
And

when

that

performance

is

this

great, you're left with an unforgettable
experience.
Visit
'

çvstrms

3641 McNicoll
TOrOntO,

Avenue,

ON CANADA MIX 165

416.321. 1800
416.321.15 00
vvvvvv.energy -spe akers.com

yuur

local authorized Energy dealer

today, and prepare yourself for a truly

unparalleled musical experience. The new
Ventas Series. Now available.
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US: SILICON VALLEY
Barry Willis
Music fans can forget the Serial Copy
Management System — Macrovision
Corporation is taking CD copy prevention to the next level. The folks who
made it impossible to loop your DVI)
player through your VCR want to make
sure you can't copy new music either. On
February 27, Sunnyvale, California-based
Macrovision announced that it will begin
beta-testing its Safeaudio Toolkit, aCDaudio copy-protection technology. One
major record label has already completed
its own testing, according to an official
statement. Macrovision announced its
intention to go forward with the technology late last year.
Safeaudio (a trademark registered by
Macrovision) is intended to prevent the
copying of CDs, or tracks from CDs,
onto CD-R discs. The technology was
developed jointly by Macrovision and
TTR Technologies, Inc. in response to
the widespread availability of CD burners and disc-compilation software.
Safeaudio encoding is "applied during
the mastering process at CD manufacturing facilities and is designed to prevent unauthorized copying of music
CDs." The process takes place at the
mastering house "on existing replication
equipment ... automating the copy-protection process and keeping the original
unprotected master file secured,"
Macrovision claims.
"The proliferation of commercialgrade CD-recordables and inexpensive
CD-R media has become amajor concern to the music labels. We believe that
Safeaudio provides an opportunity for
the music industry to regain the billions
of dollars lost to unauthorized casual
copying. We are eager to start our beta
trials and to get the technology into the
hands of the music labels for evalua-

tions," commented Macrovision president and COO Bill Krepick.
Safeaudio runs on standard PC Windows 95/98/ME/NT4 and Windows
2000, and consists of a"Safeaudio protcction generator (SPG) program integrated with the Media Morphics and
Eclipse EFM encoders." Macrovision has
astrong track record with such ventures;
their Safedisc CD-ROM software copyprotection technology has been licensed
to more than 100 mastering and replication facilities throughout the world and
is used by many publishers. We have no
idea how this will affect the tens of thousands of audiophiles who use separate
D/A processors.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Every era seems to bring anew crop of
loudspeaker makers. Many fade gradually away, but afew go on for decades, becoming landmarks on the hi-fi
terrain. It's difficult to state how or
when acompany makes the transition
from startup to establishment, but it
looks as though PMC now has all the
requisite qualifications.
Founded as The Professional Monitor Company in 1990, PMC has thrived
in both the professional and hi-fi sectors
through the successful re-introduction
of transmission-line loading, the common thread that links all PMC designs.
The company survived the tragic loss of
co-founder Adrian Loader in 1997, and
is now in the midst of two major expansion moves.
The first involves moving to amuch
larger factory (15,000 square feet) afew
miles up the road in Luton, Bedfordshire, on aone-acre site with room for
expansion. More immediately interesting, however, is the news that PMC is
taking over Musical Technology, and
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will run models from the M-Tech range
alongside the PMC loudspeaker designs.
According to Peter Thomas, PMC's
managing director, "We were looking
to engineer our own high-quality
domestic product range, which would
have competed with Musical Technology. But it makes great sense to
acquire awell-sought-after brand with
an established product range ready to
roll." The plan is to keep the existing
MT designs and use PMC's R&D
resources to add refinement and
improve consistency. The two ranges
should make afine fit; MT speakers
tend to retail at lower prices, with little or no overlap with PMC designs.
Founded in 1994 by Clive Gibson
(formerly of Elac and TDL), Musical
Technology is probably best known for
the little Kestrel, which has built aloyal
following among UK dealers. Best
suited to small rooms, this innovative,
ultra-compact, two-way floorstander
uses ahigh-quality 525" main driver
with athin, flexible metal diaphragm
in aport-loaded enclosure with apentagonal section.
Having sold Musical Technology's
complete range to PMC, Clive is holding on to MT's Welsh plant and will
concentrate on making drive-units —
always his favorite side of the speaker
business — with PMC as amajor client.
PMC Ltd., 43/45 Crawley Green
Road, Luton, Bedfordshire LU2 OAA,
England, UK. Tel: (44) (0)8704-441044.
Fax: (44) (0)8704-441045. Web: www.
pmc-speakers.com.
GERMANY
Barry Willis
Coaxing agreat performance from an
orchestra requires that a conductor
combine the talents of interpreter, psychologist, actor, coach, and drill instruc-

Calendar
e-mail dbsystems@attglobal.net, or call
(603) 899-5121.
MICHIGAN

• Superior Sight & Sound (6266
Pinecroft Dr., West Bloomfield) is
pleased to announce the addition of
Tetra Loudspeakers, arevealing new
loudspeaker from Canada. Superior also
invites you to audition Accuphase, Air
Tight, Art Audio, Simaudio, Basis,
Graham, Jeff Rowland Design
Group, Edge Electronics, and WisStereophile,may 2001

dom Audio products, as well as alarge
selection of turntables, tonearms, cartridges, and cables. Please call (248)
626-2780 for more information or to
schedule an audition.

Theta Digital, Linn, ProAc, NAD,
Runco, Paradigm, Zoethecus, Kimber Kahle, and more. For further information, please call (816) 753-7799.

MISSOURI
• Sound FX (4451 Belleview Ave.,
Kansas City) is proud to announce their
appointment as authorized dealer for
Magneplanar speakers and Ayre
Acoustics electronics. Sound FX continues to represent Audio Research,

• Premiere Home Entertainment, Las
Vegas' newest high-end audio and
home-theater store, has been appointed the exclusive retailer for the
Proceed product line. Come in and
audition one of the finest hometheater systems available. Call (702)

NEVADA
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tor. It also requires aunique auditory
capacity: the ability to simultaneously
hear the complete ensemble as well as
all its individual performers.
Conductors — the good ones — have
long been known to possess as
pecial
talent for picking out sour note s from a
sea of sweet ones. Is such an ability
innate, or does it develop as one grows
into the job? According to one recently
published study, this capacity for "parallel processing" may actually improve
with training.
In an experiment designed to quantify the ability to localize sounds, scientists
in the Department of Neuropsychology
at the University of Magdeburg in
Germany compared the performances
of three groups: seven orchestra conductors (average age 45, with 19 years average conducting experience, minimum
experience 6years); seven pianists (average age 43, average professional experience 16 years, minimum experience 7
years); and seven non-musicians (average age 43). The subjects were seated
one at atime before an array of six loudspeakers, three in front of them and
three to the right side, arranged equidistant from the listener along a90° arc.
Eighty-millisecond bursts of bandwidthlimited white noise (500Hz-51tHz at
75dB SPL) were delivered randomly
through all six speakers, infrequently
interrupted by wider-bandwidth bursts
(500Hz-151(Hz). During the experiment, the subjects' brainwave responses
were recorded by electrodes attached to
their scalps.
The subjects were asked to indicate
the directions from which the widebandwidth "sour notes" originated. All
three groups scored similarly in identifying front sources, but the conductors
demonstrated vastly better abilities at
identifying peripheral sources. "Al-

though aspatial gradient was evident in
all three groups for central auditory
space, only the conductors displayed a
gradient for the periphery," the study's
authors explained. "This improved spatial tuning in conductors also has behavioral consequences, as attested by asignificantly reduced false alarm rate for
adjacent locations in the periphery." In
other words, the conductors were more
accurate more often in identifying
which of the side speakers was playing.
Scores for identifying peripheral
sources were similar for the pianists and
non-musicians, leading to speculation
that musical training in itself does not
improve auditory spatial perception.
The conductors' enhanced abilities to
localize sounds may be adaptations to
the demands of their jobs.
One implication of this study is that
other types of auditory neuroperceptual
training, such as that engaged in by
audiophiles in the pursuit of their
hobby, may enable them to hear more
accurately than untrained listeners in
certain contexts. The study, "Neuroperception: Superior Auditory Spatial
Tuning in Conductors," appeared in the
February 1issue of the journal Nature. A
brief synopsis appeared in the February
3edition of Science News.
UNITED KINGDOM
Paul Messenger
Although one might fairly argue that
NXT panel-speaker technology is not
yet of hi-fi quality, there's no denying
that Farad Azima, founder of Mission,
has been the most successful entrepreneur to emerge from the British hi-fi
scene in recent times. It therefore came
as quite ashock when, at NXT plc's
twice-yearly review meeting on
February 7, Azima resigned his position
as chairman and announced that he

would be leaving the board of the company he founded in the mid-1990s, and
which at time of writing had astockmarket valuation of about £500 million.
NXT's very rapid growth, and the
consequent powerful influence of public ownership, has taken it into adifferent league from the operation that
Azima started up just five years ago.
Financial management and control are
now greater priorities than entrepreneurial skills, and sentiment has no
place in corporate politics. Azima's
brother, engineer Henry Azima, remains in charge of NXT's research labs
and sits on the board, but Farad's own
departure is alogical action.
Farad Azima stressed that there was
neither disagreement nor animosity
over his decision. He retains his NXT
shareholding, and is in turn being
retained as aconsultant, but the bottom
line is that Azima isn't the sort to take a
back-seat role, and no company can be
efficiently run by two bosses.
In his valedictory statement, Azima
said, "David Pearson was appointed
chief executive ayear ago. At that time,
Istated my intention to devote my own
efforts to seeking wider strategic opportunities for the Group. In recent
months, however, the volatility of the
technology sector has convinced us that
all Group resources should be dedicated
to its core businesses."
Azima started out in the hi-fi business 25 years ago, running Webland,
UK distributor for BGW amplifiers,
among other brands, but soon came to
the conclusion he could build better
loudspeakers here in Britain than some
of the overseas models with which he
was familiar. On the auspicious July 7,
1977, he founded Mission. The company has had acolorful and turbulent history, including taking over and subse-

Calendar
877-0222, or stop by 2300 N. Rainbow
Blvd. #119, for information on upcoming events and seminars.
NEW JERSEY

• The New Jersey Audio Society welcomes anyone interested in high-performance LP and CD playback systems to
become members and participate in
their monthly meetings. Annual dues
are $20, and include asubscription to
the society's newsletter, The Source. For
more information, please e-mail your
24

mailing address and telephone number
to annalogg@aol.com or to mark
jmills@eartMin1c.net.
NEW YORK

e Mark Schifter of Perpetual Technologies will be presenting his newest
digital speaker and room-correction
systems on Friday, May 18. Call David
Nemzer at (718) 802-0183 for details.
• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Long Island Music and
Video Society, call Lee Grosberg at

(516) 239-9004.
• For information on the monthly
meetings of the Musicalaudiophile
Society, the Audiophile Society, and the
Gotham Audio Society, call David
Nemzer at (718) 237-1094.
• For information on Audio Syndrome
(East Meadow), amonthly club catering
to obsessive-compulsive audio neurotics
from September through June, call Roy
Harris at (516) 489-9576.
•Home Entertainment 2001, sponsored
by Stereophile, Stereophile Guide to Home
Stereophile, May 2001
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We've set a new standard. No other SSP
available today has as much to offer —from
its stunning sonic purity, easy to use features
and unprecedented value!
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Vivendi became Universal Music's new
parent company last year when they
acquired Seagram, Ltd.'s non-beverage
divisions.) In May 2000, Universal and
Sony announced their intention to offer
music fans acopyright-secure alternative to embattled Napster. The partners
have invited other music labels to participate in the venture, something that
would make Duet more attractive. "The
key thing about Napster was that it was
label-agnostic," Morningstar analyst
George Nichols told the Wall Street Journal. "If Duet can get all of the labels on
board, it would greatly increase its
chances of success."
With the final stages of development
taking place in New York and San
Francisco, Duet is likely to be fully operational this summer, according to
Vivendi Universal chairman and CEO
Jean-Marie Messier in a February 23
interview in the Parisian financial journal La Tribune. Duet will either be delivered directly to subscribers — who
would be charged an undetermined
monthly subscription fee and possibly
additional pay-per-listen fees, similar to
the business model of cable TV —or
will be offered to distributors who will
in turn deliver the service to consumers.
US: NEW YORK/SAN FRANCISCO
Accessible pricing is critical for Duet to
Barry Willis
succeed. Napster has proposed a
Will music fans willingly pay for what
$5/month subscription rate; digital satelthey've been getting free? With the
shutdown of free-music site Napster a lite radio services set to debut this summer plan to charge around $10/month.
strong probability, two giants of the
Cable-based music services like DMX
music industry are moving forward
charge less than $10/month.
with plans to roll out asubscriber-based
No details have been revealed about
plan for online music distribution.
the transmission technology to be used
Duet, as the service will be called,
or the type of copy protection Duet will
should appear next summer. The venture is the result of the "soft alliance" of employ. Jupiter Media Metrix analyst
Vivendi Universal SA and Sony Music Aram Sinnreich cautioned that technology "wielded by copyright holders
Entertainment, who together control
tends to be difficult to use."
about half the world's market in recordNapster has offered the music indused music. (French media conglomerate

quently disposing of such famous
brands as Quad and Wharfedale, but a
combination of innovation and outstanding industrial design has kept it
among the UK loudspeaker elite.
The key move came in the mid1990s, when Azima recognized that
work done by defense-industry research teams on the acoustics of flat
panels made of stiff, light composite
had considerable potential for a new
form of loudspeaker. NXT was born,
and eventually left Farad no time for
Mission, which was bought out by its
management team.
A workaholic used to working more
than 12 hours aday, Azima had not yet
decided on his immediate future when
Ispoke with him, but he has no intention of retiring just yet. Although he has
asentimental attachment to the industry of his roots — the Cyrus brand is
named after his eldest son— Idoubt his
plans will involve the UK hi-fi business.
The NXT experience has taken him
into adifferent league; Isuspect his fascination with new technologies will
soon throw up some new opportunity
he won't be able to resist.
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try ative-year, $1 billion deal to settle the
copyright-infringement suits brought
against it last year. So far, only Bertelsmann Music Group has agreed to a
working alliance with its former nemesis. Messier dismissed such an option for
Universal, saying his company doesn't
negotiate "through interposed press conferences." Vivendi Universal will talk to
Napster "the day Napster respects the
decision of the California judge,"
Messier said.
A summer launch for Duet may be
too late to catch the fallout if Napster is
closed down, some observers have
warned. Online music fans will quickly
migrate to other free-music services,
such as Napigator, Freenet, and Gnutella. In late February, the music industry
began an offensive against such services,
with more than 60 "take down" notices
sent out by the Recording Industry
Association of America to companies
operating server computers running
"Open Napster" programs. About 350
servers nationwide run file-sharing software but arc not associated with the
Napster service.
The RIAA made its move in the
wake of an anti-Napster ruling by a
federal appeals court, which judged the
case in the music industry's favor. (US
District Judge Marilyn Hall Patel issued
an injunction against Napster in
March.) The Digital Millennial Copyright Act of 1998 requires Internet service-providers to, upon notification,
block access to customers if they regularly abuse copyrights.
No amount of policing the Internet
will completely eradicate file-sharing,
however. Servers located outside the US
are beyond the RIAA's jurisdiction, and
peer-peer systems like Gnutella do not
depend on central servers. RIAA general counsel Cary Sherman acknowledged

Calendar
Theater, and Home Theater magazines, tikes
place May 11-13 at the Hilton New
York, 1335 Avenue of the Americas,
New York, NY 10019-6078. See www.
homeentertainment-expo.com.
TEXAS

• High Fidelity, Inc. is proud to
announce an evening seminar with
Luke Manley of VTL, Thursday, May
24, 7pm. The seminar will feature the
award-winning MB-750 monoblock
amplifiers and the debut of the
Stereophile, May 2001

Reference Series TL 7.5 preamplifier.
Also featured will be an all-vacuumtube multichannel system with the TL2.5.1 multichannel amplifier. For more
information, call (512) 454-5833.
VERMONT

•Sound Essentials, Vermont's highperformance home-audio specialist,
is happy to announce the arrival of
the Amain DiVA series stereo and
home-theater electronics. Now on
display: A75 integrated, CD72 CD

player, AVR100 HT receiver, and
DV88 DVD player. Also, Zoethecus has started shipping the new
HT-series racks, which bring the
Zoethecus styling and quality to
more affordable price points. The
HT-D40 is on display. Please contact
Chris for more information or to
schedule aprivate audition in your
home or at the shop (1 Steele St.
#108, Burlington), on the Web at
www.soundessentialsvt.com, or call
(802) 863-6271.
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that it will be tough to enforce compliance with all shutdown requests. A continuing campaign of "containment" is
likely the best the music industry will
be able to manage in its war against
online piracy.

veyed are against fees for downloading technologies to evolve, especially those
content of any kind, and 77% are against that allow personal, non-commercial
fees for downloading information, picrecording. These new technologies vasttures, audio files, and games.
ly expand our collective knowledge base
Although it would appear that and ultimately benefit those most conInternet users expect everything to be
cerned —copyright owners."
free, the study says that the glut of free
Shapiro is also vocal about moves
US: WASHINGTON. DC
content "does not seem to be deeply
underfoot to change the business model
Jon Iverson
diminishing their purchasing habits."
underlying software use from purchase
The Consumer Electronics Association
The opposite appears to be true: The
to rental: "Don't let the Play button behas at last quantified common knowlfree content encourages purchases of come the Pay button!" he warned at a
edge: An overwhelming majority of In"music, videos, books, games, and com- pre-CES press conference in New York
ternet users download news stories, puting software, countering the content
last November.
product information, pictures, graphics,
industry's fear of losing sales to the
audio files, and video clips —all for free.
Internet.... Online households noted
UNITED KINGDOM
Furthermore, Internet users want and
that being able to download items from
Paul Messenger
expect to continue getting all this content the Internet onto their hard drives led Judging by the 2001 Bristol Show, the
at no cost, and are opposed to any kind of them to increase their purchases of sim- British hi-fi industry is in pretty good
governmental regulation or interference
ilar items online, through the mail, or at
shape right now. This was the 14th
that will prevent their doing so.
astore." The Internet also appears to be
annual February Bristol Show, and for
"Digital Download," the CEA's
agreat promotional vehicle for music:
the first time, the event took over the
recently published study of consumers'
one-third of respondents indicated that entire Marriott hotel, with some 90
online habits and attitudes — www.
they would buy more music if they
companies representing 150 brands.
cea.org — reveals that 89% of Internet could sample it online.
Those are pretty much the same numusers download multimedia content
The fears of content providers about bers as for Y2IC, but this year the rooms
and information. Furthermore, 92%
losing revenue to the Internet are prob- were better spread out among the hotel
oppose paying taxes for accessing the
ably unfounded, said CEA chairman
floors, which helped to reduce the
Internet, 75% oppose paying sales tax
Gary Shapiro. "Almost every technology
crowding —a good thing, as attendance
for items purchased online, and 61%
innovation from the VCR to the CD has
was up 15% from last year.
oppose laws blocking the use of fileenriched the same copyright owners that
Run jointly by specialist dealer
sharing software such as Napster. In
initially attacked it. Consumers want chains Audio T and Hi-Fi Experience,
addition, respondents to the survey who
free and public access to content online, Bristol is both apublic and aselling
have yet to download anything expect and those same consumers are more
show, and this year sales comfortably
to do so within ayear or two. The study
likely to purchase similar content once
beat the previous record, set way back
of 1812 American adults was conducted
they experience it online.... [The] chalin 1990. Co-organizer Jerry Lewin
in February over the Internet.
lenge for our industry is to develop new
said, "We were delighted with the
Among those who admitted to downbusiness models, products, technologies,
attendance and completely taken
loading within the past year, 63% have
and services which provide a balance
aback at the level of business, which
saved pictures, 50% have gotten games,
between the legitimate interest of conbodes well for everybody this coming
and 48% have downloaded software.
tent owners and the desires expressed by
year." Dealer shows are traditionally
Additionally, 42% have saved audio files
consumers in this survey.... Public polilocal by nature, but Bristol has
and written information (news stories,
cy debates must shift to reflect the paramatured into much more than that.
financial and health reports, driving
digm of the new economy as technolo- The numbers of trade, press, and overdirections, etc.), 38% have downloaded
gy creates new ways for more conseas visitors were all well up from
video clips or movies, and 12% have gotsumers to access information and enter- 2000, and the show is much more
ten electronic books. Half of those sur- tainment. We must protect the ability of popular with exhibitors than the
London Hi-Fi Show in the fall.
The event kicked off with a verywell-attended press conference effectively MC'd by PR guru Rob Follis,
Calendar
armed with an antique brass motor
horn with which he enthusiastically
WASHINGTON
Ginn and Bruce De Lormier will deinterrupted any speaker who threatened
• The Pacific Northwest Audio monstrate the new Monitor Audio
to ramble on —or off— the point.
Society meets the second Thursday of Gold Reference Series and Musical
Within the hour, anumber of keynote
each month. Usual start time is
Fidelity Nu Vista M3 amplifier.
speakers had gotten us all up to speed
7:30pm at 4545 Island Crest Way, on
• Friday, May 4: Stirling Trayle will
with the latest technology developMercer Island. For more information,
introduce the Sonus Faber line of
ments in multichannel music and "highcall Tom at (425) 481-8512 or Earl at speakers. On hand to see and audition
band" formats.
(206) 907-8026.
will be the Amati Homage and the
Toward the end of the press confernew Concert Home speakers. Call
ence Iwas beginning to feel shellCANADA
(905) 881-7109.
shocked by the sheer profusion of
• Thursday, May 3, 4-8pm: Audio
future possibilities (my notes read
Excellence (8763 Bayview Ave.,
"This is all getting horribly complicatRichmond Hill, Ontario): Sheldon
ed"), but one comment particularly
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REL ACOUSTICS SUB BASS SYSTEMS
Do one thing, do it perfectly. At REL Acoustics, we understand this simple truth.
Our passion, our obsession, is the reproduction of perfect deep bass. The secret to
REL:s success lies in adeeper understanding of how asubwoofer should perform. Deep bass is
not effective unless it integrates seamlessly with the higher frequencies from your main speaker.
Our patented ABC crossover allows for no less than 24 individual points, starting as low as 22 Hz
and moving upwards in musical semi-tones.
Construction is beyond anything seen before. Drivers are endowed with robust chassis and magnetic
structures, and our internal power amplifiers are massively engineered. All to one effect. Deep, taut,
structural bass. After all, isn't this the foundation your music and film
sound system should be built on?
To learn more about REL subwoofers, please contact us or visit our
web site at www.rel.net.

Strata 111 $1295
and Storm III $1795,
available in black or
optional walnut, cherry or
to (shown). Add $200
optional wired finishes.

The conrad-johnson Anniversary Reference Triode preamplifier, with its nov
composite triode audio circuit, achieved astunning breakthrough in audio performano

Works of ART

The ART earned top rankings from every critic wt
reviewed it. In 1998, the ART won the Audio Vide

Academy Golden Note award for Best Tube Component of the Year, and Stereophile
coveted Product of the Year award. The composite triode circuit developed for th
ART is also featured in conrad-johnson's new and surprisingly affordable Premier 17L5.
In circuit approach, component quality, ease of use, and distinctive stylinç
the Premier 17LS approaches near state of the ART, but at afraction of the pricE
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stuck in my mind. Someone asked
Meridian's Bob Stuart whether we
needed to follow a"learning curve" in
the transition to surround sound.
Stuart wryly observed that, in his opinion, we needed to travel along an
"unlearning curve," as the multichannel experience is fundamentally
more natural and realistic than the
two-channel "window" we've been listening through for the past 50 years.
The Bristol show mixes hi-fi and
A/V, but Icame away with the firm
impression that most rooms were playing regular two-channel stereo, and that
many of the surround-sound demos
were using music rather than movie
soundtracks. Most new products from
the larger companies had already been
seen at the Las Vegas CES in January,
while those from the smallest brands are
of little relevance to an international
readership. Still, there were more than a
few cherries to pick.
B&W has completely revamped the
baby speaker of its beer-budget 300
series. The new DM303 has a160mm
(6.3") main driver with awoven fiberglass cone, arear Flowport, and afront
baffle with astippled pattern similar to
that of the port. Fashion watchers
might also note the clever color-matching between the driver surrounds and
baffles of B&W's recently launched
CM series, while an eve-of-show announcement that B&W was to distribute Classé Audio electronics in
Europe and the Far East set a few
tongues wagging. One theory was that
this new partnership was aresponse to
Krell's introduction of its own speaker
line, and the difficulties that might create in territories where B&W and Krell
share distribution.
Royd Loudspeakers is now 21
years old, and proprietor Joe Akroyd
rarely bothers to attend hi-fi shows,
let alone exhibit at them. Indeed,
until late last year he was contemplating retirement, when he suddenly cracked a problem he'd been
working on for years. As aresult, he's
scrapped his entire model line (including the Sintra, which has sold
steadily in Japan) and replaced it with
the new Revolution Range of three
models. Akroyd claims that, by engineering a 4dB/octave ultimate bass
rolloff and taking room gain into
account, the Revolutions offer practical in-room extension down to 22Hz
from asmall 5.25" main driver and a
compact enclosure. There's no way
of verifying such aclaim at ashow,
but Royd was certainly making some
Stereophile, May
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of the nicest sounds at Bristol.
New loudspeakers were, of course,
legion. Audio Note was showing budget speakers for the first time, and
Mission had its new 70 series, which
looked surprisingly good considering
their very modest prices. In real-wood
country, Acoustic Energy had the
new, midpriced AEsprit range, while
Rega has revamped its original Ela
model, which now has nicely radiused
edges. Heybrook has taken on the
manufacturing of the super-slim (3"
deep), wall-mounted Sequence loudspeaker. A Paul Burton design that first
appeared in 1992 and was sold for a
while as aSumo model, the Sequence is
now available in arange of colors, and is
an obvious and clever solution to multichannel overcrowding.
Toward the higher end, Iencountered Living Voice Avatars —a simple
but very refined and compact
d'Appolito floorstander — doing business in several rooms. ProAc has extended its Future range (dipole mids
with ribbon tweeters) downward with
the new and smaller Point Five. Ruark
showed the new and interestingly
styled Classic threesome, the three-way
CL30 now using acone rather than a
dome midrange.
John Franks has been very busy
down at Chord Electronics; he
showed not only his new "universal"
64-bit DAC, but also two decidedly
high-end integrated amps, rated at
130Wpc and 250Wpc and using the
same gorgeous, chunky styling as the
Chord separates. And John Shearne
has redesigned his electronics; his
new Anniversary range is more sleekly and conventionally packaged than
his previous designs.
One surprise was apair of new and
decidedly serious Kontrapunkt moving-coil cartridges. Details were sketchy,
but these MCs are built into solid, injection-molded metal bodies, their coils
encased in cylindrical magnets — lowoutput, but nowhere near as low as traditional Ortofon MCs. Another surprise
was some "official" support furniture
from Naim Audio, tentatively codenamed ANaRak. These complex assemblages of wood, glass, metal, spikes, and
ball bearings looked very good, but will
probably cost acringe-inducing £500
per shelf.
For an industry that sometimes
seems to struggle for identity and security in these uncertain times, the continued growth and success of the annual Bristol Show provides a welcome
beacon of optimism.
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Boulder 1012 DPC/PRE
DSP 24/192e REPDY
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•

Distilled

Boulder combines a
super-powerful DSP with

DIGITAL

Perfection

• 16x UpandoversamplingTM at 24 bits breathes new
life into your CDs without external devices

key Series 2000 features

•The most powerful DSP available and Boulder's

into the luxurious
1012 DAC Preamplifier.

new Eigen algorithms provide true accuracy
•24 bit / 192 kHz DSP capability makes the 1012
obsolescence proof

Encased in an ultra-rigid,
fully-machined chassis, with

•Upgradeable plug-in digital receiver module for

separate power supplies for

future interconnects

digital and analog, ahighly
visible display, and a
beautiful case that matches
the 1060 Power Amplifier.

ANALOG

Whether your favorite
source is analog or digital,

best of discrete and micro-circuitry
•Multi-stage, hi-gain, ultra-quiet phono section
•Precise 100 dB, 200 step analog attenuator

the 1012 delivers every

• DSP power supply is completely turned off when

musical note perfectly.

using analog sources
•All inputs and outputs are balanced

To audition the Series 1000,

•Inputs programmable for gain, polarity, name

give us a call at
303-449-8220 ext. 101.

Boulder Amplifiers, Inc.

•New 983 surface-mount gain stage combines the

3235 Prairie Avenue

Boulder, CO 80301

Fax: 303.449.2987

www.boulderamp.com

1012 DAC Preamplifier MSRP is $15,000.1060 Stereo Power Amplifier MSRP is $18.500. Upandoversampling'" is atrademark of Boulder Amplifiers. Inc.
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arty —if I'd told you 10
years ago that McIntosh
would be heavily into tubes
in the 21st century, what would you
have said?"
"I'd have said you were crazy."
I was talking with Larry Fish,
McIntosh Laboratory's vice president of
product planning. Larry's asolid-state
man himself: more watts for the dollar,
lower measured distortion. It's been fun
watching him warm
to tubes.
McIntosh Lab's first
foray back into tubeamp production was
the reissue of the
MC275 power amplifier, in 1995. (The original version was produced from 1961 to
1973.) The reissue was
Sidney A. Cordennan's
homage to the late
Gordon Gow, company co-founder and
president of McIntosh
from 1977 to 1989.
Also in 1995, McIntosh
revived the C22, last of
the company's tube preamplifiers.
A couple of years into the MC275's
revival, Iasked Fish if the company
might come out with some new tube
gear. Only, he told me, if they found a
source of output tubes — 6550s or
KT88s — whose measurements were as
good as those used 30 and 40 years ago.
"I've got Svetlana 6550s in my own
Mac 275 reissue. Got them straight
from one of the Russkies — Vladimir
somebody-or-other. They look wellmade and they sound good."
McIntosh got in some of the Svetlana
tubes and found they were among the
best they had ever measured. Naturally,
they started using them in the MC275
reissue. They then asked Svetlana if they
could produce KT88 output tubes. The
answer from St. Petersburg was "Da,
kanyechna." Yes, of course.
That clinched it. In 1999, to mark the
company's 50th anniversary, McIntosh
gave Corderman the go-ahead to design
an entirely new tube amp — not areissue. That amp was the MC2000 ComStereophile, May 2001
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Corderman, who hadn't come out of
retirement to design new solid-state
stuff. He must be atube guy at heart.
"No one around here knows tubes
like Sidney," said Larry.
It's amazing when you think about
it. Corderman joined the company in
1949, when Frank McIntosh and
Gordon Gow founded it. His 52-year
career with McIntosh is probably the
longest association of any individual
with any one company in the industry —
except
for
Paul
Klipsch's nearly six
decades with the
company that bears
his name.
Sidney Corderman
is a living link to
McIntosh's origins.
He was there when
Frank McIntosh and
Gordon Gow invented the unity-coupled
output circuit — the
famous circuit that
put the company on
McIntosh MC2102 power amplifier
the map.
Now Corderman
has designed yet another new tube
amp — aSon of Big Mac. The MC2102
McIntosh found the
stereo power amp is the first in anew
series that will stay in production for as
Svetlana tubes were
long as enough people continue to buy
them. It will be followed early next
among the best they
year by the C2200, McIntosh's first
tubed preamp since the C2, which was
had ever measured.
in production from 1965 to 1968.
Exciting news — especially when
you consider that this new Mac tube
gear will be keenly priced, to compete
lbs, with amassive power supply and
against anything else on the high-end
two power-supply transformers. The
market. The MC2102 retails for $6000,
titanium-clad chassis was a "killer,"
less than half the price of the MC2000.
according to Larry. Titanium has the
"Sidney built this amp himself," said
look of gold but is more durable as well
Larry when he delivered me the first
as being very much lighter in weight.
MC2102. "It's the first one."
More expensive, too.
Itreated it with kid gloves.
But by December 2000, when StereoCloth gloves, actually. You don't
phile named the MC2000 its "Ampwant to get fingerprints on the tubes, or
lification Component of the Year," any
on the stainless-steel chassis. As Iinsertunits that had been on dealers' shelves
ed each tube in its socket, Ifelt myself in
were long gone.
the presence of history, just as Ihad with
"We were amazed at how many we
the MC2000 Millennium: 50 years of
sold," Larry told me.
tube-amp tradition.
Iwasn't. Nor, Isuspect, was Sidney A.

memorative Edition, and if you want
one, you can't have one.
Not from McIntosh, anyway.
McIntosh took orders for 559 MC2000s
before the announced cutoff date for
orders, and made exactly that number —
not one more. More than half of them
went overseas, the vast majority of these
being snapped up by collectors in Asia.
At $15,000 each.
The MC2000 was ahuge amp: 135
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"For clarity, punch, power and dynamics, the A85
is an absolute dream. Its articulation is rare, and at this
price, extraordinary. It gets even better... what really
impresses about this Arcam is its consistency of realism
-from the lowest to the highest frequencies.
Spin Miles Davis's 1970 classic Bitches Brew, and the
fabulous blend of 13 instruments is delivered with absolute
fidelity From Davis's swooping trumpet (giving ample
evidence of the Arcam's superb dynamic response)
to the growl and murmur of the double bass and
Bernie Maupin's exquisite bass clarinet, the whole delivery
is simply fantastic -and totally musically convincing.
You'll have realised by now that we rather like this amp.
It took us completely by surprise and further strengthens
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WORLD CLASS AUDIO
DISTRIBUTED BY:
AUDIOPHILE SYSTEMS, LTD.

Arcam's already impressive product range. There are
some other top quality amps around at this price-point,
but this Arcam is set to test the mettle of each and
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**** * What Hi-Fi?, March 2001
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For more information on the Arcam A85 visit our website at
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My friend Lars Fredell mistook the
MC2102 for the Big Mac.
"Well, Isee you decided to buy an
MC2000 after all," said the Swede,
who had reviewed the MC2000 for
Ultimate Audio.
"No, Lars, it's the MC2102. And it's
less than half the price."
"Had me fooled for aminute. Isee
that the meters are smaller and the entire
unit is smaller, too. It's abeautiful amp."
Indeed it is—even without the titanium-clad chassis.
Another manufacturer visited me a
few days after I'd taken delivery of
the MC2102.
"Gosh, Ilove those McIntosh amps.
Look at that stainless-steel chassis.
don't know how they do it."
The stainless steel has asilvery, mirror-smooth finish that reminds me of
the Proof Sets Iused to collect as akid
from the US Mint. Did I miss the
MC2000's titanium? Nah, not much.
The MC2102 weighs 88 lbs and measures 17" wide by 10" high by 17" deep.
It's small enough that Ican set it atop
one of my record cabinets. This is one
amplifier you want to look straight in
the eye.
As in the MC2000, the KT88 output
tubes show through aclear window (the
faceplate is glass). As Lars noted, the
power-level meters are smaller, but have
the same blue illumination, aMac tradition. (You can turn off the blue lights,
but why would you?) Missing are the
massive gold-plated rack-mount handles, replaced by asimpler but elegant
metallic trim. The difference in weight
is mainly accounted for by the single,
shared power-supply transformer.
The speaker output terminals are
WBT — one common, negative connector per channel, plus positive transformer taps for 8, 4, and 2ohms (in regular stereo mode). There are balanced
XLR inputs and gold-plated unbalanced

Contacts
McIntosh Laboratory, Inc., 2
Chambers Street, Binghamton, NY
13903. Tel: (607) 723-3512. Fax:
(607) 724-0549. Web: www.mc
intoshlabs.com.
Rega Research, Ltd., 119 Park
Street, Westcliffe-on-Sea, Func SSO
7PD, England, UK. US distributor:
Lauerman Audio Imports, 519
Noelton Drive, Knoxville, TN
37919. Tel: (423) 521-6464. Fax:
(423) 521-9494.
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RCA inputs. The tube sockets are ceramic with gold-plated pins.
As on the MC2000, inverted cups
cover the bases of the eight KT88
output tubes, to promote convection cooling.
"The tube chimneys are a Sidney
Corderman touch," Larry Fish pointed
out. The heat goes straight up. To keep
the tubes running as cool as possible, I
left the cage unattached.

"Some people prefer
tubes," Larry Fish admitted.
"As long as they do,
McIntosh will offer
tube equipment."

Only six years ago, with the MC275
reissue, McIntosh was saying that they
were producing tube gear only for commemorative purposes — their real business was the solid-state stuff. How times
have changed! Icouldn't resist teasing
Larry, who loves his transistors.
"Some people prefer tubes," he
admitted. "As long as they do, McIntosh
will offer tube equipment."
Hallelujah!
Larry caught sight of the 3.5Wpc Sun
Audio SV2A3 single-ended triode amplifier in my listening room.
"If the McIntosh circuit sounds so
good," said Fish, "it's probably because
it's very close to the triode circuits you
seem to like so much."
"Oh?"
Larry seemed to be warming to
tubes. A little.
"In most conventional tube amplifiers," he continued, "you take power
only from the plates of the output tubes.
In the McIntosh circuit, you take half
the power from the plates and half from
the cathodes, drawing power from both
sides of the tube."
"Easier on the tubes?"
"Yes, it seems to extend their useful
life. But the big thing is that we get high
power with low distortion."
The patent on the McIntosh circuit
has long expired, so other manufacturers are free to copy it. But they'd also
have to copy the specially wound output transformers —not so easy.
McIntosh winds its transformers inhouse. This is unusual, if not unique,
even during the "golden age" of tube

Space

amps, the 1950s and '60s. To implement
the Mac circuit, not the usual two, but
three transformer windings are required: two primaries (one for the
plates, one for the cathodes) and asecondary. The two primaries are spun billlar (ie, two strands wound together) for
aclose, turn-by-turn coupling. Hence
the name: unity-coupled output circuit.
The cathode winding provides near-instantaneous local feedback, which,
according to Larry, reduces distortion at
the frequency extremes.
"So that's the reason for the lack of
soggy bass and soft highs?"
"There you go with your adjectives,"
Larry laughed. "But yes, Iguess so.
Feedback correctly applied."
He likes to needle me on the topic of
feedback.
The three windings enclose a
square-inch core of laminated, grain-oriented steel. McIntosh claims that the
transformer design allows full power
output down to 17Hz. Subjectively, this
translates into the tight bass that has been
the hallmark of McIntosh tube amps.
As did the MC2000, the MC2102
uses four KT88 output tubes per channel, the tubes made for McIntosh by
Svetlana, of St. Petersburg, Russia,
Marina's home town. (I've never been
inside, but the exterior of the huge,
sprawling, Stalinesque factory looks like
a prison.) The MC2102 is rated at
100Wpc into 8, 4, or 2ohms, compared
to 135Wpc for the MC2000.
"You can substitute 6550s with no
measurable change in performance,"
said Larry. "The 6550s do not give you
any less power."
Rectification is solid-state. Thermistors cushion the output tubes from
the shock of turn-on. Bias is set by the
factory —no user adjustments are needed, even when changing output tubes,
according to Larry.
Based on what McIntosh has told me
about some of the output tubes they've
measured, rd be cautious about tube
rolling. I'd order any replacements directly from McIntosh. Nice to know,
though, that you're not limited to ICT88s.
(McIntosh had nice things to say about
the Sovtek KT88s they measured, too.)
When you run "balanced" from preamp to power amp, an extra input stage
receives the balanced signal. One section of a12AX7A tube is acathode follower that passes the positive-phase signal; the other section inverts the negative phase signal. The two outputs are
summed and fed to the input/phaseinverter stage. McIntosh claims common-mode noise rejection of greater
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than 60dB at mid-frequencies.
Because their new C2200 tube preamp won't be ready until the first quarter
of 2002, McIntosh provided their solidstate C42 preamp for my listening tests.
This was the same model I'd used when
evaluating the MC2000 Commemorative Edition (Stereophde, November
1999). Ialso used my Purest Sound
Systems Model 500 passive preamp.
Speakers were the Triangle Anta! XS,
Verity Audio Parsifal Encore, B&W
CDM9NT, Audio Physic Spark, and
McIntosh's own new LS320 standmounted monitors. Iused the Cary CD303, Rega Planet, and Jupiter CD players
(all 2000 versions). For analog, Irelied on
my trusty AR ES-1 turntable, SME 309
tonearm, Shure Ultra 500 cartridge, and
AcousTech PH-1 phono stage.
If I'd been immediately impressed
by the MC2000 — the detail, the definition, the vividness of the sound, the
dynamics — Iwas less impressed — less
blown away, at first — by the MC2102.
Iheard aless powerful, less dramatic
amplifier, even though there's only a
slight drop in power from the
MC2000 — from 135Wpc to 100Wpc.
Bass was tighter with the MC2000, if
memory serves me right. There
seemed to be more dynamic headroom. None of this was surprising,
considering the MC2000's beefier
power supply and two power-supply
transformers. The bigger amp simply
produced a bigger sound: a deeper,
wider soundstage and better dynamics.
But Ibegan to warm to the gentler, less
immediately impressive, possibly less
insistent sound of the MC2102.
Okay, Ino longer had the MC2000
for acomparison. But the MC2102 had
a"tube magic" that the bigger amplifier
hadn't quite had. For me. This remained
true no matter what speakers Iused.
The MC2102 produced a slightly
softer, gentler sound — less dynamic,
less dramatic, but easier on the ear. My
ears, anyway. The MC2000's harmonic
presentation was vivid — again, if
memory serves me. The MC2102
seemed more relaxed, less brightly lit,
less "Technicolor," as Jonathan Scull
might say. Iwasn't blown away, Iwas
drawn in. Seduced.
I'm not suggesting that the MC2102
was rolled-off on the top end — it wasn't. Nor did Ifind its bass loose or soggy,
in the manner of many tube amplifiers.
The MC2102 gave me Mcbitosh bass:
extended, tight, and above all, tuneful.
The MC2102 transformed the Triangle
Anta! (slightly on the dry side of neutral,
perhaps) into a warm, rich-sounding
38

speaker. Igot asimilar result with the
similarly voiced Audio Physic Spark...
as well as akiller soundstage.
The MC2102 was stunning, too, with
the B&W CDM9NT, controlling it
well in the bottom end and bringing out
the innate midrange sweetness of this
most worthy speaker from Worthing.

But if the sound was less powerful
with the smaller amp, it was also slightly more soft and sweet.
"We're not running the tubes as
hard," Larry observed. "It could be that
the output tubes are operating more
within their linear capabilities."
Ever heard KT88 or 6550 tubes
sound hard, glassy, and glary? Isure
have, but that's not how they sounded in
The MC2102 had
the MC2101 — or in the MC2000. Or
in the MC275 reissue, for that matter.
a"tube magic" that
Any other reason the two amps
the bigger amplifier
might sound different?
"Well, the MC2000 was ahybrid,"
hadn't quite had. This
Larry offered. "The MC2102 is an alltube design. There are no transistors in
remained true no matter
the signal path."
"Oh? So you slipped in some transiswhat speakers Iused.
tors while Sidney wasn't looking?"
Larry was unflappable. "In the
Good bottom-end control with the
MC2000, there was an emitter follower
Verity Audio Parsifals — speakers that
between the driver tubes and the output
need some power to deliver their fullstage. It consisted of four transistors per
range performance.
channel — two on the positive side, two
McIntosh says that you need at least on the negative. We could swing further
100Wpc these days, what with modern
with agiven voltage that way. We wantfull-range speakers and digital sources.
ed to increase the amount of drive to
Maybe they're right. Iknow Igot good
the output stage. That's how we got the
results using the Triangle Antal with the
MC2000 to 130W"
Sun Audio SV2A3. But Ifound myself
Could Ibe hearing the absence of
using all 100Wpc of the McIntosh
transistors in the MC2102's signal path?
MC2102, according to those beautiful
Nah ... more likely it was amatter of
blue power-level meters.
less power. (I don't think Sidney
At first Ithought something might be
Corderman set out to design differentamiss. Could Ibe using all that power?
sounding amplifiers. But he couldn't
Then Iread J-10's review of the Mcinclude such amassive power supply in
Intosh MCI201 amplifier in the March
a$6000 amp.)
2001 issue. As he noted, Mac powerThe MC2102's lower power meant a
level meters are different from meters
loss of dynamics and dynamic headthat measure only voltage. Mac meters
room (subjectively, anyway). But it also
measure voltage and current, multiply
might be what produced that gentler,
them, and display the product as the real
more softly lit sound Ifound so beguiloutput in watts. What's more, the
ing. In any event, lower power was dicmeters have apeak-hold feature that tated by the MC2102's much lower
enables you to see for sure just where
price point: Not as much money for a
you're peaking out.
massive power supply.
Sure enough, Iwas peaking out at
Some listeners might prefer the
about 100W, even with the 92dB-sensiMC2000, and maybe I'm making too
tive Triangle Antals.
much of the sonic differences Iheard —
Now, it could be that Iwas getting
reviewers tend to do that. At any rate,
such clean, clear sound from the
you can't buy the MC2000 new, and
MC2102 that Iwas tempted to push
even when you could, it sold for 15 fat
the volume abit. Idon't know. But Ido
ones. At $6k, the MC2102 is abargain
know what the meters told me: I by comparison.
"needed" 100W
So maybe you should consider buyGosh, did Ihave enough power?
ing two.
Ihinted to Larry Fish that I'd heard a
There's athree-position slide switch
subjectively more powerful sound with
on the chassis next to the input connecthe MC2000. The MC2102 has asmalltors. The three positions are Stereo,
er power supply, and its output tubes are
Parallel Mono, and Bridged Mono. The
run at lower voltages. The MC2000's
MC2102 can be bridged to provide
plate-supply voltage was 500V, the
200W mono into 16, 8, or 4ohms, or
MC2102's is 450V. Hence, 100Wpc inthe two channels can be run parallel to
stead of 135Wpc.
provide 200W into 4, 2, or 1ohm.
Stereophile, May 2001

There's more to our Home Theater Loudspeakers than meets the eye.

usic and movie playback require
divergent sonic profiles that are difficult,
if not impossible to reconcile in asingle speaker
solution—until now. NHT's new VT-2.4
Audio/Video loudspeaker system uses forwardthinking, adaptive audio engineering to resolve
the conflicting needs of high resolution 2-channel
and diffuse multichannel sound reproduction.
The VT-2.4 Audio/Video tower loudspeaker employs
aunique, switchable technology that adjusts
playback contour for the appropriate in-home
application.
In Audio Mode, the VT-2.4 delivers ruler-flat response,
tightly controlled bass, and precise imaging in the best
tradition of NHT's critically acclaimed
Music Series loudspeakers.
In Video Mode, two perfectly
matched, rear-firing drivers
are active, creating adiffuse
sound pattern and subtle
image blur. The result is a
larger-than-life quality and
stunning visceral impact for
exciting, spacious, theater-like
ambience in the home.

Rear-firing
ambient drivers

NHT's new VS-2.4 video satellites are the ideal choice for
center and rear channel applications. Using the same
upper range drivers as the VT-2.4,
they are perfectly voice-matched
1111

•

to the towers, ensuring aseamless,
integrated soundstage so critical
to an involving and realistic home
theater experience.

Two needs, one speaker, no compromise —
NHT VT-2.4.

NOW

Ht

I

I

H(S.113.r11"r4\ EVERYTHING YOU HEAR IS TRUE.

NHT makes acomplete line of loudspeakers for home theater, including A/V towers, video satellites for center and rear channels,
and powered subwoofers. Audition them at your authorized NHT dealer today. For the NHT dealer nearest you, call 1-800-NHT-9993
www.nhthificom
Rernton Home Audio, Inc. ARECOTON Company 2950 Lake Emma Road Lake Mary, FL 32746 © 2000 Recoton Corp.
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mextraordinar ff
—Tom Miiller, The Perfect Vision,
Issue 33, November/December 2000

The Revolutionary THIEL

Power Poi
ntTM
Surface-Mount
Loudspeaker
"The single most extraordinary
—the best—home theater product I
have encountered...I have never
encountered aproduct that so
completely met aneed as the
PowerPoints meet the needs of high
performance home-theater."
—Tom Miiller, The Pertéct Vision, Issue 33,
November/December 2000

"...Thiel has created the first on-wall
speaker that produces real stereo
sound with all the depth, imaging,
and soundstaging that stereo can
produce."
—Brent Butterworth, Home Theater, May 2000

•Extraordinary uniform, full-room coverage due to
unique, angled, close-boundary cabinet design.
•Extraordinary imaging, space and depth
reproduction due to greatly diminished boundary
reflections in combination with THIEL's trademark
phase and time coherence.

•Extraordinary clarity and detail provided by
innovative, low distortion, state-of-the-art drivers
and very high quality electrical components—uses
the same tweeter as our flagship model CS7.2.
•Extraordinary dynamics achieved by state-of-theart drivers and high (89dB/2.8v-m) sensitivity.
•Extraordinarily faithful tonal balance achieved
through advanced driver and crossover design.

Editor's Choice Award 2001 Winner!
—The Perfect Vision/Awarded by Tom MHIler

THIEL

Ultimate Performance Loudspeakers
Contact THIEL for our free 44 page brochure, review reprints, and the name of your nearest THIEL dealer.
1HIEL •1026 Nandino Boulevard, Lexington, Kentucky, 40511 •telephone: 859-254-9427
e-mail: mail@thielaudiorom •web: www.thielaudin.rnm

Sam's
"When you run mono bridged,"
Larry explained, "you insert aphase inverter in the input of one of the channels, so one channel is 180° out of phase.
The speaker is connected between the
two hot output terminals. The plus and
minus leads from the speaker both go to
separate positive terminals.
"Now you have a fully balanced
200W amplifier into 16, 8, or 4ohms.
You have two output transformers,
physically, but they act like one centertap output transformer."
If there was any doubt about the
greatness of the McIntosh unity-coupled output circuit, the MC2102 and
the MC2000 should settle the matter.
For the first time, the Mac circuit has
appeared in fully modem state-of-theart designs, delivering clean, clear
sound, natural harmonics, extended
highs, and bass with balls. Why, the
MC2102 sounds as good as aMcIntosh
solid-state amp!
Just teasing, Larry.
So I'm keeping the MC2102. les
almost as powerful as the MC2000, and
Ifound it even better sounding in some
respects — or perhaps Ishould say, more
to my own personal tastes. It's almost as
handsome, and alittle less showy. The
clincher, of course, is that the MC2102
sells for less than half the price of the
MC2000.
Ilove turning on the amp at the end
of the day as Istart to prepare dinner,
choosing music for the meal. (Our listening room adjoins the kitchen.) Let's
see ... What would most amuse Marina?
Ukulele Ike or Bing Crosby? The Mills
Brothers or the Boswell Sisters? Al
Bowlly with Ray Noble or Sam Browne
with Ambrose and His Orchestra?

Space

Mac gear and the speakers mentioned above.)
Building on the strengths of the
Planet, the Jupiter provided a more
powerful, more dynamic sound. In
terms of dynamics, Idoubt you can do
better at any price. Not surprisingly, the
dual DACs delivered superior low-level
resolution compared to the Planet.
McIntosh produced
There was more detail, but it was presented in arelaxed, natural way. The
the original MC275
Jupiter was harmonically rich — Rega's
sonic signature.
for 12 years.
Is the Jupiter worth twice the price of
This new Mac tube
the Planet?
Best thing to do is audition them
gear may have
side by side and draw your own conclusions. If you're buying the Rega
just as long arun.
Mira integrated, the Planet might provide all the resolution you need. If
you're choosing aplayer for asystem of
Rega Jupiter CD player
megabuck separates, then the Jupiter
Last month I wrote up Rega's new
might be more appropriate.
Planet CD player, sometimes called
An outboard processor with upsam(unofficially) the Planet 2000 to distinpling might give you more ambience,
guish it from the original Planet.
Now comes the new Rega Jupiter more sense of space, more of the distinctive acoustical environment of each
CD player. Same chassis, same top-loadrecording. But the Rega Jupiter offers a
ing design, but twice the price: $1895
simple, compact one-box solution. It
for the Jupiter vs $950 for the Planet.
had outstanding dynamics — power
The main differences are that the
supplies matter! —plus arightness to its
Jupiter has seven separate power supharmonic presentation matched by few
plies compared to the Planet's three, and
digital components at any price.
uses two IC40 DAC chips in adual-dif"You know the thing about Rega
ferential mode. As Inoted last month,
the IC40 chip is made exclusively for products," said a fellow scribe: "Roy
Gandy and his design team know how
Rega by Wolfson Microelectronics, Ltd.,
they want their gear to sound."
of Edinburgh, Scotland.
Maybe $1895 is more than you want
"The IC40 DAC was designed to work
to spend on aplayer. Maybe the Planet
optimally in a dual-differential mode,"
is the bigger bargain. But the Jupiter
said Steve Lauemian of Lauennan Audio
shines in its own right, by Jove; I'm not
Imports, Rega's US distributot
Fortunately, Ihad the Planet for a sure any other player for less than $3000
can top its overall performance.
side-by-side comparison. (I used the

Fremer favorites all. Life is sweet.
McIntosh produced the original
MC275 for 12 years. This new Mac
tube gear may have just as long arun.
Only Sidney A. Corderman could
have designed it. Only McIntosh could
have built it.

Rega Jupiter CD player
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"Yesterday, your Ultimate Outlet arrived. 5 minutes later, it was on line. Ihave
no idea what your claims are for this piece. What Iheard was: a drop in the
noise..., those little silences in music are now breathtaking. Also, a clearer
decay in the notes, they go on forever! It is as if the resolution increased. The
same for imaging. The frequency balance seems more uniform. Music is just
more real! The true test will come tonight, when Ilisten in a totally dark room.
This could be scarey!
You have made me a believer. And this from a person who doesn't believe in
tweaks. If anyone doesn't have, at the very least, your Power Plant: they DO
NOT know what their systems are capable of reproducing. And the "Outlet" has
raised the bar!!"

Jim Germann

www.psaudio.com or phone us toll free at 877-772-8340
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Fremer

I

stylistic flourishes showcased an original
nthe age of Internet B2B comes a SACD release, which features the Bill
player of incredible versatility and creCunliffe trio. The 1989 winner of the
flurry of analog D2Ds! That's direct
ativity —one who, for all of his pyro$10,000 Thelonious Monk International
to disc, for those unfamiliar with the
technical abilities, never came across as a
Jazz
Piano
Award
has
quite
an
impresinitialism — which includes the keepers
showoff. The guy's got more chops than
sive resumé: He's played and toured
of www.acronymfinder.com. While the
a
butcher.
with
the
Buddy
Rich
Big
Band,
Frank
site correctly identified B2B as "business
Veteran drummer Joe
to business," asearch there of
LaBarbera
was Bill Evans'
"D2D" listed "date to deskfinal timekeeper; if Iheard
top," "day to day," and "direct
correctly, it was he who
to data (ParkerVision, Inc.)."
drove Evans to the hospital
There's apage for "acronym
when his time was up.
submissions," so Isubmitted
LaBarbera's playing was
this addition: "D2D also
smooth, cool, and subtle,
refers to 'direct to disc' —a rewith soft, colorful touches set
cording wherein alive microagainst the grain of the basic
phone feed is used to cut a
rhythms. He and Cunliffe
lacquer for release as avinyl
were joined by the nimble
LP, thus bypassing recording
Dutch bassist Darek 01tape or other intermediate
eszkiewicz, and the telestorage devices."
pathic musical interactions
I also let them know,
among the three made it
under "additional informaobvious that they've been
tion," that this is current, not
playing together for a long
past technology. How so?
time — no pickup session
This past February, Ying
could yield this kind of lockTan's Groove Note Records
step communication.
produced one in Hollywood,
But enough about the
and Iwas lucky enough to
music for now — this is an
attend the session. And Chad
audiophile column, after all.
Kassem's Analogue ProWhat I'm trying to say is that
ductions has just recorded
all of the time, expense, and
four D2Ds (see the April
trouble that went into capturissue's "Analog Corner").
ing the group's music direct
Being afan of this recordto disc was well worth the
ing method (although not so
effort — something that can't
enthusiastic about much of
be said about many D2Ds.
the music so recorded), I'd
For the record, my D2D
always wanted to observe a
faves, for music and sound,
D2D session but had long
include:
Bill Berry and his
since given up on ever getting
Ellington All Stars, For Duke
the chance to do so. After all,
(M&K/Realtime); Lew Tawho in 2001 would be stupid
Top: Bernie Grundman commands the espresso machine.
backin, Trackin' (Japanese
enough to try? Kassem and
Bottom, left to right: Bernie G., Bill C., Mike R., Joe H. Missing: Kenny G.
RCA, 45rpm); Great Guitars/
Tan, that's who!
Straight Tracks, with Charlie
Byrd,
Herb
Ellis, and Barney Kessel
Sinatra,
Natalie
Cole,
Joe
Henderson,
Hooray for Hollywood?
(Concord Jazz); Michael Murray Playing
Freddie Hubbard, Art Farmer, James
So off to Hollywood Iwent for aweekthe Great Organ in the Methuen Memorial
Moody, Bobby Watson, Ray Brown, and
end at Bernie's —Bernie Grundman's
Music Hall (Telarc); and a few from
mastering facility, that is, where the ses- Joshua Redman, among others. (See
Sheffield Lab, including Michael Newwww.billcunliffe.com.)
sion was to take place. Grundman has
man, Classical Guitarist and the sonically
There was astrong Bill Evans influrecently opened anew, spacious facility
controversial Leinsdorf/LAPO series,
ence in Cunliffe's playing throughout
on Gower off of Sunset, down the block
which includes Stravinsky's Firebird Suite,
the weekend of D2D sessions, especialfrom CBS's L.A. news headquarters and
Debussy's Prelude to the Afternoon of a
ly in the trio's interaction, but the
close to some famous recording venues.
Faun, and excerpts from Prokofiev's
pianist's flashy runs, high-energy chordWeekend at Bernie's is the working title
Romeo andJuliet, all recorded with asinfor Groove Note's D2D LP/CD/ ings, stride interludes, and tnien'match
Stereophile, May 2001
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The World's Most Sonically Satisfying Audiophile Power Amplifier.
The 2X150VT model features adual triode vacuum tube input to "sweeten" the sound for the
same reason many leading recording studios are now adding tube limiters and tube microphone preamplifers to "warm" the cold, sterile digital sound. Add to this the patented MOSFET
output amplifier, and together they provide the great sound you remember from the past. An
easyl 50 Watts per channel into 8ohms and plenty of reserve in the power supply for superb
transient response and headroom. 500 Watts into 8ohms in mono-block mode. The stainless
steel top and steel bottom chassis provide maximum shielding from magnetic fields so you can
place your other components near the amplifier without fear of hum pickup. This amplifier is
built to rugged industrial standards for long life and top performance.
Our warranty includes afactory calibration and fresh re-tube, at no charge, at the end of 3
years. All American made from the manufacturer of the world's largest product line of cinema
sound components and systems for professional movie theatres around the globe.

Please visit our website for a
complete description of this
fine product, or let us send you
dri

our 4-page color brochure.
www.smart-cinema.com
SMART Theatre Systems
..
Model 2X150 without vacuum tube input for
superior specifications and performance.

5945 Peachtree Corners East
Norcross, GA 30071
(800) 45-SMART or (770) 449-6698
email: info@smartdev.com

How Sweet it is!

Analog
preamp and AD2055 equalizer. There
was also atouch of Lexicon reverb used
on the piano to create some spaciousness. Ican hear the purists ranting: "Of
course there was no spaciousness —the
piano was smothered in blankets!" Hey,
I've heard air smother every instrument
in some recordings produced using
purist techniques. What counts is the
end result.
Friday night, Iaccompanied Harley
back to the studio for afinal check of
the setup. After all, there are no second chances in D2D recording.
Cunliffe, Oleszkiewicz, and LaBarbera are busy musicians — there
would be one long trio session to get
what was needed, and that would be
that. In fact, LaBarbera had agig accompanying Toots 'Thielemans that
Friday and Saturday evening at Avalon, alocal L.A. club, so the session
would have to end on time. LaBarbera's drum kit remained set up in
the studio on Friday evening—he
took only his cymbals.
Grundrnan's facility was eerily quiet
when we entered. Setup man Mike
Aarvold was making afew last-minute
microphone adjustments, and everything
seemed ready. But given the possible
number of variables between musicians
and equipment, especially in arecording
session laid down direct to disc, you can
never be sure what will happen when the
tape rolls — er, the lathe spins. But
Harley seemed confident.
In asmall room near the front desk,
the great tenor saxophonist Charles
Lloyd —whose most recent album, The
Water is Wide, was produced and recorded by Harley and Ross for ECM —was
busy transferring his next album from
PCM-1630 master to CD-R so he
could listen to the just-mastered set at
home. As reported in this column in
January, though The Water is Wide is
labeled "DDD," the recording is actually AAD: analog multitrack mixed to
two-track analog. The album deserves
an AAA vinyl edition, and that may yet
come to pass. Meeting Lloyd was akick.
He was as pleasant, gentle, hip, selfabsorbed, and spacey as you'd expect
and hope aveteran jazz giant would be.
The session
It never rains in C-ilifornia? It rained
every day Iwas there. Ibegan the recording day with a delicious "heart
attack on aplate" breakfast (Joe Harley's
description) at the renowned coffee
shop in my motel, the Best Western on
Franklin Avenue. This was just down
the block from Counterpoint, ausedStereophile, May 2001

book and -record store,
where I'd found some
decent vinyl the night I
arrived —including a45rpm
promo single of Byrne/
Eno's "Jezebel Spirit," which
I'd been looking for since
1981. Good score!
When Iwalked into the
coffee shop, Ireexperienced
one of the most annoying
habits of some Angelenos:
people sitting in booths facing the door immediately
looked up to see if Iwas
"somebody." When they
realized Iwas "nobody," they
gave me adisgusted look, as
if to say, "What are you doing
wasting my time?" Then
they looked down dismissively, firing two negative
shots across my bow in one
smooth, smug move. Fell!
Either that, or I'm paranoid.
Or both.
The studio was buzzing
when I arrived — thankfully, no one looked up. A
veteran piano tuner had
unwrapped the mummy
and was busy fine-tuning
by ear. (Don't try that at
home.) At that moment, I
was struck by the advantages of having an experienced producer. Harley
knew the value of getting a
really great piano for the
session, knew who to rely
on for the all-important
tuning — in short, he'd
assembled ateam in which
everyone was busy doing
what they'd been hired to
do, without conflict. Ross
was double-checking the
microphones and testing
each channel, Grundman
was going over the lathes
(which would be turning
at 45rpm), and a Sony
technician was making
sure the DSD recorder was
ready to go. (You didn't
think the SACD and CD
were going to be sourced
from the LP, did you?)
I thought back to the
recording sessions for the
Trott soundtrack I'd supervised at the Royal Albert
Hall back in 1982. Iwas a
neophyte. We had more
than 100 musicians on stage,

Corner

Top: Bill Cunliffe checks out the Steinway Hamburg. Center:
Darek Oleszkiewicz getting comfortable in the iso booth.
Bottom: Joe LaBarbera "brushes up" while waiting for atake.
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Left: The tube-driven lathe in the background was used for the sessions. Right: Bernie inscribes afreshly cut lacquer.

an organist in the loft, and aremote crew
from the BBC doing the recording —all
of them waiting while the producer I'd
hired duked it out with Wendy Carlos
and her personal assistant over microphone placement. It was tricky because
the orchestration left holes in the music
so Wendy could overdub synthesizer
parts. The orchestra had to be miked just
so to allow for the overdubs, but the engineer didn't want to budge from Standard Operating Procedure.
That 1982 dispute went on for some
time, as the clock ticked and the dollars
flowed. Eventually it was settled, but
then another argument broke out
between the producer and Wendy's
assistant over who would get to look
over the score during recording. The
orchestra stood by, watching, as the two
snarled at each other, each tugging at
one end of acopy of the score. Such
mirth. Fortunately for Ying Tan's budget and your listening pleasure, things
went a bit more smoothly at the
Cunliffe session.
One at atime, the musicians arrived,
and the energy level in the room
jumped. Bill Cunliffe is asmall, puckish,
high-energy guy whose spiky blond
hair makes him look more like apunk
rocker than ajazz musician. After greeting the people he knew and introducing
himself to the few he didn't (including
yours truly), he sat down to try the
piano. A few chords later, he exclaimed,
"Wow! I'm going to enjoy this.
Incredible! What a great-sounding
piano!" That was before the lid was lowered and the blankets reapplied. When
that was done, Iasked Cunliffe how he
could possibly know what he was play48

ing. He pointed to the headphones,
which would feed back the mix to him.
Cunliffe warmed up his fingers with
improvisations and scales while
LaBarbera made final adjustments to his
kit and Oleszkiewicz made himself at
home in his iso booth.

and called out "10 seconds."
The talkback button on the API board
wasn't working, Harley had to open the
control-room door, call out "Five seconds," and quickly close it. After ashort
count-off the trio began, and the control
mom filled with music. In afew minutes
the test was over, and the lacquers were
played back directly from the lathe using
12" SME 3009 tonearms fitted with
Once cutting begins,
Shure V-15VxMR cartridges.
Of course, with all the phony L-R
there's no stopping
information, compression, and distoruntil the end of
tion added by the outdated, old-fashioned, mechanically primitive analog
the side is reached,
system, the playback sounded nothing
like the mike feed. HAHAHA. Ac15 or 20 minutes later.
tually, the tube-driven cut sounded
very close to the mike feed, but the
solid-state lathe came up surprisingly
Inside the lathe room, Grundman,
short on its rich harmonic colors and
Ross, and Sony's DSD tech made their dynamic nuances. Everyone heard it,
final preparations, while Harley looked
so Grundman and Tan agreed to go
on with label head Tan. It was Tan's
with only the tube-driven lathe. Clearmoney on the line. Idon't know how
ly, cutting the first wave of Classic's
much the session cost, but looking at RCA Living Stereo reissues using
the crew, the musicians, the piano, the
solid-state electronics had been amisroom, Grundman, the lacquers, and figtake; the big improvements noted later
uring in the artwork and the pressing, it by most consumers and reviewers was
had to be pretty steep. What would
due in large part to the switch to tubecome out of it all, if anything? With
driven cutter heads.
D2D, who knows?
Now it was time to get down to the
Finally, it was time for atest using real work. Remember: once cutting
both lathes, which were linked by a begins, there's no stopping until the
chromed metal bar to ensure identical
end of the side is reached, 15 or 20
cutting. One lathe was driven by solidminutes later. The program must be
state electronics, one by the vintage vaccarefully planned: Mistakes mean startuum-tube cutting amps used by Coning over, and between-tune time has to
temporary Records in the 1950s and
be tightly controlled. And there's no
'60s. Grundman slapped fresh lacquers
going over the time budget. Harley and
on both, moved the cutting heads in
Cunliffe planned the session around
place, lowered them onto the surface,
two song takes.
Stereophite, May 2001
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Analog
The first side went incredibly well.
The performance was tight, the improvisations excellent, and the DSD playback showed the mix to be fine. After
inspecting the grooves under amicroscope, Grundman removed the lacquer,
scribed the inner-groove information,
and put the lacquer in aStyrofoam box
for safekeeping. On to the next.
Throughout the afternoon, the group
played with incredible precision, with
only afew clams resulting in ruined lacquers. Yet the feeling was never tentative or stilted. These guys, especially
Cunliffe, let it all out, every take.
One performance, an extended take
on "The Way You Look Tonight," was
easily the highlight of the day and left
everyone elated. Then came the bad
news: Grundman had spotted "lift-off."
That's where the cutting stylus actually
lifts away from the lacquer and no groove
is cut. Under the microscope, the tiny
empty space looks like acountry mile,
but sometimes acareful, skilled plating
engineer can actually "connect the
grooves" with aspecial tool and the sonic
results are seamless. And sometimes a
good turntable/cartridge combo can
actually play right through the lift-off inaudibly, even if the problem is unfixable.
Ithought the take had been so magical
that Tan should just cut alacquer from
the DSD—but then, Ididn't have a
problem with the Clinton pardons.

Corner

can't wait for the test pressings, which I
expect shortly. The final set should be
available by the time you read this. If it
comes out as Iremember it, it should be
spectacular.
On Sunday, Bill Cunliffe returned for
another afternoon of smokin' solo sesAn extended take on
sions, recorded solely to DSD. He just
loved that piano, and was eager to play.
"The Way You Look
Ihope his memorable version of John
Lennon's "Imagine," replete with invenTonight" was easily the
tive improvisations and chordings,
makes it to the SACD/CD.
highlight of the day —
Ihad aplane to catch, and had to
then came the bad news:
leave in the middle of the second session. Akira Taguchi, JVCs XRCD execGrundman had
utive producer, gave me aride to the airport, as well as two XRCD test pressspotted "lift-off:'
ings of anew reissue of the fabulous
Tony Bennett/Bill Evans Album. "Same
master, different manufacturing probe usable — enough for two multi-disc
cess," he told me. "Different sound.
releases. Since what's usable and what's
One's much better than the other."
going to be issued on the first set
El
weren't certain at the time of writing, I Perfect sound forever.
won't list the tunes here.
RTI's plating wizard, Gary Salstrom, 1
1Gary's expertise was asignificant factor behind the
attended the sessions; as soon as the
sonic success of Stetrophile's 1997 Liszt Sonata LP. See
final lacquer was put in the box, he took
"Cutting Up," Stneophik March 1997, accessible free of
charge at www.stereophile.corn/showarchives.cgi?172,
them off to RTI's Camarillo facility for
where you will discover what is meant by "nickel bath"
an evening's worth of nickel baths —
and other arcane terms to do with the magic of pro—JA
after attempting to fix the lift-offs. I ducing LPs from the master.

Tan says he'll go ahead and plate that
side and send out some test pressings to
see if it's playable. Isure hope so. At the
end of the day, Grundman had cut
almost adozen sides, most of which will

KIMBER

SELECT

In Heavy Rotation
1) Luna, Live, Arena Rock Recording Co. LPs (2)
2) Nancy Bryan, Neon Angel,
45rpm 180gm LPs (2)
3) Cannonball Acklerley, In the
Land of Hi-Fi, Speakers' Corner 180gm LP (reissue)
4) Patricia Barber, Nightclub, Premonition 180gm LP
5) The Dandy Warhols, Thirteen
'Tales from Urban Bohemia,
Schizophonic./Capitol LPs (2)
6) Gomez, Abandoned Shopping
Trolley Hotline, Virgin UK LP
7) Teddy Wilson Trio, The Complete Verve Recordings, Mosaic
180gm LPs (8)
8) Ronu Majumdar/Ry Cooder/
Jon Hassell, Hollow Bamboo,
Water Lily Acoustics CD
9) Eliza Carthy, Angels & Cigarettes, Warner Bros. CD
10) Shirley Horn, You're My Tluill,
Verve CD
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1030

"•.the KIMBER Select KS-1030's holographic presentation, clarity,
openness, airiness, resolution, high frequency and low frequency
extension, and accuracy of timbre were consistently superior.. it was
as if had lifted many veils between the music and myself."
Adnan Arduman-Stereo Times February 2000

acomprehensive line of interconnect 8, loudspeaker cables
2752 South 1900 West •Ogden Utah 84401 •801-621-5530 •fax 801-627-6980
www.kimber.com
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Brilliance in Sound And Design
The fascination of the senses.
Designed in avantgarde style,
the two floorstanding loudspeaker models Karat M 50 DC
and M 70 DC blend in with
every modern interior.
To keep the front exceptionally
narrow, the woofers have been
fitted laterally with alarge diaphragm surface, resulting in an
impressive bass reproduction.
For more information —
please contact:
Canton Electronics Corporation,
1723 Adams Street N.E.
Minneapolis, MN 55413-1411
(612)706-9250 Phone
(612)706-9255 Fax
www.cantonusa.com
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pure music

The

Fifth

Element
John

H

enry David Thoreau once
wrote that "The eye is the
first circle; the horizon it
forms is the second." A profound observation, indeed: The horizon exists
only in being perceived. Kind of like
music, in fact.
But you can't take everything ol' H.D.
said at face value. For instance, Thoreau
also gave the famous advice "Simplify,
simplify." Would it not have been simpler merely to have said "Simplify"? (Thanks, Jonah.)
Anyway, as my lead su 14:ests,
this installment of "The Fifth
Element" attempts to reconcile
the conflicting demands of sensation and cognition while simplifying your life and making
your stereo sound better. Peessacake. All you need is avery
long piece of string, atape measure, two bits of masking tape, a
quantity of small self-adhesive
removable note papers, and
later, perhaps, atrip to the fabric store.
Most audiophiles know
about locating early acousticalreflection points in alistening
room by moving a mirror
around on the side walls: One
person sits in the listening position, the other moves the mirror around. When the mirror
shows the seated viewer avisual reflection of aloudspeaker,
the mirror is at the point of an
early acoustical reflection.
As established by Olive and Toole,
Haas, and other researchers, early acoustical reflections (íe, less than 10 milliseconds) are likely to be heard by the human
ear-brain system as being part of the original sound. Sensing early acoustical reflections from the playback room as part of
the original sound results in the perception of the recorded sound as coming
from awider and larger source—albeit
one less well-differentiated in space and
time—than was the case in real life. To
paraphrase famous opera critic Josef
Stalin: muddle, not music.
The purpose of identifying the early
acoustical-reflection points is to emplace
at those points acoustically absorbent
Stereophile, May 2001
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should be close enough.
Run the string out to the listening
position, hold it taut against aseated listener's ear or nose for measurement,
and mark that point by tying aknot that
won't come out, or by making amark
with amarking pen. Then, measure off
an additional 132" (11', or 338m) and
tie aknot at that point. Tape that knot to
the listening position, or to someone
willing to humor you alot. (You should
show your appreciation more,
you know!)
You now have astring that is
fixed at the acoustical "send" and
"receive" points and has 11' of
slack — and 11' just happens to be
the distance sound travels during
the 10ms arrival window for early
acoustical reflections. Holding the
string taut while moving it around
everywhere it can go —including
behind the speakers and behind
the listening position — will map
a three-dimensional ellipsoidal
solid, the surface of which is the
boundary for early-reflection
propagation. What is particularly
nifty about this method is that it
can indicate whether the front or
rear walls are contributing
stronger early reflections than the
side walls.
Take some removable selfadhesive note papers and place
them on the side wall nearest the
speaker the string is taped to, outlining the area the string hits—
the more slack, the earlier the
the pre-eminent firms in architectural reflection. Do the same for the front and
acoustical consulting, for the idea of back walls and, if you can, the ceiling.
using along piece of string to provide a Then switch the string to the other
three-dimensional time-delay spectrom- speaker and repeat the process. You now
etry measurement. (Mc's website, have an experimentally derived depicwww.mcsquared.com, is extremely in- tion of which room boundary surhces
are contributing the early reflections that
formative; Iurge you to visit it.)
Take apiece of string about 15' longer are muddying things up.
This no-cost fix is to get the loudthan the distance from one loudspeaker
to your listening position. Tie aknot speaker positions and the listening posiabout 2" from one end to serve as an tion all far enough away from room
anchor, and tape that end to the loud- boundary surfaces that a reflected
speaker with tape that won't leave a soundwave's forth-and-back trip is at
least 11' longer than the direct acoustical
residue. (In deciding where to place the
tape, err on the side of not harming the path from loudspeaker to listener. That
loudspeaker.) The top surface of astand- may not be possible. Even if it is possible,
mounted or floorstanding speaker it's likely to result in less room-bound-

material that can reduce the sound pressure of the acoustical reflections, and
therefore reduce their confusing effects.
The mirror method is fine as far as it
goes, but it has two drawbacks: It works
only on side walls (and floor and ceiling,
if you want to get picky), and it does not
take time functions into account, only
angles of reflection.
Iam indebted to the savvy folks at Mc
Squared Systems Design Group, one of
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versatile:
Choose from 2to 6channels

musical:
Zero feedback design

powerful:
200 watt monoblock channels

e
Balanced Audio Technology is pleased to introduce the
VK-6200 multi-channel home theater and surround music amplifier.

ei

This stunningly beautiful design can be configured with two to six channels of
amplification. Each channel is atrue monoblock, zero-feedback circuit that features a '—
dedicated power transformer. More importantly, the VK-6200 yields the open free-breathing sound
that has garnered BAT worldwide recognition. Outstanding for music! Superb for home theater! The VK-6200 is
yet another masterpiece from Balanced Audio Technology.

Balanced
26 Beethoven Drive

Audio

Technology

800.256.4228 Te 302.999.8818 fax

Wilmington DE 16807 302.5,99.8855 U

info @ balanced.com

Visit us online at http://www.balanced.com

Theater

The
ary bass reinforcement, which could
present aproblem for some speakers
with limited bass.
If the no-cost fix doesn't work, the
least-cost fix is to go to afabric store and
buy apolyfill quilt filler large enough to
cover the problem areas and a fabric
remnant you can live with that fits. You
can hire someone to sew up single-faced
bordered or quilted panels, or do it
yourself with iron-on binding tape.
(Single guys: You could do alot worse
on aFriday night than go to afabric
store and look helpless.) You can hang
the panels using hook-and-loop fasteners or Bulldog clips, depending on panel
size and weight. (You might even happen upon acloseout sale of aquilt or
comforter that will end up costing less
than doing it yourself.)
More expensive but more effective
and elegant is to include an art-supply
store in your rounds and buy wooden
canvas stretchers to make panel
frames of the requisite sizes. You can
usually get stretchers in Golden Ratio
proportions, which might look better
than squares anyway. (Single women:
You could do alot worse on aFriday
night than go to an art-supply store
and look capable.) Use astaple gun to
stretch the quilting over the stretcher
frame, then cover the face with fabric.
Hang the panels like pictures, but —
and this is really important — hot-glue
or otherwise affix achampagne cork
behind each corner as astandoff. Providing an inch or so of sound-pressure
ingress all around seems to enhance
the beneficial effects.
The very effective (but getting expensive) solution is to order Binary Amplitude Diffusor (BAD) panels from RPG
Diffusor Systems. These come in 2' by 2'
squares, in avariety of patterned and
solid-color fabrics. Gateway Mastering,
Transparent Audio, and many other critical-listening installations use BAD panels to diffuse problematic early reflections without shortening aroom's reverberation time or unduly rolling off high
frequencies. (Early reflections are bad,
but atotally dead listening room can be
worse.) RPG's website, another mustvisit, is wwwspginc.com.
Istress that, in this case, "expensive" is
a relative term. Assuming that your
stereo is decent to start with, even if treating your listening room's walls and ceiling with BAD panels (or my favorites,
RPG Skylines) were to set you back
$2000, no other expenditure will add as
much to your musical enjoyment —
unless you go to Vienna or Salzburg to
hear live music. And many rooms will be
Stereophile, may 2001

transformed for an outlay of less than
$1000. To put it another way: Spending
big bucks on interconnects and power
cords is just plain silly if your room's
acoustics seriously need help.
Elemental reading
RPG's motto is that you don't listen
to your stereo, you listen to your
room. That's a bit overstated, perhaps; I'd say that you listen to your
stereo less than you're usually aware
of, and listen to your stereo's interactions with your room more than
you're usually aware of.
The same holds true for concert halls.
Ever since Paleolithic humans discovered that chanting or drumming takes

Fifth

Element

on alife of its own in acave, people have
sought out environments that provide
the elusive but magical sense of acoustical envelopment.
The design of a successful concert
hall must take into account not only the
physics of sound but also the phenomenology of human perception. Concerthall design started out based on empirical observation and imitation of what
worked well, and quite often did just
fine, thank you. Boston's Symphony
Hall (1900) was the first hall designed
using acoustical theories, and it was a
smashing success. But as if to prove that
alittle (or incomplete) knowledge is a
dangerous thing, later "scientific" concert-hall designs that attempted to
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The newcomers are here to supplement, not replace, the original
GOERTZ cables. Like GOERTZ, the Serpents have ultra-low
inductance, but the twist enhances AMI and RF rejection even further
to prevent interference from entering the feedback loop. The Serpents
feature four heavy solid conductors made of high purity OFC copper or
solid 99.99 silver, or in a hybrid version, two silver and two copper
conductors, enabling bi-wiring with silver for the highs and mids and
copper for the lows.
Not Shown:
Our Fat Boy Boa
7AWG

Python IVII2
OFC Copper
10 AWG
S264.00 per 8 ft. pair

Python Hybrid
Solid Fine Silver and
OFC Copper, 10 AWG
S796.00 per 8 ft. pair

Python AG2
Solid Fine Silver
10 AWG
S1328.00 per 8 ft. pair

TQ2 Interconnect
Solid Fine Silver
186. 00 per 1m. pair

Micro Purl
Interconnect

Alpha-Core, Inc.
915 Pembroke Street
Bridgeport, CT 06608
1-800-836-5920 (USA)
203-335-6805 Fax: 203-384-8120
email: sales@alphacore.com

OFC Copper
S 78.00 per 1m. pair

Visit us at www.alphacore.com!
Read our fan mail and
take a stroll through our web store!
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In the second of two articles,
Kalman Rubinson, Brian Damkroger,
John Atkinson, and Larry Greenhill
report from the 2001 CES,
held in January in Las Vegas

Electronics Show
Consumer
00000
Kalman Rubinson
on loudspeakers under $4000/pair

E

.wh time Ipeeked into aroom at CES 2001, Iasked the same question: "What's new in cheap speakers?" Of course, no exhibitor at
the Alexis Park or the St. Tropez would admit to having "cheap"
speakers, but their moment of confusion was all Ineeded to see if
the stuff looked interesting. If Iwas intrigued, Itook the time to explain that
"cheap" meant "less than $4000/pair." Otherwise, Imoved on.
Such brusque selectivity was necessary —almost every room at the
Alexis Park and the St. Tropez contained some sort of speaker. At the Las
Vegas Convention Center, Imostly just lurked. Unfortunately, Iguessed
wrong on some of the rooms Ivisited, so it's more than likely that Ialso
missed many good prospects.
Isaw two trends in this humble price range. First, it is the rare manufacturer that is not expeditiously tailoring its line to the needs of home
theater and multichannel, even if that firm's full-range speakers are suitable
for two-channel stereo music. Second, there is acontinuing trickle-down
of advanced technology from the top-of-the-line models into this highly
competitive midprice market. Stalwarts like Coincident (the Partial
Eclipse), PSB (a new generation of Alpha models), Mission (the new 7
series), Mordaunt-Short (their Premiere System 300), Monitor Audio,
and Ventas all showed models representative of both trends. (Unless
noted otherwise, all speaker prices are per pair.)
There was evidence of both trends in the many models shown in the
PMC room. While once just aProfessional Monitor Company, PMC now
makes some very appealing domestic speakers. The AB2 two-way TLS
($3800) is beautifully finished but retains some of the appearance and
Stereophile, May 2001
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"... the CT-120 is one of the few subwoofers I've tested
at any price that could produce clean output at 20 Hz ...
Stereo Review, June 1998
Tom Nousaine

The Redefinition

ot High Definition.
Great home theater starts with excellent bass.
And Velodyne has defined bass for over 15
years. Now introducing the Classic Home
Theater System. Start with aCT Series
subwoofer. Add four compact, high performance front and rear speakers and amatched
center channel and you've just built a
seamless, high definition home theater
experience. Hear it at adealer near you.

Velodyne
1070 Commercial Street, #101
San Jose, CA 95112
Phone (408) 436-7270
Web www.velodyne.com

much of the sound of its forebears. Even more
house-beautiful are the bookshelf TB2
($1100) and the floorstanding transmissionline FB1 ($2295), which share the same driveunits. This makes it easy to construct multichannel systems with consistent voicing. Both
are available self-powered with the optional
Bryston PowerPac 60 or 120 monoblock amp
integrated into their back panels, and are
accompanied by the now-obligatory centerchannel and subwoofer units.
Paradigm has almost too many models
already, but they've expanded their Reference
subwoofer line in both directions. Going up
(or is it down?), the Servo-25 (under $3000), with its 15"
driver and 1500W RMS amp, is the big brother to the
Servo-15, which Iuse to terrorize visitors. Going the other
way, they introduced the smaller Seismic Cubes: models 10
(under $1300) and 12 (under $1700) have appropriately
sized drivers and the 1500W amp, but lack the closed-loop
servo of the Servo subs. At Spendor, too, the new item was
their first subwoofer, the SUB-3 ($1295). This small, powered (130W) sub, while rated down to only 35Hz or so,
seemed aperfect match to the respected S-3/5 compact
monitors and opens the possibility of a5.1-channel system
with five S-3/5s.
One of the show's highlights in low-frequency reproduction
was the finalized version of Revel's Performa B15 subwoofer
($2995), which Ihad seen in development last year. This
potent (126dB at 30Hz, -3dB at 18Hz) powered sub has the
most flexible environmental controls I've seen. Revel provides
test signals and PC software, usable with the most common
SPL meters, to get the best of the inbuilt filters and three-band
parametric equalizer. The Madrigal demo, using two of
these babies, was most impressive for its realism and power.
A big surprise for me is the inclusion of an Avalon speaker
in this price class. Built by the new Avalon MultiChannel
Systems division of the company, the Symbol ($2995) is a
slim, tapered design small enough that one could easily use
five or six of them for home theater. It gave an impressive
account of itself in stereo and in discrete six-channel at the
Muse demo. Surniko showed the new Vienna Acoustics
Waltz ($600 each, $700 in gleaming rosewood), which seemed
much too luxurious for its description as "multi-purpose."
Nonetheless, with its stylishly faceted cabinet, dual 525"
midbass drivers, and 1" silk-dome tweeter, it can be used
proudly for main, center, or rear channels.
Acoustic Energy joined the styling bandwagon of lighttoned wood veneers and satin-metal driver diaphragms with
their new Aespirit series. The small, standmounted, two-way
model 300 ($799) retains the detailed clarity of previous AE
designs and is joined by amore compact two-way, athreeway floorstander, and center, rear, and subwoofer units.
Expanding the range of speaker aesthetics all the way to cute,
the Blueroom Minipods have finally invaded the US! They
come in avariety of bold colors, and you can mount them
on the wall, use the provided tripod legs, or let them swarm
like Schmoos. At $399 (plus available conga-drum-shaped
bass station), they bring style and sound wherever they go.
Trickle-down economics are reflected in B&W's use of
Nautilus technology in their less expensive designs. They
have taken this so far as to include, in the latest version of the
Stereophile, May 2001

Take me to your leader
Blueroom Minipods.

DM 303, aNautilus-derived tweeter complete
with ahidden tubular extension to absorb radiation from the rear of the dome — for $300! Slightly
further upstream was the new CM-2 ($900), with
snazzier styling and that Nautilus-inspired tweeter.
Other CM models included the larger 25-way CM4and the CM-C center-channel.
The migration of high-end technology to the
affordable was also the theme at JMlab. Jacques
Mahul —JM himself— showed me the elegant
styling, multilayer diaphragms, and titanium HF domes that
characterize his new Cobalt line. The standmounted 80a
($1000) looked particularly delectable, while the full-sized
816 ($1750) and 826 ($2500) had the technology and
appearance of winners. Epos didn't show as much newtechnology trickle-down as it did price reduction. By refining
construction and moving production to Asia, Roy Hall and
Mike Creek have made the classic M12 ($895) and M15
($1395) cheaper than ever while sounding better than ever.
Other new names and models stood out. Mirage has
extended their Omnipolar line to include the 0M-9, which

The Stereophile crew prepared for take-off at the MartinLogan demo.

Revel's $2995 Performa subwoofer —don't sit too close!
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Iheard — at the LVCC and at the St.
Tropez — sounding bi lesr and more
spacious than its svelte dimensions (ca
44" by 12" by 12") or its price
($1300) would su 14:est. For the past
few CESes I've seen the Audes line
expand with high-value products,
but Iwas really knocked out by
their 037 model. Looking like a
familiar British audiophile favorite,
this large floorstander has two
woofers — one each above and below
the midrange and HF domes — and a
better fit and finish than is usual for twice
their $1199 price! They sounded as good as
they looked.
The IMF Audio name is back, but while it still includes
transmission-line designs, the letters now stand for In
Musica Fortis (according to IMPs Shane Tenace) rather
than for someone's initials. The sound of the two-way
Stratos was classic transmission-line, despite its compact size
(37" by 9" by 16") and low price ($1495). A complex seriescrossover network and sophisticated drivers brought the
craggy voice of late Sinatra right into the room.
Istumbled into the Roman Audio Systems room
because someone (I don't remember who) said they had
something worth avisit. It was true. While RAS's Centurion
two-way floorstander is, at $4521, alittle over my assignment limit, it was one of my favorite auditions at the show.
Could it have something to do with the crossover's DiAural
circuit? Who knows?
The Legend ($3995), asmall two-way in atruncated
pyramidal enclosure from Legend Audio Design, was
exquisitely finished and sounded more balanced and extended
than its size suggested. Driven by asmall, integrated triode
amp, there were dynamics and transparency aplenty. The
irrepressible Alan Yun of Silverline warned me that he had
many pairs of speakers to demonstrate. We sampled afew
biggies but settled in with his new SR11 ($1499), atruly tiny
(12" by 8" by 10") two-way in glistening high-gloss red. Nice
and punchy.
Perhaps my most anticipated audition was of the French
Jean-Marie Reynaud line, of which Ihad heard much on
the Internet but had never actually seen. When Itold M.
Reynaud that my limit was $4k, he thought I'd said $400 and
was visibly disappointed. After clarification, he offered the
Evolution 3 ($3295) as
best representative
of his line. This
striking two-way
stands 42" high,
with JMR's signature
cylindrical

Legend's small two-way
impressed Kal Rubinson.

tweeter perched atop. Interestingly,
the bottom cavity of the enclosure can
be filled with dry sand to lower the
center of gravity and enhance performance. The sound was open and clear,
with good integration between the HF
and the 6.7", transmission-line-loaded
bass driver.
I had never heard of Living Voice
before, but Ithink we'll all be hearing of them
soon. They showed an interesting line of three
models: the Auditorium ($2495), the Auditorium
Avatar ($3795), and the Auditorium OBX-R ($5795). Why
call all of them "Auditorium"? Well, they look the same,
have the same dimensions, and are all two-way D'Appolito
configurations. They varied in their sophistication of cabinet
bracing, selection of drivers, and, in the case of the OBX-R,
external placement of crossover. Really nice idea: Keep with
adesign scheme that works and give the customer more
performance for the money.
Another new name deserving of attention is Orpheus,
an Australian company. They showed their new Tiberius
loudspeaker (ca $3500), asmall, standmounted two-way that
was one of the most enjoyable reproducers at the show. Its
lustrous wood finish reaffirmed its high-end aspirations.
The greatest pleasure Ican have at CES is to discover
something that's new, excellent, and surprisingly affordable.
This time, what did it for me was the Monsoon speaker
from Sonigistix, based on planar-membrane radiators driven push-pull by neodymium magnets. Monsoon has developed an efficient production technology for the drivers for
their successful line of computer speakers, and is able to
price these full-size, floorstanding three-way hybrids most
aggressively. From the FPF-600 ($599) and FPF-1000
($999) to the FPF-1600 ($1599), each design has more planar
elements and larger cone woofers.
They're just what an audiophile expects
from planar dynamics: open and grainless. What's unexpected are the prices.
Ihope to hear them again soon,
at home!
-Kalman Rubinson

left to right: The return
of IMF, with the Stratos
transmission line;
Coincidenes Israel Blume
attends to his Partial
Eclipse, with the Total
Eclipse standing tall next
to it; and according to KR,
we'll be hearing more of
Living Voice speakers.
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Exceptional Sound
No Exceptions
All Rotel Home Theater and Hi Fi
electronics are exceptional. Each
product is carefully designed and
manufactured using select grade
components and follows a proven
design philosophy we call
Balanced Design. The RMB1075
featured here is a prime example of
Balanced Design. It incorporates a
perfect blend of superb electronic
engineering, eloquent industrial
--- design and musical emotion.
RMB1075 will deliver 120 watts into
all five channels during the most
explosive movie pyrotechnics, or
reveal the smallest musical details
at a fraction of the power, all with
crystal clarity.Exceptional sound, no
exceptions. Hear all of our Rotel
components at your authorized
specialty audio dealer.

takes you places you ve
never heard before.

Exclusive Omnipolar technology
continues the Mirage
legend with the
new 0M-5.
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Brian Damkroger
on Expensive Loudspeakers

L

as Vegas and expensive loudspeakers —what aperfect
match! Each year, Vegas amazes the world by opening aslew of outrageous new hotels. And each year
at WCES, no matter how much Ithink I've seen it
all, designers of high-end loudspeakers surprise me with their
new offerings. And just as Las Vegas' architectural offerings
vary from the over-the-top to the surprisingly sublime...
Two years ago, TLG Acoustic Design's Series-I was,
without adoubt, the most outrageous speaker I'd ever seen. A
wall-sized hydra that shoved something like six miles of horn
into asingle unit, it was intended to be ashowcase for TLG's
acoustic modeling and CAD-based rapid manufacturing
capabilities. TLG was back this year with two new designs.
The larger, the $45,000 Series III (unless otherwise noted, all
speaker prices are per pair), was obviously adaughter of the
original hydra. The stereo pair was built around ahuge triangular horn just large enough to park amotorcycle in. The
smaller Series IV was almost "normar in size and configuration, packing four 18" woofers, four 6.5" mids, and two tweeters into acomplex curved cabinet roughly 6' tall, 2' wide, and
3' deep. The phrase of the day at TLG was "logical evolution."
Ifound it hard to link either TLG unit to the word "logical,"
but compared to the original Series-I, Iguess it fits. TLG's
simulation, design, and fabrication capabilities are serious
business, but these guys do know how to have fun!
Alón by Acarian System's Exotica Grand Reference
($120,000) was amore conventional 6'-tall, four-tower system
àla Infinity or Genesis. The midrange/tweeter towers incorporate nine 4"-long true ribbon tweeters, six 5.5"-diameter
trilaminate midrange cones operating in an openbaffle setup, and four 8" woofers. The subwoofer towers house four 12" drivers apiece,
each in its own ported enclosure, and integration is handled by an updated version of
the Dahlquist LP-1 crossover, designed
years ago by Carl Marchisotto. The system one of the show's most impressive — included a Metronome digital front-end, a
Millennium preamp, VTL MB750s on
top, and Krell power for the woofers.
Impact Technologies was anew kid on
the mega-system block with their Airfoil
($38,500). Another four-module-pluscrossover unit, the Airfoil covers from
170Hz up with aline-source array of
nine Bending Wave Drivers (patented), which consist of aflexible polymer tube driven on one end by alinear voice-coil. The tube's thickness,
curvature, and orientation are
designed so that, as the soundwaves
propagate along the tube, they
emanate outward perfectly in phase.
Two 6.5" drivers per side — a"coupling woofer" — cover from 55Hz to
170Hz; below that, the two powered
subwoofers take over. The Airfoils were
gorgeous and beautifully built, and aperStereophile, May 2001

Alón's Exotica Grande Reference: $120K!

fect mix of high-tech and retro. The sound — clear, spacious,
sweet, relaxed — was one of the highlights of the show, and
the Airfoil's 150° horizontal dispersion resulted in acoherent, solid image from anywhere in the room.
Other big systems: Nearfield Acoustics' Pipedreams
were playing in several rooms, in systems powered by
Plinius, VAC, and Rowland electronics. Each had its own
character, but the Pipedreams virtues — ahuge, coherent
soundstage and relaxed, low-distortion sound — were apparent in every one. Wisdom Audio's large Adrenaline systems were playing in two locations as well: the Rush
($85,000) was powered by Rowland gear at the Golden
Nugget, and the midline (» M75 system ($38,000) was driven by Edge electronics at the St. Tropez. Again, each
reflected the characteristics of the upstream components,
but both sounded airy, fast, and open.
Audience's Au24 Modular Line Array was an interesting
and good-sounding setup. Au24 arrays are assembled by
stacking modules, each incorporating four 50mm cone drivers and two 100W amplifiers mounted in amachined,
acrylic-finished PVC tube. The drivers are updated versions of the venerable "Jordan Module": ultra-low-mass
spun-aluminum cones with asurface coating of goldbased anodized ceramic. The modules run full-range
from 70Hz up, supplemented by aseparate powered
subwoofer. Au24 Systems are priced per module, with
stands and such costing extra; the demo system totaled
about $45,000. No adjustments, no amplifiers —very
simple, with nice, detailed, open sound.
Formula 1 technology met high-end audio in
Rockport Technology's Hyperion ($87,500). The 6'tall, carbon-fiber/epoxy composite cabinets are hightech works of art, their every aspect reflecting fanatical
attention to detail — right down to the laser-cut
Steinway treble-damping felt (dyed black, of
course). Custom-made drivers, custom-made passive elements in the crossover... heck, custom-made
and -optimized everything. Room problems compromised bass performance, but the Hyperion's
midrange and treble were stunningly clear.
Other super-premium systems included
Montana's top-of-the-line WAS, EgglestonWorks'
Savoy, and Avantgarde's Trio Classico. The Montana WAS ($55,000) — big brother to the SP sysThe EgglestonWorks Savoy,
designed by Albert Von Schweikert.
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Hi—Fi

Home

Dotes & Times:
Friday, May 11, Noon -8pm

Theater

Saturday, May 12, 10am -8pm

i
in'Manhattan
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Sunday, May 13, 10am -6 m

Casts:
$35 -three-day pass $25 -one-day pass
Dozens of the top hi-fi and home-theater manufacturers under one roof. See and
hear the latest!
More and better seminars than ever before. Meet the editors and leading experts.
Explore the future of high-resolution audio and home theater. Get advice on
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Vandersteen's 86495/pair Reference has adownward-facing woofer.

tern that BW liked so well in the January 1997 Stereophik —
were driven to good effect by Sierra Everest amplifiers, a
companion design by Montana designer Peter Noerback and
Emo Borbely. EgglestonWorks' Savoy ($39,000) is the first
result of Albert Von Schweikeres joining Eggleston, and their
largest model yet. It incorporates doubled-up, coupled 12"
woofers and 6" midbass drivers, and apair of 6" midrange
units flanking their 1" fabric-dome tweeter. The Av-antgarde
Trio Classicos ($39,500) sounded nice, but Iwas most impressed by their finish, aparticularly striking metallic green.
Iwish I'd seen them before I'd picked the color (British
Racing Green) for my just-restored Triumph TR6.
Good sound wasn't just confined to the dotcom millionaire
world, however. MartinLogan's new and stunningly goodsounding Odyssey ($6000) showed how much they've learned
about great sound, and about electrostatic design in general.
While many high-end companies are moaning about ashrinking market, ML has taken what was considered afringe, tweak
technology and moved it smack into the mainstream.
Gershman Acoustics' Opera Sauvage ($15,500), designer
Eli Gershman's statement, features custom-built drivers —
two 10" woofers, a6" midrange, and a1" Dynaudio tweeter — and very "trick" cabinetry built up from 18 layers of 1"
MDF, which accords the designer great freedom in tailoring
the contours of the internal cavity. The big Gershmans were
producing great sound in asystem consisting of aYEA CD
player and lovely new electronics from Linar Audio — the
latest designs of Victor Sima, founder of Simaudio.
Meadow Sound Labs was showing its new planar/dynaniic hybrid, the Mt. Everest ($13,500). The Everest, aproduct
of the "many small drivers" school, was endosed —for demo
purposes, Iassumed —in acurved, transparent Lucite panel.
But no, the see-through look is the speaker's standard "finish,"
the idea being to not dominate amom's décor. I'll pass for once
on "transparent" speakers, but the system, with Sirnaudio
electronics and Nordost SPM cable, sounded great
Nova's powered Applause S($15,000) caught my ear with
its exceptionally clear and open rendering of 24-bit working
masters of Mark Knopfler's "Sailing to Philadelphia." The S
is astand-mounted version of Nova's two-way Applause studio monitor incorporating a300W Threshold Pro amplifier. Ever since the powered Advent of oh-so-long ago, active
speakers have struck me as eminently sensible. Kinda makes
you wonder why I've never owned any. Nova has afull line
of lovely passive speakers as well.
Stereophile, May 2001

Audio Physic's new Avanti III ($8500) also snagged my
ear, with Stevie Ray Vaughan played on an hrunedia analog rig. Great music, great sound—it seems so simple. AP
also showed anifty new programmable subwoofer, the Rhea
($5000), which uses two 7" drivers in apush-push configuration, powered by two 600W amps.
Thiel unveiled anew subwoofer as well, the SW1. As
you'd expect from Thiel, it's incredibly well thought-out,
designed, and executed. Rather than confront the user with
amyriad of controls — usually intended to confuse the consumer and deflect blame from the manufacturer, joked
designer Jim Thiel —the SW1 simply asks the user to enter
afew characteristics of the main system and the distances
from adjacent walls. The SW1 does all the necessary calculation and equalization, ensuring aseamless match and smooth
response across the bottom octaves. Also as you'd expect
from Thiel, the SW1 incorporates about azillion new design
features to lower distortion and improve linearity. The drivers are two high-output, very long-throw 10" woofers, and
the amp is a600W class-D switching design. The SW1 is
"about ready to ship" and should retail for around $5000, plus
$2000 for the companion "smart" crossover.
Australian speaker-builder Osborne, now distributed by
Lauerman Audio Imports, was playing their Grand
Monument Reference ($20,000), driven by Audio Aero's
24-bit/192kHz CD player and electronics. Good sound — a
bit forward in the upper midrange, if you want to pick nits—
but very clean and dynamic. Osborne has afull line of goodvalue speakers — it's nice to see them in the US.
The Newcomer of the Year award goes to Finland's
Amphion, who played their Xenon, a"three-way hypercardioid vented" floorstuiding unit with a1" tweeter and 6.5"
midrange firing forward, and an 8" woofer firing to the side.
All drivers are custom-made aluminum units, and the sound
was crisp, clean, and detailed. Throw in cool Scandinavian
styling and furniture-quality cabinetry, and the Xenons could
be asolid value at an estimated $4000/pair.
It was also the first show, and asolid debut, for Pasadena,
California-based Modern Audio Design (MAD). Their
Impulse ($10,000) is a"dual compound time-aligned threeway" that uses compound pairs of 10" woofers and 6.5"
mids, and asingle 1" inverted-dome tweeter. The cabinets
use complex curved internal baffles and surfaces, and show

Millenial horns from TGL Acoustic Design.
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The missing leap in digital

EVo 200.2

Finally, the truc potential of digital amplification. Bel Canto introduces the first digital amplifier defined by
uncompromising sonic ideals. The EVo 200.2 takes you remarkably closer to the music —and further
from any other choice. It's natural selection. Visit www.belcantodesign.com or call 612.317.4550.
0 2000 Bd Canto Design
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careful attention to both resonance control and diffraction. They were playing
Fourplay's first disc, one of my
favorites, so Ihung out awhile and
learned about their interesting multiconductor ribbon cables, which use
rectangular cross-section conductors in
aproprietary urethane ribbon and are
very reasonably priced.
Speaking of modular designs, Green
Mountain Audio was getting predictably
good sound out of their Continuum 1.5, a$4000
replacement for their $1995 Continuum. $2k to $4k?
Sounds like they've been talking to my remodeling contractor. Soundlabs, too, was getting great sound, with their
Millennium M-1s ($14,700) driven by the high-tech
Wolcott Audio Presence P220M monoblocks.
Magnepan's Golden Nugget suite is another reliable
location for great sound, and this year's demo, featuring the
MG12/QR and BEL subwoofers, was no exception. The
MG12/QR is intended to be acost- and space-efficient way
to incorporate high-end Magnepan sound into an
audio/home-theater system (a subwoofer is assumed). At
$1095/pair, the little Maggies aren't exactly expensive, but
hey, if you throw in the RELs
As long as I'm cheating on the lower limit of my price
range, Ican't help noting that one of the weekend's highlights was listening to Tab Benoit through asystem featuring Diapason's NUX speakers ($2499) driven by E.A.R.
electronics, with tweaks and isolation by Black Diamond
Racing and Sahara cables.
But Las Vegas and "expensive speakers" are all about
being over the top, and for that, this year's award goes to the
Pearl Audio Technology Eliptica, which was displayed in
the lobby of the St. Tropez. Oh, my... imagine, if you can,
a7-tall, fine-furniture banana housing avast array of drivers,
including atweeter at each end of the banana — no less than
6' apart! As far as speakers go, the Eliptica is Paris, the
Venetian, the Bellagio, and Circus Circus all rolled into one.
Viva Las Vegas!
—Brian Diunkroger

John Atkinson
on Digital Itti Surround

C

overing digital technology at CES used to be arelatively easy assignment that mainly involved incremental improvements in CD playback. But the
2001 show was as confusing for this journalist as
this market segment appears to be for the "civilian." Both
are faced not only with two higher-quality media —Super
Audio CD and DVD-Audio, both heavily promoted at CES
for their surround capability — but the reality is that the sonically compromised two-channel MP3 format seems to be
generating the most commercial heat. That's even with, as I
write, the record-industry-mandated shutdown of Napster
in sight. But it must be remembered that it is the venerable
two-channel CD that still provides that same recordedmusic industry with its economic bread and butter. My gut
feeling, from talking to many audiophiles over the past few
months, is that any move from traditional two-channel playStereophtle, May 2001

Amphions Xenon,
from Finland.

back to surround is going to take aparadigm shift with respect to expectations.
There is very much more involved than
just transmogrifying the conventional
"window into the sonic picture" playback
into the immersive surround experience.
This was brought home with avengeance by
the many multichannel demonstrations Iexperienced at the show that were, in my opinion, profoundly
unmusical. Yes, the mixing engineer can put discrete instruments in the surround channels —but he shouldn't. For
example, Sony and Philips put on avery-well-designed
demonstration of SACD's surround capabilities at the St.
Tropez hotel, using five B&W Nautilus 801 speakers, Sony
amplifiers, two B&W subwoofers, and aPhilips SACD1000
player. The highlight was the premiere of Mike Oldfield's
Tubular Bells on a"fully loaded" SACD —"fully loaded" in
that it has aCD-layer mix, ahigh-density two-channel DSD
mix, and afull-surround DSD mix — remastered from the
1975 quadraphonic tapes. Perhaps having instruments in the
rear can be justified on artistic grounds with this kind of
music, but when we listened to aJerry Goldsmith film score
in surround, the excellent soundstage stability and the feeling of immersion in the acoustic of Abbey Road's Studio I
was brutally disturbed by axylophone coming from the
right rear speaker, to be followed by other percussion instruments sounding from behind. Not nice, in that it excites this
listener's "fight or flight" reflex, which was relieved only by
the subsequent demo of drnp's Sacred Feast surround SACD.
Featuring the choir Gaudeamus and recorded by Tom Jung
with a"Decca tree" frontal microphone array, two surround
mikes, and aheight mike, this was one of the few surround
experiences Ihad at CES in which the new technology was
used to serve the music, not to hype it.
Probably the only DVD-Audio demonstration to equal
the professionalism of Sony's and Philips' efforts was put on
by Meridian, which had invested heavily in apurpose-built
demonstration room on the Convention Center floor. The
carefully structured demo starting with a two-channel,
320kps MP3 file of aMozart violin and piano duet played
back from CD on the Meridian Reference 800 universal
transport, which upsampled it to 24-bit/96kHz data before

Marantz's SA14 SACD player: "half the price of the SA-1."
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...between technology & music'
Nordost Corporation 420 Franklin Street, Framingham, MA 01702 U.S.A.
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sending it in digital form (encrypted to
preserve the record industry's comfort
level) to a 7-channel system using
three of Meridian's new $20,000
8000 loudspeakers across the front.
The musical experience was simply
awesome in terms of dynamic range,
soundstage solidity, and musically natural immersion —until, of course, the backing voices on the
Aaron Neville DVD-A came from over my shoulders! But
the Meridian surround system did do justice to the 24/96
DVD-A remastering of the Doors' "Riders on the Storm,"
whose producer had at least had the good sense to put only
the thunder and rain in the rear and sides.
The most interesting surround playback Iheard at CES was
of David Cheslcy's multichannel recordings. As reported a
while back in Stereophde, instead of using six channels in the
typical home-theater arrangement of three at the front, two at
the rear, and one for LF effects, David prefers astereo pair at
the front reinforced by awider-spaced frontal side pair, with a
pair of surrounds. Ifirst heard an orchestral work of David's
(recorded in six channels of 24/96 in an Austrian cathedral
with the Soundfield mike) in the Muse room with the new
multichannel Symbol speakers from Avalon. Playback was
from hard drive —with acombined data rate of 15Mb/s, this
was quite noisy — but the irrnnersive experience was musically convincing. The same recording sounded even better,
with more stable staging, in the Joseph Audio room, where
the new Joseph RM33 speakers were being used.
SACD hardware is not only coming down in price —with
the CES launches, nine manufacturers now have atotal of 11
SACD players in the market. As well as the Philips
SACD1000, CES saw the introduction of the Marantz SA14
two-channel player at "half the price of the $7500 SA-1."
Marantz was also showing the SA12S1 DVD-V/multichannel SACD player, to be launched this summer, though the
price is not yet set. Sony, too, was very aggressive at CES following last fall's introduction of the two-channel SCDC333ES SACD changer: The SCD-0555ES multichannel
changer is to be available in April for around $1700, and the
$400 (» SCD-CE775 changer is due to hit the US in July.
High-end company Classé Audio was getting in on the
SACD act with anew player too, but, covering as many bases

as it could, also showed the CD/
DVD-1 DVD-V player in its
Golden Nugget suite. And English
company dCS was showing aprototype SACD transport based on aPhilips mechanism — their
Elgar Plus DIA can already decode aDSD datistream —
which sounded superb playing amaster of aTurtle Records
release by Tony Overwater (see below). But the best-kept
secret of the show was the $2500 Pioneer DVD-X10 Iheard
in the Joseph room; it plays SACDs and DVD-As.
On the DVD-Audio hardware front, Panasonic had a
large pavilion at the Convention Center promoting the
medium, and showed aminisystem featuring atiny DVD-A
player. Toshiba had its nicely engineered SD-9200 on display,
Denon showed the $1199 DVD-3300, and Yamaha had its
new DVDS1200 player. At the high end, Enlightened
Audio Design demonstrated its $5000 Ultra DVD-A player
and Rotel its RDV-1080 universal player, the latter priced at
what Ihad originally thought would be acompetitive $1500.
However, perhaps the most significant aspect of the
DVD-Audio launch happened afew weeks after the Show,
when Technics started flogging off its $1200 DVD-A10,
reviewed in the November 2000 Stereophde, for less than
$400. Was this due to the early 'A 10 not incorporating a
proper watermarking detector, the format's lack of bass
management, or did dealers' shelves need to be cleared to
make room for new, cheaper, second-generation models?
No one was saying, but Iwas certainly not expecting to see
such price erosion so soon after the format's launch!
Despite theoretical objections to the DSD encoding used
on SACD (see David Rich's article in the November 2000
Stereophde), SACD seems so far to be taking the lead in the
market. More than 235 SACD titles (including 10 surround
discs) were available by the time of the January show, encompassing "all types of music by major artists," according to
Philips' Guy Demuynck at the CES press conference. This
compares with 30 DVD-A titles and, perhaps of significance, "all of [the SACDs] are compatible with existing CD
players. We believe in exponential growth for the SACD

David Chesky holds forth on his DVD 6.0 format.

Panasonic's DVD-A minisystem.
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Classés prototype
SACD player.
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It's obvious...

Ayre

The Ayre's superior performance was obvious in terms ofpicture stability,
detail resolution, freedom from noise and glitches, 3dimensionality, color
purity and saturation, and just plain watchability."
—Michael Freiner, Stereophile Guide to Home Theater
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Ayre Acoustics, Inc.

www.ayre.com

2300 B Central Avenue Boulder Colorado 80301
Phone 30 3442.7300

Fax 303 442.7301

MCCORMACK DELIVERS. ..
.... agrowing family of high-value, high-performance
components. Steve McCormack's latest designs, the DNA-125
and DNA-225 stereo amplifiers, the DNA-HT3 and DNA-HT5
theater amplifiers, and the RLD-1 remote-controlled preamplifier
join the classic TLC-1 passive line controller and
Micro Phono Drive.
Word is already getting out on just how good the new
models are. Of the DNA-125, reviewer Jim Merod said: "There
are few amplifiers that I
have ever heard, at any
price, that match the
DNA-125 ... it gives you all

-

of the music ... Everything ... This is the best amplifier Ihave
ever heard under $2000. It is amagnificent amp at any price."
Jim Merod August 2000
www.StereoTimes.com •www.EnjoytheMusic.com
'MCCORMACK
AUDIO CORPORATION
ID
BEYOND YOUR EXPECTATIONS, WITHIN YOUR REACH
OF VIRGINIA
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2733 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax, VA 22031 •Phone: 703.573.9665 Fax: 703.573.9667 •www.mccormackaudio.com
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hybrid," said Demuynck. Icounted 160 SACDs
mounted on the wall at the conference, of
which 40% were hybrids capable of playing on
regular CD players. The target is to have 1000
titles available in the US by 2002.
Major labels supporting SACD include
Sony Music, Virgin-EMI, BMG, and audiophile labels dmp, Telarc, AudioQuest Music,
and Red Rose Music, while A&M, Warner
Bros., Atlantic, Elektra/Asylum, Island, MCA,
Verve, Motown, Geffen, and Universal have
pledged support to DVD-A. Upstart label
AIX Records had asuite at the Riviera hotel
featuring their 10 new 5.1-channel 24/96 surround DVD-A discs, which sport both "on
stage" and "audience" mixes. Telarc also
announced at CES that they would be releasing DVD-As as
well as SACDs, but in late February, Delos, one of the other
audiophile classical labels, began releasing SACDs despite
having been an early promoter of DVD-A. Their declared
problem with DVD-A was the impracticality of creating the
necessary video content for what they feel works best as a
pure music medium.
The real trend apparent on the floor of the main
Convention Center "zoo" was neither SACD nor DVD-A
but the integration of computers into audio playback.
Fueled by the MP3 revolution, there were portable MP3
players galore and amultitude of PC-controlled MP3 jukeboxes for piping music around the home. Request
Multimedia, for example, showed the ARQ-II, which
plays CDs, accesses the Internet to search for CD track and
title data, rips CD tracks to CD-R, creates MP3s from CDs,
connects to portable MP3s via aUSB port, and organizes
and catalogs the owner's music collection. Voyetra Turtle
Beach's $299 AudioTron, astandalone box similar to the
ARQ-H except that it does not have aCD transport or
burner, acts as central music storage and organizer for both
MP3s and uncompressed music data files. Controlled by a
PC, it transmits the music anywhere in the user's home via
Ethernet wiring or even standard telephone wiring. A similar Turtle Beach product, the $130 SonicLink, allows music
data to be piped from acentral PC around the house using
RF transmitters and receivers operating at 2.4GHz.
Never one to hold back from confronting the future,
Scottish high-end audio company Linn Products has
entered the convergence market with its Web-enabled
Knekt Kivor hard-disk recording and playback system. This
consists of three components: the Oktal A/D converter; the
Linnk, which interfaces the Kivor with aLinn Knekt multiroom system; and the Tunboks, which houses the hard
drives for storing digital music as well as aCD-ROM drive.
A proprietary PCI card enables computerized sound recording and playback. The Kivor, which is aimed straight at the
custom-install market, will not be cheap. A basic system
capable of storing around 300 hours of uncompressed CD
audio is expected to retail for about $20,000, with hard-drive
upgrades available to extend playing time to 1500 hours. An
option for compressing audio using the MP3 format will
also be available.
Although my impression has been that sales of CD-playback components have plateau'd over the past year or so, there
were still plenty of introductions of new digital products at the
Stereophile, May 2001

MBL's new digital components
have less ornate styling.

2001 CES. It was good to see Wadia
Digital back in action, after their recent
buyout by Audio Video Research.
Now based in Michigan, Wadia was
showing the latest version of their highly
regarded 27ix decoding computer; which
features the new Digimaster 1.2 software.
Wadia was quick to point out that, with
"upsampling" being the current technodigital buzzword, their processors have
always upsampled the CD data to
2.8224MHz, the rate at which the DAC
operates. Boulder, Colorado-based Boulder Amplifiers
introduced its 1012 modular preamplifier and digital converter. Priced at $15,000, the 1012 features "Upandoversampling,"
aproprietary filter using something called "Eigen" algorithms
to upsample the CD data to 705.6IcHz. The DAC runs at the
same rate regardless of the input data clock; thus, 96IcHz data
are 8x-oversampled and 1921cHz data are 4x-oversampled.
The 1012's analog circuits — including aphono stage —operate from apower supply separate from the digital circuitry.
Nevertheless, the digital stages arc shut down when an analog
source is selected.

Boulder's 1012 preamplifier and digital converter.

Featuring alive Sting DVD, Linn's home-theater demo at the Convention
Center. The Kivor is hiding behind the speaker at right.
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MBL HighEnd-Audio
beyond the boundaries of convention

The new mbl 111B
utilizes the world patented
"Radialstrahler-Technology"
(360 degree dispersion)
to create a breathtaking
and lifelike, three dimensional
acoustic panorama.
Permit yourself the luxury
of experiencing the beauty of
music -"boundlessly"...

MBL -astory of passion

mbl Ill B Hybrid Speaker

MBL of America
Phone: +1 (480) 563-4393 /Fax: +1 (480) 563-4394 /mobil: +1 (480) 560-6272 /MK east: +1 (860) 651-7945
E-mail: mbl_hifi@csi.corn /Internet: http://www. mbl-h 8. corn

Chord's 64-bit DAC motherboard gets JA's Most DSP Per Square Inch Award.

The two DM processors manufactured by Germany's
mbl — the $15,000 1611HR and its less expensive sibling, the
1511HR — have been upgraded to 24-bit/96kHz capability
to handle DVD-A sources, once an appropriate encrypted
data format has been decided upon. mbl is also developing an
SACD transport. That other high-end company based in
Berlin, Burrnester, introduced its 001 belt-drive CD player
which upsamples to 24/96 and has abuilt-in preamp — and
the new 006 CD player which also has four digital inputs.
UK manufacturer Arcam has replaced its Alpha-series
products with DiVA models, which replace the Alphas'
swoopy, black-plastic faceplates with machined aluminum.
The well-regarded Alpha 9CD player has been replaced by
the DiVA CD-92, which features improved clocking and a
heavier, better-damped chassis as well as the upgraded cosmetics. Arcam's higher-end CD players feature aRing-DAC
chip developed in conjunction with dCS, which introduced
its Grieg at the show. The Grieg is basically the Purcell
upsampler (reviewed by Jonathan Scull in the January
Stereophile) to which has been added an analog input that can
handle both MM and MC cartridge levels. The digital output, available on an IEEE 1394 FireWire port, can be up-to192kHz LPCM or DSD, allowing the Grieg to be used both
to introduce analog sources into ahitherto all-digital system
or to allow audiophiles to archive their precious vinyl with
high-end digital sound quality.
Another British company, Chord Electronics, is now
being distributed in the US by The Sound Organisation. As
well as their drop-dead-gorgeous amplification (see J-10's
CES report in April, p.65), Chord was showing its new "64bit" D/A converter. Housed in asmall case machined from
solid aluminum, the DAC64 operates at up to 384kHz and
features anew kind of digital filter called the WTA (for
Watts Transient Aligned). The WTA is based on research
showing that higher sample rates sound better not because
of the preservation of ultrasonic information but because of
the more accurate presentation of the music's timing of transients. This filter is implemented using FPGA chips and a
64-bit digital architecture to avoid the sonic degradation due
to truncation; the actual DAC is apulse-array type using a
seventh-order noise shaper and 2048x oversampling.
At the other end of the digital speed trials, Audio Note
was demoing its "1
x-oversampling" CD players. These disStereophile, May 2001

pense with any digital low-pass filtei swhatsoever, meaning
that the analog output contains pretty much afull measure
of ultrasonic stopband images of the audioband signal. This
results in aliterally perfect impulse response, which may be
why many audiophiles — including Stereophilds Peter van
Willenswaard — have commented favorably on the sound.
But sound quality could be unpredictable, depending on the
ability of the downstream electronics to handle the high levels of ultrasonic spuriae. The sound in Audio Note's CES
room was okay, but didn't excite me. Also at the "strange but
possibly beautiful" end of the CD playback genre, the
Japanese 47 Laboratory company introduced its $25,000
Pitracer transport, which physically separates the disc-rotation mechanism from the laser pickup, awheel-and-track
system moving the laser across the disc.
Finally, my choice for Best Sound at the Show was not
reproduced music but live: Dutch jazz duo Tony Overwater
(double bass) and Maarten Ornstein (tenor sax), who record
for Turtle Records, alabel associated with the Dutch distributor of Avalon loudspeakers. Ihad been listening earlier in the day, in the room shared by Avalon and Classé, to
Op, Overwater's superbly natural-sounding SACD tribute
to bassist Oscar Pettiford (Turtle TR0008, recorded with
dCS ADCs at 24/192 straight to Augan optical disc, with a
superbly natural mike technique). But to hear the same two
musicians play entirely acoustically — no unmusical sound
reinforcement — was a treat. My thanks to Avalon
Acoustics' Neil Patel for bringing Tony and Martin to Las
Vegas to play at their CES distributor dinner. It reminded
me of how far we still have to go, even with surround or
DSD or 24/192 LPCM, to realistically capture even the
most simple form of live sound!
—John Atkinson

Larry Greenhill on
Accessories 8t Surround Sound

1r

or me, the Las Vegas Consumer Electronics Show
always begins at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, where
the Stereophile reporters stay. Distinguished by its
lack of slots and casino, this three-story super motel
offers unobstructed views of the Hard Rock Cafe next door.
Hanging around the lobby before dinner the first night,

47 Lab's Pitracer received JA's Most Complicated CD Player Award.
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Single Crystal TM
Wire For
Superior Audio
and Video
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"Cable Changes Everything"
"With Harmonic Technology Pro-Si/way II interconnect in place of the
old cable, there was a significant change: The bass firmed up and
rejoined the music, the midrange took on a richer, more full-bodied
texture, and the top remained extended, detailed, and ultra-revealing,
but not quite as bright."
"Later, Iinserted the Harmonic Technology Pro-9 speaker cables,
and things improved even further in the same directions."
"Finally, lsubstituted Harmonic Tech 's Magic Woofer speaker cables,
which are intended for full-range use and for the woofer half of a
bi-amped or biwired system."
"The sound had grown more musically satisfying with each cable
upgrade, but with the Magic Woofer cable, the system finally began
to communicate the music's emotional center.... "...When Itried another expensive set of interconnect/speaker
cables, then one more reasonably' priced. Neither of those sets was
able to pull it all together as well as the Harmonic Tech cables...."
Michael Fremer, Stereophile, January 2001

(0) 11 ARM:Mir:1 ECi-lèleDISJCY

13100 Kirkham Way Unit 212
Poway, CA 92064 USA
Telephone: 1-858-486-8386
FAX: 1-858-486-6633
www.harmonictech.com

some of the writers shared their show assignments. When it
came my turn, Iwas glum.
"This year I've been assigned the cables, racks, and contact
cleaners and surround sound.
"Why so sad?" asked Kal Rubinson. "You're the lucky one
covering adult entertainment!"
Racks 'n' Resonance: Arcici's Ray Shab proudly stood by
The Grandstand, a$1000 version of his $2290 Suspense
equipment rack. The pneumatically damped Grandstand
uses three leak-resistant heavy rubber bladders (based on
lawnmower-tire inner tubes), has MDF shelves and top
rather than acrylic, and is held together by regular nuts, not
the special ones with Zorbex.
Vistek's Aurios Media Isolation Bearings (MIB, $299/set
of 3) were found under audio components in eight different
show rooms. Individual Aurios bearings look like ametal
Oreo cookie: the "cream" holds aprecision race in which
ride the three precision ball bearings. A black Delrin bearing-keeper looks like the cookie's cream layer, except that
it's black.
Bright Star Audio's Gibraltar 4Rack ($999) was shown
to me by its designer, Barry Kohan. Solid hardwood trim
complements the rigid, fully welded steel framework.
Bright Star's IsoNode Feet ($12.50/set of 4) and Little Rock
4and 5damping blocks ($39.95 and $69, respectively) provide high mass and damping for audio components.
Copulares equipment stand had adjustable spike feet,
legs and top fillable with sand or lead, and inlaid wood surfaces. Each shelf is finished with leather and has small
decoupling spikes. An included level provides setup help for
horizontal placement. The painting, selection of woods, and
the bonding with the steel are all first-rate — as is the price
tag, $25,000.
Gryphon's Symphony Equipment Support Rack System
($1460), designed by Danish sculptor Kay Hansen, was on
display in the Dynaudio suite. Gryphon's basic three-shelf
system can be expanded with additional spacers ($170 each)
or aSymphony Turntable platform ($340).
Finite Elemente's Spider stand ($449-$2149) is agorgeous three-support rack of aluminum and beechwood. The
system's solid beechwood struts are available in three lengths
and can be fixed at six positions to the core "star" segment.
The Spider has aload capacity up to 100kg per shelf.
Machina Dynamica's Nimbus Unipivot Isolation
Platform ($800) gets my vote for the most exotic equipment
stand at CES 2001. "Using a6°-of-freedom design," said
designer Geoffrey Kait, "this rack has sub-hertz performance in three directions to protect against rolling waves of
seismic activity." Yes! Attached to the main table is apendulum suspended by aFirestone-rubber air spring, attached to
which is a"shredder valve" that supplies air to the spring.
The Nimbus is able to support aSony SACD-1 player with
only one pivot point and source of support; four metal
springs are used to balance everything in the upright.
Particular Contemporary Design's Ypsilon ($3500)
and Novus ($1200) equipment stands and Upright CD
stand ($1300, holds 180 CDs) were shown to me by designer Volkmar Drubbisch and his wife, Anne-Louise Peterson.
Ifound the San Francisco couple's Ypsilon the most grace-

ful equipment stand at the show. The less expensive Novus
features an isolating-suspension frame.
Starsound Technologies' Sistrum Component
Platforms ($1400-$1700) feature inverted spikes, called
AudioPoints on each shelf. Designer Robert Maicks further
controls the Sistrum's resonance by filling its cold-drawn
steel tubing with Microbearing, a"liquid metal" made of
microscopic steel bearings ($49/quart). Starsound also
showed the Harmonic Precision 110W monoblock
amplifier ($2000); its chassis boards are supported by
AudioPoints, and it offers complete control of vibration, resonance, and heat.
Cables, etc.: CES also presented many special cables and
cable accessories for audiophiles. Audioharma's Cable
Cooker 2.0 ($649) was designed to improve cables and
power conditioners through the use of sophisticated circuitry that burns in interconnects with 1W of power, and loudspeaker cables with 22W CTC Audio swears by their cable
cooker, the Mobie made by G&D Transforms. The Mobie
shoots a1
kHz squarewave at 15V through analog interconnects into a5k ohms load, and its digital side delivers a
16MHz, 5V squarewave into a50 ohm load. Bob Crump of
CTC claims that overnight treatment yields asubstantial
increase in perceived information.
Ispotted the Cardas Patented Binding Post (CPBP)
speaker terminals ($35/pair) on anumber of new amplifiers.
These do asolid job of anchoring big spade lugs with one
turn of alarge knob —no tool is needed to loosen or tighten
speaker cables.
Pure Silver Interconnects, of Sidney, Australia, presented
their new Ciulletto 1ribbon interconnects ($300/1m pair)
and Ciulletto 2speaker cables ($700/3m pair), with separate
plus and minus legs for increased transparency and detail.
PSC power cables were also available, made of six-nines silver ($1000/2m) or silver-plated 6N copper conductors in air
dielectric (like all PSC cables). Jim Rickets of TMH Corporation showed the new PSC Power Distribution Box
($650), whose four outlets have gold-plated IEC contacts and
plugs wired with silver-plated 6N copper.
Rightway Audio Products' Suspendors ($30/pair) are
ceramic cable isolators strongly recommended by Bob
Crump of CTC Audio. He needed these isolators to deal
with the greatly increased static electricity resulting from running speaker cables over carpet in
zero-humidity Las Vegas.
Siltech America's Generation 5
Signature
Series
interconnects
($2000/1m pair) are said to use anew
metallurgic phenomenon that takes
advantage of an electrical
interaction between gold
atoms and silver crystals.
Phono, digital, power,
and speaker cables are
also available.
Transparent
Audio's
Opus
MM speaker cable
requires two peo-

George and Darcy Cardas huggin' it up.
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pie two full days of labor to assemble. Unlike the brickshaped network accompanying Transparenes Reference XL
speaker cable, the Opus MM's network is housed in alarge,
oval pod encased in carbon fiber and resembling an elegant
vacuum cleaner. The price is arecord-breaking $23,500 for an
8' pair. Transparent also presented economical in-wall cables
for installers that cost $1.75/foot.
Oddities: Accessories were available that didn't just hold
equipment or tame resonances, but handled other odd tasks.
Marantz presented avery neat gadget, the Near View
headphone and LCD-visor viewer ($1500), which allows one
to view and hear DVDs. It looked like avirtual-reality headset.
Jim Weil showed me his Sound Application CF-X AC
conditioner ($4200). Speaking at Gaffing-gun speed, Jim
described the quality and purity of the CF-X, with its 500V
varistors, 9N-purity copper, 5ppm temperature-coefficient
resistance Caddock precision resistors, and 23-step stage filter of capacitors — all configured to act as an RF filter.
The Buttkicker Transducer transforms ahome theater's
LFE channel into vibrations that are transmitted through sofas,
loungers, or platforms. Made by the Guitarnmer Company
under the direction of Mark Luden, these strange amplifiers
drew abig crowd on the Hilton Hotel's Conference floor. The
$699 Butticicker Shaker is asmall, finned driver weighing 18
lbs, with a9Hz resonance frequency, anominal impedance of
4ohms, and apower handling of 350W. A single unit can
shake up to three seats. A must-have accessory? Idon't know,
but the DVD featuring James Taylor live at the Beacon
Theater sure rattled my kishIces.
Bryston's SP-1 sound processor/preamplifier ($2500;
"SP" stands for designer Sean Parfitt) is operated by aremote
control whose keyboard lights up in the dark, triggered by a
motion detector. This processor handles all audio signals
from DTS and AC-3 sources, but does not provide video
switching or handle the output of DVD-Audio multichannel
players. Like Lexicon, Bryston is awaiting the appearance of
astandard digital output for multichannel DVD-A before
providing corresponding inputs on the SP-1.
PS Audio's The Ultimate Oudet ($299) replaces duplex wall
sockets while cleaning the AC by up to 40dB. It can be mounted on the wall, ceiling, or be placed behind your equipment.
Multichannel Madness: Much of the excitement at CES
2001 was generated by the new multichannel DVD-Audio

SACD courtesy of PSI. PSC interconnects and AC cable.
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format. Audio visionaries such as Meridian's Bob Stuart
and TMH Corporation's Tomlinson Holman have
stressed that the real advantage of DVD-Audio is for multichannel music-only recordings, but the system's lack of bass
management has so far been ahindrance. Because all multichannel players, SACD and DVD-A, at this time come with
the industry-standard analog-only multichannel outputs,
Sony's announcement at CES that their multichannel
SACD players—the SCD-0555ES SACD/CD ($1699)
and SCD-CE775 SACD/CD ($399) 5-disc changers—
would have built-in bass-management caught my attention.
Eight settings allow users to customize the low-frequency
steering to their systems' needs. Those with five satellite
speakers and asubwoofer can select Small for the speakers
and Yes for the sub, in which case the bass-management system would send all signals higher than 120Hz to the satellites and all signals of 120Hz and below to the sub. If the system has five full-range speakers plus sub, you would select
Large for the speakers, very similar to the bass redirection
found on Dolby Digital receivers.
I was able to visit only two multichannel exhibits.
Tomlinson Holman, president of TMH Corporation,
staged amusic demonstration as aprelude to aCES supersession called the Surround Music Roundtable and featuring
Herbie Hancock, Peter DiStefano, and Bob Ludwig. Using
racks of Bryston amplifiers, PMC MB-1 and PV-5 speakers,
aWhyse subwoofer the size of asmall toolshed, and music
recorded on 12 separate tracks on a 70GB hard drive,
Holman created a102-channel musical environment that
was flat down to 16Hz. The speakers ranged in acircle
around the listeners at 0°, 30° (two speakers), 60° (two), 110°
(two), and 180°. The remaining two speakers were elevated
above the horizontal plane at 45° right and left.
The demo took place in atotally dark room the size of a
movie theater and began with arecording of Shakespeare's
The Merry Wives of Windsor, with multiple, overlapping voices
coming at one from all angles. Holman then switched to the
classic original demonstration of atwo-channel Ping-Pong
match, but rotated it through all 102 channels. Following
that, he played arecording of athunderstorm, alive recording of the UCLA Marching Band, and a48-track recording
of Herbie Hancock's "The Butterfly" — all with astounding
deep-bass impact. Holman concluded with asegment of
Handel's "Hallelujah" chorus, first recorded from aposition
in the audience, then from the perspective of amember of
the chorus. (Astute listeners noticed that the violin section
switched sides when the recording perspective changed.)
Whether 12 loudspeakers in aliving room ever becomes
practical, it was clear to me that multichannel music can be
both transparent and realistic.
DTS delivered aknockout home-theater demonstration
at the Las Vegas Convention Center. Steely Dan's "Cousin
Dupree" was snappy, rhythmic, and highly involving, while
jaw-dropping dynamic range and bass impact were heard
during the depth-charge mn from the film U-571. The noholds-barred high-end system that carried off this demo was
provided by Bob Rosser of Ultimate Entertainment in
Scottsdale, Arizona: five JMlab Utopia speakers driven in
biamped mode by 10 Halcro DM-58 200W monoblock
amplifiers ($26,000/pair), with two JBL subwoofers driven
by four bridged Halcro DM-68 225W monoblocks
($35,000/pair).
-Larry Greenhill
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want Steve Hoffman's job. Iknow, I
know: "Get in liner Just because Hoffman is the guy who does all the mastering
for those fabulous DCC Compact Classics
releases,' and just because he's one of the few
really highly regarded engineers ofLP and CD
reissues on the planet, Steve regularly gets to
listen to the master tapes of all of our favorite
music It's notfair!
Idropped by Hoffman's hillside home in
sunny California to sort this out, and to find
out what it's like to live the Audiophiles Lift
ofReilbe.
"I do love listening to master tapes,
and yeah, for awhile there it totally
spoiled me from ever listening to an LP.
For years Iwould hear an LP and I'd go,
'I know what the master sounds like.'
When you're threading up amaster tape
of Bob Dylan's Highway 61 and you really crank it up, it's like, 'Wow, this is
great. No one else can have this experience but me.' Icould charge tickets.
"But then when you really get right
down to it, 'Okay, now Ihave to work
on this so that someone else can hear
this when they buy agold CD. How do
Ido that?' Well, the first thing is, Ihave
to turn it down. It's not as much fun that
way, but no one can master or mix anything at aloud volume, because the next
morning it will sound like crap. Always.
Guaranteed. And Ihave to protect my
ears. Our ears fatigue very easily, and
once they do, Ican't work at all."
"Come on. I'll bet you listen to the
tapes just once at volume, for kicks."
"Oh, sure. Isit in the sweet spot and
I'm like, 'All, Ilike it like this.' But then
Ihear all the little flaws in the tape and I
go, 'Well, Ibetter do something to
make this more the way Iknow they
wanted it to sound.' Isacrifice so that
you all can hear what Ihear in my work
on any kind of stereo you want. That's
my little cross to bear."
"I'm alittle surprised that you not
only have this fantasy job, but that
you're even able to do it from home."
"I'm not one of those guys who love
1Full details on DCC can be found at www.dcc
compactclassics.com, while an almost complete
DCC discography, including deleted discs, can
be found at http://pages.prodigy.net/amicuslrose.htm.
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DCC's Steve Hoffman: He's listened to more master tapes than you've had hot dinnersl

"With the record company that I
used to work for in the '80s, my job was
catalog development person. Ihad to
come up with 20 LPs amonth from the
back catalog. Pick Bing Crosby, do the
research, hear the records... I'd do it all
out, write the liner notes, and hand it
When you're threading up
in. Next thing I'd know, the album
would be out, and it was all wrong. So
amaster tape of Bob
I'd make myself annoying and go up
Dylan's Highway 61 and
and say, 'Look, you need to find the
right tape. There's no echo on arecord
you really crank it up, it's
from 1938."Well, how do you know?'
'I just know. Ihave all these records. If
like, "Wow, this is great.
they wanted echo on it, they would
have put echo on it!' Meanwhile, Iwas
No one else can have this
making enemies right and left, but
that's how Igravitated toward the masexperience but me."
tering. Anyway, the very first one that I
did made alot of press ... "
"Was it the Buddy Holly?"
crap here. Now they've set me up with a
"That's right. And all of asudden I
lot of gear at home, and Ican roam
realized that there were people out
around from room to room and listen.
there just like me who wanted to hear
So when Igo into the studio, it's three
hours there, I'm done. A month here, something old sound good. I'd had
engineering experience from working
three hours there. That's how Ilike it!"
"It's probably better for the end result in broadcasting, so Iknew the theories
of compression and equalization and
as well."
echo chambers and phasing and all that
"It is."
"How did you get into the mastering- sort of stuff. But basically, if you find the
right tape, you're almost home. That,
engineer line?"

to hang around in asquare room with
no windows all day long. What used to
happen is I'd come home from the studio and play what Idid there, and I
never liked it. It always sounded like
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started with DCC. Ihad
giant 500Wpc solidstate amps. Iwas
working on this
tape of Barney
Kessel — a Contemporary Jazz record called Some
Like It Hot. We didn't end up releasing
it, but Iplayed it
about 100 times trying to figure out how
to make it sound
good. Then Isaw my
second engineer's little Mac 30s. Ithought,
'These are kind of
neat-looking.' There
were two 6L6 GCs in
each one for 35W, the
Hoffman's house could double as the Museum of Classic Tube Gear.
exact same tubes that are
in all my Fender guitar
"What do you specifically listen for in
amps. Itried just routing everything
through them into the speakers. I music? What qualities are most important to you?"
punched it again, and all of asudden
"If some part of the recording sounds
Kessel was right there. It really floored
lifelike. If Ican hear something that
me! Of course, the bass went to hell,
resembles abreath of life, I'm happy. So,
and became slow and overloaded, but
at anormal listening level like we're talkthat magic midrange purity changed my
ing right now, if Iput Nat King Cole on
life. From that point on Irealized that
here — [sings] `When IFall in Love' —if
you could play old stuff on older gear,
your head turns over to him, like Wow,
and if you could ignore one or two
he's there,' then I've done my job. If it
annoying things, then you could have
sounds like arecording of Nat King Cole,
someone come to life in your living
then Ihaven't done my job."
room. Of course, those old-fashioned
"By 'lifelike,' does that include spaamps like the little Mclntoshes sound
tial qualities, like imaging, and getting
wonderful, but they're slow. Ihave to
the sense that he's exactly in that spot
figure out how to get that full and rich
in the room?"
sound, but in amodern, fast way."
"It's not my first priority. Fortunately, those things are pretty much
in stone on the tape if you enhance
them correctly. A lot of the music that
Ilisten to is so old that something like
that would be impossible. Tonality is
always number one for me. I'll get on
aBeatles kick, or it'll be Beach Boys,
Frank Sinatra, old 78s, oldies... I've
heard the music so many times on so
many different stereos, when Ihear it
and it sounds good tonally, I'll still go,
'Wow, thank God Ihave astereo that
has that breath of life.' If those audiophile qualities were my main thing, I
would eliminate 70% of the music I
listen to. Ilove those records and so do
you. Iwouldn't call half the songs on
Pet Sounds hi-fi. Would you?"
"Well..."
"No. But it's one of those albums that
you have to have buried with you in
your coffin! Then again, on areally
good setup, on some of those songs you
hear soundstaging even though it's in
be without, featuring Legacy speakers and VAC tube electronics.

however, is not so easy to do. It's astruggle. Idon't want to brag, but Idon't
think anyone ever thought of that
before me. It wasn't the vault guys' fault,
but if you have atape vault and it's filled
with 100,000 reels of tape and it's your
job every day to pull 1000 tapes, you're
going to go to the last one filed. So Ihad
to start doing it myself."
Hoffman offered to thread something up
for us to listen to. While he fiddled in the
room adjacent to his mastering/listenitte
room, Iwaited in front (if the immense
Legacy Custom Focus speakers. Igrinned
when Iheard Frank Sinatra speak:"... alittle air between the horn figure and the downbeat of the straws, s'il vous plait." The
orchestra materialized, and there followed a
magically lush and swingin' "My Kind f
Town," presented in full Close-your-eyesand-you're-there-Vision. Ibecame only the
third person since 1964 to hear that multitrack session tape. Now that was worth the
price ofan airline ticket! Ieven got to man the
controls, and fade down the middle track to
clearly hear just how incredibly great was the
musicianship of those players.
Hoffman swears by tube gear. With the
sound Iheard from the VAC Renaissance
Signature 70/70 amplifier and Renaissance
..*nature preamplifier, Icould hear why The
tape itself was played on his stock 1960 vacuum-tubed Ampex 300-4.
"Most of the music in America pre1966 was done on an Ampex. If you
don't play your tape back on one, then
you have no idea what it really sounded like when they heard it. Ineed to
hear what it sounded like then, or else
Iwouldn't have aclue as to how to do
my work."
Hewn's home is practically
amuseum of classic tube gear,
from the Matchless guitar amp
Icoveted to the various cabinets
loaded with classic McIntosh
and Marantz amplifiers, all in
Any condition.
"I was asolid-state guy
in the late '80s, when Ifirst

o

This is the setup Hoffman couldn't
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mono. It is exciting to me when you can
really hear something into that murky
area, because I guarantee you we
weren't able to hear that on our little
Zenith phonographs back in those days.
That's for sure."
"Most of us have got to figure out
sooner or later that areissue is rarely
going to be as good as an original. Your
stuff is an exception. Pet Sounds is agood
example. Ilove the DCC, but Ialso
really love my original. Ilisten to both,
and they're very different."
"Yeah, absolutely. Ican appreciate
that the LPs have their own charming
weirdnesses. What you like about the
original is what they did to facilitate
someone being able to enjoy that album
then. Ialways think long and hard about
my choices. Ihate tampering with history. When Ifirst started doing this job I
went rembc crazy, until Ifinally realized
it's not right if it's not the original mix.
'It's the mix that they wanted! This is
Brian Wilson's child. He wanted it in
mono.' Idon't want to rewrite the past.
I'm not God. So Itry and stay away
from that stuff, and with Pet Sounds, believe me, we had so much pressure on
us. You have no idea."
"Aside from the pressure you must
have put on yourself for that project."
"People would say, 'Why is there so
much bass on there?' Ididn't add it. It's
on the tape that way. They couldn't put
it on the original record that way. The
stylus would have jumped off the platter, and you would have run out of
space. If you want to hear what the master tape sounds like, play our album. If
you thread the tape up and put our
record on, if you play them side by side
and you switch back and forth, it matches. That's how Idid that particular project. If you want to hear exactly what
they heard, you need to get yourself an
old Altec speaker. Then that extra bass
will make sense, and then that kind of
missing upper midrange will also make
sense because of the horn of the Altec.
That's how they did it, and Iwanted to
do for Brian what he was unable to do:
ensure that his album would stay in
mono the way he wanted it."
"It's funny, Steve. One of the things I
look for on areissue, right from the getgo, is if Ihear that certain kind of tape
hiss, because then Iknow it's probably
going to be good because nobody took
that out."
"Tape hiss is ourfriend. It's like watching an old episode of Bonanza without a
1950s hairdo in the Old West. If you
don't see that, it's not right. Now, when
you hear your tape hiss and it doesn't
Stereophite, May 2001

Visits

Single-ended WAVAC gear breathed life into music we played on the impromptu living-room system.

sound right, then you know somebody
has been screwing around tonal-wise.
This sounds so strange, but when you
hear DCC tape hiss you can actually
align your stereo to it. It's like pink
noise. It's balanced from top to bottom
because we don't muck around with it."

You have to do a
little extra work to make
sure that the CD comes
back from the factory
the way it came out.
"When you're converting to digital,
does that kind of tape hiss help bring up
some of the quieter stuff, keep it from
getting lost in the conversion, or ... ?"
"Not the way Ido it. It's kind of a
trade secret how Imanage to keep the
analog ambience intact even through
the digital process. It's alittle trick I
learned by accident one day. But once I
made awhole CD ofjust tape hiss and
noise and stuff. We had it manufactured
at the factory and brought it back and
compared the hiss very carefully to what
Isent them, and it all matched, after I
did one or two little cheating things. So
I've donc those little things the whole
time and it's always come back correctly.
You have to do alittle extra work to
make sure that it comes back from the
factory the way it came out."
We listened to "Let It Be Me," from the

Hoffman-ranastered The Everly Brothers'
Best (DCC GZS-1141), on his VAC/
Legacy system via the impressive Sony SCD777ES SACD player. Don and Phil's voices
seemed to clearly emanate from alarge space
centered between the speakers, whik the players took more ea side seat. The effect was positively haunting, and beautifiit
In Steve's den, the system consisted of a
Denon CD player with the more affordable
VAC Avatar integrated amplifier and apair of
one his favorite speakers, the 1967 British
Tannoy GRF Windsors, designed by the' legendary Guy R. Fvuntain. Here, the same track
was presented much more 'of apiece,' with
pleasing lateral spread ofthe vocals and instruments. Icould have curled up in the sound and
listened all day.
Central to the newly arrived living-room
system were the exquisite WAVAC MD300B direct-heated triode single-ended stereo
power amp, designed by the late Nobel
Shishido, with matching WAVAC PR-X1
line preamp designed by Mr. Y Ito. Even
though the Kâchel horns intended for these'
amps hadn't shown up yet, those 10 little
watts still sounded wondediil through the
substitute pair of Ugric),Victorias sitting on
the floor. Everything connecting the system,
from the power to the speakers, was from
Pure Silver Connection (PSC), from
Australia (imported by Jim Ricketts of tmh
audio). The setup worked its SET magic on
the vocals, giving them aseductively natural
vibe. Steve and Iwere smitten. We followed
the Everlys with Ray Charles' "Lonely
Avenue"2 and bobbed along with Brother
2 Ray Charles, lite Birth of Soul, Atlantic 82310-2,
boxea set.
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master tapes from the past arc deteriorating. What's your take?"
"Well, I've never found that to ever
be the case. Not once. And Idon't
understand why anyone else would
even think that. I've heard tapes of all
different ages going back to 1948, and
the music and the tape hiss on them are
always totally wideband-perfect. Once
Iwalked into alarge tape-storage fadli-

Ifeel the ghosts of the
artists and the engineers
and the producers are
all hovering over me,
watching me.
ty, back in the early '80s, and Inoticed
in the waiting-room kitchen area a
non-English-speaking worker, avaultfiler, was eating his lunch —a little pan
pizza —on abox. That box was "Light
My Fire" by the Doors — the multitrack outtakes. The actual tape itself
was thrown into acorner, unraveling,
and he was eating on the box!
"Rick, I've worked with tapes that
have been heated, and they've been
frozen and they've been rained on. I've
even worked with tapes that have actually been thrown up on. Honest. Dirt,
fungus, tapes so used that the oxide had
flaked off most of them, and I've always
been able to get something off atape
that sounded better than a copy. I
remember when CD first came in, and
all the engineers were excited because
they could transfer all the old tapes to
this new medium. Irecall one major
label started doing that, and an engineer
told me, We took all our analog tapes
and transferred them to digital. We've
high-filtered them at 15,000 cycles and
low-filtered them at 40 cycles, and now
we've thrown them out. Isn't it great?'"
"Ouch..."
"Scary, isn't it? The same thing happened when they went to LP. There's a
piece they used alot in the Ken Burns
Jazz documentary [Duke Ellington and
his Famous Orchestra, "I Let aSong Go
Out of My Heart," 1938]. There's all
this added echo on it, and when Ihear
it, it's funny, though it makes me want
to cry. What happened is, they transferred all the 78s — badly —and threw
out the original metal mothers. So that's
all you have on alot of these old songs
now. That's why Ifeel so strongly about
the subject of saving the tapes."
"Steve, what happens when you have
Stereophile, May 2001

to work on an album you don't like?"
"It's strange. It's one of those weird
transformations that can't happen, but it
really does. Ihave to learn to like something or Ican't master it. Another mastering engineer might have apile of
albums to do every single day, whether
he wants to or not. He figures out what
needs to be done, he does it, and he's on
to the next. Icould never work that way.
If it's afamous album, Ipull all the
copies of it — the LP, the British LP,
Japanese cutting —just to hear what
everybody's done. While I'm hearing it,
I'm liking the songs more. It'd be like
hearing abrand-new album with brandnew songs that you've never heard. The
first time, it all sounds alike. The second
time, there's one song Ilike. By the end
of the project, Iknow all the songs by
heart and I'm liking it"
"I've always had the impression that
one of the reasons you get such great
results is that you approach each project
completely differently."
"The only recipe Ihave is if it sounds
good to me. See, I'm lucky that way. I
don't have aclient that's going to go,
'This sounds like shit.' Ijust have me,
and I'm harder on me than any client
would ever be. Ipretty much know
now that if Ilike the way it sounds,
most everyone else is going to like it.
You're going to like it, Rick. Other than
that, Iwouldn't be able to sleep at night.
Ifeel the ghosts of the artists and the
engineers and the producers are all hovering over me, watching me."
"You come off like you do this job
because you're aguy like us, who loves
the records."
"It's true. I'm lucky because Iget paid
to do this, and if Iwasn't getting paid, I
would still be arecord collector. People
can talk endlessly on the Phonogram3
list about the IS cutting or the 7S cutting, and some of these guys have every
single cutting. They spend hours doing
it. Ican absolutely relate to that. Ihave
some Parlophone Beatles albums. Some
were cut in the '60s, some in the late
'60s, and some in the early '70s, and
they all sound totally different from
each other. You could go crazy doing
that kind of stuff, but if you're areal,
true collector, you enjoy it.
"But it's got to be about the music.
Once you have to have aIS cutting of
everything, regardless, it's just about
being acollector. The music has to take
precedence."
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Could all these music lovers be wrong?
Please forget everything we ve
told you!

speaker I've heard employing horn-loaded drivers. The
sound of massed choral voices was particularly sump-

You don't have to take our

tuous, the speaker conjuring an eerie apparition of the

word for it. Here's what other

original event. A true achievement. Not to be missed."

leading manufacturers, review-

—Andrew Chasin, Groovenoise.com

ers, and audiophiles are saying
about the New Avantgarde

"I walked into the Nirvana and Wavelength Audio

Series 2.0 Hornspeakers—

room to be greeted by apair of eye-popping Avantgarde loudspeakers. This was my first experience with

"These speakers (UNO 2.0)

these horn loudspeakers and Iwas rewarded with a

are so good, it's scary."

positive experience. The midrange did not have that

—Gordon Rankin,
Wavelength Audio

cupped-mouth, hollow sounding hoot that most
people associate with horn loudspeakers. In fact the
midrange was open and clear with aslight warmth

"The new Series 2.0 Avant-

to the sound that added balance to the overall

gardes have raised the refer-

sound...this system will really change audiophiles'

ence level for loudspeakers."

perceptions of good sound."

—Geoffrey Poor,

—Gregory Kong, CES 2000 report, planethifi.com

National Sales Manager,
Balanced Audio Technology

"Absolutely Amazing.... The response of those who
have heard the unbroken-in speakers (DU0s). Imag-

"It's true; Ispent a consid-

ine after they are broken in."

erable amount of time audi-

—Jamal Instrum, Foss Audio

tioning the Duo 2.0 at the St.
Tropez... The combination of

"Needless to say, they are awesome. Itotally agree

clarity, lack of distortion, and stupendous dynamics

with your premise that the music's message comes

was most impressive. Easily, Best Sound at Show, and

through! Two quite obvious events convinced me:

Imean anywhere in Las Vegas!"
—Dick 0/slier, CES 2000 report,
EnjoyTheMusic.com

1) Iconstantly tapped my feet while listening—
even to music Inormally wouldn't listen to.
2) When it became time to leave, Ireally didn't

"Heard the DUO 2.0s for myself and totally agree—

want to go. It was leaving the music that was traumatic.

they are truly stunning. Yes—one of the finest sounds

They are certainly everything you said they were.

at the show as well as anything I've ever heard...

Idon't ever recall listening to any speakers that were

period!!"

more totally satisfying."
—Bill Wells, The Audiophile Voice

—Dr. Ron Stroud

"The Avantgarde Acoustic room...afforded me my

"I have NEVER experienced anything that seems to

first listen to the stunning DUO Series 2horn loud-

so closely tie the listener to the emotions the artist is

speaker. Driven by all BAT components, the DU0s

expressing. It was as if you were wiring your preamp

sounded glorious, and far less colored than any other

to my brain. Sound staging, timber, speed, dynamics

are all there, but these horns do something else to

the living room, and conveying the emotion of asolo

the listener that Ihave never experienced.

performance.

Iwas overwhelmed, especially with the sad, emo-

Electrostatics now have aserious contender in the

tional music we were playing at first. Indeed, Ifound

transparency stakes. These horn systems are so

them powerful—emotionally..."

revealing...it's hard to imagine using anything else.

—Dr. Patrick Conner

My favourite reference speaker is now ousted in
favour of these music-making devices. Don't be

"As far as soundscape and imaging goes, the UNOs

swayed by people telling you they don't perform and

ability to "pressurize," or fill my room with afull

are coloured. These speakers make music in away

and complete soundscape, was awe inspiring....

that you simply can't argue with."

Imaging was... properly sized and each instrument

—Chris Beeching, Audio Quarterly, UK

also had its own sphere of acoustic reverb (or "hall
sound").... Depth was realistically portrayed of
course. Even more amazing was how well the UNOs
in my room disappeared to the point that, when dictated, instruments/sounds were easily produced outside the speakers (and not just between them)

We double-dare you. Find out what
you've been missing.
What you thought you knew is about to be
changed forever.

The upgraded SUB 225 CTRL PRO as supplied

Hear the Avantgarde Series 2.0 Hornspeakers. To

with my pair of (Series 2.0) UNOs sounded very fast

find out where, call us Toll-Free at 1-800-944-9537.

and clean.... The UNO is the very first speaker where

And be sure to request our FREE InfoPak (over 50

Ifelt my prized M+K MX2000 subwoofer was never

pages filled with vital information).

needed during pipe organ or music's other low fre-

In the Atlanta area, call us at 770-777-2095.
Demonstrations by appointment.

quency needs.
These speakers are so transparent that they will,
Irepeat, will tell you about the synergy of your system or lack thereof. In my listening room the UNOs'
unbelievable all out clarity and immense dynamic capabilities was enough for me to part with my own
hard earned cash. You just might too. In the end what
really matters is that you... Enjoy the Music."
—Steve Rochlin, EnjoyTheMusic.com
"Up until now Ihave had reservations about horns.
...As a consequence Ihad expected the DU0s to

It's About the Music...

sound coloured, ultra-dynamic, and to acertain extent the sum of two rather obvious parts. That is
not the case.
...They can exhibit stunning ranges of subtlety, dynamics and ultimate loudness...exemplary imaging to
recordings...pretty much seamless top-to-bottom even
frequency response in-room...very uncoloured...transparency that many speaker systems are still striving
for. They have an uncanny presence and immediacy
...dynamic range matched more closely to real life than
anything else Ihave heard.

Avantgarde-USA lax
FAI

6445 Calamar Drive
Cumming, GA 30040

So, to conclude, these speakers are simply the best

770-777-2095

Ihave ever heard in my domestic system. Nothing

Toll Free: 1-800-944-9537

else has come close to recreating the power and fi-

E-mail: hornguys(u aol.com

nesse of afull organ, or bringing afull orchestra into

www.avantgarde-usa.com

and Girls!" long after the band had played the song. But,
having taken the dare, he's in no hurry to do it again.
"I got through it, but Idon't know that it's for me," he
says. "I'm just too nervous aperformer, and too moody. It's
abit sad, but the best bit of the day was shutting the door of
the hotel room for the night."
He's speaking via phone from Woodstock, New York,
where Prefab Sprout has spent the last months of 2000
working on anew record. This is another unprecedented
development — McAloon has recorded in England for years,
first with producer Thomas Dolby, then on his own. The
last disc, Andromeda Heights, was made at McAloon's home
studio of the same name. That import-only 1998 release was
the first full-length Prefab Sprout album since 1990's Jordan,
so the fact that there could be another one just three years
later is amajor change of pace.
The reason for the Stateside visit is Tony Visconti. Rather
than bring the legendary producer of David Bowie and T.

them to the outtakes bin, either. And he definitely doesn't
suffer from writer's block.
"It's frustrating to have people think you don't care, or you
have no ideas, or you've got problems writing new stuff," he
says. "That's not my problem at all. Ihave an overabundance
of ideas. Ifind it hard to get the records made."
For example, afterJordan, a20-track set rife with song cycles
about God and Elvis, Sony wanted the next record to be more
streamlined. While the Sprouts are primarily acult band in
the States, they've had major pop success at home. A&R man
Muff Winwood suggested McAloon use one particular song
(from Jordan), "Earth: The Story So Far," as amodel.
"It was the wrong thing to say to me, because originally it
had been a20-minute song, which Ichopped down to four,"
McAloon says. He proceeded to write "smaller" songs, but
ended up with 30 of them, asuite he called "Let's Change
the World with Music."
He thought it the best thing he'd ever done, but knew

The once and possibly future Prefab Sprout during
their 80s heyday. Left to right: Paddy McAloon,
Wendy Smith.

MiirtIn

Me-Aloon, Neil Conti (fronfl.

Rex over to an expensive facility in London, which itself is a
few hours from McAloon's home in Newcastle, he shipped
his wife, two young kids, and dear old mum to Woodstock.
That also made it easier to use session aces like guitarist
Carlos Alomar, Spyro Gyra drummer Richie Morales, and
bluegrasser Eric ("Dueling Banjos") Weissberg. Brother
Martin McAloon is also on the album.
"I'm restless," Paddy says. "I wanted to hear some other
players on my music. I've never done that before. In general, Tony has done more rock records than we'd ever get close
to, but he liked the material so much that Ibelieved in him.
He has such good judgment, and I really need that.
Otherwise, you disappear up your own backside: 'Could this
be better? Should we do this? Should we redo everything?
Should Istart again?'"
He's not speaking hypothetically. When it comes to efficiency, McAloon could give Boston or My Bloody
Valentine arun for the money. But it's not that he holes up
in the studio, micromanaging every overdub till he's drooling in the corner. He doesn't cut alot of songs and consign
94

Sony wouldn't care: It would take ayear and ahuge amount
of money just to demo it. By many artists' standards, Prefab
Sprout's demos would probably be considered releasable,
even overproduced. But that's McAloon's process. He fantasizes about stripping down, and even speaks of trying Sun
Ra-inspired improvisation, but in the end can't escape his
own glossy modernism.
"Most of the songs Iwrite Iwould like to hear done with
abit of polish," he concedes. "I take amore intense and literate approach to the lyrics, and combine them with Quincy
Jones production values. That's just how Ihear music, Isuppose. It's acorny thing to say, but I'm the least rock-and-roll
person you'd ever meet."
Exhausted by "Let's Change the World with Music,"
McAloon cleared his palate by writing songs for hire, including
"Cowboy Dreams," for Brit crooner (and star of the rock'n'roll
comedy Still Crazy) Jimmy Nail; and "Gunman," for Cher.
Then he threw himself into Andromeda Heights—the more concise collection of tunes he was supposed to do all along.
He wound up enjoying the exercise. "I've gotten more
Stereophile, May 2001

"If I'm having a bad day, Ithink,
'Just thank God you're not a
film director." —Paddy McAloon
into simplicity as I've gotten older," he says. "When Idid
Swoon [his debut album], Ireally did think there were chords
and notes that other people hadn't used before. Iknew what
Iwas doing was counter to the spirit of most pop music, but
Iwasn't aware of quite how eccentric it was, or how unusual it was to have songs that didn't have the title in them. I
thought Iwas too hip for that. That strikes me now as
youthful folly. It doesn't have to have the most original
chord sequence anymore, as long as the sentiment is right.
"So that's the '90s for me," he continues. "I was working
like crazy, and now I've got this backlog of material."
At this point, McAloon is free to do what he wants — The
Collection was adeal-breaker. The last straw for Sony came
when McAloon created an odd piece, an instrumental with
spoken monologue that was inspired by radio fragments. It's
called /Trawl the Mtgahertz, and it might be released by Linn,
the Scottish audio company best known in the music business for the Blue Nile. In the meantime, EMI UK will put
out the next Sprouts release, but there's no long-term contract. There may never be one again.
"You need a champion," McAloon says. "You need
someone at arecord company to think, 'Look, this is worth
persevering, even though they don't do this and they don't
do that.' Idon't have acareer in the conventional sense,
because Icouldn't do things to the standard that Ilike. I

The Starlet

couldn't record an album every year and tour with it and
then demo anew one."
McAloon's unique aesthetic is ablessing and acurse. He's
asongwriter's songwriter, aclassicist with inspirations ranging from Tm Pan Alley to Cole Porter, Stephen Sondheim
to Lennon-McCartney. But despite what he says, there's
rock'n'roll weirdness in him. Sometimes he creeps into adult
contemporary schlock, but at others he makes Donald
Fagen seem simplistic and laconic. McAloon is too graceful
and soft to earn the underground credibility of, say, Serge
Gainsbourg or Jimmy Webb, but he's too provocative — and
far too brilliant — to operate in the realm of Celine Dion.
Or Andrew Lloyd Webber. Although it seems as if there's
still aplace waiting for McAloon in the musical theater, for
now he has scaled back his narrative ambitions. Leaving
Sony gave him asense of possibility that he wants to take
advantage of while the time is ripe.
"You feel slightly differently at 43 than you feel at 30 or
32," he says. "You don't see the time unfolding in front of you.
Ifeel that while my voice lasts, it's probably more important I
do the personal records, things that rely on my singing. Work
that might rely on other people's voices can come later."
Besides, trying to mount aWest End musical is alogistical headache he doesn't need. "Raising money for theatrical
things, that's even worse than trying to get arecord made.
It's marginally less fraught than trying to make afilm, which
must be anightmare. You spend your whole life chasing
money, and then some producer wants you to change the
ending for amultiplex audience.
"That's how Iconsole myself, actually. If I'm having abad
day, Ithink, 'Just thank God you're not afilm director.'" CI

"The Starlet offers so much in the way of
perceived value that Iwouldn't have balked
if they said it cost another $1,500."
Ken Kessler
Ultimate Audio, Winter 2001

"The Starlet is just about everything one could wish for in a
high-quality, relatively affordable, all-triode tube integrated
amplifier.., she should reward
you with performances worthy
of atrue diva."
Chip Stern
Stereophile, December 2000

The True Integrated Class 'A'
Triode Amplifier
40 watts x2
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Salute to Vienna A Strauss Qershwin Gala
Now for the first time on DVD, an
exclusive one-time only Salute to Vienna gala
concert of exuberant favorites by Strauss,
Lehar, Gershwin and Copland performed by
some of Europe's greatest singers and musicians!
This memorable aevent, hosted by legendary
Academy Award winner Gregory Peck, also
includes the historic world-premiere pairing of
• I the Vienna Choir Boys and the Boys Choir of
' Harlem, and Peck's own showstopping performance of the finale to Copland's "Abraham
Lincoln."
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$29.99 DVD
24.99 Double CD
©1999 Attila Qlatz Concert Productions Inc.

International
Radio<TV<DVD

Available wherever
DVDs are sold or log onto
www.dvdinternational.com

Larry Birnbaum
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ob Brozman is aroving ambassador of the slide guitit A
musician and sdiolar, he has traced the history of his
instrument from Hawaii to the Mississippi Delta and
beyond, and taken it to new arenas as far-flung as West
Africa, the Caribbean, and the Indian Ocean island of
Ré union. In his quarter-century career he has toured and
recorded extensively as a solo artist and with his band,
Thieves of Sleep, performing an eclectic repertoire of blues,
hula, calypso, and even hip-hop, simulating electronic effects
on avintage Weissenborn guitar. But for the past decade
Brozman has concentrated increasingly on collaborations
with musicians from around the world. "All the music Iplay
is connected by colonialism," he explains.
Brozman has recorded recent albums with Okinawan sanshin player Takashi Hirayasu, Guinean kora player Cjeli Moussa
Diawara, Indian slide guitarist Debashish Bhattacharya, and
Hawaiian slack-key guitarists Ledward ICaapana and Cyril
Pahinui. He's also recorded a forthcoming album with
Réunion accordionist René I
-2enille. At the 1999 Québec
City Summer Festival he performed with Lacaille,
Bhattacharya, Diawara, Hirayasu, and musicians from Cuba,
Greece, France, and China.
"Slide guitar is what led me to all this anthropology that
rm doing," Brozman says. "If you take ahuman being, a
string, and ahard object, given enough time, he's going to
slide it. And it's so like the human voice that it's really flexible
for different musical styles. We associate it with blues and
Hawaiian and country, but it really works for everything."

As the musician who put the "cult"
in cross-cultural collaborations,
BOB BROZMAN has boldly gone where no
(and his National steel) has gone before
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Bob
Brozman
(left) and
Takashi
Hirayasu

Born in Port Washington, New York, in 1954, Brozman
picked up the guitar at age six. Inspired by country-blues
records, he started playing bottleneck, and then National
steel guitar. He studied ethnomusicology at Washington
University in St. Louis, investigating the music of Delta
bluesmen like Charley Patton and Tommy Johnson. His
slide-guitar research led him to Hawaiian music, and he
began collecting early recordings by such Hawaiian slide
masters as Sol Hoopii. Ultimately, he amassed one of the
world's largest collections of Hawaiian 78s and produced
five reissue albums for the Rounder and Folklyric labels.
"Hawaiian music is the first real laboratory of world
music," says Brozman, "because you've got European missionaries coming through at the beginning of the 19th century; then you've got cowboys coming through
with guitars; then you have ragtime and blues
coming in. And it all filters back to America:
With any kind of Western-swing steel playing,
all these guys are imitating Sol Hoopü."

The

ultan
"Siide

Brozman also collected National steel guitars and behave some kind of special musical telepathy."
friended the nonagenarian John Dopyera, who invented the
In 1999 Brozman met Djeli Moussa Diawara at afestival
instrument in the 1920s. In 1993 he published Ilw History&
on Reunion Island, jammed with him at another lest in
Artistry of National Resonator Instruments (Centerstream
Montreal, and recorded the slide-guitar/kora duet Ocean
Publications), acomprehensive, copiously illustrated history
Blues, another remarkable meeting of musical minds. "I think
of Dopyera's guitars and the musicians who played them.
blues really comes from the Arab-black frontier [in Africa],"
Brozman still plays Nationals, but now also uses Weissensays Brozman. "There's minor-ish stuff with Djeli that has
borns —wooden Hawaiian-style guitars made even earlier.
that flatted-fifth blue-note thing going on."
His penchant for old music, records, and instruments
But the project that's brought Brozman the greatest attention
drew Brozman into alikeminded circle of collectors that
is his 2000 duet album with Takashi Hirayasu, fin Jin/
included cartoonist R. Crumb, and he briefly joined
Firefly, which has drawn wide critical acclaim and achieved surCrumb's band, the Cheap Suit Serenaders, appearing on
prisingly strong sales. "I was on tour in Japan," Brozman relates,
their third and final album in 1978. But though he subse"and Idid some session work for another artist on Takashi's
quently cut astring of albums of his own for the Kicking
record label. I
just mentioned that I'd love to do something with
Mule and Rounder labels, Brozman didn't attract much of
Okinawan music someday, and six months later Igot acall."
an audience in the US.
Hirayasu had cut his teeth on rock in the clubs surrounding
Instead, he found afollowing abroad, recording for Virgin
the US military bases on Okinawa; for five years he played guiFrance with Thieves of Sleep and performing what he calls
tar in Okinawan rock star Shoulcidi Kina's band, Champloose.
"a one-man guitar world-music festival" across Europe,
But for the next two decades he concentrated on Okinawan
where he wowed listeners with his awesome technique,
folk music, singing in Okinawan and playing the sanshin, a
wise-guy attitude, and genre-bending whimsy. "Americans
banjo-like instrument with asnakeskin head.
like their music in distinct categories," Brozman says. "For
Jin Jin, an album of traditional Okinawan lullabies, was
example, the blues community in America has difficulty
recorded in asmall wooden house on Hirayastes home island
with the fact that Iplay Hawaiian music. Iplay different
e ff.
kinds of music with equal conviction; that's why Ihave so
much fun overseas."
In 1986, Brozman made his first visit to Hawaii; two
years later he returned to record ahistoric album with slide
guitarist Tau Moe and his family. The Moe family had
recorded in the 1920s under the name Mme. Riviere's
Hawaiians and had toured Europe, Asia, Australia, and the
US in acareer spanning six decades. Rediscovered when
Tau Moe ordered one of Brozman's albums, they joined
him to re-create some of their legendary recordings.
The Moe family had sojourned in
Calcutta in the '40s, and Tau's stuof Taketorni. The material is surprisingly
dent Garney Nyss became the first
accessible to Western ears, and the title track
Indian to play Hawaiian music.
A Bob Brozman Discography
is as close to rodc'n'roll as Brozman has venNyss's student Brijbhusan Kabra
tured. The same song, under the title "Jing
i\à11k
NdiStl, with Takasiu Ibrayasu, World
was the first to play Indian music on
Music Network (2001)
Jing," also appears on the Lusaka Bop album
In the Saddle, with Ledward Kaapana, Dancing
slide guitar, and Kabra's student DeAsia Classics 2: Peppermint Teahouse: Shoukichi
Cat/Windham Hill (2001)
hashish Bhattacharya invented a24Kina, featuring Ry Cooder on slide guitar. But
Tone Points 3: Resonator Instruments, with David
Crisman and Mike Auldridge, Acoustic
string "Hindustani slide guitar." In
though Brozman's career as aworld-music
Disc (2000)
1998, Bhattacharya and Brozman
collaborator has paralleled Cooder's, his
Ocean Blues, with Ibeli Moussa Diawara,
teamed up to record Sunrise for the
Melodic (2000)
approach is more organic. "My métier is not
Get Together, with Woody Mann, Acoustic
Indian Sagarika label. "We gave each
to meet the other guy halfway, but to meet
Music (2000)
other lessons," says Brozman. "It was
him three-quarters of the way," he says. "I
fin fin/Fin*, with Takashi Hirayasu, World
Music Network (2000)
really agreat exchange."
would never release something where Ididn't
Four Hands Sweet & Hot, with Cyril Pahinui,
A year before that, Brozman had
understand what was going on in the music."
Dancing Cat/Windham Hill (1999)
recorded a landmark duet album
Kosmic Blues & Grooves, P.05-Music (1998)
Brozman and Hirayasu have just released
Sunrise, with Debashish & Subashish
with Hawaiian slack-key guitarist
another album, Nankunr Naisa, recorded at
Bhattacharya, Sagarika (1998)
Ledward Kaapana. After the comKika Kila Meets Ki Ho'alu, with Ledward ICaapana,
Brozman's California home with members
Dancing Cat/Windham Hill (1997)
mercialization of the slide guitar the
of Thieves of Sleep, along with guest guiGoldenslide, Sky Ranch/Virgin France (1997)
older slack-key tradition became the
tarist David Hidalgo of Los Lobos. This
Blues 'Round the Bend, Sky Ranch/Virgin
France (1995)
islands' principal folk music, but the
time the songs are all Hirayasu originals.
Slide A Go-Go, Sky Ranch/Virgin France (1994)
two styles had never mixed. Dancing
"Hirayasu's trying to make something that
Slide Crazy, Sky Ranch/Virgin France (1993)
Everybody Slides, Sky Ranch/Virgin France
Cat Records producer George
sounds Western," Brozman comments, "but
(1992)
Winston had the idea to bring slide
he can't help sounding Okinawan."
A Truckload of Blues, Rounder (1991)
and slack-key together, and invited
Remembering the Some of Our Youth, with the
For Hirayasu, the experience was not so
Tau Moe Family, Rounder (1989)
Brozman to Hawaii to record Kika
much cross-cultural as universal. "Even if
Ikvil's Slide, Rounder (1988)
Kila Meets Ki Ho'alu with Kaapana.
¡kilo Centra( Give Me DE
jaZZ, Rounder (1985)
the languages are different and the culture
Snapping the Strings, Kicking Mule (1983)
"That was just ajam session, essenis different, the people who play the
Blue Hula Stomp, Kicking Mule (1981)
tially," says Brozman. "We sound like
instruments are the same," he says. "If the
Cheap Suit Serenaders, Singing in the Bathtub,
Yazoo/Shanachie (1978)
we rehearsed, but we didn't. We just
politicians could play music, there wouldflow very well together. He and I
n't be any wars."
CI
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View to U.S.A., Made in Germany! DREAM TURNTABLES customers are raving about! Acoustic
5ignature is handcrafted to the highest quality! Both turntables accommodate up to 3Tonearms and 3
Motors! Analog One MK 11 is 100 lbs., Final Tool is 75 lbs. Comes with upgraded ALPHA power supply
-(not shown)! Customers are amazed with and have nick-named them the DREAM TURNTABLES!
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Rega Planar 9 ....52795
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The Statement . .52500
The Reference . .$1200
Reference Master .5800
Reference Sonata .S500
Reference Platinum$300

Rega Planar 3 ....$750
Rega Planar 2 ....S495
Rega Wall Shelf ...$159

Music Hall MMF-5 .$495
Music Hall MMF-2.15299

Pro-ject 1.2
$319
Project Model 2 . $499
Wood Classic ... $750
Perspective
$999

KOETSU

Onyx Platinum . $7,500
Rosewood Signature
Platinum
$5,500
Urushi
$4,000
Rosewood Sig. . 52,500
Rosewood Std. . 52,500

often
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Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
Prestige
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Silver ...$150
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$1 495
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1.5 Semi Automatic $3
1.0 Manual
Record Master. „SI
CD Master

Disc
Doctor
Stereophile
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Miracle Record Clean'
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Disc Doctor ..$33" qu
Disc Doctor .$54" 1/2
Disc Doctor Brush $34"

#1 Power Cleaner
#1 Power Cleaner
Sw
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$1
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+ 1 E
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Phono Box" mm/mc $120

$24"

•
1>ry
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,mouagett,

$195

Goldring
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$175
$125
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ALLSOP
Orbitrac

111.11011114
V15VxMR
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M94E
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$275
$94
$65
$40
$65
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$40
$60
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Stanton STR8-80 ..$299
Stanton STR8-60 ..$229
Stanton STR8-50 .5159
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Transfiguration

Ace
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78 rpm

NITTY GRITY
-

$350
5450

440ML
List $220 ....Sale $100
0C-9
List S400 ....Sale $200

Dynavector 10x4

.$350

..ES-1141.11X

39"
Stereophile
Rec .Comp.

Benz ABCD-1 ....S175
MC Cartridge D-Mag
Rega Exact
Rega Super Elys

S595
S395

Rega Elys
Rega Super Bias
Rega Bias

$225
$175
$125

Shure SF-G2
$25
Stylus Pressure Force Gauge

$180
$140

AO Carbon Fiber Brush .$

kmetei.,

Stanton

881 EEE MKII
Denon DL-160
Denon DL-110

oudioquest

$145

681 EEE MKIII ....5130
680 Nib
$70

Discwasher D4
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?ga
ma
?ga
?ga

RB-900
RB-600
RB-300
RB-250

5995
$695
$425
$325

$90

New Rega Jupiter$1,895
New Rega Planet ..$950

CE5e

4330 mk2 40w int. .S595
5350 SE 90W int. .$1500

-

O SorboGet Mat ..595

,

KIM3ER KABLE

Silver Streak $240 1m pr
Hero
$150 lm pr
PBJ
$84 1m pr

New to the U.S.A., Made in Germany!

R-050 ..S195
43 lb. 27.6"h x
14.2"d x 18.1- ST BP-214 Banana .S10 pr
Z560 ...$350
55.1 lb. 35.4h x
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ST BP-221 Banana ..S3 pr

Monster HTS2000 .S175

ME»
ST RP-165T RCA . .$13 pr
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ST RP-148-2

.... $13 pr

'145Bnly3tori

ST BP-202
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ign him

I
ST RP-201 Banana .515 prPair
Interconnects Meter
Anaconda
$995
Python
$495
Viper
$195
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$120"
ST RP-202 Banana ..$7 pr Diamondback ....eggCopperhead
54e
Sidewinder
$29'
G-String
S19

ST RP-151T RCA . .$7 pr

"ab Stobe Disc .

audioquest

S60

Speaker Cable 8 Foot Pr.
Volcano
$1,920
KE-4
$1,360
Caldera
$960
Gibraltar
$560
Granite
$384
Bedrock
$288
Slate
$208
CV-4
$192
Type 4
$112

Enigma Cross Section
reveals two hidden
woofers that fire into their
own sound chamber.
Every speaker is isolated
or shall tsay lsophoned.
lsophone Enigma
$12,000 pair
Isophone Enigma Introductory Offer
.56,000 pair
The sound is fast and detailed and as amazing as
how the speaker is designed. You can't get sound like
this any other way. The speaker must be lsophoned.

$10 pr

reSENINHEISER
1 9 9 8

JB Protractor

$40

Ark

SorboGel Feet

AO Little Feet. .$45 4pc
AO Big Feet ..569" 4pc
Sofa Reflex Clamp .S189 AO Self-Stick Sheet .$20
‘.e .
)

3ota I-Clamp
$68
LA. Michell Clamp. 550

%BUMMER.%
tonearm Cable
•.
40 S-4
$275
Kimber Tak TU .. .$200
'limber Tak H
$400

VIBRAPOD
$6 each

Cardas TC2 Torumat
Contact Cleaner
MO"

HD-600
$349"
Grado SR60
$69
Grado SR80
$95
Sennheiser HD 433 $25

Creek Headphone Amps
OBH-11SE
$350
OBH-11
$199

Al High End Speaker Cable

Extremely revealing, open & honest! Unleashes & shows off
everything your system has to offer! Breathtaking performance! Quiet silent background! Complex musical passages
are revealed effortlessly! You won't be able to find anything
better! For use only with the highest quality systems!

$470 6' pr
$500 8' pr
$530 10' pr
$560 12' pr
$605 15' pr
$680 20' pr
$755 25' pr

Conrad-Jc

A

spart of my employer's neverending attempts to transform
me from an engineer into a
manager, Iam constantly being sent to
seminars and courses, some of which
are eminently practical — like "Managers and the Law," which taught us
how to avoid getting ourselves and
our company sued. Others are more
esoteric, like arecent seminar on "paradigm shifts." A paradigm shift, we
were told, is afundamental change in
the way we look at things, arising
from achange in abelief so inherent
that it's unconscious.
For example, imagine along plane
flight, late at night. A mother and two
small children occupy the seats near
you, and throughout the flight, the children are screaming — but the mother
seems oblivious. After about two hours,
you're getting pretty annoyed, so you
complain to the flight attendants, who,
inexplicably, also seem oblivious. They
reply that the family is returning from
the funeral of the children's beloved
grandmother, the woman's mother.
Instantly, annoyance becomes sympathy
and empathy, and all you want to do —
once you crawl out of the hole you wish
you could sink into —is to help in any
way you can. Bingo! A paradigm shift.
Ienjoyed the class, though Inever
quite understood what paradigm shifts
had to do with being abetter manager. I
did realize, however, that the concept
perfectly described my experience with
the Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS line

Description: Single-chassis, remotecontrolled, tubed line-stage preamplifier. Tube complement: four 6922
dual triodes. Inputs: five unbalanced
(RCA), two processor loops. Outputs:
two unbalanced (RCA), two processor
loops.
Frequency
range:
2Hz->100kHz. Voltage gain: 26dB.
Maximum output: 15V. Distortion
(THD or IMD): <0.25% at 1.0V output S/N Ratio: >100dB at <2.5V output Output impedance: <850 ohms.
Phase: inverts phase of all inputs, at
main outputs.
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stage. See, Ihad developed apretty firm
impression of C-J products over my 20plus years in audio. 'What's more, I'd
developed this impression without having owned, or even used, aC-J product
since 1985!
High-end audio began for me in the
late 1970s. At that time, the big three
were Audio Research, Mark Levinson,
and Conrad-Johnson. Each had its
strengths and weaknesses, each its own
personality. cfs was big, vivid, and colorful, if perhaps abit lacking in subtlety
and detail —lush and wonderful, but far
from neutral. My experiences with C-J
products — owning an MV75 amplifier
and spending alot of time listening to a
system built around a Premier One
power amp and Two preamp — reinforced this impression. My MV75 also
spent about half its time being repaired
or in transit, which added another
dimension to my paradigm: C-J products are over-designed and under-built.
Although I'd read numerous reviews
of C-J products in the intervening years
and followed the evolution of their
designs, my underlying beliefs never
changed. 'When Iread areview that
talked about clarity or detail, Iintellectually processed the information while
never quite internalizing it. At my core
remained afundamental belief that all
C-J products were not so very different
from my MV75 or the original Premiers. It was only deep into this review,
as Istruggled unsuccessfully to fit the
Premier 17LS into my preconceived

Dimensions: 19" (480mm) W by
3.3" (80mm) H by 15.25" (390mm)
D. Weight: 21 lbs (9.5kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
2751120.
Price: $4495. Approximate number
of dealers: 85. Warranty: 3years, limited, original purchaser (tubes excluded).
Manufacturer: Conrad-Johnson Design, Inc., 2733 Merrilee Drive, Fairfax,
VA 22031. Tel: (703) 698-8581. Fax:
(703) 560-5360. Web: www.conrad
johnsondesign.com.

notions, that the light went on and I
realized that those notions even existed.
Bingo! A paradigm shift.
So what makes aPremier 17LS tick?
The Premier 17LS is C-J's "most affordable implementation of the engineering advances pioneered in our flagship Anniversary Reference Triode preamplifier." Wes Phillips described the
ARTs design features and philosophy in
his review in the May 1998 Stereophile, 1
and Lew Johnson added his perspective
in an accompanying interview.
The 17LS's amplification circuit, like
the ARTs, is simplicity itself: asingle triode stage with no global or local negative
feedback whatsoever. And rather than
add acathode follower to lower the unit's
output impedance, C-J chose instead to
simply parallel several triodes, lowering
both the output impedance and the noise
floor. The ART uses ten 6922 tubes, each
channel's paralleled ten triodes resulting
in an output impedance of approximately 500 ohms. The 17LS has four 6922s,
resulting in an output impedance of
approximately 850 ohms — alittle on
the high side for some applications, but
more about that later.
What really makes the 17LS tick —
literally —is that all switching and control functions are microprocessor-controlled and implemented by relays. Volume up? Click dick click. Change input?
Click dick click. Wes commented that he
found the noise strangely comforting,
and I'll admit, so did I. Itell myself it's
because I'm amechanical engineer; I
don't know what Wes's excuse was. The
relay scheme was chosen to completely
remove the switching circuitry from the
signal path, and the relays are driven by
their own separate power supply, from
the transformer on.
The relay approach is typical of the
attention to detail that C-J has lavished
on the 17LS. Every cubic millimeter of
the unit is lusciously finished, from the
thick, textured faceplate to the heavy,
gold-plated RCA jacks. Even the remote
is milled from asolid chunk of aluminum, and finished in C-J's traditional
1Available free of charge in the wss , .stereophile.com
on-line archives.
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Report
Damkroger

;on Premier 17LS line-stage preamplifier

champagne gold anodizing. Inside,
things are equally impressive, with beautifully laid-out boards jam-packed with
laser-trimmed Vishay bulk-metal resistors and other premium bits. Signal
paths are kept as short as possible, and
the boards are elastomer-mounted to
prevent air- and ground-borne vibrations from reaching the tubes.
The Premier's Sovtek tubes themselves are carefully burned-in and
matched, and supplied with damping
rings to reduce microphonics. In a
Stereophile, May 2001

wonderful touch, C-J designed the
unit so that the tubes can be accessed
via asmall, easily removable panel on
the unit's top.
The 17LS's user layout and operation
constitute one of best setups I've seen.
The front panel is simple: arow of buttons for source (and processor loop)
selection, asecond row for volume up,
down, and mute, and apair of LED
readouts that show each channel's level.
Levels are selected by relay switching in
adiscrete set of Vishay resistors; each

click, or level, is a0.7dB change, from 0
(silence) to 99 (maximum gain). Ifound
the Cfs volume and balance controls
an absolute delight to use, permitting
precise and repeatable tailoring of levels
and fine-tuning of balance. All of the
17LS's functions can be controlled from
the remote.
System and setup
Lew, the Johnson of Conrad-Johnson,
cautioned me in advance about the Premier's relatively high output impedance
103

and the possibility of cable interactions:
"Avoid high-capacitance cables, and
keep your runs as short as possible."
This was sound advice, but Iexperimented with several different system
configurations and cable packages and
never encountered aproblem. Iended
up doing most of my listening with Nirvana S-X Ltd. interconnects, but used
Nordost's new Valhalla quite abit as
well, and at the end of the review began
experimenting with Goertz Alpha Core
Micro Purl Silver.
Although the 17LS had no problem
driving my usual 6-meter preamp-toamp run of interconnect, Ireconfigured
my system to put the long runs between
the source components and the preamp,

and only a1m run between the Premier
and the Classe CAM-350 monoblocks.

couple of other preamps that the truth
dawned on me. Istruggled at first, questioning my observations because they
Paradigms die hard
didn't fit abelief system that Ididn't
Although I'd spent several months with
even realize Ihad. Iwent back and forth
the Premier 17LS moving in and out of between the C-J and the other units
my system as Ireviewed other composeveral times over the course of the next
nents, I'd never really thought about, or
week, and one evening it hit me — the
even paid much attention to, what it
Premier simply was not overly lush,
might be contributing to the sound. I vivid, or forward.
guess Ijust assumed it was adding abit
This is not to say that the 17LS wasn't
of sweetness, and perhaps atouch of luscious and sweet. It most certainly
lush, velvety texture — after all, it was a was, but in the captivating ways that a
Conrad-Johnson — but it never seemed
live instrument is or a wonderful
to get in the way of what Iwas listening acoustic space can be, with rich, dense
to, or for.
tones and exquisitely, intricately layered
It was only during amarathon session
harmonic structures. A solo instrument,
of listening and comparing the C-J to a as on Michael Newman's eponymous

Measurements

A

sis usually the case with atube
preamp that doesn't use negative
feedback, the Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS provides way too much
amplification for practical use. With
the volume control set to its maximum
position of"99," the voltage gain measured 25.9dB. The volume control,
however, is sensibly arranged to operate in large steps at the top of its range
(with some numbers duplicating the
level; for example, "99" and "98" are
both equivalent to the maximum
gain), but in smaller, fraction-of-a-dB
steps in the range where the control is
most likely to be used. There was no
exact unity gain setting; it would have
been between "66" and "67," while the
-20dB setting was "37."
The 17LS inverted absolute polarity, and its input impedance varied
according to the indicated level setting. At "99" it was ahigh 125k ohms,
but dropped with decreasing level to
35k at "90," 29k at "80," and 28k at
"70," and leveled off at astill reasonably high 26k from "50" down. The
output impedance was below alowish 800 ohms in the midband and
above, but rose to 1.6k ohms at 20Hz,
due to the presence of afinite-sized
output coupling capacitor. The C-J
should therefore be used with a
power amplifier having an input impedance of at least 22k ohms if the
bass is not to sound alittle lean.
Like its input impedance, the Premier 17LS's bandwidth varied with
the indicated volume-control setting.
Fig.1 shows the preamp's frequency
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response at settings ranging from "99"
to "70." The "99" response is 3dB
down at 12kHz, which will be very
audibly dulled. However, the preamp's gain is so high at this setting that
it is virtually acertainty that the preamp will never be used in this condition. At amore reasonable "80," the
17LS's output is down just 0.5dB at
20kHz, and the preamp is basically flat
within the audioband at lower volume
settings. Howeve4 note the consistent
02dB channel imbalance in this
graph, due, Iassume, to the difficulty
of exactly matching the tubes. Channel separation (fig2) was disappointing, at just 48dB (L-R) and 45dB
(R-L) at 10kHz, due to capacitive
coupling between the channels.
The distortion doesn't change with
frequency, and reaches aminimum
value of 0.06% into 100k ohms. Fig3
plots the percentage of distortion and
noise in the Premier 17LS's output

.11.1weells Camesbeiream

signal against the output voltage into
three loads: 1k, 10k, and 100k ohms.
Into the higher impedances, the measured figure is dominated by noise
below about 1V, this revealed by the
linear increase in the percentage with
decreasing level. Above that point,
the measured figure is dominated by
true distortion, which increases with
level — again, in alinear manner. The
C-J preamp is not avery low-distortion device, but with amplifiers hav-
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Fig.2 Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS, crosstalk
at 2V output, volume control at "99"
(10dB/vertical div., R-L dashed).
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Fig.1

Conrad-Johnson Premier 1715,
frequency response for 100mV input
at volume-control settings of (from top
to bottom): "99," ''95," "90," ''85," "80,"
75," and it)" (1dB/vertical div., right
channel dashed).

Fig.3

Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS,
distortion (
0/0) vs output level (V) into
(from bottom to top at 1V): 100k, 10k,
and lk ohms.
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Conrad-Johnson
acoustic-guitar album (Sheffield Lab
10), beautifully showed off the C-J's
tonal richness. When Newman would
hit asingle simple note, the complex
tapestry of vibrations and tones — the
string, the guitar's top, its body resonance —would build, merge, and move
out to fill the surrounding space. Ilistened to Jolui Coltrane's Ballads (Mobile
Fidelity MFSL UDCD 731) three times
in arow one night because of how the
soft, plaintive sax or complex, cascading
piano tones pulled me into the music.
No, the C-J was definitely lush.
What the Premier 17LS wasn't,
however, was overly lush. Nor was it the
least bit syrupy or slow, or at all diffuse
in its detail, dynamics, or imaging. In
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Fig.4 Conrad-Johnson Premier 1715, spectrum
of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 2V into
100k ohms (linear frequency scale).

fact, once Igot past unconsciously trying to fit the Premier into my paradigm, Irealized that it was actually

What the Premier 17LS
wasn't was overly lush.
Nor was it the least bit
syrupy or slow.
very, very good in all of these regards,
and where it erred, it did so in unexpected ways. Rather than being forward and abit too vivid, for example, it

ing typical input sensitivities it will
introduce possibly audible levels of
distortion only in the top 3dB of its
range, revealing asensible balance of
its gain/noise/linearity architecture.
It must also be taken into account
that the distortion content is almost
entirely pure second harmonic, even
at high levels of alow-frequency tone
into ahigh impedance (fig.4). And
while the third harmonic rises almost
to -80dB (0.01%) into the punishing
rem.4
,
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Fig.5 Conrad-Johnson Premier 1715, spectrum
of 50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 2V into
lk ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Conrad-Johnson Premier 17LS, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 5V into 100k ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.8 Conrad-Johnson Premier 1715, HF
intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 3V into lk ohm (linear
frequency scale).

Premier

17LS

was — if anything — slightly reticent in
its portrayal. Its soundstage was very
slightly recessed compared to other
preamps, beginning just behind the
plane of the speakers.
Similarly, the perspective the 17LS
presented was abit more distant than
that of other preamps Itried, placing me
somewhere mid-hall instead of thirdrow center. Instruments were slightly
smaller with the Premier than with my
VAC CPA1 Mk.III, for example, their
inner detail painted with aslightly finer,
more delicate brush. The 17LS didn't
have quite the punch and impact of the
VAC, but there was definitely more and
finer inner detail with the C-J in the
system. The Premier also seemed to

lk ohm load (fig.5), the distortion
spectrum still remains predominantly
second harmonic.
Fig.6 confirms that this picture
doesn't change at higher frequencies.
Note that while the 120Hz rectified
power-supply artifact remains below
-96dB (0.0015%) in these graphs, the
third harmonic of the powerline frequency at 180Hz is the highest in level
at -90dB, due, perhaps, to magnetic
coupling from the power-supply transformer. Not visible in these graphs is
the presence of very low-frequency
noise, which caused the oscilloscope
trace to flicker slightly. Audiophiles
using direct-coupled solid-state amplifiers and reflex-loaded speakers with
the Premier 17LS might see some very
slight pumping of the woofers.
Finally, the slightly bent transfer
function, which gives rise to the subjectively benign second-harmonic distortion, also results in moderate levels
of intermodulation distortion (fig.7); at
this admittedly high output level, the
11cHz difference component reaches
-54dB (02%). Into the lk ohm "torture" load, this rises to -52dB (fig.8),
though higher-order intermodulation
products remain acceptably low.
Other than its relatively disappointing channel separation, the Premier
17LS's measured defects —volumecontrol-dependent bandwidth and
signal-level-dependent distortion —
reach significant levels only under conditions that will be extremely unlikely
in normal use. This is sensible engineering, in my opinion. —John Atkinson
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Conrad-Johnson

Premier

1715

Forbert's guitar — the pops, squeaks,
and twangs —were incredibly alive, and
the vocal subtleties —the nuances of his
inflections, his breathing, his moving
around the mike, even the air moving
through his throat—made it a true
gooscbump experience.
Iwrestled with the Cfs tonal balance as well, trying unsuccessfully to fit
it into my paradigm: soft at the frequency extremes, overly ripe in the mid- and
The C-i's midrange was so
upper bass, maybe abit forward in the
upper midrange.
sweet, so detailed, so...
Wrong again. The C-J did sound a
everything, that every other touch down at the very bottom, but its
detail, pitch definition, and temporal
preamp Ithrew in my
precision were sufficiently good that it
really didn't matter. There was aslight
system sounded abit
lack of weight in densely anchored
crude, or pale, or confused orchestral pieces, but it never detracted
from the music. The Premier's upperbass/lower-midrange area was asurin comparison.
prise as well. Instead of being elevated
and slightly thick, it sounded clean and
flat — if anything, slightly recessed.
bottom end, where bass drums were
With the C-J, Steve Forberes guitar
very fast and clean but didn't have quite
sounded like aGibson; with the VAC, a
their usual weight.
Martin. And no, Idon't know which it
Idon't mean to suggest that the 17LS
wasn't dynamic or lacked impact, but actually was — he plays both.
Similarly, the C-J's top end didn't
that it achieved its impact via precision
sound completely neutral, but it didn't
and clarity rather than absolute power.
"Delicate but powerful" is how I get in the way of the music. If Ihad to
guess, I'd say that it was maybe down a
described it in my notes during alistenbit at the very top end, and that the
ing session that included Steve Forbert's
lower treble was maybe atouch elevatlive CD Be Here Now: Solo Live 1994
ed with respect to the upper midrange.
(Rolling Tide). Inoted that the C-J
Cymbals were incredibly sweet and
reproduced the leading edges of the guiclear, and their overtones seemed to go
tar extraordinarily well, and that the
impact of pick against strings and their on forever, eventually fading breathily
into the hall's far reaches. On the other
initial vibrations were particularly clear.
hand, perhaps their metallic shimmer
In fact, Be Here Now sounded truly
amazing on the Premier. The details of wasn't quite as airy as it can be, and didn't permeate the surrounding air to the
same degree as Ihave heard —but that's
aminor, anal reviewer quibble. Overall,
Associated Equipment
the C-J's top end was lovely.
I'm proud to say that not all of my
Research Resolution and Designer's
Analog source: VP! TNT Mk.V
preconceived notions about the PreReference.
Hot Rod turntable, JMW Memorial
mier 17LS proved false. Ijust knew
Accessories: Bright Star isolation
tonearm, Benz-Micro LO4 cartridge.
that it would have aglorious midrange,
systems, Tiptoes; PAC Super IDOS,
Digital source: Simaudio Moon
and boy oh boy, did it ever. Sweet, lusMIT Z-System and Z-Center, NirEclipse, Parasound CDP-1000 CD
cious, clean, defined, detailed, cohervana AC systems; Synergistic Replayers.
ent, clear—my notes are full of page
search AC and Reference Master
Preamplification: VAC CPA1
after page of audiophile superlatives,
Couplers; VP! 16.5 record-cleaner,
preamplifier, Conrad-Johnhoping, Iguess, to achieve amplificaDecca/Hunt record brush, Sumiko
son Premier 15 phono stage.
tion through repetition. The Premier's
Power amplifiers: Classé CAM- Fluxbuster, Dennessen Soundtractor,
midrange proved to be one of those
Shure stylus-pressure gauge, Irrune350, VTL Ichiban, Mark Levinson
standard-setting entities that makes a
dia Needle Nektar stylus-cleaning
No20.6 monoblocks, VAC Renaisreviewer regret having used up all his
fluid; Nordost ECO3 and Music
sance 70/70.
or her superlatives on lesser compoFidelity DiskSolution CD treatLoudspeaker: Magnepan MG3.6/R.
nents. The C-J's midrange was so
ments; Sheffield/XL.0 Test and BumCables: Digital: Nirvana T-2. Intersweet, so detailed, so ... everything,
in CD, Stereophile Test CD I, Test
connect: Nirvana S-X Ltd., Nondost
that every other preamp Ithrew in my
CD 2; Echo Busters room-treatment
Valhalla, Goertz Alpha Core Micro
system sounded abit crude, or pale, or
-Brian Damkroger
Purl Silver. Speaker: Synergistic products.
confused in comparison.

have better resolution of tonal nuances,
or colors, as if its palette had more and
more finely varied shades — like a
house painter's color wheel with 10,000
shades instead of 1000.
The Premier's edge definition was
outstanding as well, with images clearly
defined in all three dimensions, but
never discontinuous with the surrounding space. Similarly, its resolution of
low-level details was excellent, beautifully capturing the subtle noises that
define a space. Background voices,
musicians' scuffs and shuffles, the soft
echoing of notes as they decayed into
the background — the C-J did agreat
job of reproducing them all, and of
weaving them into acoherent sense of
the original space. On Clark Terry's One
On One (Chesky JD198), for example,
the space around Terry's trumpet was so
well-defined, and the onlookers' voices
so well-placed within it, that Ifelt as if I
could walk in to exactly where they
were standing and shake their hands.
The Premier's reproduction of
dynamic transients upended another of
my preconceived notions. ConradJohnson means big, bold transients, if
perhaps alittle vagueness on the leading
edge, particularly in the bass — right?
Nope. The Premier's transients were
exactly the opposite: clean, precise, controlled, and, if anything, just abit smaller than with other super-premium preamps I've used. Ioften use "Under the
Boardwalk," from Rickie Lee Jones'
Girl at Her Volcano EP, to test acomponent's transient reproduction, and I'd
say that the Premier merited about an
A-. The drum rolls, rimshots, and sharp
guitar chops were all clean and ex-
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tremely well-defined with the C-J, but
didn't have quite the slam that they can
with other units. It's as if the Premier
swung from soft to loud faster than
other preamps, starting and stopping
more quickly, but that the difference
between loud and soft wasn't quite as
great. This was most apparent on the
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saying these things? N0000! Well, okay, John
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Atkinson (of this here fine publication) has

phone listening os on important adjunct to

written some pretty penetrating things, and

too ore invited to our exhibit, of course.

on audio hobbyist's experience. But, n0000,

Wes Phillips

fact, we'd really rather see you instead of

(both here and now at

write obout the best there is in the world of
headphones.
(Note: Gentle audiophile readers, you
In

headphones remain considered o necessary
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work.
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Lamm Industries L2
Reference preamplifier

T

he L2 Reference sits
at the top of Lamm
Industries' preamplifier line. According to the
manual, its "unique" circuitry uses spe • yselected, superlinear, high-voltage MOSFET transistors
that ensure class-A operation from input to output,
with no overall negative
feedback at any stage. All
stages, including the highcurrent output buffers, are
single-ended.
The L2 has aseparate power supply
that features a choke filter—an old
technology that's once again popular in
high-end circles — and vacuum-tube
rectification and voltage regulation.
According to Grand Lamm Vladimir
Shushurin, special care was taken in
designing the high-voltage (+350V),
high-speed tube voltage regulator:
"Using this voltage regulator, in conjunction with other technical aspects,
enables the reproduction of the tiniest
nuances and three-dimensional subtleties in the music palette, provided
they weren't lost in the recording
process, of course. A somewhat unusual
combination of high-voltage tube
power supply and superlinear high-voltage MOSFETs allows the L2 to achieve
an enormously large output voltage swing
while retaining practically constant harmonic content of the signal, with an
absolute dominance of the secondorder harmonic."
According to Shushurin, special at-

Description: Dual-mono, tubed, linelevel preamplifier with separate
power supply. Inputs: 3 single-ended,
1tape loop on RCAs. Outputs: 1set
each balanced, single-ended. TKD
stepped potentiometers and built-in
remote on/off for Lamm Industries
power amplifiers. Choke-filtered hybrid design: tube rectification, solidstate output. Tube complement: one
12AX7/ECC83 voltage regulator, one
6C19P voltage regulator, one 5651A
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ters with 41 steps; PRC
wire-wound resistors; Electrocube and Roederstein
film capacitors; high-frequency switching-grade
Cornell Dubilier electrolytic capacitors; specially
selected long-life vacuum
tubes; high-quality heavyt7000
duty gold-plated RCA connectors; and gold-plated
Neutrik XLR connectors."
The power supply features
Lamm Industries L2 Reference line preamplifier
acustom-designed, superlow-noise toroidal power
transformer, and the 1.2 works on all of
tention was also directed toward optithe world's various AC line voltages
mization of the 12's output impedance,
(100V, 120V, 220V, 230V, 240V) "withallowing it to drive "without audible
out elaborate modification."
sonic degradation the significant capaciOther features include three singletive loads created by many modern inended inputs, one tape loop (also on
terconnect cables." Many? Dunno about
RCAs), balanced and single-ended outthat, but I'll leave it to Shushurin to duke
puts, an output-signal phase-inversion
it out with the cable guys. The L2
switch, and built-in remote power
worked just fine with all the cables Ihad
on/off facilities for Lamm power amplion hand; the most pleasing match was
fiers. An electronic protection circuit
Synergistic Research Designer's Refermutes the outputs until the preamplifier
ence, especially with Active Shielding
has stabilized after turn-on and permits
engaged. (I ran balanced to the Krell
350MC monoblocks for best sound, not muting at the flick of aswitch during
to mention that these amps don't offer normal operation. The L2 also automatically mutes when the AC line voltage
single-ended inputs. However, all the
front-end connections were single- drops below apredetermined level or
cuts off entirely.
ended, as no balanced inputs are offered
on the L2.)
Description
According to Lamm, "Each preampliNothing much to it: Two black, relafier is carefully handcrafted with
tively nondescript boxes with highmatched components of the highest
quality switches recessed in long, oval
quality, some of which include militarydepressions, and apair of knobs on the
grade low-noise Dale metal-film resiscontrol unit. Each chassis has little racktors; unique TKD stepped potentiomeWAN

voltage reference, two 12AX3 rectifiers. Maximum voltage gain: 14.87dB
±0.2dB. Input sensitivity: 135mV RMS.
Frequency response: 20Hz-20kHz,
+0/-0.2dB; 4Hz-140kHz, +0/-3dB.
THD: ≤0.03%. Slew rate: 30V/ps.
Noise: ≥82dB (unweighted). Input impedance: 41k ohms. Output impedance: 130 ohms. Power consumption:
75W.
Dimensions: 19" W by 4.5" H by 14"
D (both). Weights: preamplifier, 15.42

lbs (7kg); power supply, 19 lbs
(8.63kg).
Serial number of unit reviewed:
F10010.
Price: 813,690. Approximate number
of dealers: 8. Warranty: 5years.
Manufacturer: Lamm Industries,
2621 E. 24th St., Brooklyn, NY 11235.
Tel: (718) 368-0181. Fax: (718) 3680140. Web: vinrim.lammindustries Email: lammaudio@juno.com.

mount—type handles.
'Round back of the power supply
chassis, right to left, sit astandard IEC
mains-in, anice big ground connecto4
the Power Output umbilical connector,
the remote trigger connectors, and
something Ihaven't seen on ahigh-end
preamp in awhile: two switched AC
outlets, 500W max.
The preamplifier chassis' array of
front-panel controls echoes the mirrorimaged, dual-mono circuitry inside. The
volume potentiometers sit to either side
of an imaginary vertical center line; outside to inside on each side of that line,

the first three switches are the same:
Line 1/Line 2, Tape/Source, Line/
Direct. The fourth switch on the left
selects Mute/Operate for both channels,
the fourth switch on the right selects
Phase (both channels, of course).
While the control section is dualmono, the power supply is not. According to Shushurin, "There is no interaction
between the channels because of the low
impedance of the power supply itself."
`Round back of the control unit, it's all
done with mirrors again: Single-ended—
only input choices for each channel are
Line 1, 2, and Direct, the tape loop is next

to that, and closest to the back panel's center line are the outputs, including an XLR
balanced out. Above the input/output
array is the 5-pin XLR socket for the
umbilical to the power supply.
If, as Shushurin explains, the L2
uses "truly balanced, fully differential"
circuits, Iwas puzzled why there were
no balanced XLR inputs. "I ground
the negative input on the RCAs, so I
use only single-ended inputs, very
simple." Icould almost hear him shrug
over the phone.
The Direct inputs route the signal
directly to the volume potentiometers,

Measurements

A

it measurements were made
through the Lamm L2 preamplifier's Direct inputs (which bypass
the input switching) and at both the
balanced and unbalanced outputs.
The input impedance was areasonably high 42.4k ohms. The maximum unbalanced voltage gain was a
moderate 8.83dB, this increasing by
the expected 6dB, to 14.84dB, at the
balanced outputs.
The absolute polarity was preserved from both sets of outputs
with the front-panel switch set to "0
degrees," confirming that the XLR
jacks are wired with pin 2 hot. Setting the polarity switch to "180
degrees" inverted the unbalanced
output but not the balanced output.
The unbalanced output impedance
was alow 124 ohms in the rnidband,
increasing inconsequentially to 134
ohms at 20kHz, but significantly to
3.35k ohms at 20Hz, due to the limited size of the output coupling
capacitor. (These figures doubled
from the balanced outputs.) The
Lamm L2 should not be used with
power amplifiers having an input
impedance of less than around 22k
ohms if the low frequencies are not
to sound lightweight.
The dual volume controls are wellmatched and operate in reasonably
accurate ldB steps over most of their
range. The unity-gain setting was 1
o'clock balanced and 3o'clock unbalanced. The 12 o'clock positions gave
an attenuation of 20dB from both
outputs. Interchannel crosstalk (not
shown) was umneasurable, while frequency response (fig.1) was identical
from both balanced and unbalanced
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outputs, and flat within the audioband. The ultrasonic rolloff reached
—2dB at 200kHz.
Levels of distortion into our standard 100k ohms load were very low,
and identical at all audioband frequencies. The unbalanced figure at
2V output was 0.006%, the balanced
at 4V around 0.002%. And as well as
being so low in level, the harmonic
spectra were low-order. Fig2 shows
the spectrum of a balanced 50Hz
tone driven at 4V into 100k ohms:
The only harmonic to poke its head
above the —100dB level is the third
(150Hz), at —93dB. As balanced operation cancels even-order harmonics, it
was not surprising to see the second
harmonic (100Hz) join the third from
the unbalanced jack (fig3), at alevel
of —83dB. This spectrum was again
taken into 100k ohms; the second
harmonic rose by 10dB into 10k
ohms (not shown), but even into a
demanding 1k ohm load (fig.4), the
harmonics remained below —60dB
(0.1%) and retained their subjectively
consonant relationship.
Levels of intermodulation distor-

tion were also extremely low. Fig.5
shows the spectrum of the unbalanced output driving an equal mix of
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Fig.2

Lamm L2, balanced spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC- kHz, at 4V into
100k ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.3

Lamm L2, unbalanced spectrum of
50Hz sinewave, DC-1 kHz, at 2V into
100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Lamm L2, balanced frequency response
at unity-gain volume-control setting
(0.5d13/vertical div.).

Fig.4 Lamm L2, unbalanced spectrum of 50Hz
sinewave, DC -1kHz, at 2V into lk ohm

(linear frequency scale).
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Lamm
bypassing the Line 1/Line 2and monitor
Tape/Source switches. In that way, the L2
reminded me alot of the YBA Signature
6Chassis, which has asimilar dual-mono
topology with adirect input bypassing
some switching: rather than convenience,
purism in the service of the music.
The Lamm L2 is not remote-controlled; you have to heave your audiophile butt outa that listening chair to
select inputs and make changes in volume. The exercise will do you good.
Setup and hveakage
Tweakage at $13,690 retail? Yeah, you

19kHz and 20kHz tones into 100k
ohms. The only apparent modulation
product is the difference tone at
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Fig.5 Lamm L2, unbalanced HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz,
19+20kHz at 5V into 100k ohms
(linear frequency scale).

heard me. Here's the deal: The Lamm
L2 is for the deeply committed enthusiast willing to spend the time and attention required to tweak it for best sound.
Don't wanna fuss? Then buy aMark
Levinson Reference No.32 for only a
bit more. The No32 is built like atank,
and footers, placement, and other
tweaks make no difference whatsoever
to its sound — it's all been taken care of
by Madrigal. But if you're an involved
type who likes to play and achieve bigtime results for your efforts, read on.
Ibegan auditioning by setting the L2
and power supply on separate shelves

lkHz, this lying at -80dB (0.01%).
This was virtually unchanged into
10k ohms (not shown), which is
about the lowest typical power-amplifier input impedance the L2 is likely
to see —though it did rise to -54dB
(02%) into the punishing 1k ohm
load (fig.6). But from the balanced
outputs at 10V, the intermodulation
spectrum was one of the cleanest I
have ever seen (fig.7).
Finally, the use of MOSFET gain
devices run at very high voltages results in the Lamm preamplifier
offering enormous dynamic range.
Figs.8 and 9 show the level of dis-
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Fig.6 Lamm 12, unbalanced HF intermodulation spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at
6V into 1k ohm (linear frequency scale).

Fig.8 Lamm L2, unbalanced distortion (%)
vs output level (V) into (from bottom to
top at IV): 1k ohm, 100k ohms.
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Fig.7 Lamm 1_2, balanced HF intermodulation
spectrum, DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 10V
into 100k ohms (linear frequency scale).
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Fig.9 Lamm 12. balanced distortion (%)
vs output level (V) into (from bottom
to top at 2V): 600 ohms, 100k ohms.
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Industries

12

in aPolyCrystal rack, and straight into
the wall for good ol' unprocessed New
Yawk powah — no footers or tweaks
of any kind. What great sound! Idunno,
there's something about terrific components that one picks up on straight
away — Ijust knew it sounded so right
and could only get better. Ilove when
that happens! Iwas slack-jawed as an
ass from the start; the sound was wonderfully fine on avariety of front-end
components and amps.
But understand — despite its name,
Lamm Industries, Vladimir Shushurin's
operation isn't exactly Krell or Madri-

tortion and noise plotted against
output voltage from the unbalanced
and balanced outputs, respectively.
The minimum value in each trace
shows the point where the measured THD+N percentage changes
from being dominated by noise to
showing the actual level of distortion. Into 100k ohm loads, this
occurs at around 1.5V unbalanced
and 15V balanced. The former is
the approximate point where an
amplifier with an unbalanced input
will approach its clipping point; the
latter is way above abalanced power
amplifier's clipping point, meaning
that what distortion is present in the
L2's output may well be masked by
noise at any sensible operating volume. But note that above these output voltages—all the way to the
point where the traces stop because
the Audio Precision signal generator has reached its maximum output
level — the L2 has not reached its
actual hard clipping point. Instead,
the transfer function gradually becomes more curved as the output
level reaches into the tens of volts.
Power amplifiers with very low
input impedances should be avoided
because of the rising source impedance at low frequencies and the
restricted output voltage into low
loads indicated by figs.8 and 9. These
measurements reveal the Lamm L2
to be awell-engineered preamplifier
with asensibly arranged gain/distortion structure. Idid wonder, however,
whether the U's responses to Jonathan's mechanical tweaks were connected to its very resonant chassis.
-John Atkinson
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gal/Harman International. "Industries," my big beezer. While Lamm
gear isn't built in aBrooklyn garage, the
name is abit grandiose for the reality of
these lovingly handbuilt and tested-todeath electronics. Fully half of the L2's
manual consists of specs, graphs, and
charts, and a"Proof of Performance
Report" is included with each one. It's
lovely to see this kind of individual
attention paid to each unit produced. In
fact, this preamp is about the furthest
you can get from the mass market. It's
an audiophile with that kind of mindset
—and the bucks to afford such gear —
who will best appreciate the L2.
It was obvious to me where Lamm
had put its money: design and parts:111e
casework is plain and unremarkable, relatively lightweight, and downright knobbly-looking, with chassis screws bristling
up everywhere. While the Levinson
No32 is suaveness personified, the L2 is
much more utilitarian in its purity of
design. As aresult—hold on to your
audiophile hats — the best results were
obtained by suspending the power supply (which contains five tubes) on three
stacks of three Golden Sound DH
Squares, agraphite-bearing footer with
some "give" to it. (See this month's "Fine
Tunes" for details.) The power-supply
section also sounded very good on Bright
Star's Air Mass isolation base or Signal
Guard closed-cell foam stand. But both
took up too much room on the shelf; so
the DH Squares were elected; they
sounded almost as good and took up
much less space.
After cycling through several sets of
footers, Ifound that the control unit definitely sounded best on Nordost Pulsar
Points. The more expensive titanium
TP4s were noticeably better than the
aluminum PP4s, but only when a
weight of some kind was placed in the
center of the L2's top cover. And not
just any weight — Itried several record
weights and aShakti Stone, and settled
on the original (quite heavy and atrociously gold-colored) Forsell turntable
record weight with its rubberized bottom surface, which damped the cover
and coupled the unit to the footers
beneath. The L2's top rang ominously
when tapped; it sounded much more
dead with the record weight on top.
Not exactly beautiful-looking, but it's
the sound that counts. And Iused a
Shakti Stone atop the power supply's
toroidal transformer for best sound.
Nor would any old power cord do.
For the L2, the PS Audio Lab Cable just
edged out the Synergistic Research Master Coupler. As before, Ifound the SSS
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setting on the PS Audio P300 Power
Plant to be the setting that did it for me
for all front-end components.
While Ifound the best sound using all
Synergistic Research Designer's Reference interconnects, single-ended and
balanced, for the long run to the Krells,
AudioQuest Everest speaker cable
sounded fabulous with these amps. This

The highs were simply
breathtaking ... sweet and
very pleasingly harmonic,
yet remaining clean,
extended, soaring, pure,
and detailed.
was unexpected — I'd let it lie around
while waiting for more of AQ's Amazon
interconnect to try. Me first batch was
wired the wrong way around, so everything played backwards. Just kidding...)
Sound on the Lamm
Describing the sound of the Lamm L2
is not hard at all. Now, you might think
that's bad: "Oh, it has asound of its
own. It shouldn't — especially at that
price!" That's correct; it shouldn't. And
it doesn't.
Ifed the L2 signals from avariety of
topnotch components: SACD and CD
from the Accuphase 100/101 duo;
upsampled 16/44.1 CDs from the dCS
972 and dCS Purcell/Elgar Plus combo;
CD from the Linn CD12; and tasty
vinyl treats from the Forsell Air Force
One/van den Hul Grasshopper IV
GLA via the BAT VK-P10 phono stage
with XLO Reference phono cable.
Typically, Ipopped the outputs of the
Accuphase into the Direct input, with
the dCS and P10 into Lines 1and 2,
respectively. Sometimes Ipulled the
phono and fed the Linn into Line 2.
And sometimes, when Ifelt the need
(which wasn't often), Ifed the Source of
the Moment into the Direct input for
the best of the best, although the Line
inputs evinced very little degradation for
having to traverse two more switches
within the L2.
Throughout it all, Iwas enchanted by
the sound. The L2 did not sound the
same with every front-end component,
but always sounded superb, in all cases
offering up what Ithought was the best
the source could offer.
The highs were simply breathtaking,
even if somewhat paradoxical in nature:

sweet and very pleasingly harmonic, yet
remaining dean, extended, soaring, pure,
and detailed. Not once did the L2 tip
over into the chaffy, harsh, or overly
analytical, or make me wince in any
way —yet Iwas sure Iwas hearing as far
up into the audible spectrum as Iever
had. Beautiful and inspiring, it made me
hum with pleasure.
Listening to Jascha Heifetz saw his
fiddle in half in the last movement of
the Sibelius Violin Concerto (Walter
Hendl/CSO, RCA/LSC-2435) was
jaw-dropping and awe-inspiring. His
aggressive playing was intact, the string
tone alive with atonal palette one usually only dreams about. Similarly, the
string tone on Mozart's Piano Concerto
8, K246, with Vladimir Ashkenazy on
piano and István Kertész conducting
the LSO, sucked me in and wouldn't let
go until the very end, and not even
then! The extension and sweetness, plus
the dynamics, detail, and tonal color,
mesmerized me. The space, the air, the
sense of being there were entirely palpable and so enjoyable. Isn't that what
it's all about?
The massed vocals on Musica Sacra, a
hybrid SACD (Opus3 19516), were
beyond reproach. The big chorus was
perfectly delineated, set out on awide,
layered soundstage, every voice perfectly explicated, the whole greater than
the sum of its parts. It was truly inspiring to hear, the huge space of the recording seemingly perfectly reproduced in
our loft. Within that complex weave of
voices was something that touched my
soul, that made my heart beat faster and
no doubt released aflood of endorphins
into my hungry brain. The disc sounded silky-smooth, yet detailed beyond
my experience. Notes: "Such purity,
such divinity, it makes the hairs stand
straight up on the back of my neck —
and elsewhere!" The sense of acoustic
decay was wonderfully reproduced, the
depth and transparency beyond reproach. Powerful stuff.
Craving more of those drop-dead
gorgeous highs, Ipopped Telarc's The
Very Tall Band in the Accuphase transport,
on both SACD (CD-83443-SA) and
CD (CD-83443). The VTB is Oscar
Peterson on piano, Milt Jackson on
vibes, Ray Brown on bass, and ICarriem
Riggins on drums, recorded live at the
Blue Note in 1998. Try track 3, "I
Remember Clifford." Notes: "Listening
to Milt's vibes are what the L2 is all
about — cool, precise, and mellifluous...
sweet yet extended. The outstanding
midrange doesn't call attention to itself
but makes me bow my head in appreciaStereophile, May 2001
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and Brown, tickle each other musically,
so light in their touch, so musical in
their ways. If you get the album, dig the
hat the Duke's wearing! (He's really
Dude Ellington!)
Just to make sure Iwasn't hallucinating, Iplayed The Virtuoso Oboe, Vol.2
(Vanguard VSD-2074) on my Forsell
'table. The disc features works by
Mozart, Handel, and Albinoni performed by André Lardrot, the
The L2 had akind of
Boskovsky Quartet, and the Chamber
Orchestra of the Vienna State Opera.
magic attraction,
Okay, so Ionly listened to the Mozart
and Handel... but then Ilistened to it again.
amagnetic pull in
Transcendent. Whatever the L2 was
giving me in the midrange, Ineeded it,
the midband.
and what Ineeded is what Ithink all
audiophiles ultimately need — that special communication with the music.
Moving slightly down the frequency
Regarding deep bass... well, if Iwas
scale, the midbass was miraculous as
well — very controlled and detailed, but going to pick anit, here's where I'd pick
it. But Idon't know if it's really anit or
rich and resonant with harmonics and
not. Listening to Bruno Walter's recordovertones. Listening carefully to Ray
Brown on This One's for Blanton, I ing of Mozart's Symphonies 38 and 40
enjoyed his big, fat bass sound with no on SACD (Sony SRGR703), Boulez
Conducts Ravel on SACD (Sony SS
overhang whatsoever. If you pick up this
89121), plus some of the really deep
recording, you'll find the Duke's piano
stuff on Peter ICruder's Peace Orchestra
sounds abit weird, as if he's playing an
(G-Stone G-CD 004), Ithought: If I
upright, although the pic on the cover
could level acomplaint, it would be that
gives no hint of that. Try "Things Ain't
the Lamm sounded abit lighter down
What They Used to Be" and "Sophistithere in the bass than I'm used to hearcated Lady." Mr. Brown's bass has to be
ing from the awesome Krell 350MC
heard at this high level of playback to
monoblocks—or the Linn 'Climaxes, for
believe that it can ever sound that good.
that matter. Or do other preamps exagThis AAD disc, produced by Norman
gerate slightly? Hard to tell, and in the
Granz, was mastered from the original
greater scheme of things, it doesn't matmaster tapes by Doug Sax at the Masterter. What was there was deep enough,
ing Lab using all-tube electronics. It was
tight enough, and doggone it, Iliked it!
lovely to hear two grand masters, Duke
What have I left out... female
vocals? Loved 'em. Welcome to Portishead
(Go! Live GLCD001) was fabulous, palAssociated Equipment
pable, round, super-sexy, airy, wide,
deep, low-distortion, and fun to hear.
ing. Speaker: AudioQuest Everest,
Analog source: Forsell Air Force
And Inever heard Patricia Barber sound
Cardas Golden Cross, TARA The
One turntable and tonearni, van den
so fine as on Nightdub, on fine-sounding
One, XL° The Limited, Synergistic
Hul Grasshopper IV GLA cartridge.
CD (Premonition/Blue Note 527290
Research Designer's Reference, Linn
Digital source: Accuphase DP-100
2) and especially on the HQ-180gm vinyl
SACD transport, Accuphase DC- K400. AC: PS Audio Lab Cable,
(Premonition 90749).
Synergistic Research Designer's Ref101 SACD processor, Linn Sondek
erence Master Couplers2,CoinciCD12 CD player, dCS 972 and PurThe fulfillment of yearning
dent CST.
cell D/D converters, dCS Elgar Plus
The L2 is awonderful preamplifier. You
Accessories: ASC Studio Traps,
D/A processor.
can listen to it and enjoy it without all
Argent RoomLenses, API Ultra
Preamplifiers: Mark Levinson
the tweaking Idid, but my diligence on
Enhancers, PS Audio P300 Power
No.32 Reference, BAT VK-50SE,
that front put it right up there next to
Plant with MultiWave upgrade, SigConrad-Johnson 16LS.
the Mark Levinson No.32 Reference,
nal Guard platforms, Black DiaPower amplifiers: Krell 350MC
for about the same price. The Levinson
and Linn 'Climax Solo 500 mono- mond Racing shelves and cones, DH
comes off rather more detached, more
Labs Cones and Squares, Nordost
blocks, Forsell Statement, Cary V-12.
emotionally neutral, while the L2 has
Pulsar Points, Bright Star Air
Loudspeakers: JMlab Utopia.
soul, baby, and lots of it — but without
Mass/Big Rock combo, PolyCrystal
Cables: Digital: XLO The Limited,
being obvious or euphonic about it.
amp stand, equipment racks, cones,
RCA and AES/EBU. Interconnect:
In the end, it's up to you, your tastes,
and cable towers.
—Jonathan Scull
Synergistic Research Designer's Refand your wallet.
erence Discrete and Active ShieldThe defense rests.
CI

fion of its rightness, all part of avery
coherent musical picture."
Iwas having such agood time listening
to classic jazz that Ithought it time for a
real orgy Iset up For the Ent Time (Pablo
PACD-2310-712-2), by the Count Basie
Trio (with Ray Brown and Louis Benson); Satch and Josh... Again (Fantasy
OJCCD-960-2), with Oscar Peterson
and Count Basie on duelin' pianos, John
Heard on bass, and Louis Bellson on
drums; This One's for Blanton (Analogue
Productions CAPJ 015), with the Duke
and Ray Brown, recorded in Las Vegas in
'72; and Duke Ellington and his Orchestra
Featuring Paul Gonsalves (Fantasy OJCCD623-2), featuring among others, Johnny
Hodges on alto sax and Jimmy Hamilton
on clarinet and tenor sax.
It was agreat listening session. Icame
away from it "holding" the music, as it
were. It was in me and it stayed there. (I
checked for leaks.) Maybe it was the 12's
hybrid build, its tube regulation —whatever. It seemed to gi
ve the music passing
through its circuits that extra sense of
roundness that tubes do so well. Not the
softness or euphony some tube designs
delight in, but an emotional softness. The
music seemed to enter my soul via osmosis rather than as an e-mail to my head.
The midrange was flawless in all the
recordings noted above, and with everything else Iplayed through the L2.
There was akind of magic attraction, a
magnetic pull in the midband; Iwanted
to lean into it, to get closer to it, to actually become the midrange! There was
something just so human about it, so satisfying, so resonant with my own body
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electric (apologies to Ray Bradbury) —
lots of detail, rich but very clean. I
couldn't find a lousy-sounding midrange in any of the recordings Ihad on
hand, even with New Pop recordings
like St. Germain's Tourist (Blue Note 5
25114 2) or Thievery Corporation's
Sounds from the Thievery Hi-Fi (Eighteenth Street Lounge Music ESL5).
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Red Rose Music R3 loudspeaker

R

ed Rose Music founder and
CEO Mark Levinson may have
lost the rights to use his own
name as atrade name, but not the good
timing that helped make him asuccessful businessman and an accomplished
trumpet and bass player. (According to
his online bio, Levinson has sat in with
the likes of John Coltrane, Sonny Stitt,
Chick Corea, and Keith Jarrett.)
After designing the mixer used onstage at Woodstock (pretty good timing, I'd say!), Levinson decided to enter
the home hi-fi market with a new
solid-state amplifier — hardly arational
business decision in 1971, when he
founded Mark Levinson Audio Systems, Ltd., the company that still bears
his name and whose assets were purchased by Madrigal (now part of Harman International) in the early 1980s.
Thirty years ago, the once hot
American hi-fi industry had cooled
off — literally. Solid-state audio had
made reasonably good sound less
exotic and less costly. Premier firstwave audio companies like Maranta,
Scott, and Fisher entered the solidstate market but were unable to compete with Japanese imports. By the
time Sanyo bought the company, Fisher's most important asset was probably its name recognition. Everything
measured the same — and, of course,
better than any of the old-fashioned
tube gear it replaced — so it all sounded
better and about the same, according
to the mainstream audio magazines of
the day. The industry atrophied and
consumer interest waned.
Levinson arrived on the scene with
ahand-assembled, high-tech, solidstate amplifier built to anew high
standard, boutique prices, and startlingly good sound. Mark Levinson
Audio Systems, along with afew other
new, now-familiar names, oversaw the
death of American hi-fi and the birth
of high-end audio.
Hi-fi had grown out of the love of
music. High-end audio encompassed
that while cultivating the snob appeal
aspects of the hobby. You're kidding
yourself if you think otherwise. Owning ahigh-end audio system became,
Stereophile,
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Red Rose Music R3 loudspeaker

for some, astatus symbol, like afine
watch or car. The establishment of that
cachet helped grow the audio business
and make it healthy during the 1970s
and '80s.
While Saul Marantz, Avery Fisher,
and others had named their companies
after themselves, it took Mark Levinson
to swell the concept to Ralph Lauren—
like proportions. Throughout his audio
career, including today's Red Rose
Music, when you bought aMark Levinson product, you bought the man.
In the early 1980s, for reasons not
connected with his products' quality,
Levinson had to sell stock in his namesake company to Madrigal. However,
Madrigal has admirably and successfully kept both the products' credibility
and the important cachet intact. Levinson went on to found Cello Ltd., which
made products even more specialized,
expensive, and exclusive. Cello produced ultra-complex, world-class audio
components and complete custom
sound systems for the high-rollers in
the new home-theater market, and sold
only from its own showrooms. Cello
also bridged the gap between the consumer and professional audio worlds

with products like the ultra-sophisticated Audio Palette equalizer.
Levinson had envisioned and successfully tapped into yet another market. However, after 15 years, anew
business partner decided to take Cello
on an upmarket path while Levinson

Description: Two-way, standmounted loudspeaker. Driveunits: proprietary ribbon tweeter,
5.25" Dynaudio polypropylenecone woofer. Frequency response:
not specified. Impedance: 4ohms
nominal. Sensitivity: 87dB/W/m.
Dimensions: 16" H by 7 7/
8"W by
10 1
/
4"D. Weight: 16.5 lbs.
Serial numbers of units reviewed: 0433 & 4.
Price: 83500/pair. Approximate
number of dealers: 11.
Manufacturer: Red Rose Music,
943 Madison Avenue (at the Whitney Museum), New York, NY
10021. Tel: (212) 628-5777. Fax:
(212) 628-6150. E-mail: info@
redrosemusic.com. Web: www.red
rosemusic.com.
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wanted to develop more affordable
equipment. As aresult, in late 1998 he
abruptly sold his interest in Cello.
With Levinson out of the picture,
Cello quickly collapsed, and Levinson
launched Red Rose Music.
Background to foreground
Red Rose Music appears to be aimed at
music-loving baby-boomers weaned on
hi-fi, long since separated from the
scene, but now nearing retirement and
looking to relive the experience without
the audiophile neurosis. (Levinson says,
however, that the company appeals to
young and old alike.) He also might be
seeing an opportunity to finally penetrate the frustrating general assumption
in the high-quality upscale market that
"Bose" is roughly equivalent to "Mercedes" and "Rolex." Why else would he
have set up shop in the former museum

store at the hip, eclectic, Whitney Museum in New York City? He's probably
there because he believes he's got asystem and astory that museum goers will
buy into when they hear them.
The Red Rose system features vacuum-tube amplification (Levinson
bought the electronics division of
AudioPrism), loudspeakers with ribbon tweeters, SACD players, maybe
even aturntable. The company also
includes the DSD-based Red Rose
record label, which will issue Levinson-recorded SACDs.
If Levinson's Cello foray was haute
monde, Red Rose is Dockers: loose-fitting and relaxed. How relaxed would
you be trying to sell vacuum tube technology allied with modern FET circuitry and ribbon tweeters to non-audiophiles? Ibet Levinson is. He's got his
story straight, and he believes.

Enter the R3
The entire Red Rose loudspeaker line
presently consists of the R1, a
$45,000/pair floorstander, and the
stand-mounted R3, a$3500/pair bookshelf model. (The $20,000/pair R2 is in
the works.)
The 17-lb R3 is small: just 17" tall
and 7" wide. There's avented 5" Dynaudio polypropylene woofer, aproprietary ribbon tweeter, and that's it. The
drivers are mounted on asub-baffle
attached to the front of the nicely built
and finished box; this allows the tweeter to radiate into free air front and back,
though its rear output is restricted with
apiece of foam. The speaker comes
with a full-baffle grille; an optional
curved partial baffle cover shows some
of the finished wood.
The R3 is biwirable via two sets of
what appear to be standard-issue gold-

Measurements

T

here are no surprises in the Red
Rose Music R3's plot of impedance magnitude and phase against
frequency (fig.1). The saddle in the
magnitude traces at 46Hz indicates
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Fig.1

Red Rose R3, electrical impedance
(solid) and phase (dashed).
(2 ohms/vertical div.)

the tuning of the rear-facing port, the
peak in the upper midrange is due to
the crossover filters, and the rising
impedance at ultrasonic frequencies
is aresult of the ribbon's inductance.
The impedance drops below 4ohms
only in the lower midrange and in
the mid-treble, and although the
electrical phase angle occasionally
reaches high values, this never coincides with low magnitude. Consequently, the R3 will not present
much of adifficult load to the partnering amplifier. The estimated sensitivity was on the low side, at around
85dB/2.83V/m, though this will be
affected by the speaker's on-axis
response (see below).

The traces in fig.1 are free from the
wrinkles that would otherwise indicate the presence of cabinet resonances, mechanical or acoustical.
Exploring the cabinet's vibrational
behavior with aplastic-tape accelerometer revealed quite ahigh-level,
high-Q resonance on the top panel at
230Hz; this can also be seen in a
waterfall plot calculated from the output of the accelerometer fastened to
the center of asidewall (fig2). Despite some flexure in the low bass, the
side panels are well-braced, with the
only high-level mode apparent at
625Hz, which is sufficiently high in
frequency not to be much of asubjective problem.
Fig3 shows the individual responses of the drive-units and the port. The
latter is the sharply defined bandpass
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Fig.2 Red Rose R3, cumulative spectral-decay plot of accelerometer output fastened to side wall.
(MIS driving voltage to speaker, 7.55V; measurement bandwidth, 2kHz.)
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Fig.3 Red Rose R3, acoustic crossover on HF
axis at 50", corrected for microphone
response, with nearfield woofer and
port responses below 300Hz and
IkHz, respectively.
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plated five-way binding posts, connected via gold-plated strips. After listening
both ways, Ipreferred asingle run of
Harmonic Technology Magic speaker
cable to abiwire set of Red Rose cables;
the latter were very good, but not as
articulate in the bass.
Target stands filled with Sound
Bytes, anew product designed to take
the place of lead shot and sand, lifted
the R3s to ear level. Sound Bytes are
ground-up nails (I know because I
found afew whole nails mixed in)
formed into aunique shape that supposedly locks them together when
poured into ahollow chamber, which is
why you don't need sand filler, as you
do with round shot. Carefully used,
Sound Bytes are agood thing. The
upside of Sound Bytes is that they're
not made of lead. Idon't care how careful you are —some lead shot will end

up on the floor, which is not good for
you, your kids, your dog, or your cat.
The downside is that Sound Bytes are
ferrous, meaning you'd better not pour
them near anything magnetic — espedaily adelicate ribbon tweeter.
Ididn't make that mistake, but one
of the plastic pails of Sound Bytes had
cracked open in shipping; when I
opened the box, the stuff poured out all
over my Berber, embedding pointed
sparklies in the carpet that were too
heavy for avacuum cleaner to pick up.
Fortunately, careful preening with a
magnet picked up most of the Bytes,
though anew crop seems to rise daily
from the pile.
The Target stands sat where my
Sonus Faber Amati Homages normally
do —about 30" from the front wall, 24"
from the sides, and about 9' apart. That
proved to be agreat starting and ending

place for the R3s, though Idid move
them afew times just to hear what
would happen.
Relaxed and open
Ribbons can perform really well, as the
ribbon-tweetered ProAc Future Ones I
reviewed in October 2000 clearly
demonstrated. They can also be difficult
to integrate with acone woofer. That
wasn't anoticeable problem with the
R3, which proved easy to listen to, and
even easier to enjoy over the long haul.
The first thing Inoticed when Ifired
them up was that this small speaker
produced astonishing bass: deep, wellarticulated, and properly tuneful. Iran
sinewaves from Mobile Fidelity's Sound
Check CD (produced by Alan Parsons),
and believe it or not, there was something to be heard at 20Hz. That something was well over 10dB down from a

Measurements
centered on the woofer's minimummotion frequency of 46Hz. Though
some upper-frequency peaks can be
seen in its output, these are well-suppressed, and their subjective effects
will be minimized by the fact that the
port faces away from the listener. The
woofer's response is basically flat
within its passband, though asmall
peak appears just below the acoustic
crossover frequency, which appears to
be between 31cHz and 41cHz. The ribbon seems to come in alittle too high
in frequency to give aseamless onaxis match with the woofer, and also
has asevere suckout in its output at
3kHz, which may be due to anotch
filter in the crossover or to acoustic
interference.
The ribbon is also alittle too "hot"
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in absolute level, which Icould hear
as aslightly fizzy quality on pink
noise in the very large, ceiling-less
room Iuse for my speaker measurements (the faniily generally refers to it
as the "back yard"). Without the ameliorating effects of aroom's reverberant field, the exaggerated top-octave
region was emphasized by what
sounded like alack of energy in the
crossover region.
However, even with the speakers
in aroom, MF did comment on the
R3's relative lack of presence-region
energy. This can be readily seen in
fig.4, which splices the complex sum
of the nearfield woofer and port
responses to the farfield tweeter-axis

response averaged across a30° lateral
window. Not only does the ribbon
roll in alittle late, the woofer's output
is suppressed in the octave below the
crossover. This is due to the unit's
increasing directivity in this region,
and is relieved only by the presenceregion peak previously noted.
This graph probably looks worse
than it sounds, as the perceived inroom balance will also be strongly
affected by the speaker's radiation
pattern. The lateral dispersion is
shown in fig.5 (actual responses) and
fig.6 (the differences between the offaxis plots and the axial response).
Although it's hard to see exactly
what's going on in these graphs, they
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Red Rose R3, anechoic response on
tweeter axis at 50", averaged across
30° horizontal window and corrected for
microphone response, with the complex
sum of the nearfield woofer and port
responses plotted below 300Hz,
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Fig.5 Red Rose R3, lateral response family at 50", from back to front: responses 90°-5* off-axis,
reference response on tweeter axis, responses 5*-90" off-axis.
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Red
reference 1kHz tone at 80dB, but it
was an articulate tone that did not
"flap." A 30Hz sinewave sounded
somewhat louder, and 40Hz was all
there, loud and clear. More important,
the R3 sounded relatively free of the
midbass bump designers sometimes
tack on to create the illusion of deep
bass that's not actually there.
During the entire review period, even
when listening strictly for pleasure, I
never felt the need to turn on the Audio
Physic Rhea subwoofer, so satisfying was
the R3's bass performance. In fact, at the
beginning of many listening sessions, I
found myself having to get up to make
sure Ihadn't turned on the Rhea during
the last session and forgotten to turn it
off: At least in my room, the R3's bass
was that deep, articulate, and convincing.
To get that kind of low-frequency
performance from a small box, you

sometimes pay the heavy price of
muddy midbass and chesty vocals. That
wasn't the case with the R3, though if I
had any criticisms of its voicing, it would

This small speaker could
fill the room with a
really big, well-focused
sonic picture.
be of aslight picture-thickening midbass accentuation, and perhaps alow-Q
upper-midband trough that sometimes
gave the speakers a recessed sound,
somewhat diminishing the air and
bloom of some familiar recordings. The
midbass thickness was what got nie to
move the R3s slightly away from the
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wall, but that didn't change the sound.
This "character" was so slight and benign that Ihad to strain to hear it - and
once Idid, Iquickly forgot it.
Inever heard the lowest organ pedals, or the illusion of a large room
space that can be developed only by
speakers extending flat to below
30Hz. And the R3 didn't deliver largescale bass dynamics or high-volume
bass slam. However, it did provide
musical bass that was otherwise richly
satisfying and dynamic. But whatever
level of bass reproduction you expect
from the R3 when you first see apair
- even after reading this - Ibet what
you'll hear will be far more, and better.
The R3's low-frequency performance
had me shaking my head long into
many anight's listening.
The R3's soundstaging was as surprising as its low-end response. This small

do suggest that the reverberant field
in asmallish room will have more
energy in the presence region, which,
together with the peak at the top of
the woofer's passband, might compensate subjectively for the lack of
on-axis energy in the same region.
Though fig.5 suggests the tweeter has
too much energy in its top two
octaves, fig.6 reveals that the driver
becomes quite directional above
10kHz -which, again, in asmallish
room will work in conjunction with
its bipolar dispersion to give amore
balanced high-frequency response. In
alarge room, however, the R3 will
tend to sound both bright and lacking
in top-octave air, with the brightness
accentuated by the relative lack of
presence-region energy
In the vertical plane (fig.7), there is
alittle more off-axis energy apparent
at the top of the woofer's passband
than there is on the tweeter axis.
However, adeep suckout in the crossover region appears just below the
tweeter axis and more than 20° above
that axis. The tweeter's top-octave
output also falls off rapidly more than
10° above and below its main axis,
meaning that the R3 should be used
with astand that puts its tweeter at
the listener's ear height.
In the time domain, the R3's
impulse response (not shown) shows
some high-frequency ringing, which
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speaker could fill the room with areally
big, well-focused sonic picture — even
well off the center sweet spot. Idon't
mean "big" for alittle speaker — Imean
BIG, thanks to the smooth performance
of the ribbon tweeter, which appears to
have remarkably wide dispersion.
Red Rose claims that this tweeter,
designed by veteran Swedish ribbon
designer Bo Bengtsson, "has overcome
limitations of the past with new
patent-applied-for technology that
makes Red Rose ribbons completely
practical [and] reliable." Maybe so, but
Iwouldn't advise vacuuming near it.
Red Rose says no blowing on it either.
It will be interesting to see how the R3
fares in non-audiophile homes —
especially those with curious kids. Parents arc advised to leave the grille-

cloths on when not listening.
The R3's ribbon tweeter didn't seem
to be quite as resolving as the ProAc

These speakers sounded
great out of the box
and during the entire
month-plus Ispent
listening to them.
Future One's, or as airy, extended, and
detailed, but that may have helped it
blend effectively, almost seamlessly,
with the small woofer, instead of calling
attention to itself. Other than some dips
and peaks around 3kHz, where the

crossover must be, my pair of R3s
behaved extremely well in my room. I
wasn't surprised by what the SPL meter
told me: These speakers sounded great
out of the box and during the entire
month-plus Ispent listening to them.
Whatever aberrations show up in John
Atkinson's measurements, they have
been so skillfully woven into the
smooth fabric of the overall sound that
Ididn't notice them.
What might you hear from the R3
when you listen to music? Small speakers are renowned for their ability to
"disappear." The R3s didn't disappoint
in that regard, but they "disappeared" in
aparticularly bold way. On my longtime reference disc, Mel Tonné and
Friends Live at Marty's (Finesse W2X
37484), the Red Roses delivered an oh-

Measurements

also results in some raggedness in its
step response (fig.8) immediately following the short up/down response
of the tweeter and the lazier output of
the woofer. That this ringing is due to
the ribbon unit can be seen in fig.9,
which shows the individual step responses of the tweeter (red trace) and
the woofer (blue). It is also apparent
that while both drive-units are con-

11111

Fig.8

nected with the same, positive
acoustic polarity, the 113 is not timecoherent the woofer's output follows
the tweeter's, and in fact coincides
with the subsequent negative-going
overshoot of the ribbon's output
The ringing of the ribbon can be
seen in the speaker's cumulative spectral-decay or waterfall plot (fig.10) as a
ridge of delayed energy at 8kHz,
though interestingly, this actually
coincides with asharply defined suckout in the on-axis response. This
graph also shows that the peak at the
top of the woofer's passband (indicated by the cursor) is also associated
with some delayed energy.
In his review, Michael comments
that "Whatever aberrations show up
in John Atkinson's measurements,
they have been so skillfully woven

into the smooth fabric of the overall
sound that Ididn't notice them." I
take my hat off to speaker designers
who choose to use drive-units with
disparate radiation patterns. The R3's
bipolar tweeter and cone woofer will
change the speaker's behavior from
omnidirectional dispersion in the bass
to quite directional dispersion in the
region where it crosses over to the
ribbon. Yes, the subjective success
with which such apairing of drivers
blends will depend on the designer's
skill, but to alarger extent than with a
conventional design, it will also depend on the size and acoustics of the
listener's room. The Red Rose Music
113 seemed to work well in Mikey's
room, but as always, home audition of
the speaker would be agood idea.
—John Atkinson

Red Rose R3, step response on tweeter
axis at 50" (5ms time window, 30kHz
bandwidth).
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Red Rose R3, step response of
tweeter (red trace) and woofer (blue)
on tweeter axis at 50" (5ms time
window, 30kHz bandwidth).
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Red
so-vivid, airy, and effortless presentation of Torme centered in 3D between
the speakers, with anatural and convincing "edge" between his voice and
the room ambience. The focus was dramatic, but without unnatural "etch."
The R3s almost dared me to jump up
and step into the image to see if it was
solid. Jay Leonhardes bass (or, on some
tunes, Rufus Reid's), Donny Osborn's
drums, and Mike Renzie's piano were
equally well-rendered, though larger
speakers deliver more "nightclub" —
more ambience, more low-level detail
from the rear of the room. But Ididn't
miss that stuff, what was there had that
smooth, rich, three-dimensional, naturally-easy-fit Dockers sound.
The R3's midband was unforced,
uncolored, and convincing. 'Ile tweeter,
silky-smooth yet fast, delivered satisfying
violin tone and texture, and the blend of
drivers proved adept at producing larger
stringed instruments with their rich,
woody tones intact, free of congestion
and midbass bloat. Yes, I've heard more
detail elsewhere, and better separation
among massed strings, but the sweet,
natural string texture and tone will be
hard to beat at any price. The
87dB/W-efficient R3 played remarkably loud, too, and free of dynamic compression or strain as long as Ididn't ask
too much of them. But Iasked for —
and received —far more than Ithought
possible from these little gems!

turned him down on the integrated:
one product change at atime.
Levinson's first SACD, recorded in
his showroom, is acompilation of performances by the famous and the
obscure, but all of the tracks amply
demonstrate the new medium's ability
to, unlike conventional CDs, generate

$3500 may seem alot

for apair of compact
two-way loudspeakers,
but the Red Rose R3
delivered big performance
in every way.

sonic pictures that are airy, relaxing, and
convincing, tonally and texturally. Duke
Ellington's "In aSentimental Mood"
features Freeman on tenor sax and
George Cables on a9' August Forster
concert grand, and while the recording
is impressive, it was the tiny R3's ability
to suggest the weight and heft of the
piano (without, obviously, really delivering it all) that struck me as special,
along with its freedom from bcodness.
That freedom was demonstrated
again on the second track, Kenny
Rankin's breezy turn on "Blackbird."
He plays anylon-stringed guitar, which
was reproduced just about right, and
SACDs, CDs, and the R3
not at all with the boxy midbass colIn January, at CES 2001, Mark Levinson tried to persuade me to audition
oration you often get from a small
speaker. Spatially, tonally, and dynamithe R3 using his Red Rose integrated
cally, the R3s delivered the perfortube amp and Sony's top-of-the-line
mance with convincing ease, putting
SACD player. Iwas more than happy to
get more face time with SACD, but I Rankin in the room.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Simon Yorke turntable; Graham 2.0, Inunedia RPM2,
and Triplanar VI tonearms; Lyra
Helikon, Discovery, Clearaudio Insider, and Accuphase AC-2 cartridges.
Digital source: Sony SCD-1
SACD/CD player.
Preamplification: Hovland HP100 preamplifier, Audio Research
Reference phono section.
Power amplifier: Musical Fidelity
Nu-Vista 300.
Cables: Phono: Hovland Music
Groove DIN-RCA. Interconnect:
Harmonic Technology Pro-Silway
II. Speaker: Harmonic Technology
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Magic Woofer. AC: JPS Labs, Electra Glide.
Accessories: PS Audio Power Plant
P300 and P600 AC regenerators,
Sounds of Silence Vibraplane active
isolation
platform,
Symposium
Rollerblocks (tungsten), Grand Prix
Audio Monaco amplifier stands,
Walker motor drive, Finite Elemente
Pagode and Z,oethecus equipment
stands, A.R.T. Q dampers, Walker
Valid Points, ASC Tube Traps, Shalcti
Stones, Shakti On-Lines, RPG BAD
and Abffusor panels.
—Michael Freiner
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Solo performances are one thing;
how did the R3 do with larger ensembles? Shirley Horn's superb new CD,
You're My Thrill (Verve 314 549 417-2),
arrived toward the end of the review
period. With abig orchestra arranged
by Johnny Mandel, recorded by Al
Schmitt at Capitol and mastered by
Doug Sax, this is adefinite back-to-the'50s "Record To Die For," musically
and sonically. The R3s did it justice,
creating alush 3D picture with rich,
supple strings and anatural-sounding
voice. Horn's voice is abit nasal, and
the R3s effectively captured her distinctive vocal tone while delivering her
clean, articulate phrasing with effortless
clarity. (Horn opens with "You're My
Thrill," which Joni Mitchell sings on
Both Sides Now. Love that Joni, but
clearly she's been listening to Horn,
who here shows how it's done.)
Conclusion
$3500 may seem alot for apair of compact two-way loudspeakers, but the Red
Rose R3 delivered big performance in
every way. At Red Rose Music's exhibit
at CES 2001, apair of R3s sat on stands
in front of the large, imposing Ris.
When the demo was over, most in the
crowd were sure they'd been hearing
the Rh filling the big room, but they
were mistaken: it was the R3s. The R3s
produced asuperbly focused, airy, nonetchy, 3D picture far bigger than anyone
would ever have expected from such a
small speaker, and did so with unusual
ease and grace. They produced prodigious, remarkably deep bass that didn't
color the midbass or midrange, and
played remarkably loud while maintaining their dynamic abilities. If they could
do that in abig CES room, what do you
think happened at home? Same thing,
only better.
At CES, Mark Levinson mostly
played small ensembles recorded live
to DSD; Itested the R3s in far more
trying musical circumstances. While
they couldn't deliver afull symphony
orchestra whole, the way my big Sonus Faber Amati Homages can, they
came closer than any speaker this
small has aright to — and they weren't
bad with Led Zeppelin either. More
resolution of detail and more pinpoint
imaging can probably be had elsewhere for $3500/pair, but not with
such superb overall balance, deep bass,
and ease of presentation.
The Red Rose R3 has nothing to
apologize for, and that's rare in asmall
speaker. Check it out. Ithink you'll be
impressed — even amazed.
CI
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Wavelength Audio Gemini
monoblock power amplifier
"I'm afan of tubes— Idon't like designing
with them, but /do like listening to them."—
Paul McGowan, Stereophile interview,
May 2000

"Over the years Ihave received numerous compliments on my work, but some of the nicest
have beenfrom hard-core tube lovers who have
told me that my amts'sound alot like tubes!'
or words to that effect. Itake that as high
praise, indeed."— Steve McCormack,
"Manufacturer's Comment" on review
of McCormack DNA-125, Stereophile,
December 2000

0

ne audio designer who does
like designing with tubes, and
whose amplifiers definitely
sound like tubes, is J. Gordon Rankin.
Since 1981, his company, Wavelength
Audio, has been producing tube amplifiers of the purest sort: single-ended
triode with zero negative feedback.
(The Wavelength Audio line also
includes some preamps and DACs.)
All current Wavelength amplifiers are
low-powered, one of them having a
rated output of 1.5W! (Yes, there's a
decimal point there.)
Obviously, amplifiers like this must
be used with speakers of higher-thannormal sensitivity if they are to produce
anything but the most muted sounds.
Their natural partnership is with horns.
Rankin's own reference speaker is the
horn hybrid Avantgarde Uno 2.0, and
after my highly favorable review of the
Uno in our September 2000 issue, I
received an e-mail from him suggesting
areview of the new Wavelength Gemini, an amplifier whose output ranges
(depending on the tubes used) from 2W
to 5W. Knowing the reputation that

Description: Single-ended triode
amplifier. Tube complement: one each
6V4/EZ80, 417/5842A, and 2A3 or 45.
Power output: 2-5W into 4or 8ohms
(3-7dBW), depending on tube type.
Distortion: not specified. S/N Ratio:
not specified. Bandwidth: 25Hz50kHz for 45 tube, 20Hz-40kHz for
2M tube. Input impedance: 47k ohms.
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Wavelength Audio Gemini monoblock

Wavelength amplifiers enjoy among
horn cognoscenti, Ijumped at the
chance to check out this combination.
Description and design
Without the tubes inscrted, the Gemini
looks not unlike afancy box of facial tissues. The review samples had some exotic wood covering the top panel, with the
appropriate cutout for the central area
occupied by the tubes. Wood is used not
only to add atouch of elegance—which
it does —but to damp the chassis. Each
amplifier uses just three tubes: a
6V4/EZ80 rectifier, 417/5842A gain/
driver stage tube, and the output tube,
which can be a2M or a45. The type of
output tube used determines the power
output (3.5-5W for 2M, 2-3W for 45),

Dimensions: 5.5" W by 12" D by 10"
H. Weight: 12 lbs.
Finishes: Black. Add $500 for
brushed stainless steel. Cherry,
maple, or walnut hardwood top;
other top finishes available.
Serial numbers of units reviewed:
None found on chassis.
Price: $5000/pair. Approximate num-

power amplifier

effectively creating two different versions
of the amplifier.
e specific brand of
tube used will also have an impact on the
sound; more on this anon.)
Each type of output tube requires a
different amount of bias and B+ (supply) voltage. The bias and B+ changes
are accomplished by moving a slide
switch to the appropriate position, and
there's asmall potentiometer that needs
to be adjusted to minimize hum. The
switch and the hum pot are on the
underside of the circuit board; there's a
circular cutout in the chassis's bottom to
let you reach them without having to
remove the bottom cover. It's not too
difficult ajob (a pot-adjustment tool and
small flashlight are provided), but it is
fiddly, and, on the review samples, the

ber of dealers: 10. Warranty: 2 years
parts (less tubes) & labor. Tube warranty varies by type.
Manufacturer: Wavelength Audio,
4539 Plainville Road, Cincinnati, OH
45227. Tel./fax: (513) 271-4186. Web:
wwwwavelengthaudio.com. E-mail:
waudio@cinti.net.
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Wavelength
cutout was not very well aligned with
the hum pot. The amplifier has to be
turned on its side; fortunately, it's fairly
stable in that position.
Iused aRadioShack multimeter, set
to read AC voltage, with its leads
clipped to the amplifier speaker terminals, and adjusted the hum pot until I
got the lowest reading. (Going past a
certain point resulted in the hum voltage rising again.) A toggle switch on the
amplifier's rear selects the 8or 4ohm
output transformer tap.
Wavelength Audio is a very small
company; each amplifier is built by J.
Gordon Rankin himself, who proudly
points out that the Gemini has no solidstate circuits. The design uses AC

heaters, which are said to result in more
realistic sound than DC heaters in this
application. The Gemini uses agrid
choke instead of agrid resistor on the
output tube, which allows greater headroom on peak output. The Gemini is
capacitor-coupled, an approach that,
according to Rankin, produces better
transient performance than the directcoupled approach.
The output transformer, grid choke,
and power transformer arc all unique,
hand-wound designs made for Wavelength by MagneQuest. Resistors and
capacitors arc all carefully selected for
optimum sonic results. Low-wattage resistors are Shinko tantalums (with silver
leads); high-wattage resistors are Mills

Audio
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Precision wire-wounds. In his latest
amplifier designs, including the Gemini,
Rankin has started using Black Gate capacitors, which he finds sound better.
"Most engineers can't seem to figure out
why this should be the case. Neither do I,
but they sound great, so Iuse them."
As for the decision to design an
amplifier around the 45, atube introduced in 1929 and not manufactured
since the 1950s, 1Icouldn't find areally
satisfactory explanation. Still, many people — including Rankin — are of the

1Shortly before the review was concluded. Iheard
from Rankin that VV is about to start making 45s.
Gordon is currently evaluating some prototype
samples.

Measurements

M

easuring the
Wavelength
Audio Gemini took rather
longer than Ihad anticipated, given
the choice of output-stage tube and
the two transformer taps. To keep
things simple, Idecided to measure
the amplifier using just one example
of each output tube: aSylvania 45,
which Robert Deutsch had found to
be quietesr, and aSovtek 2A3, which
RD had preferred to the NOS Raytheon and the microphonic AVVT
mesh-plate 2A3.
There was also the issue of the
tube-heater hum having to be manually nulled. Idid my best, but the orientation of the chassis and the presence of the trimming tool each
slightly affected the level of the hum,
meaning that the precise null point
shifted when the tool was no longer
touching the potentiometer and the
amplifier was set upright. The results
regarding noise are therefore somewhat dependent on the precision
with which Imanaged to null the
hum: short-circuiting the input gave
ahum figure of -66.5dB ref. 1W into
8ohms with the 45 tube, -64.1dB
with the 2A3.
(Commentary: In these days of
high-precision, low-impedance, solidstate DC voltage regulators, Isee no
reason for Gordon Rankin using an
AC heater supply other than the
philosophical: To avoid having to use
any solid-state devices in the Gemini.
And even if it is felt that an AC supply
sounds better, these levels of heaterinjected hum are quite audible with
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the high-sensitivity speakers with
which the Gemini is likely to be used.)
Getting the basics out of the way,
the Wavelength's input impedance at
lkHz was asensible 46.3k ohms, and
the amplifier preserved absolute
polarity. Its voltage gain into 8ohms
was very much lower than the usual
27dB, ±3dB we see these days, and
was dependent on both the tube and
the transformer tap: with the 2A3
tube, the gain at lkHz was 13.4dB
and 112dB from the 8and 4 ohm
taps, respectively; with the 45 tube,
the respective figures were 10.5dB
and 9.1dB. Regardless of the output
tube, the amplifier clipped (3% distortion) with an input of 1.32V (4
ohm tap) or 12V (8 ohm tap), meaning that atypical CD player should
not be fed straight into the Gemini
without at least 6dB of attenuation.
The source impedance was on the
high side and depended on the output
tube, the output transformer tap, and
the signal frequency. With the 2A3
tube, it also varied inversely with the
current drawn from the tube, decreasing by about 17% when the load
dropped from 8to 4ohms. The lowfrequency source impedance with the
2A3 was 3.7 ohms (8 ohm tap) or 1.7
ohms (4 ohm tip); the midrange impedance was 3.1 and 1.5 ohms, respectively; while at 20kHz, the impedance
rose to 4.6 and 1.8 ohms, respectively.
The respective figures with the 45
tube were 32 and L5 ohms, 5.5 and
2.6 ohms, and 6.8 and 2.9 ohms.
As aresult, there will be consider-

able modulation of the Gemini's frequency response due to the interaction between its source impedance
and the loudspeaker's load impedance, particularly with the 45 tube.
This can be seen in figs.1 and 2, which
show the amplitude response of the 8
ohm output with the 45 tube (4.1)
and the 2A3 (fig2). The response
with Stereophile's simulated speaker

Fig.1

Wavelength Gemini, 45 tube, 8 ohm tap,
frequency response at 1V into (from
top to bottom at 2kHz): dummy
loudspeaker load, 16 ohms, 8 ohms,
4 ohms, and 2 ohms (2dB/vertical div.).

•••••••••• cue.. iàs
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Fig.2 Wavelength Gemini, 2A3 tube, 8ohm
tap, frequency response at 1.4V into
(from top to bottom at 2kHz): dummy
loudspeaker load, 8ohms, 4ohms, and
2ohms (2dB/vertical div.).
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opinion that it has the potential to
sound better than such tubes as the 2M
and the 300B. "If you can run with
2.5W, then the 45 would always sound
better. But there are many people in
audio, and we don't all listen and design
the same way. So it's best to try both —
and that's what the Gemini is all about!"
What's the buzz?
The Avantgarde Uno's high sensitivity
means that any residual noise in the signal is going to be more noticeable; this
just comes with the horn territory. Even
so, the noise emanating from the speakers when Iinitially fired up the Gerninis
was considerably higher then I've been
used to, and tweaking the hum pots did-

n't help. The noise, present in both channels, was the kind of buzz normally
associated with ground loops, so Itried
the normal variations on grounding
(connecting/lifting grounds at various
points in the system). Nothing seemed
to help. A call to Rankin followed, but
he was at aloss to provide an explanation
or asolution. Apparently he had tried
these very amplifiers with his own pair
of Unos without any noise problem.
The solution came courtesy of Neil
Muncy, who wrote the classic Audio
Engineering Society paper2on the "pinone problem," dealing with problems
in grounding. Muncy is anoted consultant to recording studios, movie theaters, concert halls, and auditoriums,

troubleshooting problems involving
electrical noise. If anyone could solve my
problem,
:
he'd be the one. Conveniently,
lives about a30-minute drive
from me —and he makes house calls!
Muncy arrived with an arsenal of
electrical measuring instruments, including awide-bandwidth oscilloscope,
and quickly determined that the problem had to do with the Gemini's
grounding arrangements. He thought
he could solve the problem, but it
would require changing the ground
2 "Noise Susceptibility in Analog and Digital Signal
Processing Systems," the best-selling publication in
AES history, is available from www.aes.org as Preprint
No. 3930. Neil Muncy can be reached at mum.),
@attcanada.ca.
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Fig.3 Wavelength Gemini, 45 tube, 8 ohm
tap, small-signal IkHz squarewave into
8 ohms.
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Fig .4 Wavelength Gemini, 2A3 tube, 8 ohm
tap, small-signal IkHz squarewave
into 8 ohms.

load changes by almost ±3dB with
the 45 tube, ±2dB with the 2A3.
With the 4ohm output transformer
tap the variations drop to ±2dB and
±1dB, respectively (not shown). Into
resistive loads, the low bass rolls off to
-3dB at 24Hz (45) or 18Hz (2A3),
the 2A3 rolloff showing asharper
"knee." The high-frequency responses drop by asmall fraction of adB at
20kHz, with the 45 traces showing a
less well-damped ultrasonic resonance around 120kHz, presumably
due to its higher internal impedance.
The 1kHz squarewave responses
(fig.3, 45; fig.4, 2M) feature an excellent shape, with the increased
slope-back on the 45 tube's response
indicating its earlier low-bass rolloff.
(As the Avantgarde horns used by
RD for his auditioning use apowered subwoofer, this would not have
been afactor in his preference for
the 45 tube.) The Gemini's reproduction of a 10kHz squarewave
Len..
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Fig.6 Wavelength Gemini, 45 tube, 8 ohm tap,
THD+noise ( /0) VS frequency at 1V into
(from top to bottom at 100Hz): 2 ohms,
4 ohms, 16 ohms, 8 ohms, and
simulated loudspeaker load.
0

Fig.5 Wavelength Gemini, 45 tube, 8 ohm
tap, small-signal 10kHz squarewave
into 8 ohms.
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(fig.5, 45) was also excellent.
Though its minimum midband
distortion into amatched load was
quite low, at around 025% (2M) or
0.16% (45), the Gemini is not alowdistortion amplifier. This can be seen
in figs.6 and 7, which show the smallsignal THD+noise percentage from
the amplifier's 8 ohm tap plotted
against frequency into resistive loads
ranging from 16 down to 2ohms and
into our simulated speaker. The distortion rises significantly into all loads
in the bass, which suggests RD was
wise to use apowered subwoofer.
But it also rises into loads both higher
and lower than the nominal transformer tap value, with the 2A3
slightly worse than the 45 tube. The
picture was similar from the 4 ohm
tap (not shown); again, the lowest
midband distortion obtained was into
amatched load. The variation with
frequency into the simulated loudspeaker, however, was reduced from
24a •a.. .11

••••••vmv

4V

Fig.7 Wavelength Gemini, 2A3 tube, 8 ohm
tap, THD+noise (
0/0) vs frequency at
1.4V into (from top to bottom at 2kHz):
2ohms, 16 ohms, 4 ohms, 8 ohms, and
simulated loudspeaker load.
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Wavelength
hookup inside the amplifier. He got on
the phone to Gordon Rankin, explained
the problem and the proposed solution,
and, with Rankin's blessing, made
changes to the signal and electrical
grounds.3 The effect of these modifications was to reduce the AC buzz to a
level that was measurably and audibly
much lower. Previously, it had been
audible as soon as Iwalked into the listening room; now Icould just hear it
from the listening seat with no music
playing; it was masked by music playing
3 Ihasten to note that such design consultancy is not
provided to manufacturers as part of Szinvphik's regular
review services. In this case, the review would have
been stillborn without Neil Muncy's rearrangement of
the Ge
" grounding requirements.
—JA

OS

Wavelength Gemini, 45 tube, 8ohm tap.
I
kHz waveform at IV into 4ohms (top),
distortion and noise waveform with
fundamental notched out (bottom, not
to scale).

even at a fairly low level. Although
apparently the noise problem Iencountered has not been reported by others,
Rankin said that he felt that Muncy's
grounding changes were very worthwhile, and will be incorporated into
future production of the Gemini.
Are we there yet?
With the ground problem taken care of,
Iwas ready to listen in earnest. The output tubes were Majestic 45s, and Iwas
just starting to appreciate the Geminis'
special sound when, one morning, turning on the amplifiers resulted in loud
thumping sounds emanating from one
of the speakers. The thumping subsided
in about 10 seconds, but it was discon-

the4 ohm tap, and the 2ohm distortion remained below 0.9% across the
audioband with either tube.
Figs.8 and 9reveal that the distortion harmonics with the 45 tube with
amidrange signal (fig.8) are more
pure second-harmonic than with the
2A3 (fig.9), which has more higherorder harmonics present in its output.
This may well correlate with RD's
preference for the 45. At low fre-

Tom .11 roe

Fig.9 Wavelength Gemini, 2A3 tube, 8ohm
tap, IkHz waveform at 1V into 4ohms
(top), distortion and noise waveform
with fundamental notched out (bottom,
not to scale).

Fig.11 Wavelength Gemini, 2A3 tube, 8ohm
tap, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1 kHz, at 1.4V into 8ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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certing. The same thing happened the
next day, and this time Inoticed that the
45 tube in that channel was flashing
blue in time with the thumps. Iemailed Gordon Rankin about it, and he
diagnosed the symptoms as indicative
that the tube was "going bad." He
promptly shipped nie another pair of
45s, these branded Silvertone. The amps
were fine for afew days, and then I
noticed aslight "ticking" noise coming
from one of the speakers. Gently tapping the 45 tube in that channel stopped
the ticking, but it later started up again,
and this time it persisted.
At the risk of giving Rankin aheart
attack or at least the beginning of an
ulcer, Ie-mailed him again, advising

quencies, however, the 45 (fig.10) has
more third harmonic than the 2A3
(fig.11). But with both tubes the harmonic series descends with increasing
order, which, all else being equal,
always tends to sound musically consonant. The harmonic content was
not significantly different from either
transformer tap, as long as the tap was
matched to the load. Note that the
60Hz hum component lies below
—70dB in these two graphs. It is the
second harmonic at 120Hz that seems
to dominate the hum content of the
amplifier's output.
Despite the amplifier's "bent"
transfer function, levels of intermodulation distortion were lower than I
expected. As can be seen in figs.12
and 13 (45 and 2A3, respectively),
while the 1kHz difference component with either tube reached —50dB
(03%), the higher-order spuriae lay
below —60dB (0.1%). The furriness
of the FFT-derived traces is due to
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Fig.10 Wavelength Gemini, 45 tube, 8ohm
tap, spectrum of 50Hz sinewave,
DC-1kHz, at 1V into 8ohms (linear
frequency scale).
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Fig.12 Wavelength Gemini, 45 tube, 8ohm
tap, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 2V into
8ohms (linear frequency scale).

Fig.13 Wavelength Gemini, 2A3 tube, 8ohm
tap, HF intermodulation spectrum,
DC-24kHz, 19+20kHz at 2V into
8ohms (linear frequency scale).
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him of the latest tube misbehavior. The
third set of 45s he sent me were made
by Sylvania in the early '50s (the Majesties and the Silvertones were both from
the '30s), and, whether because of their
comparative youth or for some other
reason, they worked flawlessly for the
rest of the review period. There was no
problem with any of the 2A3s.
The Geminis were plugged into aPS
Audio P300 AC-synthesizer set to output pure 60Hz AC. Itried higher frequencies and various MultiWave settings, and there was some enhancement
of the Geminis' dynamics, but any setting other than 60Hz resulted in asignificant increase in transformer noise, so
Iended up leaving the P300 in the

60Hz position. The indicated power
draw was only about 50W
The final tweak, effected just acouple of weeks before the amplifiers had
to be shipped off to John Atkinson for
measurement, was placing each amplifier on three Aurios MIB componentsupport devices. These made agreater
difference than I'd ever heard from a
change in component support: the
sound became much more airy, with a
wider, deeper soundstage and tighter,
better-controlled bass. Except as noted,
my comments on the sound of the
Gemini refer to the amplifiers as supported by the Aurios. Although these
devices add about $600 to the total cost,
the sonic improvement was such that I

consider them amust-have accessory
Which Gemini?
Although it's recognized that the performance of an amplifier depends on
the associated components (tg, whether
the speakers present an easy or adifficult load), we normally assume that, in a
theoretical sense, the amplifier itself is a
constant. However, this assumption
does not necessarily hold for tube
amplifiers. Tubes given ageneric designation (eg, the 2A3) can take avariety of
forms, with little in the way of standardization beyond the pin complement and
certain basic electrical parameters. Gordon Rankin estimates that there are
some nine versions of the driver tubes,

Measurements
the presence of hum in the Gemini's
output signal.
Note the very low power levels
used to derive the preceding graphs.
This is because the Gemini really can't
put out much in the way of power.
Figs.14-17 show the THD+noise percentage plotted against output power
in watts for the 45 and 2A3 tubes,
from the 4and 8ohm taps, respectively. Again, the importance of matching
eon.» Ow.. 000 a000

no.ed

the transformer up to the load can be
seen, as can the extra power available
from the 2A3 tube. At 3% THD with
Fee*.

/AIN elem.,

the 45 tube, we're talking about 2.1W
into 8ohms (8 ohm tap) and 2.3W
into 4 ohms (4 ohm tap). With the
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Fig.16 Wavelength Gemini, 2A3 tube, 4 ohm
tap, distortion (
0/0) vs continuous output
power (W) into (from bottom to top at
100mW): 8 ohms, 4 ohms, 16 ohms,
and 2 ohms.

Fig.17 Wavelength Gemini, 2A3 tube, 8 ohm
tap, distortion (46) vs continuous output
power (W) into (from bottom to top at
100mW): 8 ohms, 4 ohms, 16 ohms,
and 2ohms.

Fig.14 Wavelength Gemini, 45 tube, 4 ohm
tap, distortion (
0/o) vs continuous output
power (W) into (from bottom to top at
100mW): 4 ohms, 8 ohms, 16 ohms,
and 2 ohms.
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Fig 15 Wavelength Gemini, 45 tube, 8 ohm
tap, distortion (%) vs continuous output
power (W) into (from bottom to top at
100mW): 8 ohms, 4 ohms, 16 ohms,
and 2ohms.
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Fig.18 Wavelength Gemini, 45 tube, 8 ohm tap, distortion (%) vs lkHz burst output power into 16
ohms (blue trace), 8 ohms (green), 4 ohms (magenta), 2 ohms (red), and 1ohm (black).
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Wavelength
maybe 50 different rectifier tubes, more
than 100 different New Old Stock
(NOS) 2A3s, and 60-odd 45s. Many
tube fans like to try different tubes to
tweak the sound to their taste; with each
tube change, the amplifier becomes in
effect adifferent product.
Iwas not about to spend the rest of
my days trying all possible combinations
of tubes in the Gemini. To simplify
things for review purposes, Gordon provided me with apair of 45s — the original Majesties, which, as noted above,
were subsequently replaced by the Silverrones and finally by the Sylvanias.
(The price of 45s varies from $40 to $60
each, and up to $150 for amatched pair.)
He also sent three pairs of 2A3s: NOS

2M tube, the respective figures are
3.8W and 4.1W! But in all cases the
available power drops off sharply into
higher and lower impedances, which
can also be seen in the plots of output
power against distortion with alowduty-cycle 1
kHz toneburst (fig.18,
45; fig.19, 2A3). Note that these
curves show that, other than into 16
ohms, the amplifier is nowhere near
actual clipping despite the high levels
of distortion. Particularly into the
lower impedances, the bent transfer
function merely results in almost linear increases in distortion with
increasing output power: classic
"soft" clipping behavior.

Raytheons ($65 each); new Sovteks, the
stock tube normally provided with the
Gemini (Platinum Matched Sovteks are
$46 each); and new AVVT mesh-plate
tubes ($280 each). The sound did
change with the output tube, to the
point that we might consider the Gemini as having multiple personalities.
The sound of 45s
The 45 tube may be an antique, but its
sound in the context of the Wavelength
Gemini was anything but old-fashioned.
Apart from the limitation of output
level, the sound with the Sylvania 45s
was wide-ranging, with open, extended
highs that minimized high-frequency
nasties while allowing both detail and

This measured performance
looks worse than it sounds, given
that RD was probably not asking for
more than acouple of hundred milliwatts from the Gemini during his
auditioning with the Avantgarde
horns; at his preferred levels, the
amplifier was probably behaving in
quite alinear manner. However, I
still would like to have seen less
hum in the Gemini's output. And I
am still bothered by the "fix" that
had to be applied to the amplifier's
grounding by Neil Munc-y.
—John Atkinson

Fig.19 Wavelength Gemini, 2A3 tube, 8ohm tap, distortion (%) vs lkHz burst output power
into 16 ohms (blue trace), 8ohms (green), 4ohms (magenta), 2ohms (red), and
1ohm (black).
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the overtones of treble instruments to
be presented in anatural manner. Bass
was deep and well-controlled, with
hardly atrace of the added warmth/
midbass emphasis and softness that
many people think of as "tube sound."
Of course, the subwoofer part of the
Avantgarde Uno is driven by its own
solid-state amplifier. The subwoofer
amplifier, however, gets its signal from
the cables connecting the speakers to
the main amplifier: any midbass
emphasis originating in the main
amplifier would be transmitted to the
subwoofer amplifier, and the subwoofer amplifier cannot compensate
for alack of low-end extension in the
signal that it receives.4The bass was not
amatch for the best extension, power,
and control that I've heard from the
Avantgarde Unos with other amplifiers, but bass tunefulness and clarity
were in the very top class.
Unexpectedly good bass is certainly
welcome, but people don't buy SET
amplifiers for their bass performance.
What SETs are renowned for is their
ability to communicate musical values
and capture the natural tonal quality of
voices and instruments. Indeed, this
was where the Wavelength Gemini
really delivered. Listening to the system
with the Geminis driving the Avantgarde Unos, Iwas continually struck by
how much the sound resembled live
music in its tonality and in the music's
ebb and flow. The sound had an ease, a
liquidity, afreedom from electronicsounding artifacts that allowed me to
relax and simply be immersed in the
music. The Geminis and Avantgardes
were synergistic in this respect; Ican
imagine people being so happy with
this combination that they forget about
the constant urge to upgrade and just
spend their time listening to the music.
In its ability to provide this sort of musical magic, the 45-equipped Gemini surpassed the Cary CAD-2A3SE, my previous SET favorite. 5
The Geminis and the Avantgardes
were similar in another way: the ability to sound good with recordings of
varying quality. Some recordings that
I'm quite fond of that would not
make it into any audiophile Top 10

4While this is mie, the main amplifier is still not being
dynamically loaded in the low frequencies, meaning
that readers should be cautious about extrapolating too
much about how the Gemini's bass will sound when it
is hooked up to afull-range speaker.
—JA
5Although Iwas able to compare the Geminis with
the CAD-2A3SEs, this was before the Aurios arrived;
the amplifiers were compared without the benefit of
these component supports.
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Wavelength
list are from Newport Classic
(http://newport-cd.com), and feature the Ohio Light Opera in live
performances of operettas. The OLO
is the resident professional company
of the College of Wooster in Wooster, Ohio; they specialize in performances — spirited and idiomatic, if
not quite world-class — of popular
and obscure operettas. (We spent a
pleasant week there last summer, and I
can heartily recommend the experience to those interested in the genre.)
The recordings are of actual performances with audiences present, with
the concomitant restrictions of microphone placement — balances among
soloists, chorus, and orchestra are
often less than ideal. Nevertheless, listening to Kálmán's The Bayadere (NPD
85655/2) or Victor Herbert's Eileen
(NPD 85615/2), Ifound it easy to
imagine that Iwas back in the Freedlander Theatre on the College of
Wooster campus.
A recording that does belong on every
audiophile's Top 10 list is Robert Silverman's set of Beethoven's piano sonatas
(Orpheum Masters KSP 830), engineered by John Atkinson? This is just
about as good-sounding apiano recording as Ihave in my collection, and it transcends the "audiophile" appellation
through Silverman's mature and deeply
felt musicianship. The combination of the
Geminis and the Avantgarde Unos —
plus, of course, all the other components
of the system—communicated the dis7 This recording can be purchased on-line at
www.stereophile.com.

Associated Equipment
Analog source: Linn LP12 turntable (fully updated), Ittok tonearm,
AudioQuest AQ-700Onsx cartridge.
Digital source: PS Audio Lambda
II CD transport, Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A digital processors.
Preamplifier: Convergent Audio
Technology SL-1 Ultimate.
Loudspeaker: Avantgarde Acoustic
Uno 2.0.
Cables: Digital: Mystic Reference
I
2S, Illuminati Orchid AES/EBU.
Interconnect: Nordost Quattro Fil,
Nirvana S-X. Speaker: Nirvana S-L,
Nirvana S-L wiring harness for
Avantgarde Uno 2.0. AC: PS Audio
Lab, TARA Labs Decade. (Note:
Installing the Nirvana wiring harness
in place of the stock cable resulted in
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The sound of 2A3s
The output rating for a Gemini
equipped with 2A3s is only about awatt
higher than with the 45. That might
seem atrivial difference — and, if we
were talking about the difference between 199W and 200W, it would be.
However, proportionately it's equivalent
to the difference between 250W and
350W, and most people would consider
that difference to be significant. For the
Gemini, that extra watt (or extra 40% of
power) resulted in anoticeable increase
in maximum level; with the 2A3s
A recording that belongs
installed, the Geminis could drive the
Avantgardes to alevel that was satisfacon every audiophile's
tory for 99% of my listening.
However, with the increase in
Top 10 list is Robert
power — and, of course, we're still
talking about an amplifier of very low
Silverman's set of
power — came some loss of subtlety
Beethoven's piano sonatas. and finesse. In recordings that include
massed voices, like the finale of Ragtime, the choral sound was more
homogenized, so that individual voices that were clearly identifiable with
100dB+ sensitivity is equivalent to 80W
the 45s were harder to pick out with
with aspeaker of 85dB sensitivity, and
the 2A3s. By normal standards, the
that these are "tube watts," with higher
headroom and more graceful clipping 2A3-equipped Gemini was still an
exceedingly fine-sounding amplifier,
than your typical solid-state amplifier.
but my preference overall was for the
In general, Ifound the maximum
unstrained level available satisfactory for 45, lower power and all.
Of the three pairs of 2A3s, the AVVT
about 98% of my listening, the remaining 2% representing those times when I mesh plates were the most distinctive,
felt like letting 'er rip. The Gemini's visually and sonically. These big, macho
tubes are considerably taller than the
2.5W did wonders, but it couldn't tranother 2A3s, and had by far the most
scend the laws of physics; if you're into
serious headbanging and/or you have a dynamic presentation. It was an exciting
sound, and the soundstage seemed even
large listening room (mine measures
just 14' by 16' by 7.51, the Gemini is not deeper than usual. In fact, Ibegan to
wonder if the sound of the recordings
the monoblock for you.
was being enhanced in some way,
almost like one of those analog reverb
devices used by studios before digital.
I'd heard rumors about AVVT 2A3
mesh plates being microphonic, so Idid
amore coherent, better-integrated
abit of informal testing. Tapping the
sound. In fact, this cable generally
tube gently, or even tapping the amplifistrikes an excellent balance between
er chassis, resulted in aclear bong comresolution and smooth musicality.)
ing through the speakers. (The response
Accessories: Argent RoomLenses
to tapping the amplifier chassis was
(4), PS Audio P300 MultiWavegreater when the amplifiers were not
equipped AC synthesizers (one for
supported by the Aurios.) With the
preamp and digital sources, one for
other tubes (2A3 or 45), the same sort
power amps), Bright Star Little Rock
of tap produced hardly any sound.
atop CD transport), Shakti Stone
Then, in an even more literal test of
atop Monolithic Sound P3 power
microphonics, Igot within afew inches
supply), VPI DB-5 Magic Bricks
of the tube and sang at it, as if it were a
(atop Perpetual Technology digital
microphone. Iwas going to have my
processors), Arcici Suspense Rack,
wife listen to the speaker to check if my
Vistek Aurios MIB component supvoice was being amplified, but Ididn't
ports, PolyCrystal amplifier stand,
have to: when Istopped singing, Icould
Furutech RD-1 CD demagnetizer,
hear the echo of my voice coming from
Auric Illuminator CD treatment
the speaker! The sound-pressure level
—Robert Deutsch
produced by aperson singing afew

tinctive character of the Beisendorfer
Reproducing Piano and presented the
small, rather live acoustic of the recording environment in amost convincing
manner. Dynamics in the sense of the
attack and decay of each note were
superb, which made it easy to follow Silverman's phrasing. The dynamic ceiling
held up to levels that were hard to credit
to an amplifier rated at 2.5W—but keep
in mind that 2.5W with aspeaker of
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Vistek Aurios MIB component supports
it comes to sonic effects,
W hen
IL cessories and tweaks can be

floor under it; vibrations above that
frequency are attenuated. The mechplaced in two categories. Some acces- anical filter effect of the Aurios is in
sories are quite subtle, requiring the horizontal dimension only, but
extensive comparative listening to most vibrations that affect audio/
determine exactly what, if any, their video components are said to be of
effects are — and then you have to this type. Goff suggests that, if unatdecide whether the effects represent a tenuated, these vibrations produce,
step forward, sideways, or even back. through mechanisms that are presentAnother, much smaller, set of acces- ly not understood, asubtle form of
sories have effects that are immediate- intermodulation distortion in audio/
ly obvious and that clearly represent video components. (Vistek is about to
an improvement in the accuracy and/ embark on some research investigator musicality of sound reproduction. ing those mechanisms.)
The PS Audio Power Plant AC synIfirst tried the Aurios under the
thesizer is an outstanding example of Wavelength Audio Gemini amplithe latter type of accessory. So is the fiers, but only after Ihad listened to
Vistek Aurios MIB.
the amplifiers for some time and had
The Aurios —whose name is pro- apretty good handle on their sound.
nounced like that of the well-known The results were astonishing. As I
chocolate cookie with the icing in the note in the review proper, the sound
middle — is a component-isolation took on a more airy quality and
device that bears apassing resemblance became more detached from the
to said cookie. The top and bottom speakers, bass was better defined, and
"cookie" wafers are made of industrial the soundstage widened and deepbearing steel; the middle, "icing" sec- ened. (The amplifiers were already on
tion contains three ball bearings made aspiked PolyCrystal amp stand.) The
of even harder material, contained increase in soundstage depth varied
within araceway. Standing about 7/
8" with the program material, so it was
tall with adiameter of 1%", Aurios are clearly not afunction of added resorecommended to be used in sets of nance because of increased microthree under audio/video electronic phonics. In fact, with the highly
components, CD/DVD players, and tnicrophonic AVVT mesh-plate 2A3
loudspeakers. A set of Aurios ($299)
tubes installed in the Gemini but
can support up to 1000 lbs.
without the Aurios, agentle tap on an
The Aurios are made by Vistek, amp chassis resulted in the sound of
Inc. (www.vistek-inc.com), amanu- the tap coming through the speakers.
facturer of isolation bearing devices 'With the Aurios in place, the same
for microscopy and the precision sort of tap produced an amplified
manufacture of electronic devices. response that was much less audible.
The idea of adapting the patented
Next to get the Aurios treatment
Vistek isolation bearing for use in were the Perpetual Technologies Pconsumer electronics came from
1A/P-3A digital processors. These
Craig Goff, an audiophile with atech- had been placed on one of the acrylic
nical background in the audio indus- shelves of the Ardd Suspense Rack,
try (he had worked as Service Manag- which features pneumatic vibration
er for Infinity Systems), who has isolation, so one might think the
spent 20 years as engineering manag- Aurios would provide little or no bener for amicro-instrumentation com- efit. Not so. Although the effect was
pany. Goff is now Vistek's Product much less dramatic than with the
Manager for Aurios; distribution is Wavelength Gemini, there was some
handled by Paul Wakeen at Media further enhancement of clarity.
Access (www.mediaacc.com).
Ithen placed aset of Aurios under
The principle behind the Aurios is the PS Audio Lambda II transport.
awell-established one: isolating the Again, Iwasn't expecting much, partequipment by providing alow-pass ly because, like the Perpetual Techfilter so that only vibration below the nologies pair, the Lambda II was on
filter frequency (about 0.5Hz for the an Ardd Suspension Rack shelf, and
Aurios) can travel unimpeded to and partly because the Lambda II had the
from the component and the shelf/ benefit of aset of Nordost PP4 Ti
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Pulsar Point component supports,
which Ihad previously found to be
effective in improving detail and
transparency. However, the Aurios
were simply better. The detail and
transparency that Ihad experienced
with the Pulsar Points were still there,
and were even enhanced, but there
was also agreater ease to the sound, a
less mechanical quality.
Finally (for now), Iplaced Aurios
under my Convergent Audio Technology (CAT) SL-1 Ultimate preamplifier, which is also on the Suspension
Rack. (The CAT had its stock spongy
feet.) This time the improvement was
quite subtle —perhaps slightly better
focus — which probably represents
the CAT's heavy, vibration-resistant
construction. Iwanted to try Aurios
under my Avantgarde Unos, but to do
so would have required getting ashelf
or platform to be placed under the
speaker, and the shelf would have had
to be leveled. With the review deadline looming, Ididn't have time to do
this, but will do so in the future and
report the results in aFollow-Up.
Which brings me to the one practical
problem with the Aurios: They must be
placed on aflat, level surface, and the
component they support must also be
level. If the leveling is off by more than
just abit, the bearings will hit the ends
of their guides and the benefits of the
Aurios will be negated. Iwas fortunate
that the PolyCrystal amplifier stand was
close to level, requiring only asmall
shim, and that the shelves on the Arcici
Suspension rack have individual leveling adjustment.
Leveling is not as critical for the
new Pro version of the Aurios, which
is about to go into production. This
has aself-centering design that allows
it to be placed in situations where leveling is not convenient. It's also heavier and bigger (V/8"high, 33/
8"in
diameter) than the standard Aurios
MIB, and can support up to 2000 lbs
per set. (Alas, the price is $599 for
three.) Ireceived aset from apreliminary production run, and can confirm
the self-leveling feature. Iplaced the
set under the Velodyne HGS-10 subwoofer in my home-theater system
and found that the bass became
tighter, cleaner, and more extended.
Now I'll have to try them under the
Avantgardes!
-Robert Deutsch
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inches from the tube is undoubtedly
much louder than the sound that would
normally reach the tube from the system itself, but this level of microphonic
response can't be good for unvarnished
sonic fidelity. My guess is that at least
part of the AVVT mesh plate's exciting
sound and big soundstage derives from
the tube's microphonics. Iknow that
many tubeophiles are enamored of this

The Gemini equipped
with the 45 tube had
amagic that left the
2A3 version second-best.

tube, but given its high level of microphonics and its selling price of
$560/pair, Ican't really recommend it.
The NOS Raytheon and the Sovtek
2A3s had afairly similar sound, asort of
compromise between the transparency
and finesse of the 45 and the bigger,
more dynamic presentation of the
AVVT mesh plate. If anything, Ipreferred the stock Sovteks, which were a
little quieter (with the hum-pot settings
optimized), and had amore powerful
bass response.
The Gemini meets the Triangle Titus
The Gemini/Avantgarde Uno partnership was avery happy one, and most of
my listening was to this combination.
But Ialso wanted to find out how the
Gemini would fare driving aspeaker of
more conventional design. Ididn't think
there was much point in trying speakers
normally paired with high-powered
solid-state amplifiers, but some speakers
using dynamic drivers are said to be
"SET-friendly." The Triangle line of
speakers that Sam Tellig wrote about in
Vol23 No.8 falls into this category, so I
got hold of the Triangle Titus XS, a
small $495/pair two-way with a
91dB/W/m sensitivity. "I wish Ihad a
2W amp with a45 output tube to try!"
exclaimed Mr. T, and, for once, Iwas
ahead of him in having just such an amp.
The Tituses were placed on the matching Boomerang stands, and the Geminis
were switched to 4ohms to match the
speaker's nominal impedance.
Iagree completely with Sam's favorable assessment of the Titus XS: this is a
lovely-sounding little speaker, and asteal
at $495/pair. The sound with the 45equipped Gemini was predictably on a
much more limited dynamic scale than
Stereophsle, May 2001

that of the Avantgarde Unos, but the
maximum comfortable level was not as
low as one might think, and the sound
really did have the "definition, delicacy,
and detail" that Sam raved about. With
the 2A3s installed, the dynamic ceiling
was higher, and the speakers acquired a
bit more authority. People who spend
$5000 for an amplifier probably have a
speaker budget that exceeds $500, so the
Gemini/Titus XS is not avery likely
combination. But musically, it was asurprisingly viable one.
Conclusions
I'm afairly cautious person, so I'd have
difficulty recommending an amplifier
that uses atube that hasn't been manufactured for decades, no matter how
good the sound. The fact that the Gemini can use the widely available 2M as
well as the harder-to-come-by 45 is, for
me, amajor point in its favor. Although
the method of changing the amplifier
settings to match each tube is somewhat
inconvenient, this is more aproblem for
reviewers than consumers, who are less
likely to be switching tubes willy-nilly.
The decision to use the 45 was, in
my opinion, justified, in that the Gemini equipped with this tube had amagic
that left the 2M version second-best.
I'm troubled by the fact that the first
two sets of 45s became noisy during
the review period, but I'm prepared to
consider that these were instances of
the bad luck that seems to follow products sent for review. Tube problems of
this sort are covered by the warranty,
and J. Gordon Rankin has an impeccable reputation among audiophiles for
his fairness and helpfulness in dealing
with consumers.
The Wavelength Audio Gemini is
sometimes classified as a "boutique
product": one handbuilt by its designer,
with the micro-tuning of design, attention to detail, and level of craftsmanship
that this implies. While not inexpensive, it's actually the lowest-priced
amplifier that Wavelength makes. The
Gemini's need for high-sensitivity
speakers and its inability to exploit
those speakers' full dynamic range
mean that it's not the amplifier for
everyone — but then, Idon't know of
any amplifier that is. What the Gemini
offers, particularly when equipped with
45 tubes, is transparency, detail, harmonic "rightness," and an ability to
maximize musical values with aminimum of electronic artifacts. For those
who value these characteristics more
than sheer loudness, the Gemini may in
fact be the ideal amplifier.
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Follow-Up
Kalman
Simaudio Moon W-5

power amplifier
Like everyone else, Igo to the January
CES to see and hear what's new. Iwas
greatly interested in Simaudio's new
multichannel amplifier and their new
analog FM tuner,' but Lionel Goodfield, their director of media relations
and marketing, cornered me: He
wanted me to do aFollow-Up report
on the $4995 Moon W-5 amp, which
I'd reviewed in the March 1999
Stereophile. After all, he said, the
many changes and improvements
that have been made to the
amp over the years justify
such are-examination.
Icould see through
that. The W-5 was
placed in Class A of
Stereophile's "Recommended Components"
in 1999 and will therefore soon be in imminent danger of being
removed from the list,
per the magazine's policy, for lack of recent reaudition by aStereophile reviewer.
Ilet Goodfield twist my arm for
three reasons. First, Idid love the sound
of the W-5. Second, the W-5 Ireviewed
was an early production sample, and any
significant improvements might affect
the amp's sound; if so, they should be
reported. Third and most important, my
ears and system have evolved greatly
since: This could be an opportunity to
reevaluate my own comments and reactions. Besides, I was already in the
throes of a marathon power-amp review roundup. So what's another amp
around the house?
Externally, this latest W-5 is almost
identical to the original, though it's now
offered in astandard black finish with a
pewter logo. Irefer you to my original
March 1999 review2 for afull description
of this beautiful and well-executed design
in its gracefully elliptical chassis. In fact, if
Simaudio Ltd., 95 Du Tremblay Street, Unit 3,
Boucherville, Quebec J4B 7K4, Canada. Tel: (877)
980-2400. Fax: (450) 449-9947. E-mail: info@sitn
audio corn. Website: www.simaudio.com.
2 Reprinted in our on-line archives: www.stereo
phile.com/showarchives.cgi?167.
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Simaudio and/or this report didn't detail
what's new, one would have no inkling of
any functional changes. The manual,
however; is greatly improved; it's more
readable, and the connection instructions
are now unambiguous.
The internal changes are straightforward: Filter capacitance in the power
supply has been increased by 40,000p.F.
(Each of the eight caps was increased by
5000p.F, for atotal of 216,000p.F vs the

MOON

Simaudio Moon INS power amplifier

previous 176,000p.F.) Along with some
redesign of the proprietary toroidal
transformers used in the power supply,
this should result in better reproduction
of deep bass, something the W-5 was
already very good at.

Like the original version,
the new W-5 proved to
be amarvelous amplifier.
The passive filter circuitry used in the
input stage (which limits bandwidth)
was modified to increase upper-frequency extension from 80kHz to 270kHz.
This will have no effect on perceived
high-frequency extension, but it does
move any phase shift due to the filter
further from the audible range, in much
the same way as oversampling does in
DAC design.
Finally, the output stage now uses 10
(vs 8) Motorola bipolar output transistors
per channel. This could result in an
increase in available output current —al-

Rubinson
though, again, the original W-5 was itself
aformidable powerhouse, 'almost doubling its power delivery each time the
load impedance was halved... and [delivering] astaggering 1480W into 1ohm,"
as John Atkinson wrote in the "Measurements" section of my 1999 review.
For this Follow-Up, Ifed the W-5's
XLR balanced inputs from the Sonic
Frontiers Line-3 preamplifier via JPS
Labs Superconductor 2 interconnect,
and the Revel Studios from the W5's very substantial multiway terminals via short
lengths of AudioQuest
Gibraltar double biwire
speaker cables.
Like the original version, the new W-5
proved to be amarvelous
amplifier. Auditioned exclusively with the Revel
Studios, the W-5 was
impressive: There was no
shortage of power and
control, large dynamic
shifts were handled with
aplomb, and tnicrodynarnic shadings —so important to the
subtle communicative powers of great
vocalists — were true. The W-5 was
smooth across the audible range, and not
at all embarrassed by the Revel Studio's
revealingly transparent midrange and
pure, grain-free treble.
Ifound the W-5 stalwart in the lower
bass (below 200Hz), and just abit more
imposing than expected. Cold from the
box, the sound was rather too mellow,
with noticeable opacity in the bass —
but that problem was cured by afew
days of continuous operation. From
then on, the bass was excellent — tight,
defined, extended, and powerful — but
there was alittle more of it than seemed
right in my system.
rve experienced this phenomenon
before: otherwise excellent performance
with abit of bass prominence in exactly
the range most influenced by speaker
placement and room acoustics. I've
taken great pains to situate the Revels so
that the bass is as smooth and clean as
possible with my reference McCormack
DNA-1 Rev.A and Sonic Frontiers
Power-3 amplifiers. In fact, at the end of
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Find the answer and receive an additional 20% off on many of our accessory items.
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How do-liou make the MMF-5 sound even better?
The first and most iniportant thing is proper setup. I'm not talking
about pulling it out of the box and setting the tracking force and antiskate. You can do that, but you'll never experience just how great the
MMF-5 can sound. I'm talking about afull professional setup, the
kind you'd expect if you were buying aSOTA Millennia and SME V
from us, the kind that takes alot of time. A professional setup like
this covers far too many things to list here. So if you want to know
more, you'll need to visit MusicHalIMMEcom for all the setup
details. Next, we replace the stock felt mat with the superb
AudioQuest SORBOGEL Record Mat, which doesn't reduce
platter resonance, it eliminates it! Now it's time to replace the
ru •
ber feet with the AudioQuest SORBOGEL Big Feet, which does not just
impro
eisolation of structural vibration, but it dramatically reduces plinth resonance. The last
thing we do is equip you with the absolute minimum required for proper "Vinyl Hygiene", an
AudioQuest Carbon Fiber Record Brush and Stylus Cleaner from The LAST Factory.
Space is limited here, so please visit MusicHalIMMEcom for complete details and to
learn how you can get even more from your new MMF-5 Turntable. Thanks. ITarry

The MMF-5 Package...
MMF-5 Turntable with
Goldring 1012GX Cartridge
Professional Setup
AudioQuest SORBOGEL Mat
AudioQuest SORBOGEL Big Feet
LAST Factory Stylus Cleaner
AudioQuest CARBON FIBER BRUSH
TOTAL

$499
$60
$95
$70
$20
$15
$759

Sale Price ...$559.00

Music Hall

Sale price ends 8/31/01
Visit: GoldringStylus.com for
cartridge upgrade information

Don't Pass Up This Opportunity. Only 25 Will Be Sold At This Price!

Model Z-Iso-Duo

Sale Price ...$599
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List Price is $1500. Brand New
units. Originally 220 vunits
converted by MIT. Standard MIT
warranty. Visit: hcmaudio.com
for complete details.

•Cottplere OW overvoltege, surge and splui protection
•Two Z-Psolator sections prevent noise Mom entering and leaving secretive source components
•Includes PAT Z-Cord Power Cord
•UST MICE $1500.00 •Standard Factory Warranty •Slyer Faceplate •Model Z-Iso-Ouo
Hie Mkl .L-Iso-Dtio power conditioner oilers two identical L-Isolator circuits with MIT's dualtransformer filters to isolate sensitive analog and digital source components from each other and from
other noise-producing components. This means that components that generate agreat deal of noise,
such as CD players and other digital gear, cannot affect one another or the other system components
with line-carried noise.
MIT's unique Z-Isolator circuitry provides superb isolation from the power line and its ground return,
while also providing extremely effective RFI noise suppression. Equally important, it also prevents audio
and video source components from sending noise back upstream to other equipment. This is vital with
digital source components such as CD players, DVD players, and DSS receivers.
In addition to its vital noise filtering, the Z-Iso-Duo's OVP circuitry provides your valuable equipment
with protection against damage due to power line surges, spikes, and overvoltage conditions.
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the audition, we had new acoustic
drapes installed on the windows behind
the speakers. 'With the drapes closed but
no other changes made to the room, the
Moon W-5 sounded just right in the
bass, the other amps just abit thin. So set
aside the bass issue as system-specific
and relative, not an inherent fault of the
W-5. If you think your system could use
atiny touch of oomph at the bottom, the

PREPARE TO BE
BLOWN A
WAY

If you think your system
could use atiny touch of
oomph at the bottom,
the W-5 may be the
perfect amp.
W-5 may be the perfect amp. After all,
one pays absolutely no price for the
solidity and slam; its performance was
otherwise beyond reproach, in the bass
or anywhere else.
Ieasily preferred the Simaudio Moon
W-5 to the Bel Canto EVo 2002 that I
reviewed in March for its evenness of
response and great dynamics. Against
the DNA-1 Rev.A the W-5 sounded
less etched but no less detailed in the
midrange and high frequencies. It was
also more transparent and just abit less
forward than the McCormack. Comparing the W-5 to the SF Power-3
monoblocks was like comparing equally fine silk velvet and silk damask: Personal preference and suitability to the
situation distinguished them much
more than issues of ultimate quality.
Given my system's current arrangement, the Power-3s seem to impose no
character at all on the sound, while the
W-5 added alittle richness by way of
bass warmth. If Imoved the Revels farther out into the room or just closed the
drapes, my preferences wavered.
The new W-5 sounded very much as
the original did, as described in my
March '99 review: powerfully extended,
well-controlled low frequencies, transparency, delicacy, and prodigious dynamic power. Audio memory is evanescent, however, Iwouldn't like to say if
the current W-5 is significantly better
than the original. But if you buy anew
W-5 in this millennium, you'll get an
amp that excels by today's standards. It's
capable of driving anything with power
and panache, and of satisfying the most
particular listeners. I greatly enjoyed
using the W-5 in late 1998, and enjoyed
it just as much in early 2001. Simaudio
really didn't need to twist my arm. Z
Stereophile, May 2001
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WATT/PUPPY 60

An Unequaled Sense of Being There
Wilson has transformed their classic WATT/PUPPY design. The WATT/PUPPY 6.0
speakers confer an uncanny sense of connection to the music. The clarity,
transparency and spatial accuracy of these speakers provides an understanding of
all aspects and implications of the music, with all of the music's emotions intact
Wilson Speaker cabinets are made of proprietary synthetic materials not wood
So the speaker enclosures add no sound or resonance to the music The sense of being
there is amazing. You will be transported to the time and place that the original
sound was created. Hearing is believing please come in and prepare to be blown
away . We have all of the Wilson speaker models on display.

INNOVATIVE
VIDEO c'HOWROOMS

manhattan 212-634-4444 150 East 58 Street, New York 10155
BrookIn heights 718-596-0888 76 Montague St.. Brooklyn 11201

www.innovativeaudiovideo.com

We're In The Verizon Yellow Pages
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WEARE SERIOUS ABOUT MUSIC
TO PROVE OUR POINT
e

\•
4 4

WE HAVE MORE NEW HIGH END ibe
qe'
k
AUDIO EQUIPMENT ON DISPLAY

THAN ANY OTHER DEALER IN THE COUNTRY
•••••••••••DAVES TOP TEN REASONS TO DEAL. WITHe••••••••••

DAVID LEWIS AUDIO

*1

40 PAIRS OF SPEAKERS

*2

15 TUBED PREAMPS

*3

20 TUBED AMPLIFIERS

AIR TIGHT ATM-4 DEAL!

*4

5TUBED INTEGRATED AMPS

AUDIO PHYSIC AVANTI

*5

10 SOLID STATE PREAMPS

CARY AE-2 DEAL

*6

20 SOLID STATE AMPLIFIERS

*7

10 SOLID STATE INTEGRATED AMPS

PLINIUS 8200

*8

20 COMPACT DISC PLAYERS

SPENDOR FL-9
VAN DEN HUL COLIBRI

*9

6TURNTABLES

YBA PASSION INTEGRE

* 10

15 PHONO CARTRIDGES

NEW PRODUCTS & DEALS!
ACCUPHASE DP-55 DEAL'
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEGO 2
ALON EXOTICA
BELLES 150A
CARY CD-303 DEAL
GAMUT 0-200
PASS X-250
PROAC FUTURE TWO

VERITY FIDELIO

•ACCUPHASE
•ACOUSTIC ENERGY

• BELLES
• BENZ-MICRO

•JM LAB
• KIMBER KABLE

•AIR TIGHT
•ALON
•AMAZON
•ARCAM
•ART AUDIO
•AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS
•AUDIO PHYSIC
•AUDIO REFINEMENT

•CARY
•CAL
•DCS

• KLYNE
• KOETSU
•LYRA

•DYNAVECTOR
•FANFARE FM

•MAGNUM DYNALAB
•MICHELL

•GAMUT
•GRADO
•GRAHAM

• MONITOR AUDIO
• MONTANA
•NAD

•AUDIO VALVE
• BASIS

• HERRON
•HOVLAND

•NAGRA
•NITTY GRITTY

•NORDOST

•STAX

•ORACLE
• PASS LABS
•PLINILIS

•SYNERGISITIC
•THULE
•TRANSFIGURATION
•VAC

•PROAC
•PSB
•QUICKSILVER
• REL
• REGA RESEARCH
•SIERRA AUDIO
•SME
•SPENDOR

•VAN DEN HUL
•VANS EVERS
•VELODYNE
•VERITY
•VOLKSAMP
•VPI
•YBA

David Lewis Audio LTD
8010 Bustleton Avenue •Philadelphia, PA 19152-2802

(215) 725-4080 •Fax: (215) 725-4495
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oanyone able to type in aun, this
would seem to be exactly the
wrong moment to launch awebsite. Dotbombs — which mere months
ago were moving mountains —are now
plummeting into the abyss.
The internet is down but not out. It
will be back. Happily, at least for its users
(the backers may be another story), none
of this news seems to have impacted the
thinking or financial support behind the
April 1 launch of www.Andante.com,
one of the most ambitious and, ultimately, useful music websites yet seen.
Andante has set the bar high, billing
itself as a"vast informational and educational resource" whose twofold mission
is to "document and preserve the recorded classical music heritage" and
become the one-stop source for everyone from "the dedicated amateur to the
professional musician."
The ducats and inspiration for the site
come from France in the persons of
Pierre Berge, the founder of the YvesSaint Laurent couture house; Main Coblence, of the New York/Paris law firm
of Coblence & Warner, and Jean-Francis
Bretelle of Oleron Finance and Canal/
Web. Maestro Pierre Boulez and singer
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau add weight to
the site's advisory board, and Andante's
special partners include the Vienna Philharmonic and the Salzburg Festival
(which will provide webcasts of performances), the New Grove Dictionary of
Music and Musicians and the Einaudi
Encyclopedia ofMusic (Andante will reprint
selected articles from both), and the New
York Review ofBooks (a database of music
articles since 1963), among others. One
of the leading lights on the business side
of classical music, Mclanne Mueller
(formerly of BMG) has been hired as
label coordinator. Last but not least,
Stereophile contributor Robert Levine,
one of this planet's finest editors and
writers on the subject of classical music,
has been brought aboard to helm the
site's "magazine" section.
The graphic design of this wide-ranging site incorporates elements from the
work of painter and musician Paul Klee,
but its guts are asearchable database of
100,000 compositions and 10,000 composers. Given the site's scope, it's imposaiStereophile, May 2001
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ble to list all the features offered, but several caught my eye at aMarch 1demonstration held for press and friends at the
New York Public Library: alink to atravel agency that puts together musically oriented tour packages, anumber of classicalonly radio stations in Europe and the US
that Andante will carry around the clock,
asection of downloadable opera libretti,
and an in-the-works area of "white" and
"yellow" pages that will list everything
classical —from performers and agents to
record labels and venues.
The Andante magazine will commission its own reviews as well as lease some
from ¡fare (in the US) and International
Record Review (UK), and will highlight
feature articles and commentary written
specifically for the site. Some of the site's
writers will be tapped for liner notes for
Andante, the record label.
Record label? Ah, there had to be a
catch. Well, it's not exactly acatch, but
Andante's investors are hoping to make
their money back in two ways: subscriptions and record sales. On the subscription side, not all of the site will be free —
the webcasts, for example. At press time,
what those fees might be, and where else
they will apply, had not been decided.
The record label is the most ambitious
part of an already hugely ambitious project. According to Coblence, the label
plans to release 1000 CDs in less than five
years. Available through the site (and,
laten at "selected" retailers), all of the
material will be reissues of recordings now
in the public domain. The releases will be
organized in two different and intrinsically interesting ways: discs of different performances by different artists of asingle
work, to allow easy comparisons; and
mixing and matching performances of dif-

ferent works by different artists —as in the
first Andante release, aset of the Beethoven piano concertos, recorded between
1939-1947, and performed by eight different pianists including William Kapell,
Artur Rubenstein and Rudolf Serkin.
The original 78rpm recordings, acquired from sources in North America
and Europe are to be remastered by Andante engineers using the 24-bit
CEDAR-based CAP 440 system, which
was developed by Art & Son Studio in
Paris. According to press materials distributed at the New York Public Library demonstration, careful attention will be paid
to stylus selection and state-of-the-art preamplification, and wow, flutter, and pitch
will be abated by such means as re-centering the spindle holes. Noise reduction will
be used sparingly and the company will
go to "extreme measures" (according to
one Andante source) to make sure the
rernasterings are pitched correctly. Like
most retnasterings of such material, the
discs may prove controversial among fans
of historic recordings as the Andante engineers ny to find an acceptable balance of
surface noise and music. If the Beethoven set is any indication, the results so
far are more than satisfactory.
Websites have away of looking shiny
and wondrous at the unveiling and confused and abrupt at the end. In these dark
days of Internet evolution, Andante is to
be credited for going forward with such
an ambitious blueprint. In his short speech
at the Library demonstration, Pierre Boulez said that, in general, he liked the concept of "utopia," but that life had taught
him to respect realism. When he first
looked at Andante on the Web, he said, he
saw in it utopia and realism. Hopefullï
that mix will continue to thrive.
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check out our catalog online at

www.amusiodirecb.com
POWER LINE CONDITIONERS
Audio Prism Power Foundation 3
Lightspeed 6400 line conditioner
Monster HTS-5000 Power Center

$599 99
Call
$539 99

Quantum Symphony

$259.99

MISCELLANEOUS «MEEKS
Audio Prism Ouietline Filters
$27 50
Audioquest Sorbogel Little Feet
Audioquest Sorbogel Big Feet
Black Diamond Racing cones (3)

(.1zwyw
(",r,

PATRICIA BARBER:
NIGHTCLUB

QUEEN: A NIGHT AT THE OPERA LP

,,irber makes a set of standarnIs sire nas been playing live for years
all her own on her newest disc, "Nightclub "Each song is invested with aprofoundly ravishing and haunting melodicism. A must for fans! CD, $14 99. LP
$29.99. Companion, Modern Cool and
Café Blue discs also available.
CDs $14 99, 180g LPs, $29.99

The following Los and CDs are just a
sampling of what we carry. Call for a
free catalog.
Acoustic Disc CDs
Alert Holly Cole Canadian CDs

$13.99
S18 99

Analogue Productions 180g LPs ..
Audioquest CDs .
Blue Note LPs
Chesky CDs

$27.99
513 99
$17 99
S13 99

Classic Records LPs
S12.99/526.99
DCC LPs
$24 99
Music Direct is now the exclusive worldwide distributor or DCC !Ps.
DCC Gold CDs
Decca LPs
DMP CD Sale
Save big on select titles!
Dorian xCDs

do-operatic masterpiece "Bohemian Rhapsody."The meticulous production is brought
dazzlingly to life, as always, by Steve Hoffman.
$24.99. Also available on gold CD, $24.99
DVDs
Chesky

$26.99
$29 99

Golden Ear award-winning power cords from
Custom Power Cord Company. The Top Gun
and its high current brother. the HUI, reduce

Shakti On-Lines Iprl
$99 99
Signet Cleaning Tools Ipkg of 4)
$11 99
TeknaSonic C•10 Vibration Absorber $99 99/pr
UFO Ultimate Field Optimizer
$299 99
Vibrapods
$5 99
XL0 TPC wipes Ipkg of 101
$9 99

$179 99
S39 99

$22 99
$26.99

Gruv-Glide It
HiFi News Test LP
Hunt Brush

S24 99
$29 99
519 99

Vanguard

$28 99

Last Record Preservative

S29 99

Sheffield Lab, Sony, Stereophile, Telarc, and
Water Lily.

Last Stylus Cleaner
Milty Zerostat
Nitty Gritty 1.5 Fi record cleaner

$19.99429 99
S29 99
$27.99
$15.99

$24 99
$79 99
$19 99

mander, Sennheiser, Shakti, Shure, Sota,
Standesign, Sovtek, Sumiko, Svetlana, Synergistic, Target. Vans Evers. Versalab, VPI

Record Research Labs LP-9 ..
Ringmat 330XLR
Shure Stylus Force Gauge ...

VPI 16.5 Record Cleaning Machine
$429.99
Free Shipping on 16 5!
VRP record sleeves
100/534 99

Hyperion 20th Anniversary CDs
JVC XRCDs
Mapleshade CDs

$13.99
$25.99
$13 99
.Call

Mobile Fidelity LPs
Call
We still have many Anadisc ZOO LPs
Mobile Fidelity Gold COs
$9 99 & up
We have the world's largest inventory' Call
for acomplete listing
Mosaic LP box sets
Original Jan Classics LPs

Call
S9.99

Reference Recordings CDs
Simply Vinyl 180g LPs..

$13 99
$29 99

Sony Gold CDs
Speakers Corner LPs

$24.99
$29.99

Sundazed LPs
Super Analogue LPs

$15.99
$2799

Vivante LPs
Water Lily CDs

$29.99
$14.99

Monolithic P3 Power Plaint
MSB Link Dac Version 3
MSB P1000 Power Supply

ANALOG
PH ONO CARTRIDGES
Technica 0C9 cartridge
leoz Glider2 cartridge
Clearaudio Arum Beta cartridge

$199.99
Call
Call

Dynavector DV-10x4
Grado Reference cartridges

$349 99
Call

Shure V15VxMR
Sumiko Blue Point Special
TURNTABLES

$274 99
$294 99

Michell Gyrodec SE w/ RB-300 arm..$1995 00
Music Hall MMF-5 turntable
llega Planar 32000 turntable
New Improved Model I
llega Planar 25 turntable
VPI Aries turntable
PHONO PREAMPS
Lehmann Black Cube phono stage

$499.99
Call
Call
$2399.99
Call

Monolithic Sound Phono OrearnP

$399 99

McCormack Micro Phono Drive
Musical Surroundings Phonomena

$594 99
S599 99

Call

..

$349 99
$359 99
S269 99

Perpetual Tecnologies P3A DAC

$699 99

CD/DVD UPGRADES
Audio Prism CD Stoplight
Bedini Ultra Clarifier II

$17 99
$149.99

Mango Audio Orpheus CD mat

$79 99

Optnx CD cleaner

$16.99

CABLES AND CONDITIONING
POWER CORDS
Custom Power Cord Top Gun AC cord $561.99
ElectraGlide MK II Power Cord
Synergistic AC Master Coupler
DIGITAL CABLE
Audio Insurgents Mystery

Prism, Audioquest, Basis, Bedim, Benz Micro,
Black Diamond Racing, Bright Star
Audio.Caig, Creek, Echo Busters, Enacom,
Grado, Last, Lightspeed, Mango, Monster
Cable, MSB Technology, Nutty Gritty, Perfectionist Audio, Rep, RingMat, Roomtune Sala-

CD/DVD HARDWARE
llega Planet 2000

hardware and
accessories

3M Damping Sheets
$4 99 ea
Music Direct also features accessories and
hardware from: Arcici, Argent, API, Audio

$17.99
$59 99
$449 99

DIGITAL
$13.99

$39 99

ANALOG ACCESSORIES
Aesthetix Cartridge Demagnetizer
Allsop Orbitrac 2.

Sony
Telarc

$22.99

Nordost ECO3 anti-static spray

$39 99
$349.99
$199 99
$199 99

For llega tonearms. VP' version $99 99

128.99
$4.99/87 99

$62 99

Flighwire Powerwrap
$49 99
Kontak cleaner
$39.99
McCormack Micro Headphone drive...$794 99

Ringmat Statmat II
Sennheiser HD600 headphones
Sennheiser HD580 headphones
Shakti Stone

RFI noise better than any other cord on the

$26.99
$26.99

In addition to items featured here, we carry
one of the country's largest inventories of
domestic and import vinyl. CDs, and other prod-

$249 99

Grado 51160 headphones

market, leaving just the music Call for pricing on various lengths

Audioquest
DMP

SACDs

$174 99

$129 99
$29 99

Cardas Sweep LP
$23 99
Disc Doctor record brushes
S34 99/pr
Disc Dr. Miracle Record Clog Fluid $21 99/pt
Express Machining Heavyweight
$89 99

Whirlwind Audio/Video DVDs

Bright Star Big Rock 1
G&D Transforms Mobie

Purist Burn-In CD
Rightway Audio Suspendors leal

$22.99
$29 99

ucts from. Analogue Productions, Alto Edition,
Audioquest, Clarity, Classic Records, Decca,
Delos, Donan, First Impressions, GAP, John
Marks Records, MA, Mercury, Naim,

First Impressions XRCDs
Groove Note LPs
Harmonia Mundi CDs

MCA Hendrix Heavy Vinyl

with asense of humor culminates on the pseu-

Classic Records
WEA Audio

software

EMI Pop Vinyl Sale'

DCC conic] nut nave made asetter choice or its
first new LP release in over ayear. The bombast

CUSTOM POWER CORDS
%IusJc firiuct is proud ro recommend the

$44 99
$68 99
$59 99

the fine print

We're open Monday thru Friday, 9a •6p and
Saturdays 10a -3p, Central time. For a
catalog, leave your name and address on our
voice mail. There is aS5 charge for catalogs

mailed outside North America, refundable on
your first order.

musicdirect

.. $529 99
Call
$99 99

Creative Cable Green Hornet
INTERCONNECTS
Audioquest

$299.99

Creative Cable 3.0 M
Discovery Signature

$374.99
$45000

Synergistic Kalo;dnçrrape P1

. Call

Call

f
long-playing records
compact discs
DVO/SACD
audio system accessories

800.449.8333
318 North Lafiin Street
Chicago, Illinois 60607
in Illinois. 312 433-0200

Call for our free 2001 catalog!

fax 312 433-0011
e-mail: md@amusicdirect.com
www amusicdirect com
secure web ordering!

Record

Reviews

Recording of the Month
backing music;
they mesh with it.
With Marvin
Gaye and Curtis
Mayfield gone,
here is nothing wrong with your stereo system. Do Bobby Womack
not attempt to adjust your equalizer. Rae & Christian may be the last
are controlling the transmission. They will control great soul singer
the treble. They will control the bass. They can sharpen the of his generation.
focus from asoft ambient blur or to crystal-hard hip-hop. His voice has an
For nearly an hour, sit quietly and they will control all you edge serrated by
hear. You are about to participate in agreat adventure. You experience, but
the knife still cuts
are about to experience the outer limits of R&B.
The work of Mark Rae and Steve Christian, two record decisively. Wohounds based in Manchester, England, exemplifies the flu- mack wrote the
idity with which today's digital tools allow adventurous lyrics for "Get a
young producers to control the full spectrum of the listen- Life," the first of
ing experience. The duo combines live musicianship, pro- two songs he performs on Sleepwalking. (The other is an
ramming, and, yes, sampled bits of esoteric recordings, attenuated cover of the soul classic "Wake Up
igunforeseen commonality among disparate sounds Everybody.") Again, the track's magnificence is clear
and fusing them into arich, soulful whole. For anyone from the start: an acoustic guitar strums alovely figure
intrigued by the new electronic pop —the sample-based for about 10 seconds before the drums come down
hits of Moby, the club sounds that Madonna has experi- authoritatively. The ensuing thick production may derail
mented with lately—there may be no better point of entry the guitar's opportunity for folk-like reflection, but it
doesn't bury the sound. The strumming continues
than Sleepwalking, Rae & Christian's sophomore effort.
Like their widely praised debut, Northern Sulphuric Soul throughout, upper-register chords ringing amid the lush
(1998), much of Sleepwalking consists of true songs, not the backing vocals. Gamble and Huff would be proud.
Womack, meanwhile, sings astrange narrative, simultarepetitive stuff of house music's sound-bite divas. The
singers here include reggae favorites the Congos, soul sur- neously intimate and dramatic, about alate-night phone
vivor Bobby Womack, and rap heavyweights the Pharcyde, conversation. This is the sort of thing Tony Rich experias well as ahost of somewhat lesser-known female vocal- mented with in 1995 on his popular Words album, reducing the impact of decades of overproduced R&B to the
ists, including Tania Maria, Kate Rodgers, and Siron.
It's appropriate that the album's first song, following a music's essentials: agroove, astrong vocal, and adecisive
brief hip-hop-style overture, features Cedric Mynton and portion of studio effects. By the time Womack's powerful
his group, the Congos. The Congos remain among the "Get aLife" fades out, you're convinced Rae & Christian
great unsung heroes of reggae, agenre that today's elec- couldn't be garish if they tried.
Two lean collaborations with the rap outfit Pharcyde
tronic pioneers regularly claim as spiritual heritage. Heard
here on "Hold Us Down," Mynton's voice is piping high, ("It Ain't Nothing Like" and "Let It Go") likewise highas emotional as it is grizzled, an inimitable sound that pro- light Rae & Christian's spare production, but the duo
vides the perfect foil for Rae & Christian's loving con- isn't afraid of lushness, just of vapidity. Check out "Not
struction. The balance is not without precedent — think of Just Anybody," an ethereal pop song in the manner of
Donald Fagen intoning atop Steely Dan's studio fusion, or Everything but the Girl (built around a segment of
Mick Jagger's most extravagant falsetto riding the Rolling Mahavishnu Orchestra's "Earth Ship") or the album's
two instrumental tracks, "Trailing in the Wake" and
Stones' blues-infused rock.
"Hold Us Down" starts with an echoed snippet of the "Ready to Roll."
The presence on Sleepwalking of legends like Womack
Congos' horns, anod to the hallucinogenic dub experiments that prefigured electronica. Then the beat comes and the Congos make it clear that Rae & Christian are
down hard, in step with Mynton, who is half speaking, music fanatics, fortunate to be at amoment in their careers
half singing. The pairing's accomplishment can't be over- when they can work with some of the folks who inspired
stated — Mynton's voice is unruly, organic, fresh from the them in the first place. "Not Just Anybody" shows how
human body. Rae & Christian's rhythmic girding suggests digital tools can help realize aproducer's musical imaginathat they've discovered the secret blueprint to the Congos' tion: Where formal collaboration isn't feasible, sampling
can more than suffice.
-Marc Weidenbaum
rootsy art. The Congos' harmonies don't float above the

RAE & CHRISTIAN: Sleepwalking
Grand Central/Studio K7 K7096 (CD). 2001. Steve Christian, prod., eng.; Mark
Rae, prod.; Rick Cowling, Graham Harwood, Howard Payne, Dejuana "DK'''
Richardson, Philippe Simonin, Eric Steinen, engs.; Mike Ball, Chris Owen,
asst. engs. MD? TE: 47:05
Performance ****1/2
Sonics

****
T
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www.elusivedisc.com
Leading the SACD revolution 1bit at atime!
One call, one click for all your audiophile u? CD, DVD and SACD needs!
three bliàid mice

Groove Note Records

All-analogue, direct to 2-track albums,
recorded on vintage
tube microphones are
available as 180g 2LP
sets, 24K Gold CD's
SACO (most titles)
Each LP set contains
the full length album on
one LP and abonus
track LP cut at 45rpm
for increased fidelity!

,

LP's $29.99 ea
Gold CD's 8,
SACD's $24.99 ea
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SPEAKER'S CORNER 180g LP's $29.99 & UP!

EUROS758
Steely Dan: Can't Buy A Thrill
EUROS8523
EUROS2304 Oscar Peterson: We Get RequestsEUROS36012
EUROS3106 Joe Cocker: With A Little Help
EUROS4001
EUROS36089 Sarah Vaughan: Sassy
EUROS8349
EUROS60799 Quincy Jones: Plays Hip Hits
EUROS8538
EUROS9281
Bob Morley: Natty Dread
EUROS3228
EUROS8587 Jimmy Smith: The Cat
EUROS4906
Visit our webstore for complete list of titles with

.
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Kei Akagi/NewSmilei &
Travelled Stiles •
"...the fist essential piano
recording of
-Stersviphric.
the two

4

4

GRA 1002
ffoj Gaines,/Gut the
iltane Blues -TBone Walker
pnaege xith soulful
guitar/vocals!

tiff A1110.5
Jar NIcShann/lt hut.
4iindetful il'orki Wonderful blocs/jazz
recording, fnim a
true legend!

4GRA1003

4

GRVI006
.losinthislAururrui Leine,
-lier second album
that raise: the har for
female smuts!

IffinuisJacquet/
Birthday Puny •
"_ among the ckwen
hea-soundingjazz albums
es er!" -Ahaolute Sound

Classic Records 180g LP's $2(1.99 & UP!
SD8216 Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin I
LSC2127
Reiner: Strauss Burlesque
SD8236 Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin It
LSC1807
Reiner: Strauss EM Heldenlebeir
SD7201 Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin Ill
VICS1103
Beethoven: Symphony #5
507208 Led Zeppelin: Led Zeppelin IV
KCS9914
Simon&Gorfunkel: Bridge Ove,.
LSP2857 Duke Ellington: Al Tonglewood
LSC2147
Schubert: The Trout Quintet
5191058 Satchmo Ploys King Oliver
RTH1052
Genesis: Nusery Cryme
RTH6281 firni Hendrix •Axis .Bold As (mora,)
VICS1424
Strauss: Dance of the Seven Vieis
Call or visit our websitelor complete list of titles. Also. many Gold CO's& 4.51pm sets available!

audioquest dual layer
sacd's$29.99

dmp DI. SACD's $26.99

11
511
.-....

4
1
/17k
TED

VISA

4020 FRONTAGE RD.
ANDERSON, IN 46013

Hours:

(765)608-5341

M -F 9am -6pm

All

titles 925.99!

Vivante Records LP's

VPI,P007

All Vivante 180g pressings $29.99 each!
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new releases of Bach's violin
sonatas present longtime devotees
of this music with amoment of
truth: Do you like your Bach pretty or
honest? Anyone with pretensions of
integrity would say "honest." But after
coming away from the intelligently and
imaginatively conceived Rachel Podger/
Trevor Pinnock recording on Channel
Classics deeply impressed but slightly
fatigued, the Lucy van DaeVBob van
Asperen disc on Naxos sounded so
sumptuous that Icould have them on all
day (if without listening nearly as closely). Rarely have two performances from
the historically-informed-performance
camp been such wholly different experiences —although, in the end, Iknew
which one would have the edge.
Pinnock was initially what drew me
to the Channel Classics set —his celebrated return to recording life last year
with Bach's Partitas (Hânssler) was,
indeed, all it was cracked up to be. One
of the earlier but less aggressive members of the authentic-performance
British invasion, Pinnock has emerged
as amusician of great depth, and the
Sonatas for Violin and Harpsichord give
him lots to do: Each hand of the harpsichord parts often has such vastly different tasks to achieve that it's abit like
playing two instruments on one keyboard. Pinnock delineates them beautifully while giving the kind of considered performance that suggests Wanda
Landowska at her best — aquality in
which each finger seems to have its own
individual brain. Pinnock's flexible tempos also help make the performances
seem like living, breathing organisms in
which technical mastery and interpretive rhetoric are indivisible.
Podger is also aprobing talent, with
an unusually big sound that's occasionally tidy in the charming tradition
of Yehudi Menuhin. She's a highly
lyrical player — sometimes relentlessly so, which can give her playing an
unwelcome sameness, particularly if
your ears aren't quite attuned to the
lack of vibrato that comes with this
stylistic territory.
In the slow movements of Sonata 5,
the differences between the two violinists are particularly revealing: Podger has
thought extensively about the violin
texture as it emerges out of the harpsichord in the opening Largo. Van Dad lis
more tonally lustrous but more literal:
Her treatment of the same passage is
prosaic in comparison, and the Adagio
nearly falls flat due to the same treatment. Podger comes up with adistincw0

Trevor Pinnock IRachel Podger
The Complete Sonatas for %holm and ObisIrgato Harpsrchm.,
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J.S. BACH
Complete Sonatas for
Violin &Harpsichord
Rachel Podger, violin; Jonathan Manson, viola da
gamba; Trevor Pinnock, harpsichord
Channel Classics CCS 14798 (2 CDs). 2000.
Jonathan Freeman-Atwood, prod.; C. Jared Sacks,
eng. DOD. TT: 2:09:22
Performance *****
Sonics ****
Lucy van Dad, violin; Bob van Asperen, harpsichord
Volt: Naxos 8.554614 (CD). 2000. TI: 6109
V01.2: Naxos 8.554783 (CD). 2000. TI: 49:14
Both: Andrew Walton, prod.; Eleanor Thomason, eng.
DDD.
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tive violin color in the same passage that
makes the movement one of the highlights of the set.
Up against Pinnock, van Asperen is
supremely mellifluous. While Pinnock's
harpsichord sound is heavier and fatter,
van Asperen is utterly patrician: The
sound is smaller, with each note struck
more cleanly and delicately. In fact, it's
one of the most beautiful-sounding
harpsichords I've ever encountered.
And with the warm, reverberant
acoustic of St. Michael's Church in
Highgate, London, there's aradiant aura
around the performances that's seconded by van Asperen's more integrated approach toward the music, which stresses
flow over detail. As attractive as this
sounds, the slow movements (often
played considerably slower than Pinnock) don't always hold my interest,
partly because sound alone cannot compensate for aslack musical pulse.
In some ways, the 1996 Fabio
Biondi/Rinaldo Alessandrini recording
(Opus 111 OPS 30-127/128) has the
best of both worlds — the probing and
the sheen —but that doesn't mean there
isn't room for artists as fine as Podger
and Pinnock. The two "vans" (Dad land
Asperen) also have their place, for those
"FM radio" moments when you'd
rather be soothed than enlightened. But
what might tip all scales in favor of
Podger/Pinnock is their inclusion of
numerous bonuses, including two
Continuo Sonatas (BWV 1021 and
1023) and anumber of alternate movements to Sonata 6. The "vans" also
include alternate movements to the
same sonata, though not as many.
Biondi/Alessandrini provide no alternates in atwo-disc set that logs in at a
paltry 90 minutes, but Iwouldn't want
to be without it. The best choice is all
three.
—David Patrick Stearns
HESPERION XXI
Carlos V(Music for the Emperor)
Hesperion XXI, La Capella Reial de Catalunya; Jordi
Savall, dir.
Alla Vox AV 9814 (CD). 2000. Nicolas Bartholomée,
prod.; Nicolas de Breco, eng. DDD. TT: 76:28
Performance
Sonics ****

C

harles V, grandson of the Hapsburg Emperor Maximilian and
the Most Catholic Ferdinand
and Isabella, ruled over the richest and
most powerful empire between the
times of Kublai Khan and Victoria.
On this disc, Jordi Savall and his forces
present a musical itinerary of the
Emperor's life, from his birth through
the glories and failures of his reign to
147
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big sound is called for, this will become the basic Renaissance
Hesperion XXI (re- disc in our house, the one we will play
1/i/h. iteereiz:
named for the new to open awindow onto that time and
I.n
hillier:1ilor
millennium) delivers. place. It should be the same for you.
—Les Berkley
I
Although Savall does
iii;s14:810\ \\I not call upon his Concert des Nations for
this CD, the existing
forces do asplendid
job of rising to the
ERIC CLAPTON
occasion: anemia is
not aconcern. A sigReptile
nificant contributor to
Reprise 47966-2 (CD). 2001. Eric Clapton, Simon
this is basso Daniele
Climie, prods.; Alan Douglas, eng; Adam Brunn,
Carnovich, awonderPete Karam, Mick Guzayski, asst. engs. MD? Tr:
64:00
ful find with tone and
Performance ***
power to spare. And Sonia ***1/2
although Savall's famiaving proved that his blues chops
ly member (daughare still firmly intact with last
ter?) Arianna is afine
year's Riding With the King, the
harpist, Sayan has, as required, also
his death as a contemplative in the
monastery of San Jerónimo de Yuste. brought in the ubiquitous Andrew Law- Grammy-winning album of duets with
Concept albums have asomewhat less rence-King. (It is not true that there is a B.B. King, Eric Clapton moves back
than savory reputation in the pop/ section of five CDs at Tower Classical toward the middle of the road with
rock fields, but they have always been the labeled "Renaissance Collections without Reptile. That doesn't mean the playing
here is safe or bland, merely that it's more
stuff of life for early-music labels. "Music Andrew Lawrence-King.")
The most important thing about in line with the smooth pop stylings
at the Court of..." is probably the most
common generic tide for recordings of Carlos Vis not that the performances are Slowhand has adopted over the past few
excellent, or that the superb sound is on years, with his smash single "Change the
medieval and Renaissance works.
Iwould have thought there was pre- apar with the best out there, but that World" and his most recent solo album,
1998's Piktim.
cious little life left in this particular sub- the basic concept itself works perfectly.
In Clapton's parlance, "reptile" is a
genre, but Iwas wrong. This is without This is not merely aloose grouping of
question one of the best-organized, - works vaguely associated with aRe- term of endearment reserved for folks he
performed, and -recorded discs Ihave naissance prince, but agenuine tribute admires — and, in musical circles,
heard in the last 10 years. The choice of to the taste and personality of Charles V extremely versatile players. Here,
material to illustrate each phase of and the tenor of his times (who was not Clapton is nothing if not versatile (perCharles' life and career is remarkably Caruso, who came later). Ibelieve that haps the chameleon is his reptile of
apt, and Sayan deploys his forces to perfect effect every time. There are many
tunes here that will be familiar to
Renaissance buffs — if Ihad the proverbial dollar for every time Idanced to
"Belle qui tiens ma vie," Icould buy
enough audiophile cable to wire an
office complex. Jordi Savall, however,
employs not only the original "Belle
qui" chanson (mistakenly attributed to
the dance master Arbeau), but also a
fine set of variations on the theme by
Antonio de Cabezón that Ihad not previously heard. Clément Janequin's
famous pavane "La Battaglia" is an
obvious choice for Charles' great victory over the French at Pavia, but the use
of the bawdy Italian "Vecchie letrose"
for the subsequent sack of Rome is
truly inspired. In the latter category, we
can also put the splendid anonymous
fanfare used to represent the Emperor's
coronation.
It is a common complaint against
"authentic" performances that everything sounds undernourished — grand
choral works performed by 20 vibratoIs this Reptile becoming adinosaur or achameleon?
less trebles. No such thing here! When a

rock/pop
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choice), displaying his prowess on tracks
that range from pop, rock, and soul to
straight-up blues and even some
Brazilian samba.
Reptile is in some ways an extension
of the spirit of Riding With the King.
Many of the tracks here, too, are covers,
and afair proportion of the cast is the
same. Clapton is again backed by guitarists Andy Fairweather-Low and
Doyle Bramhall II, keyboardists Joe
Sample and Tim Carmon, bassist
Nathan East, drummer Steve Gadd, and
co-producer Simon Climie. Reptile also
sports performances by Billy Preston,
Paul Carrack, and the Impressions.
Longtime Clapton fans throwing this
disc on for the first time will be startled,
perhaps even a little put off, by the
breezy, easy-listening title track, which
kicks things off. The bluesy "Got You
On My Mind" rights things quickly,
though, sounding like atrack left off of
Riding With the King by mistake.
The selection of material seems
designed to keep listeners off-balance.
Clapton pulls out an old Stevie Wonder
number, "I Ain't Gonna Stand For It";
the Walter Davis blues "Come Back
Baby"; and aJames Taylor tune (in aversion closer to the Isley Brothers), "Don't
Let Mc Be Lonely Tonight." He also
calls again on J..J. Cale, whose catalog he
mined for the classics "After Midnight"
and "Cocaine." This time, his choice is
the simmering "Travelin' Light."
Clapton's own songs are equally varied, if leaning toward the easygoing.
"Believe in Life" is alovely MOR ballad that could surpass "Change the
World" as an adult-contemporary
smash; "Second Nature," co-written
with Climie and Dennis Morgan, is
smooth and just as radio-ready. The
quaint "Find Myself" features soulful
Stereophile, May 2001

backing by the Impressions.
The
acoustic
"Modern Girl" is the album's blandest track and
its most obvious dud,
while "Superman Inside,"
co-written with Doyle
Bramhall, is its fiery rock
standout. "Son & Sylvia,"
the closing track, is asoft
instrumental dedicated to
Clapton's uncle, who
passed away recently.
Detractors might say
that Reptile lacks focus,
and mostly they'd be
right. But for diehard
Clapton fans willing to
follow the guitar god
wherever he may lead, it's
asometimes interesting trip.
—Daniel Durehholz

JOHNNY DOWD
Temporary Shelter
Koch KOCCD 8205 (CD). 2001. Johnny Dowd, prod.;
Alex Perialas, eng. MD? Tr: 54:21
Performance ****
Sonia ****

E

qual parts Flannery O'Connoresque Southern gothic storyteller;
Tom Waits-ish sonic tinkerer, and
surly carnival barker with a flair for
provocative, deadpan punch lines that
rope in the suckers, Johnny Dowd is as
unique an artist to emerge from the
rooten'blues/alt-country underground as
you'll find. He commenced his professional recording career at the tender age
of 50 in Ithaca, New York, with 1997's
lo-fi noir masterpiece Wrong Side of
Memphis, and quickly became the toast
of critics on both
sides of the Atlantic.
With 1999's Pictures
from Life's Other Side
came arecord deal,
more acclaim, and a
musical vision that
grew darker and encompassed a wider
range of sleaze,
murder, and selfloathing, even as it
became more refined in terms of
musical production
values and instrumental proficiency.
Now
comes
Temporary Shelter,
another
twisted
embodiment
of

Reviews

Dowd's troubled id — or, at least, the
deranged egos of his characters — and a
huge advancement in Dowd and his
band's quest for exquisitely contained
musical novellas. A major component
of that quest is the sound. While there's
asmattering of more or less straightforward roots-chug (Tex-Mex-inflected
garage for "Lost Avenue," metallic-psychedelic blooze for "Golden Rule"),
much of the record is given over to uncharted excursions guaranteed to raise
eyebrows. "Hideaway," with its dubreggae percussion, unruly synthesizer
wheeze, and litany of distorted, backward effects, is paranoia personified.
That Dowd's lyrics — about an abusive
father and amother's vain attempts to
protect her child from his fists —are
delivered as a matter-of-fact spokenword piece makes the song all the more
terrifying. "Angel Eyes" commences
with the ominous clang of a steeple
bell, then unfolds for the better part of
eight minutes into a HitchcockHerrmann soundscape as Dowd and
co-vocalist Kim Sherwood-Caso speak
and moan afirst-person narrative about
abrooding loner stuck in "a miserable
little town" where "zombies prowl the
street, dead souls fill up the bars."
Dowd has become amaster at matching sound to story. "Big Wave," about a
former surfer lying on his deathbed, is
subtly informed by ashuddery surf-guitar twang, while the love-is-bitterlycruel advisory of "Stumble and Fall" is
drenched in the minor-chord gothic
gloom of a funereal organ motif and
Sherwood-Caso's harpyish wail. Dowd's
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early material was resolutely budgetconscious, but its lo-fi nature complemented the songwriter's internal monologues. Temporary Shelter remains true to
that style but skillfully ups the ante by
using more tools, the players walking
that critical line between spontaneous
combustion and studio manipulation.
While broadly sketched, these 11
songs nevertheless hiss, hum, and fizz
like tube amps left out in the rain and
set down on the steam radiator to dry.
The ultimate effect is like a cross
between Skip Spence's intimate portrayal of anervous breakdown (1968's
Oar), Nick Cave's creepy-crawly 1996
album Murder Ballads, and childhood
Saturday afternoons spent soaking up
way too many EC comics and Hammer
horror flicks.
-Fred Mills
RONNIE LANE
Live in Austin
Sideburn 001 (CD). 2001. Walter Morgan, Ed
Mayberry, orig. engs., prods.; Jim Bradt, exec. prod.;
Kent Benjamin, compilation prod.; Ron Flynt, compilation eng. AAD? TF: 73:13
Performance ****
Sonics **1/2

R

onnie Lane never got his due as
asongwriter, at least not in the
US. As afounding member of
the Small Faces and, later, the Faces,
Lane wrote or co-wrote seminal hits
like "Itchycoo Park" and "Ooh La La."
He also released anumber of terrific
solo albums, most of which never saw
the lieu of day Stateside, and one amazing effort with Pete Townshend, Rough
Mix, which still stands as the highlight
of both musicians' solo careers.
Toward the end of his life, which
was tragically shortened by multiple
sclerosis — he died in 1997 at the age
of 51 — Lane moved to Texas: first to
Houston, and then to Austin. There,
despite his deteriorating physical state,
he enlivened the town's already vibrant music scene, playing with Alejandro Escovedo, Susan Voelz (Poi Dog
Pondering), R.C. Banks, and Rich
Brotherton, among others.
The recordings comprising Live in
Austin come from anumber of radio
broadcasts in which Lane took part
between 1986 and 1990. The sound can
at times be surprisingly good, perhaps
due to the fact that the original master
tapes of nearly all the performances
were found. These were sometimes
from a two-track machine or even a
cassette deck, however, and the original
radio mixes were used for the CD, so
be warned: The album sounds more
than alittle primitive.
Stereophlle, May 2001

But the reason to buy Live in Austin is
not its sound, but to revisit Lane's
indomitable spirit. The bits of radio
interviews used as introductions to
some of the songs are ahoot, and his
wonderful songs sound as fresh today as
when they were written.
Much of the album is performed in
what was not then called an "unplugged" format. This emphasizes the
fondness of Lane's material, with arrangements featuring acoustic guitars,
fiddle, and accordion. A few tracks sport
a full-on electric band, including
Rolling Stones sideman Bobby Keys
(another Austinite at that point) on saxophone. Highlights include gorgeous
run-throughs of "Annie" and "Barcelona," two songs Lane wrote with Eric
Clapton; "April Fool," afolksy number
celebrating Lane's birthday, April I; the
rocking "You're So Rude," featuring
Keys; and "Spiritual Babe," apreviously
unreleased Lane song.
Most poignant, of course, is "Ooh La
La," written years prior to these recordings, and which bookends this disc in
two different versions. It's hard to listen
to Lane sing the chorus at that stage of
his life: "I wish that Iknew what I
knew now /when Iwas younger /I
wish that Iknew what Iknow now /
When Iwas stronger."
Sad as such moments may be, Live in
Austin isn't abelated wake but acelebration of an amazing talent taken away
too soon, and who remains undervalued
to this day.
-Daniel Durclblsolz
SAINT ETIENNE
Interlude
Sub Pop SPCD 536 (CD). 2001. Saint Etienne, prods.;
Mike Truman, Lee Mutin, Trouser Enthusiasts, asst.
prods.; Gerard Johnson, eng.; Ian Catt, asst eng.
AAD? Tr: 51:51
Performance ***
Sonics ****1/2

ince returning from a selfimposed hiatus and signing with
indic label Sub Pop in 1999,
British pop mavens Saint Etienne have
been on a roll. Last year's Sound of
Water —with its blend of traditional
femme-pop (courtesy sultry singer
Sarah Cracknell), dancefloor-friendly
flourishes, and psychedelic-tinged
electronica — was afrothy, compelling
brew. (See the review in the October
2000 Stereophile.) Interlude is acollection of rarities and B-sides billed as
"the flip side of Sound of Water —too
good to remain unheard."
Compiling St. Eleftovers has become
asport of sorts for the group. The 1999
album Good Humor spawned its own
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Before, during, and after the Quintet,
records under Sahm's own name continued to appear. His 1973 solo album,
Doug Sahm &Band, whose list of players
included Bob Dylan, Dr. John, and
David Bromberg, is perhaps the highlight of his solo catalog. It, too, can be
considered one of the early milestones
DOUG SAHM
of country rock, sharing an artistic approach and release date with Gram
The Return of Wayne Douglas
Parsons' Grievous Angel.
Tornado 001(CD). 2000. Doug Sahm, Tommy
More recently, Sahrn recorded albums
Detamore, prods.; Detamore, engs. AAD? Tr:
of blues (The Last Real Texas Blues Band,
46:19
Performance ****
1994) and soul (Juke Box Music, 1988),
Sonia ***1/2
and astring of successful discs with TexMex supergroup The Texas Tornados
ast records, like last films, often
("Texas Tornado" was a Salim nickhave an emotional tenor (and
name), the best of which remains the
title) that whispers "Sayonara,
group's 1990 self-titled debut. His status
these are my final thoughts. This is
as afounding father of country rock was
where my art ends." Dictionary of Soul,
further cemented in 1993 when he conOtis Redding's last solo studio album, is
tributed amemorable vocal to acover of
an example, and Jimi Hendrix's
his "Give Back the Key to My Heart,"
Cry ofLove.
which became the centerpiece of Uncle
From its opening notes,
Doug Sahm's final disc feels Tupelo's Anodyne.
The Return of Wayne Douglas, nearly
like what one of its backers calls
"a check-out record." A set of finished at the time of Sahm's sudden
originals (with two covers)
death in Taos, New Mexico in November 1999, is asolid swan song, with
written in the style of the fidSalun in fine voice throughout. The
dle-and-pedal-steel Texas counsingle tune left incomplete, "I Don't
try music that forms Sahm's
deepest musical roots, The Re- Trust No One," was later finished by
fellow Texas singer-songwriter Clay
turn of Wayne Douglas brings his
Blaker, who sings aduet with Sahm's
varied career full circle.
scratch vocal on the final mix. The
Few musicians have covered
sound is generally good; producer
the spectrum of Texas music
better than this San Antonio Tommy Detamore, who plays pedal
steel throughout, has fashioned alivenative. A pedal-steel prodigy by
sounding session that focuses, not too
age six, his musical education
slavishly, on Sahm's voice. Fiddler
included country, Tex-Mex,
Texas blues, big-band R&B, Bobby Flores, of Ray Price's band, and
Bill ICirchen, best known as Comand quartet-style rock'n'roll. In
the mid-'60s he affected a mander Cody's guitarist, provide plenty
of instrumental firepower. The album's
the tune's inherent sleekness with a British-invasion makeover — musical
and sartorial — and became
shimmery trance treatment whose
(supposedly at the behest of procresting dynamics are as mesmerizing as
ducer Huey Meaux, who was
abarrelful of disco-dancing queens.
obsessed at besting the Beatles)
Another gem is a sweet ballad,
"Stevie," originally recorded for a the leader of the Sir Douglas
Brian Wilson tribute album, itself a Quintet. That group's 1969 hit
single, "She's About a Mover"
tribute to Fleetwood Mac's gypsy
(1969), in which the Gulf Coast
queen, which Wilson has never offimeets Merseybeat, remains
cially released. The delicate, overtly
Sahm's best-known tune.
Bacharach-ish "Queen of Polythene"
Despite the SDQ's stovepipe
would appear to be an homage as well,
pants and Fab Four bowl hairto St. Burt from Sr. E's sonic architects,
cuts, after amove to San FranPete Wiggs and Bob Stanley. And "Le
cisco in the mid-'60s they
Ballade de Saint Etienne," with its
became one of the first groups to
Mellotron, vibraphone, echoey guitars,
seriously attempt amarriage of
and Cracknell's breathy French vocals,
country and rock. "Mendocino,"
suggests ablend of the Moody Blues,
their other big hit (and Sahm's
UK hipsters High Llamas, and '60s
second most famous composiFrench diva Mireille Mathieu.
tion), is one of the first bona fide
Now enjoying its 10th anniversary in
country-rock tunes.
the biz, Saint Etienne is adored by re-

spin-off, Places to Visit, and Interlude's
dozen well-sequenced songs unfold less
along odds-and-sods lines and more as
precision-crafted artifacts that stand up
on their own. Also included, in the nicely designed CD-ROM portion of the
disc, are the long and short versions of
the video for Sound of Water's "How We
Used to Live."
Among Interlude's delights that will be
new to Americans arc "Bar Conscience," a dreamily surreal electronic
soundscape, originally a UK B-side;
"Shoot Out the Lights," an undulating,
kicky slice of lounge-pop — not a
Richard Thompson cover — that turned
up as abonus track on the Japanese version of Sound of Water, and, for dance
fans, a nine-minute remix of Good
Humor's "Lose That Girl" courtesy UK
deejays Trouser Enthusiasts, who extract

cord collectors and coffee overachievers
alike, pop fans who eagerly work the
"E" word into conversations about
Wilson, Mathieu, and Bacharach, along
with Dusty Springfield, Phil Spector,
and Steely Dan. Not bad name-dropping company to keep.
—Fred Mills

L

Saint Etienne
Interlude
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Record
title refers to anom de country music that
Sahm briefly assumed during his hippie
days to placate Nashville label heads
who were afraid to release acountry
single —Sahm's excellent "Be Real" —
under his real name.
From the opener, "Beautiful Texas
Sunshine," the obviously autobiographical lyrics of this album are easy and conversational. In "You Was for Real," one
of five new Sahm compositions here, one
verse begins "She said 'Doug'..." In
"Cowboy Peyton Place," he sings about a
"Steel-playing man" (his musical career
began with the pedal steel) and awoman
who tells him, "I love your records /
They turn me on" —words he'd undoubtedly heard in real life atime or two.
Two spoken-word interludes —one a
tribute to Leon Payne that serves as a
coda to Sahm's cover of Payne's "They'll
Never Take Her Love from Me," the
other atouching prologue to the album's
fittingly final tune, "'Texas Me" —add to
the feeling that, even had he lived, this
would remain one of his most personal
albums. A Sahm original that first appeared in 1969 on the Sir Douglas Quintees Mendocino called "Texas Me" precisely locates the Lone Star emblazoned on
Sahm's heart.
Best of all is the disc's "hidden" track,
which uses the greeting from Sahm's
answering machine as acharming coda
to the recorded legacy of this roughedged but irreplaceable part of
American music: "I might call back if
it's baseball, Guitar Slim, or anything
interesting ... "
-Robert Baird
SWAG
Catch-All
Yep Roc 2023 (CD). 2001. Brad Jones, prod., eng.
AAD? Tr: 35:34
Performance ***1/2
Sonics ***1/2

5

ometimes musicians play music
just for fun — as opposed to
doing it for, say, the roar of an
adoring crowd or the rustle of dead
presidents. Every so often one of
these for-fun, sometimes-only side
projects gets serious, gains momentum for aminute, and births arecord
like Catch-AIL
Like the last Americana supergroup/side project/whatever — the Jeff
Tweedy-led Golden Smog — the
sweet and retro Swag probably won't
last long. But this quintet of Robert
Reynolds, Jerry Dale McFadden (both
of the Mavericks), Tom Petersson
(Cheap Trick), Ken Coomer (Wilco),
and solo artist Doug Powell has the talent and —judging by this album — the
Stereophile, May 2001
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The men of Swag: Robert Reynolds, Doug Powell, Tom Petersson, Ken Coomer, and Jerry Dale McFadden.

enthusiasm to be worth listening to for
as long as they choose to continue.
Declaring an album "impossible to
dislike" is acurse on apar with "The
New Dylan," but Catch-All comes pretty close to fitting the description. From
its very first moments — apeppy vocal
riff of "Doodle-ee Doo Doo Dwee
Doodle Doo Doo," followed not too
many lines later by the words "Baby
Blue" —you know you're headin' for
the cheery, sticky-sweet Sixties, particularly the sweeping tract of that era's
musical history occupied by the Beatles
and the Beach Boys.
The second track, "I'll Get By," features a guest appearance by Nashville's long-reigning power-pop ruler
Bill Lloyd, and is anchored by achorus of layered voices that will have you
looking for your aged copy of Twister.
The gauntlet really hits the deck in
"When She Awoke" — you can sense
the big, sweeping vocal hook of
"heaven in her eyes" long before it
oozes (with aglockenspiel flourish or
two) around your smiling face and
happy ears in the sonic equivalent of
marshmallow crème.
When Swag gets serious, the songwriting turns toward Pet Sounds and
Revolver but successfully walks the line
between parody and tribute. Obvious
Beatles-isms are the deliberately lo-fi
opening of "She's Deceiving," meant
to sound like aBeatles-era McCartney
demo; the full-blown "Michelle"
treatment in "Near Perfect Smile"
(with aStevie Wonderish harmonica
part added for spice); the marching

"Glass Onion"-like classicism of
"Trixie"; and the arranged voices and
loud guitar solo in the Lennon-like
rocker "You." Though this might only
be Swag creating avenue for getting
their Paul/John/Brian ya-yas out, for
the most part it works beautifully.
While it's hard to buy everything
that's tried here — after all, it is the
21st century — there are infinitely
more hits than misses in this bright
party favor. Just one querulous note of
autobiography intrudes: asnippet of
an answering-machine message left by
Trisha Yearwood for ex-husband
Reynolds that cuts off before she can
leave her number.
The centerpiece of Catch-All and its
leaning tower of influences is the
enchanting "Different Girl," which
could also serve as aprimer for all of
Brian Wilson's most overripe strainings. But after repeated listenings,
even this precious bonbon has an inescapable allure.
For a project that was recorded
whenever its busy members could
snatch time away from their day jobs,
Catch-All sounds warm and alive, its
many vocal layers expertly constructed. And in terms of likability (and
stacking the deck with critics), there's
also the inside joke of the band's
name: common music slang for the
free records and tchotchkes that music
critics and deejays, despite all protestations to the contrary, live for. Is this a
record I'm going to pull off the shelves
over and over? Doubtful... but it'll be
fun while it lasts.
-Robert Baird
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DWIGHT YOAKAM
Tomorrow's Sounds Today
Reprise 47827-2 (CD). 2000. Pete Anderson, prod.;
Sally Browder, eng. AAD? TT: 48:18
Performance ****
Sonics ****

A

,recently as last October's review of dim'qlnyoakamacoustic.net,
we were wondering if Dwight
Yoakam was focused enough on music
(as opposed to his film career) to give
us an album of original material to
stand tall beside such classics as his
Guitars, Cadillacs, Etc., Etc., Hillbilly
Deluxe, This Time, and Gone. The wondering is over: Tbmotrotv's Sounds Today
is an ironically titled, exquisitely executed exploration and expansion of the
traditional themes and sounds of country music.
It might casually be labeled "retro,"
but Tomorrow's Sounds Today is more
accurately described as timeless. It
fuses the 1940s and '50s honky-tonk
of Hank Williams, Ernest Tubbs, and
Lefty Frizzell with the Bakersfield
sound of '60s icons Merle Haggard
and Buck Owens, and updates it all
with amodern pop sensibility. Time is
made irrelevant.
Yoakam's songwriting has never been
as consistent as it is here — there isn't a
clunker among the 14 tracks. Standouts
include the teardrop lope of "A World
of Blue"; the righteous gospel-inflected
duet "I Was There," sung with its
author, Owens (one of three tracks he
sings on); the sultry, Tex-Mex chug of
"Alright, I'm Wrong" (propelled by
Flaco Jimenez's accordion); and the
rapid-fire shuffle of "Free to Go."
Yoakam also resurrects Cheap Trick's "I
Want You to Want Me," proving that
even power pop has ahonky-tonk heart
if you dig deep enough.
Yoakam sounds fully engaged
throughout Tontonvw's Sounds Today, his
sharply
focused

In Dwight Yoakam's case, the hat does make the man, along with his songwriting and vocal prowess.

lyrics and melodies illuminate heartache
and love as no one else's can. If tomorrow
sounds this good today, we can hardly
wait for the sun to rise on his next project.
—Michael Metzger

jazz
BOB BELDEN
Black Dahlia
Bob Belden, composer, arranger, conductor, tenor
sax; Turn Ries, alto flute; Lou Marini, alto flute, bass
flute; Mike Migliore, alto sax, bass flute; Charles
Pillow, english horn; Lawrence Feldman, alto sax;
Joe Lovano, tenor sax; Gary Smulyan, baritone sax;
Scott Robinson, contrabass sax; Tim Hagans, Tony
Kadleck, Alan Rubin, Lew Soloff, trumpet; Bob
Carlisle, John Clark, Ann Ellsworth, Jeff Lange,
French horn; Conrad Herwig, trombone; George
Flynn, bass trombone; Marcus Rojas, tuba; Marc
Copland, Kevin Hays, piano; Scott Kinsey, piano,
sampler; Ira Coleman, bass; Billy Kilson, drums;
Bobby Previte, castanets; Zach Danzinger, bongos;
Bruce Hall, timpani, gong; Stacy Shames, Emily
Mitchell, harp; Sanford Allen, concertmaster; Ethel
Abelson, Mini Ben-An, Larissa Blitz, Avril Brown,
Robert Chausow, Cenovia Cummins, Barry Finclair,
Stan Hunte, Jean Ingraham, Rebecca Johnson,
Yong-Tae Kim, Nam Sook Lee, Katherine Livolsi,
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Lori Miller, Marion Pinheiro, Dale Stuckenbruck„
Peter Vanderwater, Sascha Vselensky, Mary
Whitaker, Xin Zhao, violin; Al Brown, Lena
Fankhauser, Ron Lawrence, Jesse Levine, viola;
Marisol Espada, Eric Friedlander, Richard Locker,
Fred Zlotkin, cello; Leon Maleson, Doug Romoff,
double bass; Robert Sadin, conductor, "Elegy
Blue Note CD 523883 2(CD). 2001. Bob Belden, Eli
Wolf, prods.; Richard King, eng. DDD. Tr: 56:54
Performance ****1/2
Sonics ****

B

ob Belden's Black Dahlia is a12part suite scored for symphony
orchestra and inspired by the
infamous, still unsolved "Black Dahlia"
murder case. On the morning of
January 15, 1947, the body of 22-yearold Elizabeth Short was found in a
vacant lot in central Los Angeles, nude
and surgically bisected. There was evidence of many hours of torture.
In his liner notes, Belden says that the
story of the Black Dahlia (a name
coined in the sensationalist press of the
day because of Short's jet-black hair and
dark high-fashion dresses) "serves as a
metaphor for my life and others." At
first it seems odd, maybe even alittle
twisted, that Belden, a New Yorker
159
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MAX ROACH
The Complete Mercury Max Roach
Plus Four Sessions
Max Roach, Buddy Rich, drums; Phil Woods, alto sax;
George Coleman, Hank Mobley, Sonny Rollins,
Stanley Turrentine, tenor sax; Kenny Dorham,
Booker Little, Tommy Turrentine, trumpet; Willie
Dennis, Julian Priester, trombone; Ray Draper,
tuba; Eddie Baker, Ray Bryant, John Bunch, Billy
Wallace, piano; Bob Boswell, Nelson Boyd, Bob
Cranshaw, Art Davis, Phil Leshin, George Morrow,
bass; Abbey Lincoln, vocals
Mosaic MD7-201 (7 CDs). 2000. Bob Shad, Jack
Tracy, Max Roach, Hal Mooney, orig prods.; Ben
Young, reissue prod.; Kevin Reeves, mastering eng.
AAD. TT: 8:12:23
Available from Mosaic Records, 35 Melrose Place,
Stamford, CT 06902. Tel: (203) 327-7111. Fax:
(203) 323-3526. Web: bvww.mosaicrecords.com.
Performance *****
Sonics ***1/2
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o orderly and symmetrical are
his creations that, to my ears,
Max Roach is the J.S. Bach of
the drums. As the first-call drummer
for the likes of Charlie Parker, Dizzy
Gillespie, Miles Davis, J.J. Johnson,
Bud Powell, and Thelonious Monk,
Roach's rhythmic breakthroughs were
avital component of those musicians'
Leave it to aNew Yorker (Bob Belden) to turn the "Black Dahlia" murder case into asuccessful jazz suite.
melodic and harmonic innovations.
He broke down the component parts
born nine years after Short's death, sees end of this theme Feldman plays an of the drum kit and reassembled them
his own life in this grisly tale of victim- aching four-bar phrase (the melody in into apersonal style of polyrhythmic
ization in L.A. But what matters is not thirds and the harmony in parallel independence wherein each limb suswhere Belden finds his metaphors, but minor thirds), identified as Short's love tained an orchestral function all its
the fact that he makes us buy into them. theme. "Genesis" ends with three own. He moved the timekeeping
Black Dahlia is an elegantly detailed, dark, desolate chords — the death functions primarily to the top ride
meticulously developed work that can chords—that recur at the ends of two cymbal while employing the rest of
be enjoyed on several levels. The other movements.
the kit for accents and contrapuntal
music vividly evokes the mood and
The quality of the playing is excep- syncopations. While there was aclear
texture of aspecial time and place —
tional, in both the section work and the precedent for this style of orchestratpost-World War II Los Angeles. To be solos. In "City of Angels," Hagans' ing rhythm in the work of Jo Jones
precise, it evokes a languid, erotic, trumpet glows with the seductive, and Kenny Clarke, Roach took it so
overripe decadence that we have been glamorous myth of the city. In "Dream
much further that it seemed perfectly
taught, by movies like Roman Pol- World," the english horn of Charles natural for time to be inferred from
anski's Chinatown, to associate with Pillow ominously embodies the lure of the sum of the parts rather than being
this particular milieu.
fantasy. Joe Lovano is brought in for stated explicitly —and that it was the
But the suite is more than superior one crucial track, "Danza d'Amour," a drummer's responsibility to engage
film-noir movie music. Belden gradu- deep search through the theme (intro- and propel the front line. His architecally unfolds Short's story as atragedy duced in "Genesis") representing tural elegance, innate musicality, and
of violated innocence, aquest for love Short's doomed search for love. "The spiritual freedom transcend back-ofand escape that ends in entrapment Edge of Forever (Last Night at the the-bus notions of the drummer as
and disaster. He makes us believe in it Hacienda Club)" is ajarring shift in mere timekeeper.
because of the authenticity with which mood —a representation of the frenetStill, it wasn't until Roach and the
he portrays emotion, and because he ic post-war dance-hall scene relentless- great trumpeter Clifford Brown
weaves the story together with such
ly driven by Billy Kilson's drums, and launched their famous combo in the
care. Phrases, motifs, and gestures with awild solo from trumpet maestro mid-'50s that Roach was able to fully
("the melodies of her life") appear, Lew Soloff. The final "Elegy" pulls express his unique vision of the
submerge, and reform in differing Black Dahlia together, emotionally and drums as an equal partner. At that
keys and fragments and contours.
structurally: All the motifs re-emerge, band's best — as on their famous arThe first movement, "Genesis," in- and the death chords from "Genesis" rangement of Cole Porter's "I Get a
troduces all the primary themes, as are the final sound.
Kick Out of You" — the drummer's
well as the trumpet of Tim Hagans, in
The liner notes state that Black Dahlia exuberant metric cadences and jagged
majestic flourishes of sorrow. Eliza- has also been mastered for release on syncopations enabled them to deconbeth Short's lonely, pensive "theme of SACD. That version of this dark tale struct American popular songs rhythinnocence" is first floated by Hagans, (with its already plush sonorities of mically as well as melodically and
then picked up in adifferent key by French horns, harps, and violas) should harmonically. Such was the measure
Lawrence Feldman's alto sax. At the be fun indeed.
-Thomas Conrad of their success (particularly after
160
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Sonny Rollins joined Brown & Roach
Inc.) that Lester Bowie once said, "If
Clifford Brown had lived I'd be
working in the post office — and
Miles'd be my supervisor." But when
Brown and pianist Richie Powell
went over that embankment one
rainy night on the Pennsylvania
Turnpike in June 1956, that dream
was deferred.
What's so fascinating about The
Complete Mercury Max Roach Plus Four
Sessions is the way it documents how
Roach soldiered on in the period
immediately following the death of
his soulmate. We find him at first
extending and distilling their concept
of the basic jazz combo, then redefining it in his own image and
evolving aconcept of the multi-percussion kit so profound that this set of
instruments of indeterminate pitch
began to suggest many of the harmonic and melodic contours of
pianists and horn players.
The unenviable task of... well, not
exactly replacing Brown, but following
in his huge footsteps, fell to the woefully underrated Kenny Dorham, one
of the most harmonically sophisticated
and rhythmically accomplished of
trumpeters, an eternal modernist who
also died young and today is largely
forgotten. Dorham's accomplishments
dominate discs 1and 2, where he helps
Roach expand the basic formula of
Brown & Roach Inc. Listen to the
snap, bite, and drive he and pianist Ray
Bryant bring to the stops, starts, and
calculated hesitations of Bill Lee's
"Quiet As It's Kept," and what aperfect foil he is to Sonny Rollins: the
ruminative, lyrical arias of "Body and
Soul," the sinuous blues phrasings in
George Russell's "Ezz-thetic" (a kissing
cousin of "Love for Sale"), and his
crackling articulation at the warpspeed tempo of "It Don't Mean a
Thing (If It Ain't Got That Swing").
Dorham also distinguishes himself
on Roach dates dedicated to the thenradical notion of playing jazz in waltz
time (dig him and Rollins in their
famous rendition of "Valse Hot"), and
in the company of tenor saxophonists
Hank Mobley and George Coleman in
sessions in which Roach dispenses with
the piano altogether to place more of
the onus of orchestration on himself.
This happens to particular effect in such
Charlie Parker tunes as "Au Privave"
(Mobley's graceful phrasing inspiring
drum variations remarkable for their
fealty to the tune) and a blazing
"Anthropology" and "Ko-Ko." Dorham
Stereophile. May 2001
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Technology

introducing the __
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recording system

Tenor sax legend Harold Land sfirst small-band recording in two
decades with all-stars Billy Higgins Mulgrew Miller . Ray Drummond

Idly 'Mims
lay Ital.'s./

"One of those recordings you find
yourself happy to have.., the playing
has what jazz playing always should
have -swing, invention, and sensitive
interaction" -Stanley Crouch
"The sound is spectacular, especially
coming from an apparatus that looks
like part of aNASA space probe!"
-Ray Drummond

Audiophoric 24-karat gold CDs feature the label's new
proprietary M-phoriC recording system. M-phoric
captures real musical dynamics, full tonal range, and
arich palette of instrumental timbres with startling
clarity and fidelity. Audiophoric CDs are recorded
and mastered with no noise reduction, equalization,
overdubbing, or compression of any kind.
Pianist Pamela York's debut CD, featuring jazz
greats John Clayton and Jeff Hamilton
"York clearly has an important future
ahead of her . Audiophoric's
impeccable sound really makes the
music come alive." -Scott Yanow
"A gorgeous session, York displays a
sumptuous melodic vision M-phonc
dramatically broadens the dynamic
range of the music"
-San Diego Union-Tribune

Available at select audio stores,
or call toll-free
1-866-A-PHORIC (2744742)
www.audiophoric.coin
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presents the finest in European
style and elegance

Aloia .Aliante .Audiomeca
AudioCarpet .Audio Tekne
Copulare. Ecosse. Piega
Visit us online to find adealer near you
www.sanibelsound.com

Audiomeca

111

(800)531-6886

Aloia

Dealers interested in these
products are encouraged to call.
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Territories are Available.
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What Makes Us Different?

•27years in business at the same
location

•Cabinet designer on staff for
design and consultation

•Owner is aformer service tech
for major manufacturer with 17
years experience in High End
Audio /Video

•Manufacturer trained technical
service staff provides the best
service in the store and in your
home.

•We offer only reliable, high
performance,user-friendly
products.
•Experienced install staff,
No sub-contractors
•Installations supervised
owner or store manager
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ADA, Alon by Acarian Systems, Arcam, Audio
Research, B&K, Barco, BDI, C.A.L., Cardas, DCS,
Denon, Dunlavy, Elan, Escient, Faroudja, Gallo, Krell,
Loewe, Marantz, Martin Logan, Meadowlark,
McIntosh, Nakamichi, Niles, REL, Salamander,
Speakercraft, Staight Wire, Sumiko, Tannoy, Toshiba.
Transparent, VAC, Vidikron, Vienna Acoustics, VTL,
Well Tempered.

•All equipment demonstrated
in total system context.
•All products sold at
competitive prices.
•All qualified systems are ISF
and Sencore Installer Suite
calibrated
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Record
manages to sound relaxed and lyrical at
atrademark Roach tempo in both of
the last two —no mean feat in a"KoKo" so blistering that the only way
bassist Nelson Boyd can cope is by
playing in cut time.
But for all of Roach's youthful
chops, it is his musicality that endures,
as on his impressive latter sessions
with the Turrentine Brothers — tenor
saxophonist Stanley and the trumpeter
Tommy. These are especially notable
for Roach's earliest excursions into
5/4 time ("As Long As You're Living")
and the sweet, blucsy melodic focus
the Pittsburgh natives bring to his
"Parisian Sketches." They also make
fine contributions to the dueling-combos sessions with Buddy Rich, which
have truly benefited from the remaswring done for this set—the warmer,
more natural balance between the two
drummers was achieved by easing off
on the high-frequency EQ of earlier
CD issues, which tended to hot-rod
Rich's snare.
Rather than engage in apure shootout, Roach and Rich entrust the great
arranger Gigi Gryce with the responsibility of integrating the two ensembles
into amodified big band in adelightful example of early stereo. One
drummer is panned hard left, the
other hard right, the better to illustrate
the contrasts between Rich's bravura
stylings and Roach's more architectonic phrasing and polyrhythmic layerings. This is shown to particular effect
on the chase choruses and train sounds
of "Toot, Toot, Tootsie, Goodbye," the
Afro-Cuban cum Near Eastern effects
of Gryce's "The Casbahm," and the
hell-bent-for-leather exchanges of
"Figure Eights."
Disc 6is filled out with some fascinating alternate takes from this session, as well as previously unissued
material with the Turrentines, Ray
Bryant, and Abbey Lincoln. But the
three sessions featuring Booker Little
and George Coleman (discs 3 and 4)
are the pick of the litter, and some of
the rarest and most enduring items in
the Roach discography. The original
releases include the Max Roach Plus 4's
On the Chicago Scene (Bob Cranshaw,
bass; Eddie Baker, piano) and At
Newport (Art Davis, bass; Ray Draper,
tuba; no pianist) — and my fave, The
Many Sides of Max, asession with trombonist Julian Priester joining Little and
Coleman in the front line.
On the last of these sessions, from
January 1959, the three horns act as
extensions of Roach's bass drum,
Stereophile, May 2001
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Max Roach's work after trumpeter Clifford Brown's death is chronided on aMosaic Records boxed set

snare, and cymbals, while Art Davis'
walking bass lines so perfectly mirror
the drummer's rhythmic conception
of Muhal Richard Abrams' "Lepa" that
the two are able to keep asense of the
time and chord changes going as
Roach transcends the drum solo in
favor of perfectly formed choruses.
The effect is stunning; Roach's drumming becomes leaner and more
melodically pointed, allowing him to
explore new colorations, make greater
use of space, and employ an abstract,
asymmetrical style of syncopation that
gives his phrases even greater musical
coherence. The polyphonic manner in
which Little, Coleman, and Priester
intertwine is sublime, and Little's everascending phrases in solo after solo,
particularly in "Bernsha Swing," are as
technically and emotionally inspiring
as anything in jazz.
But for sheer unadulterated fire, the

vividly recorded live Newport session,
with agame but hesitant Ray Draper
on tuba, are the bee's knees. (Draper is
much more assured on alater Riverside
date, Deeds, Not Words.) Little and
Coleman manage to remain musical
and comely on some of the most ferocious tempos ever committed to tape,
and Art Davis matches Roach's intensity beat for beat. The entire band reaches a creative peak on a remarkable
"Love for Sale" in which Roach reorchestrates the tune's changes rhythmically, moving from triple to duple
meter in the head, then taking the
bridge in seven. Roach then fires the
afterburners for a4/4 romp that concludes with magisterial rhythmic
exchanges with Little and Coleman
that point boldly to the future breakthroughs of his musical descendants,
and remind us anew why Max Roach is
the king of drummers.
—Chip Stern
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"Once you hear the noise on your power line, it's hard to forget about it."
WideScreen Review Volume 8. Number 4, Issue 33
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"If Ihadn't known it costs just $299/pair when Ifirst heard
it, Iwould have estimated its price as at least twice that."
— John Atkinson, Stereophile Vol. 23/No. 5, May 2000, page 93.

The Aegis One
$299/pair

The Aego 2Speaker System
ACOUSTIC ENERGY

$599

Acoustic Energy •Alan •Anthem •Arcam • Belfoggetti •
Beyer •Cambridge Audio •Celestion •Denon •Dreamyision
•Dynamic •Elite Video •Faroudja •Fujitsu •Gallo Acoustics
• Jolida • Lexicon • Loewe • Luxman • McCormack •
McIntosh • Miller & Kreisel • Mission • Montana • Niles •
Ortofon • Panamax • Paradigm • Paradigm Reference •
Parasound • Pioneer Plasma Monitors • Premier • Rogue
Audio •Sennheiser •Sierra •Soundolier •Spendor •Stewart
• Synergistic Research •Teac •Tweak •Thorens •Toshiba
HDTV •Tributaries •Vidikron •Xantech •Zenith HDTV
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Manufacturers'
dCS Purcell & Elgar Plus
Editor:
We would like to thank Jonathan Scull
for his thorough and thoughtful review of
our dCS Purcell Upsampler (D/D Converter) and dCS Elgar D/A converter in
the January 2001 Stereophile.
Jonathan's eloquent description of the
audio nirvana produced by the Elgar
Plus/Purcell combination mirrors the
numerous letters and phone calls we have
received from happy dCS owners around
the world who are rediscovering their
CD collections.
The Purcell Plus that Jonathan alluded
to in the review has since been christened. It now answers to the name of the
dCS Grieg ADC and Upsampler and
will be shipping by the time this letter is
published. It has all of the up- and
downsampling functionality of the
Purcell and can also convert 16/44.1 to
DSD, which, as Jonathan mentioned, is
the hot dCS setup in Japan. In addition,
it has aprofessional-quality dCS RingDAC-based A/D converter built in.
This enables phono sources (MC and
MM) and line-level sources to be digitized up to 24/192 or even DSD, which
can be fed to adCS D/A for immediate
enjoyment, or to aPC and burnt onto a
DVD-R for archival purposes.
The Elgar plus D/A is now shipping
with an 1EEE1394 digital input as standard. This is the interface that Sony will
use for DSD data transfer on their audiophile products. It will also be used for the
DSD digital output on the forthcoming
dCS SACD/CD transport
Information on all dCS products can be
found on our website at www.dcsltd.co.uk,
with additional information being available on the website of our US distributor
at www.audiophilesystems.com.
Once again, many thanks. Iwill leave
the last words to Jonathan: "the Purcell/
Elgar Plus is an upsampling digital reference of the first order."
Derek Fuller
Chairman, dCS Ltd.
Rega
Editor:
We are delighted with Sam Tellig's April
review of the new Rega system and
equally pleased with this month's
Stereophile, may
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Comments

all sorts of musical information and feeling. The notes themselves are not yet
music — agifted performer is needed to
bring the notes to life in the most
wholesome sense. The lifeless body of a
bird, for example, is not exactly abird —
some sort of spark is needed to bring the
bones and plumage alive.
Likewise, sound-reproduction equipment itself does not guarantee the ultimate listening satisfaction; listening is a
complex process and touches on various
levels of the human being. Lamm's
designer, Vladimir Shushurin, spent over
12 years developing the methods that will
bring some sort of spark to audio components and, with them, the possibility to
merge with the music. Jonathan's listening
experience with the L2 prompted this
statement: "There was something just so
human about it, so satisfying" —this, in our
view, attests to the fact that we have been
able to reach our goal.
Our special thanks to John Atkinson
for the set of measurements and his
thorough comments on them. There is a
precise correlation between the measurement results and the listening
impressions. Every caption accompanying arespective graph can easily be substituted with the specific excerpt from
the review—in other words, most of
those listening impressions translate into
aparticular graph. (Unfortunately, space
Lamm Industries 12
limitations would not allow me to
Editor:
We are very pleased with the review of describe this matching process graph by
graph.) In the case of the L2, the objecthe L2 Reference line-stage preamplifier
tive and subjective data complement
and would like to express our sincere
each other and provide avery telling picthanks to Jonathan Scull and the
ture of the product.
Stereophile team. This preamplifier is our
Through our equipment we strive to
first reference model and is aresult of
make listening to the music ameaningextensive conceptual development The
L2 sums up years of research that led to a ful and deeply satisfying experience. It is
very exciting for us to see that this
discovery of certain topologies —topoloreview has captured the nature of the L2;
gies that make it possible to create soundwe hope that others will be just as taken
reproduction equipment with minimal or
with the L2 as Jonathan has been. Thank
no sonic signature.
you again for this great review.
The elements of "naturalness" and
Elina Dobin
"neutrality" are central to all Lamm
Lamm Industries
products. Our aim is to create equipment maintaining its own neutrality
Red Rose Music R3
while conveying all kinds of emotions
Editor:
inherent in the music material and its
We appreciate Michael Fremer's excelperformance — asort of amedium that
lent review of the R3 ribbon speaker, and
is not involved in the process, yet is senthank Stereophile for its consideration.
sitive enough to perceive and transmit

Follow-Up report on the Jupiter integrated CD player.
The Jupiter is indeed atop-shelf deck,
especially by Rega's standards. The design
team set out not to make just another
high-end deck, but rather "to design the
best deck on the market, regardless of
price" — agoal that we feel we achieved
in many, if not all, respects. We are happy
to note that Sam Tellig agrees that, "In
terms of dynamics, Idoubt you can do
better at any price." Quite acompliment
for a$1900 deck!
As for the April's "Sam's Space," we
were glad to see Sam Tellig submit the
first US Rega system review. It is important to note that all Rega components are designed utilizing extensive
listening sessions using only Rega products, ensuring that aRega system will
provide awell-balanced synergy. In fact,
a recent British review compared the
"six systems with true Brit pedigrees,"
and the editor closed by saying, "If it
were my money Iknow where I'd be
spending it." (Rega.)
In closing, thank you, Stereophile,
and especially Sam Tellig, for the
insightful review of the new line of
Rega products.
Steve Lauennatt
Lauerman Audio Imports
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eare very proud to announce the premiere of the Audio
Nexus online, high-end, audio/video seminar series.
For the first time ever, you will actually be able to listen
to lectures and interviews of some of the world's most renowned
audio and video manufacturers over the Internet. We believe that
this series will present awonderful opportunity for all of you, no
matter where you live, to meet and get to know these
manufacturers, their design philosophies, how they view the
high end, and how they strive to bring as much of that vision to
you as they possibly can in their product offerings. For more
information on these seminars and how to listen to them on
your computer and in the comfort of your own home, please
visit: http://www.audionexus.com/online.html
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800.510.4753 Mains 10-6, Ed 9-6, Sot 124 (PSli
P.O. BOX 461 TRINIDAD CALIFORNIA 95570
PHONE/FAX 707.677.3299 audiowaves ,00l.com
www.audioshopper.com/AudioWaves
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FREE SHIPPING
NO LOCAL DEALER? -CALL US
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AUDIO RESEARCH Let's just say that Audio
Research has been around practically forever and
has been one of the major creative forces in the
never ending search for sonic perfection. They
have acomplete line of vacuum tube products as
well as aselection of solid state units. Come
audition the brand new VT-I00 Mk Ill amp and the
LS-25 Mk 11 preamp, both of which use the 6H30
super tube we've been raving about
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY In
record time, their tube and solid state designs
have established BAT as aleader in high-end
electronic design. Now all their marvelous tube
products are available as Signature Editions which
use that fabulous 6H30 tube and bring
unprecedented excitement and clarity to your
music. The VK-75 and VK-75SE tube amps and the
VK-6200 multi-channel amp are their newest
offerings.
BRYSTON Want great, yet affordable
electronics? They offer afull line of power amps,
preamps, and integrated amps, including their
newest, the 9BST 5-channel amp and the SP-I
theater processor. Many are critically-acclaimed,
and all have an unmatched, 20-year warranty.

CONRAD JOHNSON Beautifully-built and
gorgeous sounding, the electronics from this
company have always emphasized the highest
performance for your audio dollar. Give us acall
to audition their brand new Premier I7LS preamp,
and you'll soon understand what the term
"musical" really means.
KIMBER KABLE Always known for great
sounding cables at affordable prices, now they
have the best cables in the world at any price.
Come hear the Kimber Select series, and prepare
to be stunned!
MEADOWLARK Music flows from these sleek,
attractive speakers just as it does from abeautiful
songbird. The Kestrel, Shearwater, and Heron
have now been joined by acenter channel, small
monitor, and the no-holds-barred Nightingale.
Starting at $995 per pair, the Meadowlark
speakers sing sweetly and clearly.
VANDERSTEEN Legendary speakers with a
rich tonal balance that presents music with
stunning beauty. Their flagship model 5will engulf
you in abreathtaking, musical experience. Doing
home theater? The VCC-I center channel and
VSM-1 surrounds bring true quality to surround
sound.

ARCAM •Audioquest •Audio Research •Audio Physic •Balanced Audio Technology •Basis
Benz •Black Diamond •Bryston •CAL •Celeste •Chang Lightspeed •Conrad Johnson
Enlightened Audio Designs* Eminent Technology •Fanfare •Goldring •Graham •Grado
Jamo •JM Lab •Jolida •Kimber Kable •Lehmann •Lyra •Magnum •Magnum-Dynalab
McCormack •Meadowlark •NAD •Niles Audio •Nitty Gritty •ODL •Pro-Ject •PSB •
Richard Gray's Power Co. •Rotel •Runco •Salamander •SME •Source Components •
Stewart Screens •Sumiko •Tanno •Tar et •Vandersteen •VPI
* Trade-ins Accepted * Consultations *
No dealer near you? Call for sales and expert advice!
http://www.audionexus.com

33 Union Place, Summit, NJ 07901 •908-277-0333
We Ship Anywhere
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It is curious but truc that if apiano is
tuned in perfect fifths, the octaves will be
out of tune. This required the development of the tempered scale. So much for
logic in music.
Most companies tune speakers for flat
response measurements. In addition to
making measurements, my associates
and Ifine-tune Red Rose speaker models with music. We make recordings of
classical, jazz, blues, and spoken-word
artists, and optimize so the playback
sounds like what the musicians just
played. This kind of fine-tuning is most
successful with a complete-system
approach, so all components can be
matched. The R3 speaker and Model 5
integrated amplifier arc cases in point.
Musicians say this system really reproduces the emotion of their music.
Because the review process of most
audiophile magazines does not allow systems to be tested, you will have to listen
for yourself to appreciate the significance
of the system concept. Our Live
Recordings at Red Rose, Viluine 1SACD
sampler contains 12 tracks recorded at
our small New York showroom at night,
featuring some of the best jazz, classical,
blues, and spoken-word artists. No
equalization, mixing, or processing was

used. Only aRed Rose Model 3 Silver
Signature preamplifier was used as the
mike preamp between the mikes and the
DSD recording rack.
Evoking emotion is more important
than any measurement we know. One
side benefit of this approach is that Red
Rose, having achieved this faithfulness,
does not have to continually modify or
obsolete its products. In the 1950s and
'60s, people were happy with a record
player, small amplifier, and speaker. In the
last decades, people have bought ever-bigger and more expensive equipment, only
to find they are not necessarily getting
much benefit on afeeling basis. The real
goal of Red Rose Music is to reconnect
people to the love of music not through
the hearing, but through the feeling
aspect. As Michael points out, this is now
possible with avery compact and affordable system.
For feeling music, we strongly recommend vinyl records as asource, or good
SAClls. But SACD is just getting started
and sorted out. Many SACDs are made
with PCM digital recording or mastering,
and so are basically CDs at ahigher price.
It is difficult now for small audio companies to make SACD players from scratch
because the subassemblies are costly to
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BLUE CIRCLE
Simplicii,..%rii•dr,, Music

BC3 Galatea
Dual Mono Preamplifier

o

11 '71.
"Supremely musical and
utterly mm/aligning."
Chip Sum

Strnwphde Aug. :000

BC8

Solid State Monoblock
Power Amplifiers

o

MIA(

PRO-STANDS'
116I
C

1

Blue Circle products can be auditioned at:

FUNNITURE

CZ

T•J

Acoustic Zen, Allante, Aloia, Art Audio.
Audiomeca, Audio Tekne, Birdland Audio,
First Sound, Green Mountain, Kora, Nordost.
PowerSnakes, Roksan, Spendor, Talon,...

udio 88

Hello HiFi
Ventura County
S. California
805-527-9739
Brian@hellohifi.com

Coleman Street
3-44 The Adelphi
ingapore 17983
5-967-11751
a dio88@,singnet.com.sg

Synergistic Sound
Indianapolis, Indiana
317-726-0243
synersound@aol.com
ltemative Audio
undas, Ontario
5-627-0899
fo@altemativeaudio.com
#111-PRO-5
Audio Rack

Dirdiand Audio
Odeon Lite Dac
Solve the digital dilemma for $980!
(925) 229 -2484
www.jcaudio.com
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803/644-2183

4147-A Transport St. •Ventura, California 93003
For your local dealer visit us online at

www.billybags.com

us Circle Audio Inc.
ph: 519-469-3215
inneticip, Ontario
fax: 519-469-3782
ADA NOS IMO email: bcircle@bluecircle.com
f
.more information about our complete line of products
visit us at: ,..w.bluerirrle.com
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VAC Signature 140

Your eyes seemingly caress the lacquered aluminum fascia and
the warm backlighting of the gold meter, while your intellect
admires the powerful zero-feedback push/pull triode circuitry,
exquisitely crafted from the finest parts.Your heart is captured by
the best sound possible as you realize, without question, that VAC
Signature electronics are the highest elevation of the audio art.
All existing VAC Renaissance amplifiers may be factory upgrcled
to Signature-level performance with the Mk III-S modification.
No dealer near you? Consider scheduling avisit to our factory.
We'll happily make our reference system available for your
audition.

SVAC
VALVE AMPLIFICATION COMPANY
807 BACON STREET. DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 27703
TELEPHONE: 919-596-1107 •FM 909-596-2037

-

WWW.VAC-AMPS.COM

We build the world's finest audio components "TM

buy and complex to engineer into afinished product. Hopefully, DSD (the
operating system of SACD) will replace
PCM digital. This will help us reconnect
to the love of music.
Mark Levinson
Red Rose Music
Simaudio Moon W-5
Editor:
Simaudio Ltd. would like to thank
Kalman Rubinson and Stereophile for
"answering the call" to do aFollow-Up
editorial on the Moon W-5 power amplifier, and we greatly appreciate the quick
turnaround. We felt that the upgrade
made to this component since the original
review in March 1999 merited alistening.
Besides, as KR stated, the W-5 will "soon
be in imminent danger of being removed
from the "Recommended Components
list," and our intention is to continue producing this amplifier well into the foreseeable future.
Essentially, the changes that have
been made in the Moon W-5 don't
alter its sonic signature; they simply
allow it to "push the sonic envelope" a
little further than before. The most
noticeable result in this case is that its
168
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NAGRA USA, Inc. • (800) 813-1663
mailenagra.com • http://www.nagra.com

output has been increased by afactor of
roughly 15%. In listening tests done at
our factory with avariety of in-house
loudspeakers, we consistently noticed
sonic improvements deemed relevant
enough to justify implementing these
changes. For W-5 owners wondering
when this happened, units manufactured from August 1999 on are considered "current production."
The only explanations Ican derive from
JCR's statement concerning significant differences between the original and current
W-5s are: 1) as he stated, "Audio memory
is evanescent," especially when you
review many high-performance audio
components and experience agap of more
than two years between listenings to aparticular one; and 2) the Revel Studio loudspeakers were used exclusively here —last
time around, this was not part of ICR's reference system. In any event, KR clearly
hears exactly what the W-5 is capable of,
and for this we are very grateful.
Thanks, ICal, for once again recognizing all of the many strengths of the Moon
W-5 power amplifier.
Lionel Goodfield
VP Marketing &Media Relations
Simaudio

Silverline & Avalon
Editor:
Iam corresponding in regard to the item
that appeared in the March issue's "Industry
Update," concerning the litigation between
Avalon Acoustics and Silverline Audio
Technology (p31).
I represented Silverline Audio Technology in regard to the resolution of the
litigation between the parties and wish to
clarify two points.
Initially, it should be noted that no monetary compensation was paid by my client
to Avalon Acoustics.
Further, it was always my client's position, as well as my own, that it had not engaged in any improper conduct. In point of
fact, the settlement agreement contains an
acknowledgment by Avalon Acoustics that
the settlement does not constitute any
admission of liability.
My client settled this matter solely to
avoid protracted litigation and would
appreciate your printing this so that the
record can be set straight
Thank you for your courtesy.
Howard B. Arber
Attorney at Law
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Manufacturers' Showcase
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REDISCOVER YOUR
MUSIC COLLECTION...

Belles 150A Hot Rod Version

STAGE

III

CONCEPTS

Full line of pure silver cables with air dielectrics.

125 watts per channel into 8ohms
available in 2or 3channel versions

Power Modules Inc.
479 East Street, Pittsford, NY 14534
Tel: 716-586-0740 Fax: 716-586-4206
www.powermodules.corn

The only 100% handmade audio cables in the business.
Exclusive, solderless, solid silver terminations.
Sold factory-direct and through select hi-fi dealers.

NON-REACTIVE - ULTRALJNEAR

SONICALLY INVISIBLE

www.stage3concepts.com
Voice/fax

718

254

8741

Brooklyn

Handmade

in

USA

el Acoustics First

Materials To Control Sound
And Eliminate Noise

Because Vacuum Tubes Are In Your Future

Audio Electronic Supply
A DIVISION

Toll Free

1-888465-2900
Web .http://www.acousticsfirst.com
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CARY AUDIO

DESIGN

111A Woodwinds Industrial Court
Cary, NC 27511

919/460-6461
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Wavelength Audio
Low Watt Amplifiers
Ifind it a lot easier designing a great
low watt SET amplifier as compared to
a really high powered unit. Now that
we have capable speakers Ioffer you
some of my best work:
*Mercury single stage amp
*Mercury Ag in 100% silver
*Gemini convertible 45/2A3
Venus ultimate silver amp
as well as my line of 300B
amps, battery preamps
and dacs. Stop by the
website for more details!
4 Mercury Ag AV20 4W's
513.271.4186 PH.VM.FX
Wavelength@Fuse.net

WoveInhAudiotjij
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Raintinge Glow Adjuster
Suppose every audiophile and home theater enthusiast was
challenged to watch black and white T.V.
Raintinge Audio is proud to introduce "Raintinge Glow Adjuster" for CD and DVD. It is used to disperse an extreme exacting pattern of colors onto the CD so that the monochrome
data of the CD behave as if it were color coded. Our patent
pending invention presents amuch more fun challenge than just
leaving the monochrome data of the CD unchanged. Try to
imagine our traffic signal as monochromatic.
Our product will fix all DVDs with strange jerking motions and
strange blocky pixelations. Our product will also restore all
bright and harsh CDs to their natural balance. We have not
stated many other good results because it will ruin the fun of
being surprised by the performance of our product.
In the U.S. only, order by sending acheck or money order made
payable to Raintinge Audio in the amount of $99.1 Ito:
Raintinge Audio
1835 Newport Blvd.. A109
PMB 402
Costa Mesa, CA 92627-5007
On this introductory offer, we will express mail and extend the
return policy to 90 days so you have plenty of time to review
our product. You may be surprised that our product is comparable to the best digital and, unbelievably, many analog turntables.
Offer lasts through July 2001. First come, first served.

o matter how exotic your audio system may be, its
success will depend on your room's ability to allow

the re-creation of the original acoustical space.
Echo Busters will help you realize the full potential of your
system with our complete line of treatment packages.
Pictured below:
5Echo Buster panels
4Corner Busters
$639. enough for most average rooms

A TRULY
BREATHTAKING
PERFORMANCE
WHICH MUST BE
EXPERIENCED

VISIT US
IN ROOM #923 AT
THE HOME
ENTERTAINMENT 2001
SHOW!

Pictured above:
4Bass Busters
$215 each

e

"I have tried many accessories that I
can't imagine being without, but the Echo Busters
are more indispensable than any of them."
— Dr Kelly Tang

ECH
BUSTE
DICORATIVI ACOUSTICAL TREATAUTITS

Call 1(888) ECHO BUST (1-888-324-6287) or (631) 242-6100
940-D Grand Blvd Deer Park. NY 11729
Fax. (631) 242-7717
E-mail: into@echobusters.com
WVAV .echobusters.com
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GERSHMAN ACOUSTICS
TEL: (905) 669-5994 FAX: (905) 669-1941
vvww.gershmanacoustics.com
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Where

US dealers interested in selling Stereophile should call (800) 446-3563; outside the US, call (802) 388-1280. Or
fax (802) 388-1290.
ALABAMA
Birmingham
Sound Decisions
(205) 945-9400
Decatur
Southern Sound
(256) 350-1582
ARIZONA
Phoenix
Speakers Etc.
(602) 272-6696
Scottsdale
Esoteric Audio
(602) 946-8128
Tempe
Ancona Hi -Fi
(480) 921-9961
Tucson
E Wilson Audio Ud.
(520) 745-0441
CALIFORNIA
Agoura Hills
Evolution Audio and Video
(818) 879-1312
Bel Air
Ambrosia Audio
(310) 440-5522
Berkeley
Music Lovers Audio
(510) 558-1000
San Francisco Stereo
(510) 559-3797
Burlingame
Future Sound
(650) 342-1476
Carmichael
Deetes Sound Room
(916) 334-7000
Encino
Sound Factor West
(818) 501-3548
Gardena
Reference Audio Systems
(310) 517-1700

San Diego
Audio Video Excellence
(619) 689-1311
Stereo Design
(619) 573-0060
Stereo Unlimited
(619) 223-8151
San lose
Bay Area Audio
(408) 255-0735
Santa Barbara
Advanced Audio
(805) 687-3338
Mission Audio
(805) 682-7575
South San Francisco
Laser City
(415) 241-9664
Thousand Oaks
Hi-Q Audio/Video Systems
(805) 374-2771
Torrance
Stereo Hi Fi Center
(310) 373-6796
Tustin
Digital Ear (The)
(714) 544-7903
Van Nuys
Audio Den
(818) 781-4700
Westminster
Audio Video Today
(714) 891-7575
Woodland Hills
Shelley's Stereo
(818) 716-8500
Yorba Linda
Laser D Entertainment/R.L
(714) 693-2882
COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up
(303) 444-0479
Recycled Audio
(303) 449-0153

Goleta
Custom Hi -Fi and Video
(805) 683-2162

Colorado Springs
Electronic Essentials
(719) 548-9500

Los Angeles
Brentwood Communications
(310) 476-6363

Listen Up
(719) 633-2600

Monrovia
Brooks Berdan Ud.
(626) 359-9131
Monterey
Home Theater Xcellence
(831) 655-8000
Monterey Stereo
(408) 649-6303

DELAWARE
Wilmington
High Fidelity House
(302) 478-3575

Buy

Stereophile

INDIANA
Angola
Premier Sound
(219) 665-7370

Overture LLC
(302) 478-6050

Indianapolis
Audio Solution of Broad Ripple
(317) 255-4342

FLORIDA
Coral Gables
Sound Components
(305) 665-4299

Synergistic Sounds
(317) 726-0243
Lafayette
Sound Lab
(765) 449-4211

Hollywood
Hollywood Sound
(954) 921-1408
Jacksonville
House of Stereo
(904) 642-6677
Naples
House of High Fidelity
(941) 262-0100

Terre Haute
Audio Connection
(812) 232-1663
IOWA
Cora'vine
Hawkeye Audio
(319) 337-4878

GEORGIA

Davenport
Planet Audio
(319) 344-8833

Alpharetta
Laser Video Limited
(770) 6401399

Fort Dodge
Archer TV
(515) 573-5737

Dunwoody
Audio Solutions
(770) 804-8977

Iowa City
Audio Odyssey
(319) 338-9505

Lilbum
Audio Alternative
(770) 931-0606
Marietta
Bertek Systems
(770) 951-8834
Martinez
Stereo Shop (The)
(706) 863-9143
Roswell
Avi Home Theatre Store
(770) 640-1120
HAWAII
Honolulu
Audio Directions
(808) 941-6550
ILLINOIS
Belleville
Audio By Us
(618) 277-9500
Champaign
Champagne Audio
(217) 355-8828
Chicago
Music Direct
(312) 433-0200
Superior Audio Systems
(312) 226-4848
Chicago Heights
Music In Motion
(708) 754-3770

Sound Shop
(719) 636-1684

Crestwood
Music In Motion
(708) 396-2000

Denver
Listen Up
(303) 778-1729

Franklin Park
Sound Unlimited
(847) 455-6166

Moondance Audio
(303) 777-4449

Glenwood
Little Guys (The)
(708) 754-8844

Durango
Northstar Leading The Way
(970) 2594722

to

KANSAS
Prairie Village
Smarter Technologies
(913) 262-5250
Shawnee Mission
Audioport Ltd.
(913) 341-2222
KENTUCKY
Lexington
Dish Outlet (The)
(859) 335-1644
LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colleys Audio Specialties
(225) 926-0244
Metairie
Audio Resource
(504) 885-6988
Wilson Audio
(504) 888-8851
MAINE
Bangor
Summit Sound
(207) 947-4434
MARYLAND
Baltimore
Soundscape
(410) 889-1134
Bethesda
IS Audio
(301) 656-7020
Columbia
Gramophone Ltd.
(410) 381-2100
Gaithersburg
News Express
(301) 926-9614
Kensington
Soundsvorks
(301) 929-8600

CONNECTICUT

Hoffman Estates
Simply Stereo of Hoffman
Estates
(847) 882-2885

Pasadena
GNP Audio
(626) 577-7767
Rancho Mirage
David Rutledge Audio 8Video
(760) 776-1616
Redondo Beach
Definition Audio Video
(310) 371-0019

Bristol
Sound Unlimited
(860) 584-0131

Morton Grove
ART Electronics
(847) 967-8830

New Haven
Take 5Audio Group
(203) 787-9127

Normal
Advanced Electronic
(309) 454-1440

New London
Roberts Audio Video
(860) 442-5314

Orland Park
Sound and Vision
(708) 403-2500

Arlington
Cameras Stereo 8Video
(781) 648-8111

Sacramento
Audio F)(
(916) 929-2100

Ridgefield
Lights Camera Action
(203) 438-7000

Woodridge
Holm Audio
(630) 663-1298

Brookline
Audio Studio
(617) 277-0111

Oakland
Pro Home Systems
(510) 654-6630
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Timonium
Gramophone Ud.
(410) 821-5600
Towson
Silver Screen 8Sound
(410) 296-0202
MASSACHUSETTS

North Attleboro
Audio Concepts
(508) 699-8819
Westport
Sound Images
(508) 636-3400
MICHIGAN
Allen Park
Babbage 8Sons
(313) 386-3909
Ann Arbor
Audio Video Showcase
(734) 669-9600
Ferndale
Imagery
(248) 544-8370
Flint
Front Row Audio Video
(810) 732-2220
Okemos
Quantum Leap
(517) 881-4115
Royal Oak
Audio Dimensions
(248) 549-7320
Audio Video Alternatives
(248) 549-3100
West Bloomfield
Ensemble
(248) 668-1400
Superior Sight 8Sound
(248) 626-2780
MINNESOTA
Rochester
Amalgamated Audio
(507) 286-1328
MONTANA
Bozeman
Thinly Ear Hi Fi
(406) 586-8578
Great Falls
Rocky Mountain Hi Fi
(406) 761-8683
Kalispell
Sound Decision
(406) 755-7800
NEBRASKA
Lincoln
Sound Environment (The)
(402) 423-0363
NEVADA
Las Vegas
Premier Home Entertainment
(702) 877-0222
NEW JERSEY
Franklin Park
Sound System
(908) 821-7822
Freehold
Freehold Stereo Video
(732) 866-9500
Medford
Avalon Audio Video
(609) 654-7752
Mercerville
Home Theater Expenence
(609) 587-5555
Upper Montclair
(SA Audio
(973) 744-0600
Verona
Audio Connection
(973) 239-1799
Woodbridge
Woodbridge Stereo Center
(732) 636-7750
NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque
Hudson's Audio Center
(505) 296-6978
Sound Consultant
(505) 821-9626

Sound Ideas
(505) 292-1188
Santa Fe
A Sound Look
(505) 983-5509
Candyman (The)
(505) 988-8933
NEW YORK
Binghamton
1SG Audio Video
(607) 722-3551
Flushing
Ultra Hi -Fi
(718) 461-4848
Ithaca
Hi-Way Hi -Fi
(607) 272-7155
Kingston
Burt sElectronics
(914) 331-5011
Lake Grove
Audio Den
(516) 585-5600
Lynbrook
American Audiophile Trading
(516) 887-7530
New York
Coliseum Books
(212) 757-8381
Lyric Hi -Fi
(212) 535-5710
Park Avenue Audio
(212) 685-8101
Sound By Singer
(212) 924-8600
Stereo Exchange
(212) 505-1111
Union Square Magazine Shop
(212) 598-0618
Syracuse
Clark Music
(315) 446-7020
Vestal
Audio Classics
(607) 766-3501
West Babylon
Audio Visions
(516) 661-3355
White Plains
Toys From The Attic
(914) 421-0069
NORTH CAROLINA
Cary
Advanced Audio
(919) 481-3880
Raleigh
Audio Advice
(919) 881-2005
OHIO
Canton
Belden Audio
(330) 493-7727
Columbus
Progressive Audio
(614) 299-0565
Dublin
Audio Encounters
(614) 766-4434
Gahanna
Genesis Audio Ud.
(614) 939-0802
Lakewood
Play It Again Sam
(216) 228-7330
Mayfield Heights
Hoffman's Audio Video
(440) 461-3707
Toledo
lamieson's Stereo
(419) 882-2571
Paragon Sound
(419)882-1010
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Music Systems & Home Theatre.

/MERIDIAN
New on display!
DSP-8000 Reference Speaker Sysytem
Meridian 568 Surround
Processor
508.24 CD Player in stock
special purchase!
On display!
Meridian Digital Theatre
System featuring New 861
Reference Processor and
New 800 Reference DVD/CD
New
DSP-6000's, 24/96
DSP-5500's 24/96
DSP-5500H0 24/96

vinson*
MAID•,0•L AUDIO

...MORI,

FIDELIS HAS THE
RIGHT STUFF!

Pie
-.-----

New on display!
N 383 Integrated Amplifier
N"360S Digital Processor
N'39 CD Processor/Transport
N°380S Remote Control Preamplifier
N°32 Reference Remote Control Preamplifier
N°33 Reference Monoaural Amplifiers
N°336, 335, 334 Dual Monoaural Amplifier

BAT's new VK6200 is not just beautiful -it's smart, too. A modular
solid state amp with state-of-the-art sound, get it with 2 channels
today -and add up to four more channels later, as your system and
your requirements expand. Two separate power transformers,
modular construction that lets you configure the amp to your
needs, balanced inputs and much more all add up to the most
flexible serious quality amplifier in the business.

JEFF ROWLAND

Sonus faber

REva.
r .)
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On Display:

Amati Homage
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www.jsaudio.com

SYMPOSIUM
ROLLERBLOCK
•The best footer system in the world- precision made in the USA.

Jeff Row and Oesign • s
-;
Illuminati •KEF •Kimber Select
Mark Levinson •Meridian •Meridian Digital
Meridian Reference •Monster Cable
Magnum Dynalab •Niles •Powerwedge
Pioneer Elite •Pioneer Elite Plasma •REL
REVEL •Sonus Faber •SME •Sony XBR'
Sony DVD •Sony Multiscan Projectors
Sony Plasma Monitors
Stewart Filmscreens •Thiel *Target •VPI
One year 100% trade up policy •Select preowned products available
Equipment trade-ins accepted

JS
AUDIO

4919 Saint Elmo Avenue
Bethesda, Maryland 20814

301.656.7020

fax: 301.656.7741
e-mail: jsaudio@isaudio.com
Visa
Mastercard
American Express
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•Lowest chatter (bearing noise) of any bearing isolation device
for unparalleled resolution with NO artificial "brightening."
•Self-centering and self-leveling for easy, one-time setup and
zero maintenance. Works well on all surfaces.
•Push your performance envelope further than ever with new
Grade 3Superballs -for truly spectacular results!
ALSO AVAILABLE AT FIDELIS: Avantgarde •Audio Physic •Spendor
Vandersteen •Verity Audio •Jeff Rowland •Electrocompaniet •FMS
Balanced Audio Technology •
JM Lab •ESP •Nordost
Audio Refinement •Nairn
JA Michell •Diva •Marsh
JM Reynaud •Analysis Plus
Arcam •Basis •Cambridge
/us/
Rogue •Arcam •Symposium
hi-end audo •horn® theorr
Shunyata •Nottingham
Integra Research •Aego

Wells

200 Lafayette Road (Rte. 1), North Hampton, NH 03862
www.ficlelisay.com •

603 964 8383

www.symposiumusa.com

www.balanced.com
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OKLAHOMA
Bartlesville
Sound Station (The)
(918) 336-2240
Tulsa
Phonograph
(9)8) 252-5300

OREGON
Beaverton
Art of Audio (The)
(503) 643-5754
Eugene
Braaford's Hi Fidelity
(54)) 344-9117
Ronny's Stereo
(54)) 344-2454
Portland
Echo Audio
(503) 223-2292
Fred's Sound of Music
(503) 234-5341
Salem
Hear No Evil Home 8Car
(503) 363-3633

VERMONT
Essex Junction
Butternut Audio
(802) 879-3900
VIRGINIA
Centreville
Gifted Listener Audio
(703) 818-8000
Chesapeake
Dome's Audio Video
Environment
(757) 548-2020
Falls Church
Sound Images By High Tech
(703) 534-1733
Moneta
Hi Fi Farm
(540) 721-4434
Roanoke
Sound Decision
(540) 343-6993
Virginia Beach
Audio Video Installation
(757) 363-7139
Digital Sound
(757) 424-5850

Toronto
Brack Electronics
(416) 364-5002

REFERENCE 3A

COSTA RICA
Curridiabat
Parlatek
506 225 8231

New Model
MM De Capo

HONG KONG
Central
YK Audio Ltd.
852 2524 8775

Destined To Be The
Next Musical Genius

NORWAY
Eidsvaagneset
Audio Media
47 55 25 6214

•Efficent...
•Coherent...
•Affordable...

RUSSIA
San Rafael
KST OK
7095 007 2865474

PENNSYLVANIA
Erie
Custom Audio
(8)4) 833-8383
Hatfield
World Wide Stereo
(215) 368-8343
Philadelphia
David Lewis Audio
(2)5) 725-4080
Pittsburgh
Listening Post
(412) 681-8433
Northern Audio Exchange
(4)2) 931-5850
Selinsgrove
Village TV 8Stereo Shop
(717) 374-9220
Shippensburg
Squires Electronics
(717) 532-7373
Willow Grove
Soundex
(215) 659-8815

SOUTH CAROLINA
Columbia
AV
(803) 252-5551

TENNESSEE
Franklin
Audio Video Environments
(615) 771-1141
Johnson City
Soundroom (The)
(423) 928-9233

WASHINGTON

TRINIDAD

Bellevue
Bell Tek Integrated Systems
(425) 882-3200

Curepe
Sanch Electronix
868 633 1384

Definitive Audio
(425) 746-3188
Kennewick
Quick Silver Audio
(509) 783-7047
Olympia
Desco Audio 8Video
(360) 943-1393
Seattle
Premier Audio 8 Home Theater
(206) 985-0209
Seattle
Hawthorne Stereo
(206) 522-9609

WEST VIRGINIA
South Charleston
Absolute Sound
(364) 768-7874
WISCONSIN

Appleton

Suess Electronics
(920) 733-6464
Greenfield
Greenfield News and Hobby
(414) 281-1800
Madison
University Audio
(608) 284-0001

PUERTO RICO

TEXAS

Caguas
Video Laser
(787) 745-7805

Austin
Audio By Design
(5)2) 458-1667

San Juan
Nova Electronics
(787) 781-3870

Images
(972) 980-2560

CANADA

Krystal Clear Audio
(2)4) 520-7156
El Paso
Soundquest
(915) 779-5421

Edmonton
Audio 51
(780) 432-3232

Houston
Acoustic Design

Audio Plus
(780) 419-0011

NTT Audio Video
(713) 523-3388
Montgomery
Advanced Audio Design
(936) 582-7777
UTAH
Salt Lake City
Audition Systems
(8011 467-59)8
Media Room (The)
(801) 474-0476
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(800) 94711ifi
, ,
AuBronzed dealer tor the trnes1 audio & video brands

ALBERTA
Calgary
!UM Audio
(403) 244-8111

(713) 630-0707

Nottingham
WoBaton Audio -UK
0115 928 4147

University Bookstore
(206) 545-4387

Nashville
Nicholson's Stereo
(615) 327-4312

Dallas
Audio Consortium (The)
(214) 821-2983

UNITED KINGDOM

ONTARIO
Brampton
Canadian Sound
(9051 453-0444
Concord
Audio One
(416) 665-0749
Ottawa
Distinctive Audio
(613) 722-6902
Rexdale
Audio Empire
(416) 745-6866

Adcom

DVDO

Athena

Dynaudm

M IT

ATI

[PCB

MSB

Atlanta Technology

Fanrare

Nordost fiariiOe

Audro Control

Faroudia

Parasound

Audio Power

(001, Enhancements

Perpetual lech

FLuang,

ProAc

lioorresl
Bad End

Goert,

PS Audio

Balanced Awl.°

Grado

Rega

Bello

Haller

Fleyok

Bright Star

Harman Cardon

Satanander Dews

Bryston

Harmonrc Tech

Sharp

Cary Audio

Jamo

Celeshon

Johda

Stearghlynre

Gump.,

JVC Prolesmonal

Thorens

Clearandro
Creek

KEF

Tice

Kirnher Cable

Toshiba

Magnum Dynalah

)(10

local 310.517.1700
fax

Sony

and more

310.517.1732

www.referenee-aw.com
e-mail: raveitreference-ay.com

Our 24 , year!

The new efficient hand built,
carbon fiber driver needs no
crossover, making it an ideal
match for SET amplifiers

www.reference3a.com
342 Frederick St, Kitchener
Ontario, Canada, N2H2N9
Tel: 519.749.1565
Fax: 519.749.2863

2861 W. 234th St.. Dept. SP, Torrance, CA 90505
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Audio

Mart

GENE RUBIN AUDIO, VENTURA, CALIFORNIA — Franchised dealer for Nairn Audio, Spendor,
Roksan, Rega, Mistral, Meadowlark, Ruark, Koetsu,
JPW, Creek, Epos, Sound Organisation, Goldring, and
more. Always lots of used gear. Established way back in
1979! (805) 658-8311, wunvenerubinaudio.com.
PREMIUM-GRA1)E PARTS! Excellent selection of
audiophile-grade parts at fair prices! InfiniCaps,
Flovland, Rel-Cap, SCR, Black Gate, Elna, Nichicon,
Vishay, Caddo& Holco, Mills, Kiwame, etc. capacitors,
resistors. All types of connectors, wires, Alps, Noble,
Hetcfred diodes, copper-foil inductors, tubes,
vibration damping sheets, isolators. Deflex panels, hospital-grade connectors, tools, accessories. Free catalog
online or by post. Michael Perry, Box 526, trimness, CA
94937, (415) 669-7181, fax (415) 669-7558, mperry
@untie, iinvwbairibridgitruepenyaudio.

Tim

ATTENTION SPENDOR ANI) QUAD OWNERS! Factory-authorized sales, service, and upgrades
available. The authorized service agent for New
Chapter Audio, www.chapteraudio.com. QS&1)
Audio Furniture infomiation and sales. Contact Mike or
Randy, QS&D, (504) 372-3711, fax (504)372-3713, e-mail
qsaridd@aol£om. 141h: wunv.qsandd.com.
WE ALWAYS l'AY BE IIER! Don't let go of your
ARC, Aragon. Cello, Krell, Mark Levinson, MIT,
Spectral, Theta, Threshold, or Wadia without calling
us. Showroom in West L.A. Call Superrx Products, Inc,
(310) 826-3686, fax (310) 826-8577, Sande
SOUND LAB NOT IN YOUR AREA? Free stay in
New Orleans B&B, audition at your leisure! Showcasing Millennium series. Travel reimbursement with
purchase. Also Anna-Sphere, Thor, Wolcott, limer
Sound amps, JoLida, Walker Audio, Magnan, Furutech,
Shunyata Research, Analysis Plus, Warner Imaging.
Private auditions. AudioKinesis, (504) 866-1730,
uninv.audiokintsis.com.
GREATEST FM ANTENNA —Fanfare's FM-2G is
the only Stereophi/e-recommended (April 2001) vertical
dipole antenna. Built to outperform and outlast all others. Shipped free within continental US. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Call toll-free (800) 268-8637, other locales
inquire (716) 683-5451, far (716) 683-5421. Now available for purchase direct off the Web at unowlinifirecorn.
The Fanfare FM tuner is state-of-the-art... soon to
include AM.
WHAT YOU 130NT KNOW does hurt you! Free
paper on RFI. Noise-fighting accessories, $030 up;
power-line conditioners, $85 up. Alternative to the
Shakti Stone, $30. Free catalog! Virtual Mode, 1Old
Coram Road, Shelton, CT 06484. (203) 929-0876,
www.vinnodivom, virtualmode@morldnetattria.
PLACETTE AUI)10: Ultra-high-fidelity active and
passive line stages. Our volume controls use only
Vishay S-102 resistors in a unique 125-step design.
Remote-controlled. The most distortion-free and
transparent components available today at any price.
We guarantee it! Spectacular with SACD. From $1000.
No-risk 30-day in-systern trial. Toll-free, (888) 7653330, more details at uniniplacetteaudiocom.
AUDIO ART, EST. 1976 — Edge-of-the-art audio
components dedicated to serving music. Avalon,
Cardas, MartinLogan, Vanderstecn, Jeff Rowland,
Classé, Theta, Basis-Benz, Aerial. Richmond, VA.
Voice/fax (804) 358-5300, e-mail AudioAnUSA@aolcom.
VTL MB-175 TUBE MONOBLOCKS, NOS 807
tubes, MIT caps upgrade, ($6000) $2400. Roger, (805)
649-1828, dawry@mindsprinq.com.
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AU! )10 UN LI M ITED OFF ERS Accuphasc, Acoustic Energy, Acrotrc, Aesthetix, Air Tight, Anthem,
ASC, Audio Note, Audio Refinement, Avalon Acoustics, Basis, Benz-Micro, Boulder. Cabasse, Cary, Chang,
Conrad-Johnson, E.A.R., Electrocompaniet, Fanfare,
Graaf, Graham, Hovland, JPS, Koetsu, Kuzma,
Lehman, Magnum Dynalab, Music Metre, Musical
Design, Muse. Nagra, Pathos, Rega, Samadhi Acoustics,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Tannoy, TARA Labs, Totem,
Transfiguration, XL0, '(BA. Zoethecus, and more.
Call John Barnes at (303) 691-3407,S= (303) 922-0522,
2341 W. Yak Ave, Erewood, CO 80/10.
CORNER AUI)10: Quidtsilver, BEL, Audio Physic,
MD. Immedia, Vihrapods, Lyra, Wircworld, Klyne,
Power Snakes, Acoustic Energy, Richard Gray, '(BA,
Needle Nectar, Herron Audio, Analysis Plus, MYA,
Aram, Edge Electronics, Aurios. Used and demos
available. Trade-Ms welcome. More info at uninv.conuT
audio.com or (503) 643-7512.
MUSICAL CONCEPTS—highly regarded modifications since 1979. Awesome Platinum series with
exotic Platinum resistors. Ultra-natural Signature
Mods with Hyperfast diodes, Blackgate caps, more.
Add Hyperfasts, Blackgates, Platinums to any component! Specialized mods for Adcorn, Audio Alchemy,
UK, 1)yna tubes, and Haller! Single-ended PA-3
front-end hoards for Hailer amps — comparable to
today's hest! 24/96 1)VD players with 24/96 digital
output front $795. Musical Corrupts, 49 Jason Court, St.
Charles, MO 63304, (636) 447-0040, latest newsletter at
wunv.musicalconrepts.com.
WE CAN HELP YOU CHOOSE excellent-sounding,
dependable audio equipment (plus video). We offer
friendly, knowledgeable advice, hands-on experience,
free delivery. We carry: Mirage, NAD, Nakamichi
KEF, Parasound, Salamander, more. Read Brothers, 591
Kim; St., Charleston, SC 29403. (843) 723-7276,
rbs@charlestormin
MARANTZ amplifier, S/N 8-9534; preamplifier, S/N
7-20260. Viewed in New York City by appointment
only, (973) 853-7854.

RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Commercial, $5.10 per word, $205 minimum on
all commercial ads. (A word is defined as
one or more characters with aspace, dash,
or slash on either side.) PAYMENT: All
classified ads must be prepaid with order,
either by check or credit card: MasterCard
or Visa. MAIL TO: Stereophile Classified
Ad Department Stephen Mejias, emapusa,
110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York,
NY
10011. FAX: (212)
886-2809.
ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com.
DEADLINE: Ads are due on the first
working day of the month, two months in
advance of the issue in which your ad will
appear. For example, if you want your ad to
run in the July 2001 Stereophile, you must
submit it by May 1, 2001. Please Note:
Phone-in ads are not accepted. Please plan
on faxing or mailing in your ads on the
form provided at the end of the section. No
refunds.

McCOR.MACK EQUIPMENT UPGRADES available from SMc Audio. Ikveloped by Steve McCormack (the original designer), these outstanding
upgrades are available for all I)NA amplifiers, TLC and
ALE) preamplifiers, and Micro series. For details, call
(760) 732-0352 or see unotv.SMcAudiacom.
ti
tttttttt tittittitt
tittlittlittetttititittittattittettittitittt
itottititt wwwusEDcABLEcom 1111111111e
IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

We buy used cables. We sell used cables. Good Advice,
MICHAEL ELLIOTT'S NEW ARIA AMPLIFIERS.
Experience the whole tone of your music. 22 years of
experience bring you 100W stereo and 350W mono
amps of exceptional sound quality. These arc listener's
amplifiers built to last, with lifetime warranty. Sold
directly, no dealer markup! Call Mike at (760) 945-0356
or visit wmtv.ariaaudio.com.
COUNTERPOINT UPGRA1)ES. 24/96-.192 upgrade for 1)A-10. Sounds better tluin UltraAnalog!
Shipping now! Zero-feedback 6SN7 triode upgrades
for SA12/100/20/220 amps! Counterpoint's designer
Michael Elliott services, upgrades Counterpoint. (760)
945-0356. Sty,uninkaltavistaaudio.com.
HEAVING BREASTS AND LONG LEGS can make
you smile. So can these: Alón, AMC, Anthem, Antique
Sound Lab, Audion, Audio Note, Audio Refinement,
Audio Research, CAL, Cary, JA Michell, Manley,
Nordost, ProAc, Soliloquy, QuickSilver, Wavac,
Wireworld, more! Arizona Hi-R, (480) 921-9961,
tininv.tubeaudiocom.
VACUUM

TUBE

CURVE

TRACER,

11M11 ,8
4 ValleaCt.COff

WWW.AU1)10VIDEOFORUM.COM —The ultimate source for home-theater infonnation and discussion. Enjoy our great forum; membership is free. Live
chat, reviews, and more coming soon.
ARTISTIC AUI)10 FEATURES: Accuphase, Adcom,
Air Tight, Aliante, Aloia, ASC, Audio Note,
AudioQuest, Cary, EAR., Electrocompaniet, Ensemble,
FIM, KEF, Kharma, PolyCrystal, Resolution Audio. Itix
Rax, RPG, Target, Viva, Wilson Benesch, Zoethecus,
and more. Contact Brian Ackerman at (949) 362-6080,
mebsite www.aandio.com. Southern Calfonsia, US.
PREMIER TUBE AND ANALOG: 1)éjà Vu Audio
Ltd. Alón, Audio Note, Benz-Micro, Cary, EAR., Fi,
Hovland, Koctsu, Myryad, Naim, Roksan, Rega,
Soliloquy, Spendor, Transfiguration, XL°, and much
more. Custom home theater and HDTV. Trade-ins
available and accepted. Washington. DC's leading
source. (703) 734-9391, linvuultjavnaudio.wm.
ONLY THE BEST: Krell, Audio Research, Avalon,
B&W, Rowland, '(BA, Proceed, EgglestonWorks,
Meridian, Accuphasc, Cary, Thiel, Revel, Classé,
Levinson, JMIab Utopia, Totem, Aerial, Sonic
Frontiers. Best prices —all products are new and covered by kill US manufacturers' warranties. For prices
and professional consultation, call SC/, (800)323-5870.
CLASSÉ CA-300 AMPS, $2200 each. EAD 9000
Mk.III preamp/IMC, $2200; transport, $1100. Energy
Ventas 2.8 speakers, $2500. Cables and home-theater
system. (202) 314-3752.
ACOUSTIC ZEN ZERO CRYSTAL CABLES will
transform your home-theater or audio system; their
stunning clarity and musical beauty arc unmatched at
any price! unintsiicousricZen.com, (760) 471-4899.
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SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA! St Cecilia Sound
Gallery specializes in the finest tube electronics and
loudspeakers designed for them. Featuring: Alon,
Argent, Art Audio, Atlantis, Audion, Audio Note,
Audio Refinement, Basis, BI )R, Benz Micro, Cary,
Chang, Clearaudio, Echo Busters, Goertz, Graham,
I
iamionic Technology, JM Reynaud, Loth X, Magnum
1)ynalab, Marchand, Oracle, QS&I), Reference 3A,
Silverline, Soliloquy. Stax, Thor, Transfiguration,
Wavac, Wavelength, YBA, and mord (510) 732-1204,
aninv.scounclgallery.com.
WAVEFORM MAC:H 17, quilted Makore finish;
includes two 513-ST Bryston amps, grilles, cables, interconnects. Sparingly used, mint. Chafanida@adrons. NO CROSSOVER? NO WOOFER? 30Hz-30k 11z,
95dB, 360° ultra-low-mass piezo tweeter, mid/LF
driver, 6gin moving mass, long transmission line, moderate size. lkonoldast3 is ideal kir SE triode. uninmtvar
rernigoirecom, (800) 634-0094, (925) 673-93 93,f
ax (925)
673-0538, inlo@warnngrigoirecom.
TURNTABLES! Amazon, EumTables, Orca, from
Germany. Golden Gate, Morch toneamis! PhonoMax!
EarMaxes! See it all at the NYC Home Entertainment
Show 2001, Booth 205!! Audio Adnuicemi7to LW, Box
2090, Branchville, NJ 07826. (973) 875-8705, dude's«
earthlinknet, www.auclioadvancements.rom.
WE IIAVE 1)EAL$ on new warranted demos, analog
and digital players! Tuners! Amplifiers! Cables!
Speakers! dCS, Oracle. VPI, Nottingham. Metronome,
Arcam, Pass, Rowland, Bryston, Classe, GainuT, Krell,
Meridian, Bd Canto, Legend, YHA. Nordost, Cardas,
Harmonic Technology, Siltech, 1)ynatidio, JMIab,
Gershman, Audiophysic, Totem, B&W, Dunlavy,
ProAc. Call for more at (888) 427-8124, bestqlileal
@aol.cont.
CARY: USEI) 805C, latest, $6100; 300SE, 2A3SE.
Vollcsamp Aleph 30, Aleph 60M. Custom verticalarray speakers, 981:113, $5800. (80 226-1018.

AERIAL ACOUSTICS 10Ts, rosewood, mint, 2
years old, original owner, $3750. (203) 972-6733.

RUSSIAN

GERMAN
CHINA
W.F.
TONG-SOL

MATCHED SETS
SELECTED •AGED
LAB TESTED

OPEN YOURSELF TO THE EXPERIENCE! A
new level of performance has been achieved! CAE—
the company that has established the benchmark in
vacuum-tube circuit technology. Featuring the KSS
(patent pending), the only triode vacuum-mbe power
amplifier with outstanding perfomiance specifications and user-friendly operation. Performance Specifications: Tricxle output Power: 150Wpc. Total harmonic distortion (TI D): 02%. Frequency response:
DC-120kHz. Damping factor: 80. KSS also features
direct coupling throughout, no capacitors, inductors,
or transformers in the signal path. In short, the
world's most musical amplifier is also its most
advanced. Five-year warranty, including tubes. For
more information, write or call CAE, 26131 Sally
Drim Lake linrst, CA 92603, (949) 388-7244.

'

WORLD WIDE SHIPPING

100000 TUBES IN STOCK
VISA/MC CARD

,

Since I947 j

TESTA
SVETLANA
MOLLARD
AMPEREM

TEL: 818-997-6279
FAX: 818-997-6158

EMAI L:4 423@w0 rld net.att .
net
7110 De Delis PI.. Van Nuys, CA 91406
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The RACKIT - System
Modular, stackable oak furniture
for your home, office and studio
holds all a/v formats, equipment
and more
Ipleasc mention Sicreophile)

Be careful with mail-order dealers
who insist on cash/personal check, or
who offer alarge discount on the sanie basis.
Be secure—pay by credit card.

Per Madsen Design
(800) 821-4883 •PO Box 882464
San Franciscq CA 94188
%%WU'. rackium.corn

L
IVE I
Mil
[JILL mums

6550A

SMANIA

eisamimi
fl,-

Free mail order brochure

WARNING !!!

6550wc

11188
E341
1134
GCA7
6805
616WG8
6166C
211
845
300B T
3008 WE
5881
C.F.
ILIPS

a)l

VANDERSTEEN 3As with Sound Anchors, mint
with manual and cartons. $1895 0130. NE Pennsylvania. metsfim@mdim.

AUDIOPHILE TUBES
N.O.S.
5AR4
504G8
5R4
60J8
6E07
6SUGT
6SN7GT
6X4
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7A
128H7A
5751
6922
7199

I. a

SPENDOR FL-9 SPEAKER: Latest floorstanding
Spendor, sounds just like Spendor 1/2 but far better
dynamics, imaging, and bass (and no need to buy a
$500 stand!). See www.spendor.mcmail.cont Elegance
Series. ($4000), $2850 plus shipping. (650) 591-2057

\\
introciLicing

LP & LD STORAGE
Upholding the valued quality
and design integrity of our
STORAdisc line of fine furniture,
we now offer custom shelving
for your LPs and Ws.
The shelves are strategically
angled to easily view acollection
for daily access or permanent
archival use. Multiple shelves in
various dimensions are available.
800.848.9811
www.storadisc.com

davidson-whitehall

290 KM LK Jr Dr . SE, AS, Atlanta, GA

EYE

AUDIO

973.812.6717
30312

www.DelveAudlo.com
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AUDIO/VIDEO
CABLES

McINTOSH C-30, MC2500, pair Duntech
Princesses, MH-750, Denon 3520, plus extras, $8700
OBO; will not separate. (770) 982-1700.
THIEL CS23, $2399; Krell ICAV-250A, $1999. Felicia,
(718) 458-6615.
KIMBER SELECT BALANCED interconnects,
mint condition, Im: one pair, $395; two pairs, $750.
(305) 296-6056.

MORE

KRELL KSA-300S amp, $3900; Audio Research
LS22R with remote, $1900; Kinergetics SW-200 stereo
powered subwoofers, $1050. (417) 934-5130.

DON'T PAY
EXORBITANT PRICES
!FOR TOP QUALITY!
L A T International, Inc

has years of

experience in wire manufacturing and
has equaled the high priced brands

CDs, LPs, Tapes
HIGHEST PRICES PAID for classical LPs and CDs.
Will travel. Only collections of 1000+. Call Lawrence
OToole, PO. Box 138, Bearsvilk NY 12409. Tet/fax: 014)
688-7163.

Wanted
TUBE HI-FI, commercial tube and horn speakers,
some current "high-end" Akre, JI3L, Jensen, Western
Electric, McIntosh, Marantz, EV, Quad, Leak, Fisher,
Eico, etc. Also old guitars and amps. Sonny Coldson,
(850) 314-0321, fax (850) 314-0284, e-mail Sonny
Sound@aotcom.
CASH PAID FOR USED AUDIO/VIDEO equipment. Buy, sell, and trade by phone. Ikaler for
AudioQuest, Kiniber Kahle, Lexicon, Marantz,
Monitor Audio, Panasonic, Paradigm, Paradigm
Reference, Phase Technology, Sherbourne, SunFire,
Toshiba. Stereo Trading Outlet (Since 1984), 320 Old York
Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046. Call (215) 886-1650, fix
(215) 886-2171. Website catalog: www.tsto.com. E-mail:
Istoesto.com.

VISIT WWW.AUDIOPHILE-LP-CD.DE collection.

Sonic equivalents of the high priced
brands at afraction of their price L A T
demystifyies wire technology Ask for
explanation literature

Audio Mart Order Form
RATES: Private, $1.60 per word; Commercial, $5.10 per word; $205 minimum on all commercial ads. A word is defined as one or more characters with aspace, dash, or slash on either side.
(Telephone and fax numbers, e-mail and WWW addresses count as one word.) PAYMENT: All ads
must be prepaid with order. Visa/MC or checks are accepted. MAIL TO: Stereophile Classified Ad

& MORE

COMPONENTS
CD players - solid state and tube
Pre-amplifiers - solid state and tube
Amplifiers solid - state and tube
Integrated amplifiers

lkpamnent, Stephen Mcjias, emap usa, 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10011, or FAX (212)
886-2809, or SUBMIT ONLINE: classifieds@stereophile.com (Faxed and e-mailed ads are credit-card
only.) DEADLINE: Ads arc due on the first working day of the month, two months in advance of the
issue in which your ad will appear. For example, if you want your ad to run in the July 2001 Stereophile, you
must submit it with payment by May I, 2001. Ad material that reaches us after deadline will appear in the
next available issue. No refunds. If you have questions, call (212) 229-4896.
U Enclosed is payment in the amount of $
for
Iprefer to pay by check, made payable to Stereophile.

Line conditioners

words.

J Iprefer to pay by j Visa J MasterCard

Phono Cartridges

My card #is
Signature

Speakers

Exp. date

Please mn my ad in the following months:

& MORE

Category heading:

HOME THEATER

Li General

D CDs/LPs/Tapes

J Wanted

J Employment

Copy (Please type or print; attach separate sheet if necessary):

Video & Audio wire and cable
Speakers -free standing
Speakers -in wall
Line conditioners
Component stands
& MORE

ACCESSORIES
Send for a free complete catalog of all
our

Audioivideo

products

that

also

includes wire and cable demystifying
literature, or Phone 800 321 2108 24
hours per day Fax 856 428 1832
AUDIO/VIDEO CABLES AND MORE
IS ASUBSIDIARY OF
LA T INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISES, INC
311 PROVIN( I TOWN ROAD CH( NI.TV

III I NJ 08034

Naine

Company

Street
State

City
Zip

Tel.

Fax

www.latinternational.com
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Adver
Advertising published in Stereophile is accepted on the premise
that the merchandise and services
as offered arc accurately described,
and are available to customers at
the advertised price. Advertising
that does not conform to these
standards, or that is deceptive or
misleading, is never knowingly accepted. If you encounter noncompliance with these standards, please
write to John B. Gourley, cutup
usa, inc., 110 Fifth Avenue, 5th
Floor, New York, NY 10011.
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FREE CATALOG
If you like
to "do-ityourself"
then the
Parts
Express
catalog is
for you!
It is packed
full of products like
raw loudspeaker
drivers from Audax, Aura, Morel,
Dynaudio, Vita, and more. We stock
premium crossover parts, speaker
kits, cabinets, accessories, wire/
cable, and everything you need to
create your own high end speakers.
Build your own and save big!
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CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-338-0531
SOURCE CODE: SPM

725 Pleasant Valley Dr.,
Springboro. OH 45066-1158
Phone: 513/743-3000 • FAX: 513/743-1677
E-mail: sales@ parts-express.com
Web Site: www.parts-express.com
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Upset that you missed the
huge Better Records
Inventory Reduction Sale?

We Make Coming Home
Better Than Going Out

It's not too late!
We are putting thousands of records up for
sale at reduced prices this year, discounting them every month until they are all
gone. Get your catalog now as they are
available on afirst come, first served basis.
We also review all the latest releases on
180 gram vinyl, recommending the best
and helping you avoid the rest.
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We charge $5 for our latest 100 page catalog, which in turn qualifies you for $15 off
your first order of $100 or more. If you're
serious about records this wilt be the best
live bucks you ever spent
Call for our

$5 Catalog

818-988-3313
(141-F
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LA's Leading Audio &
Home Theater Specialist
ACOU
ENERGY• AERIAL ACOUSTICS •ARCAM •ARICI
•AT
•BASIS •BAC •BENZ MICRO. BILLY BAGS •
CLAS
ESTRON•DRAPER•DUNLAVY•DWIN•EGGLESTO N•
•EGUI=TECH •ESP •FANFARE FM •FAROUDJA
•GRADO
RAHAM •GRAND PRIX AUDIO •HARMONIC
CH
•HERRON AUDIO. JEFF ROWLAND •KIMBER
SELECT •
SON •MARANTZ •MERIDIAN •MYRYAD •
ORACLE
ER EWE•POLYCRYSTAL •PROCEED•PSB•
REL •
L•SONANCE •STEWART •SUMIKO •
THETA DIG
...TRANSPARENT •VIDIKRON •AND MORE

310-440-

2 Fax 310-440-5526

10 -7 Sat 10 -5:30
2337 RoW Rd. Ste. 6, Bel Air. CA 90077

VISIT OUR WEBSITE:

www.ambrosia.com

information &large select

of pre-owned electrorocs
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-10, tweakoman," began the email from one of Stereophilès
Web mavens and acontributor
to "Industry Update," the estimable
Batty Willis, "hockey pucks are the cure
for what ails you."
Iwondered where he wanted me to
put 'em.
"Yes, plain old genetic black-rubber
hockey pucks. Forget the spiked feet under the speakers. Take 'em off and slip
three or four hockey pucks under them
instead. Haven't tried 'em as footers under other gear, but their density and vibration-damping qualities seem equal to or
better than most expensive tweako materials. My local discount sporting-goods
outlet sells them for $1 each. A buck per
puck: It's an audiophile bargainr
Golden Sound' DH Squares (2" by 2"
by l
e), made of graphite-based composite, are also said to reduce the vibration
of your components. Iuse them with
ceramic DH Cones, as the Squares seem
to disperse vibrations faster than other
materials. Graphite is only one of several materials used in the Squares, so
they're not as hard as solid graphite;
they've got a bit of "give" to them.
While not abuck apop, they're only $40
for aset of four; or $30 for three. As
you'll see in my review this month of the
Lamm L2 preamp, Iused three stacks of
three DH Squares each under the
Larnm's separate tube power supply, to
excellent effect.
The Golden Sound Super Pad (19" by
17" by l
e), made of the same material as
the DH Squares, costs $250; their "regular" pad (17" by 12 l
e by le) comes in at
$150. They work great, but my "Fine
Tunes" pledge to find you tweaks that
cost little or nothing requires me to point
out that Edmund Scientific sells 12" by
12" Sorbothane mats for $19.95 that can
be cut up into 16 3"-square footers —

1www.dhcones.com.

enough for four components. But they're
only 143" thick, so maybe more than one
layer is necessary for the best effect (Sorbothane mats: part CR37-000 at www.
edsci.com/scientifics/scientifics.cfm.)
Curious if anyone on "Tweakees
Asylum" — the www.audioasylum.com
tweak forum—had tried the hockey
pucks, Idid alittle diggire and came up
with another use for them that bowled me
over. A poster calling himself "bobbeanbags" described how he'd carefully
marked the center of ahockey puck for
drilling, tapped in a'/,6th pilot hole, then
a hole right through. On one side, he
drilled a 3
/
8"counterbore about threequarters through the puck. Then he
popped arecord on his Rega Planar 3
turntable and pressed his new clamp
down on the spindle, small-hole side
down. He reported that this added some
damping and smoothed the sound.
Another respondent to the thread
who was worried about getting the hole
in the exact center, pointed out that the
extra weight could be a problem for
some 'tables, which it might be. But he
had me rolling on the floor when he described his own home-brew record
weight: the lid from aMiracle Whip jar
that he'd drilled to the exact size of the
spindle and pushed down on top of the
record. He reported that it worked well
(I dunno how), but at least he didn't describe the sound as "creamy"!
While poking around on Tweakees
Asylum Ifound another interesting footer system worth sharing. This one's from
"Snkby." Here's his recipe (you'll need a
heavy-duty vise or press):
Take three discs of Teflon, Zytrel (a
reinforced plastic), Nytrel (a thermoplastic elastomer) or asimilar material, and a
buncha ball bearings, the largest
in
diameter. Start with the smallest-diameter
bearing and press it into the material until
aslight dent forms —creating a"pilot"
cavity. Snkby suggested gradually increasing the indentation's radius until you

reach the largest bearing size — bound to
be difficult because of its large contact
area (thus the use of avise or press). After
pressing your bearings e as it were, drop
three of the same-size smaller bearings into the dent you've made and put 'em under your components. Total cost three
bucks. Nifty, huh? As for the sonic results,
"You name it and it got positive." Snkby
promised to make another three dented
discs and "sandwich" the bearings to see
how that affected the sound.
Speaking of ball bearings... Andy
Bartha's Whatchamacallits are lead shot
mixed with silicone and molded in a
muffin pan, and are cheap enough to
make it into "Fine Tunes" with room to
spare. There's just enough silicone to
bind the lead shot, which sticks out of
the outer surface like adimply blancmange. Don't worry — the EPA requires
acoating of inert antimony on any lead
shot sold today. Just don't munch on
'em. Typically, three small Whatchamacallits ($8 each) are placed under acomponent, with a medium-sized one
($12.50 each) placed on top. They're said
to work really well. Large round Whatchamacallits are available for $35, larger
squares for $40. You can get them from
Andy Bartha directly; give him acall at
(954) 583-7866.
Then there was "Snert," who posted
another good 'un on Tweakees Asylum.
His su 141 estion for making eight footers
for practically nothing was to cut up a
Fellowes gel wrist pad. As he pointed
out, they're not the most beautiful things
in the world, but as footers are used
under components, you don't see 'em —
and you can't beat the price. "rjm" added
that the best raw material is one of those
full-length wrist rests typically used in
front of one's computer keyboard, rather
than the smaller gel pad. "It's abooger to
cut, but it works. Idon't have anyone
such as awife to please, so Ido what
works," he trumpeted.
Ah, bachelors and their systems....
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blueroom loudspeakers — the future shape of sound.
media & beyond — exclusive north american distributors
new york 212.965.2800
www.media-and-beyond.com

montreal 514.847.9029
blueroom @ media-and-beyond.com
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Pulse
POUNDING!
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The electronic lifeblood coursing through AQ cables
back here will let your pulse respond
to the performance out there.
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Viper

Python

8710 Research Drive Irvine, CA 92618 USA Tel: 949.585.0111

Anaconda

Amazon

Fax: 949.585.0333 www.audioquest.com

